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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Sessions and Session Types

Two processes willing to safely exchange messages must agree on a protocol to adopt
during the interaction, to be guaranteed that the communication proceeds without mis-
matches. In the theory ofsession typesthe specification of the protocol is a type asso-
ciated to the communication channel, that describes the sequence and the direction of
data exchanged.

For example, let us consider a service that given two integernumbers, answers if
they are equal or not. We can describe the communication behavior of this service in
the way we have just done:

“The serviceEQUALITY expects two integers and returns a boolean.”

So, a suitable client to interact with the service above is the one that is able to give
the two numbers and expects a boolean answer.

“A client of EQUALITY must provide two integers and will get a boolean.”

Both service and client know that, if they behave as specifiedby the description
above, that is they follow the interaction protocol, their communication will be suc-
cessful. We say that the client has adual protocol w.r.t. to the protocol of the service.
Thus, this kind of description is their public behavior, anyclient with the above behav-
ior can interact with any service with the dual behavior.

1.1.1 Simple Communications: Value Sending/Receiving

Session types specify exactly this kind of information as a type associated to the chan-
nel on which the service/client is listening. They record the type of exchanged data and
the direction, that is if the data are to be sent or received. For example, a channel with
type !Int specifies that the process will send an integer on that channel. Dually, a chan-
nel with type ?Int specifies that the process is expecting to receive an integeron that
channel. Types can be sequentialized (through the operator“ .”) to obtain information
on the complete stream of data: for example, a process that communicates through a
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channel with type !Int.?Bool, when connected, will send an integer and will expect a
boolean. The special typeend specifies the end of the communication.

We have said that session types specify an important information about the data to
be exchanged and that offer guarantees on the communicationbetween two partners
that communicate following dual behaviors. But how do they agree on the protocol to
be followed? The connection is the agreement, that is, they publish their intentions,
trying to connect on a channel that has the intended type, andwhen there are two
connections on dual channels, then the communication can begin. Such communication
is in fact calledsessionand it is a safe, private, and structured exchange of data. We
will see some details in the following sections.

Now let us reconsider the example of theEQUALITY service, presented before. In
order to write the code, we use a dialect of theπ-calculus with primitives for dealing
with session interactions, as sending/receiving of data and connections1.The service
can be written as follows:

c?(y1 :?Int.?Int.!Bool.end).
The service is listening on the public channelc. The session
will be established on a new private channel bound byy1.
The service will behave as specified by ?Int.?Int.!Bool.end

y1?(x1 : Int). The service expects to receive a value of typeInt, bound byx1.

y1?(x′1 : Int). The service expects to receive a value of typeInt, bound byx′1.

y1!(x1 = x′1) The service evaluatesx1 = x′1 and send the result back ony1.

Notice that the session type (in this case ?Int.?Int.!Bool.end) only specifies the
interaction behavior, every information about local computation does not occur in the
session type. For example the way in which the service performs the evaluation of
equality is not known from the type.

The code for the client can be as follows:

c!(y2 :!Int.!Int.?Bool.end).y2!3.y2!5.y2?(x2 : Bool)

Notice that:

• the connection must be on the same channel: both client and server want to
connect on the public channelc, that can be viewed as a public port, such as an
internet address;

• whenever one sends, the other must receive, and vice versa;

• the types of the exchanged data must always be as expected, that is there must
not be a type mismatch of exchanged data.

If the above conditions are satisfied, then the communication can be safely estab-
lished on a new private channel, and it reduces as follows:

• The two processes are in parallel and try to connect on the same channel, with
dual channels:

1For the sake of simplicity, we do not go into the details of thelanguage, and we just use it to explain the
examples.
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c?(y1 :?Int.?Int.!Bool.end). c!(y2 :!Int.!Int.?Bool.end).
y1?(x1 : Int). y2!3.
y1?(x′1 : Int). y2!5.
y1!(x1 = x′1) y2?(x2 : Bool)

• The connection is established and a new pair of private channels k and k̃ are
created for the service and the client, respectively, to communicate, and used to
instantiate the variabley1 in the service andy2 in the client. The two new chan-
nels can be seen as the two end points of the same channel. Now the exchange
of data can begin.

(νk, k̃)




k?(x1 : Int). k̃!3.
k?(x′1 : Int). k̃!5.
k!(x1 = x′1) k̃?(x2 : Bool)




• The first value is sent by the client and received by the service. The variablex1

is now substituted by 3.

(νk, k̃)
(

k?(x′1 : Int). k̃!5.
k!(3= x′1) k̃?(x2 : Bool)

)

• The second value has been exchanged. The variablex′1 is substituted by 5.

(νk, k̃)
(
k!(3= 5) k̃?(x2 : Bool)

)

• The service evaluates if the received values are equal or notand then it is ready
to send the result.

(νk, k̃)
(
k!false k̃?(x2 : Bool)

)

• Finally, the boolean value is exchanged and the two processes reduce to the in-
action.

(νk, k̃)
(
0 0

)
≡ 0

1.1.2 Choices

Another important ingredient of the session interaction are choices, that represent the
possibility of one of the two processes to choose a particular option among the ones
offered by its partner. Choices are based on labels and allowthe processes to agree on
the path that the communication must follow.

The language presented so far is then enhanced with two constructs:

• branching: the process offer different possible continuations depending on the
choice of its partner. Every branch is labeled, and the process expects to receive
one of the label from its partner, to know how to continue.

• selection: the process selects one branch and communicates its choiceto the part-
ner, so that both can continue to interact safely. The choiceis made by sending
the label corresponding to the chosen branch.

13



Let us explain these new constructs with an example. Having in mind the service
used in the examples in Section 1.1.1, let us consider it offers, besides the evaluation
of the equality of two integers, also the possibility to sum them. The code of such a
service will be:

c?(y1 :?Int.?Int.&{eq:!Bool.end,sum:!Int.end}).
y1?(x1 : Int).
y1?(x′1 : Int).
y1&{eq:y1!(x1 = x′1),sum:y1!(x1+ x′1)}

Notice that the type of the channel, that is the session type that specifies the interac-
tion protocol, is changed to reflect the possible choices. More precisely, after receiving
two integers:

• if the labeleqis chosen, then the service will continue, as the serviceEQUALITY

of the previous example, sending the boolean result of theirevaluation.

• if the labelsumis chosen, then the service will send the integer corresponding to
the their sum.

The code of the client is as follows:

c!(y2 :!Int.!Int.⊕{eq:?Bool.end,sum:?Int.end}).y2!3.y2!5.y2⊕{eq:y2?(x2 : Bool)}.

Notice that, while in the code only the chosen label occurs, the session type contains
both options. This is to permit a dynamic selection of the label. If the session type had
contained only the selected option, this would be statically known.

1.1.3 Delegation

When a processP1, engaged in a session interaction withP2, cannot or does not want
to complete the communication as specified by the session type, it can delegate the
rest of the uncompleted session to another processP3. The new delegated processP3

will continue the communication instead ofP1 withoutP2 being aware of that. Indeed,
P2 will send and receive values over the same channel as before,not noticing that its
conversation partner has been replaced.

For example, letP1, P2 andP3 be as showed at the step 0 of the example in Fig-
ure 1.1. For the sake of simplicity we omit theend type at the end of each session types
in the example, where it should always be explicitly written. Also we omit the0 at the
end of each process.

Notice that, despite the session type of channely1 in the code ofP1 specifies that
the process will receive one boolean value, two integer values and send one boolean
value, the code shows only one communication on channely1, the first one specified in
the type.P1 is not able to complete the session, therefore it delegates the rest of session
to another process, via a connection that has as session type!(?Int.?Int.!Bool). This
session type is different from the ones we have seen so far. This specifies that, after
the connection, a private channel (with type ?Int.?Int.!Bool) will be sent, in order to
delegate the communication over that channel.

After one step of reduction (step 1), the connection betweenP1 andP2 is estab-
lished, the new channelsk1 andk̃1 created and the corresponding local variablesy1 and
y′1 substituted.

At step 2, the first value exchange has been done andP2 is waiting to send the value
3, but no one is ready to receive it. A connection on channelc2 is pending.

14



P1 : P2 : P3 :

0

c1?(y1 :?Bool.?Int.?Int.!Bool).
y1?(x1 : Bool).
c2?(y2 :!(?Int.?Int.!Bool)).
y2!y1

c1!(y′1 :!Bool.!Int.!Int.?Bool).
y′1!true .
y′1!3.
y′1!5.
y′1?(x2 : Bool)

c2!(y′2 :?(?Int.?Int.!Bool)).
y′2?(z :?Int.?Int.!Bool).
z?(x3 :?Int).
z?(x4 :?Int).
z!(x3 = x4)

1
k1?(x1 : Bool).
c2?(y2 :!(?Int.?Int.!Bool)).
y2!k1

k̃1!true .
k̃1!3.
k̃1!5.
k̃1?(x2 : Bool)

c2!(y′2 :?(?Int.?Int.!Bool)).
y′2?(z :?Int.?Int.!Bool).
z?(x3 :?Int).
z?(x4 :?Int).
z!(x3 = x4)

2
c2?(y2 :!(?Int.?Int.!Bool)).
y2!k1

k̃1!3.
k̃1!5.
k̃1?(x2 : Bool)

c2!(y′2 :?(?Int.?Int.!Bool)).
y′2?(z :?Int.?Int.!Bool).
z?(x3 :?Int).
z?(x4 :?Int).
z!(x3 = x4)

3 k2!k1

k̃1!3.
k̃1!5.
k̃1?(x2 : Bool)

k̃2?(z :?Int.?Int.!Bool).
z?(x3 :?Int).
z?(x4 :?Int).
z!(x3 = x4)

4 0

k̃1!3.
k̃1!5.
k̃1?(x2 : Bool)

k1?(x3 :?Int).
k1?(x4 :?Int).
k1!(x3 = x4)

5 0
k̃1!5.
k̃1?(x2 : Bool)

k1?(x4 :?Int).
k1!(3= x4)

6 0 k̃1?(x2 : Bool)
k1!(3= 5)

7 0 k̃1?(x2 : Bool)
k1!false

8 0 0 0

Figure 1.1: Example of session interaction with delegation.

At step 3, the connection betweenP1 andP3 has been established, the new channels
k2 andk̃2 created and the corresponding local variablesy2 andy′2 substituted. Now,P1

is ready to send the channelk1 of the enclosing session toP3.
At step 4, the channelk1 has been sent andP1 has terminated,P3 has received the

channel and substituted it to the variablez. NowP3 is ready to continue the interaction
with P2, unaware of the change of partner.

The communication betweenP2 andP3 goes on as expected, with step 5, 6 and 7.

1.1.4 Session Type Syntax

Summing up what we have seen about session types, through theexamples in the pre-
vious sections, we see the complete syntax of session types in Figure 1.2.
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types t ::= Int | Real | Bool | · · ·
| begin.η

descriptors η ::= π.η
| &{ℓi : ηi}i∈I

| ⊕{ℓi : ηi}i∈I

| µα.η
| α
| end

actions π ::= !t
| ?t
| !η
| ?η

Figure 1.2: Session Type Syntax

We have seen that there are two kinds of channels: public channels and private ones.
Public channels are used for connecting two processes that are willing to interact by
means of a fresh, private channel exchanged during the connection. Private channels
are used for the actual conversation between the two processes. At type level this
distinction corresponds to two different syntactic categories.

The first syntactic category, ranged over byt, includes basic types, denoting the
type of exchanged values, and session types of the formbegin.η, denoting the type of
a public channel on which a session of typeη can be established.

The second category is the one of session descriptors, ranged over byη, and they
correspond to what we have called session types so far: endedsequences of actions,
choices and recursion. These are used in connections, to describe the intended behavior
of the session, or in delegations.

Remark 1.1.1. In the literature the session descriptors have got the denomination
of session types, but we have preferred to make the distinction between session type
(type of a public channel) and session descriptor. We do not believe the latter can be
considered types as well, because they describe the course of a session and they change
throughout the progress of the session itself.

The last syntactic category is the one of actions, ranged over by π, and includes
sending/receiving actions.

1.1.5 Language Syntax

The language used to encode the processes in the examples is adialect ofπ-calculus
enhanced with constructs to deal with session interactions.

The syntax is as follows:

16



Prefixes: p ::= u?(x : ψ) | a!(x : η) | κ!e

Processes: P,Q ::= 0 | p.P | P‖P | (νk)P

κ&{ℓi : Pi}i∈I | κ⊕{ℓ.P}

Channels: u ::= a | κ

Public channels: a ::= x | c

Private channels: κ ::= x | k

Expressions: e ::= u | · · ·
We have prefixes, ranged over byp; processes, ranged over byP andQ; chan-

nels, ranged over byu, that can be public (a) or private (κ); and expressions for local
computation, ranged over bye.

The first prefixu?(x : ψ), whereψ ranges overt andη, corresponds

• to the receiving of a connection request ifu is a public channel,

• to the receiving of a value ifu is a private channel andψ is a typet, or

• to the receiving of a delegation request ifu is a private channel andψ is a session
descriptorη.

The second prefixa!(x : η) corresponds to the request of a connection.
The third prefixκ!e corresponds

• to the sending of a value, ife has a type of the formt, i.e. the evaluation ofe
produces a value or a public channel, or

• to the delegation of a session, ife is a private channel.

1.1.6 Typing

In this section we briefly introduce the typing issues for a language with sessions. We
do not want to go into the details of the typing system, but just give some intuitions
about it. For more references see [54] and Chapter 3.

The typing judgment for expressions has the form:

Γ ⊢ e : t,

meaning, as usual, that from the type assumptions inΓ the typet can be derived for the
expressione.

The typing judgment for processes has the form:

Γ ⊢ P : ∆,

meaning that given the type assumptions inΓ, the processP is well typed with respect
to the types of the private channels on whichP is communicating.
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The environments are defined as follows:

Γ ::= /0 | Γ,x : t ∆ ::= /0 | ∆,κ : η.

Γ is thetype environmentand it is a mapping from variables to types and∆ is session
environmentand is a mapping from private channels to session descriptors. κ ranges
over variables and private session channels.

The descriptor associated to the active channel in the session environment is built
depending on the way the channel is actually used. For example, the typing rule for the
sending is as follows:

SEND

Γ ⊢ e : t Γ ⊢ P : ∆,κ : η
Γ ⊢ κ!e.P : ∆,κ :!t.η

where the session descriptor of the channelκ, in ∆, is prefixed with the type of the
sent value. In this particular example, as in most works in the literature, the session
environment is a set. This is enough to ensure the subject reduction and the absence of
type mismatch in the communication, but in order to ensure the progress property, as
well, it can be handy to treat∆ as a stack. For more detailed explanations and examples,
see Section 3.

1.1.7 Discussion

In this section we will discuss some of the important issues about designing calculi with
sessions. These are the important points that have guided usthrough our work. We will
explain them in details in the technical chapters of the thesis, but here we would like to
give some intuitions.

Choices. In all the earlier works on session types (see [76] and references there), the
choices are always based on labels. That is, the process thathas to select one of
the branches of the partner, sends it a label of the chosen option. This is a good
abstraction and makes the theory simple. In an object-oriented setting, where
everything should be modeled through objects, it seemed to us more natural that
the selection was made by exchanging objects and matching the class of those
objects. In the article [36] we proposed an object-orientedlanguage in which
choices are based on the class of the exchanged object. We will present that
work in Chapter 4. The session constructs for selection and branching are the
analogous of internal and external choice in process calculi. This analogy sug-
gests the possibility to express those constructs with the more natural traditional
choices, and this supports our preference for choices basedon the data received
instead of labels. In the article [22] we proposed such a calculus with semantic
definitions. We will present in depth that work in Chapter 3.

Duality. The duality is the key ingredient in the theory of session types. It discrim-
inates which sessions will safely exchange data without type mismatches and
which ones are not allowed to be established because they will encounter com-
munication problems. In earlier works the duality is alwaysdefined as an in-
volution, that is each type has a unique dual, obtained by exchanging “!” with
“?” and “&” with “ ⊕”. In the works [22, 36, 4, 17], presented in the following
chapters of the thesis, the duality associates to each type aset of types that is a
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type has many possible duals, due to subtyping. Moreover, inmost works the
duality check is made statically at compile time (see [76] and references there).
If the code to be typed contains two processes that attempt a connection to the
same channel, then they must have dual behaviors. This strategy permits to avoid
the type decorations into the processes, and to speed up the communication at
runtime because of the absence of runtime checks. We chose topresent the ex-
amples throughout the chapter with a language that does havetypes, to have the
code and the type available at the same time, for a better understanding of the
examples. But also in the languages proposed in [22] and [36]we chose runtime
checks instead of static checks, to deal with choices based on the actual type of
the exchanged value. For more details see Chapters 3 and 4.

Properties. We discuss the most important properties that all the languages in this
thesis guarantee:

No type mismatch in the exchanged data.This is the fundamental property
guaranteed by session type systems. Every system in the literature has
this property.

Subject reduction. The property of subject reduction says that if a channel/pro-
cess/system has a type at compile time, then it will have the same type or
a smaller one after the evaluation. This is a very important property, and
needs some subtleties to be guaranteed (See [76] for details). An exam-
ple of problem that can arise if the system is not carefully designed is the
following: consider a language in which both processes communicate on
the same private channel, without distinguishing the two end-points, that is
when the connection is established only one new namek is created for both
processes, instead of a pairk, k̃. Suppose at some point the configuration is
as follows:

k!(k1) ‖ k?(x :!Int).x!3.k1?(y : Int) (1.1)

The first process is ready to send the channelk1 overk to the second pro-
cess, that happens to be the partner in the communication over k1. And at
this pointk1 has type !Int. After the communication, the second process
has reduced to:

k1!3.k1?(y : Int)

and the channelk1 has now type !Int.?Int, so its type has changed in a
incorrect way, because session descriptors are supposed tobe the same or to
consume during the evaluation not to grow. A solution can be to distinguish
the two end points of the same channels, as we did in the examples in the
previous sections, usingk andk̃. In this way the process above becomes:

k!(k1) ‖ k̃?(x :!Int).x!3.k̃1?(y : Int)−→ k1!3.k̃1?(y : Int)

and the type ofk1 is the same before and after the communication. Notice
that both examples here are blocked, the communication cannot go on, but
the subject reduction, at least in the second example, is guaranteed.

Progress. The progress property says that if two processes connect, then they
will not be blocked. That is, in a system with such a property the exam-
ple above will not be allowed. Even if this seems a very natural property
for languages with sessions, all the earlier works on session types did not
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address it. The first work that presented a system with progress was [38].
To guarantee progress, a lot of restrictions must be added tothe type sys-
tem. For example, after having received a private channel, aprocess cannot
perform any communication on a channel different from the received one;
nested connections are an easy way to avoid deadlocks (for a calculus with
progress property that does not require connections to be nested see [34]);
and so on. For more details and examples about progress, see [35] and
Chapter 3.

1.1.8 Subtyping

The sessions presented so far did not include the use of subtyping. This means that if a
process wants to receive a value, then the partner in the communication is required to
send a value of that exact type, not of a subtype.

This is clearly quite restrictive, and the introduction of subtyping in the theory of
session types, gives more flexibility to the communications, while maintaining all the
guarantees about the correctness of the exchanged data.

In this section we give some intuitions about subtyping through some examples, for
more details see [46].

The main guideline in the definition of the subtyping relation is that a value of a
smaller type can be used, wherever a value of a bigger type is expected.

For example, let us consider this configuration:

k!3 ‖ k̃?(x : Real).x+4

wherek has type !Int. In this case a value of typeInt is sent to a process that is
expecting a value of typeReal. We notice that the communication will not get in any
trouble and that eventually 3 and 4 will be summed.

In the case of the following delegation:

k!k1 ‖ k̃?(x :!Real).x!(3.5)

which can be the type ofk1 for the communication to go on successfully? Let us try
with !Int: this will not work becausek1 will be used to send 3.5, that is not an integer.
But k1 can have type !Complex because 3.5 is also a complex number. Then we got that
output is contravariant, that is it varies in the inverse direction from its subcomponent
with respect to subtyping, and !Complex≤!Real≤!Int.

Let us consider input now:

k!k2 ‖ k̃?(x :?Real).x?(y : Real)

k2 can be safely given the type ?Int, then ?Int≤?Real andinput is covariant, that is it
varies in the same direction of its subcomponent with respect to subtyping.

What about choices? Let us reason about the following example:

k!k3 ‖ k̃?(x : ⊕{l1 : η1, l2 : η2, l3 : η3}).x⊕ l3 : P

Can k3 have type⊕{l1 : η1, l2 : η2}? The answer is no, because it will be used to
select the branch labeled withl3, causing an error. But it can be safely typed with
⊕{l1 : η1, l2 : η2, l3 : η3, l4 : η4}. Then we have that a selection type with more branches
is subtype of one with less branches⊕{l1 : η1, l2 : η2, l3 : η3, l4 : η4}≤⊕{l1 : η1, l2 : η2}.
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Notice that it is also true that⊕{l1 : η′
1, l2 : η′

2, l3 : η3, l4 : η4} ≤ ⊕{l1 : η1, l2 : η2},
wheneverη′

i ≤ ηi , for all i ∈ {1,2}.
For the branching case we expect a dual behavior. Consider the following situation:

k!k4 ‖ k̃?(x : &{l1 : η1, l2 : η2, l3 : η3}).x&{l1 : P1, l2 : P2, l3 : P3}

if k4 has as type&{l1 : η1, l2 : η2, l3 : η3, l4 : η4}, an error will occur, becausek4 will
be used to offer three possible continuations, not four! Instead it can safely be typed
ask4 : &{l1 : η1, l2 : η2}. In other words, we have&{l1 : η1, l2 : η2} ≤ &{l1 : η1, l2 :
η2, l3 : η3, l4 : η4}. So we can say that a branching type with less branches is subtype
of one with more branches. Notice that it is also true that&{l1 : η1, l2 : η2} ≤ &{l1 :
η′

1, l2 : η′
2, l3 : η3, l4 : η4}, wheneverηi ≤ η′

i , for all i ∈ {1,2}.

1.2 Session Types for Object-Oriented Languages

The wide adoption of object-oriented paradigm for writing modern applications is the
reason that motivates the research efforts towards integrating session types and session-
oriented programming with object-oriented programming.

Object-oriented programs based on communication are implemented usingsockets
or remote method invocationprimitives (as Java RMI or C♯ remoting). The former
approach uses an abstraction of an untyped communication channel, therefore a great
amount of dynamic controls of types is needed to ensure type safety of the exchanged
data. The latter approach has the advantages of a standard method invocation in a dis-
tributed environment, which requires a method to be used according to his signature,
but it suffers lack of flexibility to describe patterns of interaction that provide bidi-
rectional message exchanges from both communication parties, interleaved by local
computations.

Sessions and session types are then a good answer to the limitations encountered
with the previous approaches, taking into account the aim ofwriting concurrent and
distributed applications with a better structure and, consequently, more solid.

The integration of session types into the object-oriented paradigms can be pursued:

• by extendingstandard object-oriented languages with ad-hoc primitives for
session-based communication [38, 35, 36, 26]; we will illustrate the general ap-
proach in Section 1.2.1 and our extension with bounded polymorphism in Chap-
ter 4.

• by amalgamatingstandard object-oriented methods and sessions in a unique,
more expressive, construct [39, 17, 4]; we will illustrate the general approach in
Section 1.2.2 and our extensions with union types in Chapter5 and with generics
in Chapter 6.

1.2.1 MOOSE.

The work MOOSE is the result of the embedding of session types into object-oriented
languages. MOOSE is a multi-threaded language with session types, thread spawning,
iterative and higher-order sessions. Its design aims to consistently integrate the object-
oriented programming style and sessions, and to treat various case studies from the
literature.

We will present the language MOOSEby the example of the service EQUALITY and
its client.
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1 class Service {
2 Int n1;
3 Int n2;
4 void offerEq() {
5 connect c begin.?Int.?Int.!Bool.end {
6 n1:=c.receive;
7 n2:=c.receive;
8 c.send(this.n1=this.n2);
9 }

10 }
11 }

Figure 1.3: The classService.

1 class Client {
2 Bool result;
3 void requestEq(Int m1, Int m2) {
4 connect c begin.!Int.!Int.?Bool.end {
5 c.send(m1);
6 c.send(m2);
7 result:=c.receive;
8 }
9 }

10 }

Figure 1.4: The classClient.

Simple Communications: Value Sending/Receiving The code of the service is as
in Figure 1.3.

The classService contains two integer fieldsn1 andn2 and a methodofferEq.
When the method is called, theconnect is executed and if another object is trying to
connect on the same channelc with a dual session type, then the connection will be
established. Differently from the calculus of Section 1.1,here there is no variable that
will bind the new private name, that instead will replace thepublic namec in the body
of the connection.

The code of the suitable client is as in Figure 1.4.
The classClient contains one boolean fieldresult and a methodrequestEq(Int

m1, Int m2). When the method is called, theconnect is executed and if another
object is trying to connect on the same channelc with a dual session type, then the
connection will be established.

The code of the communication can be as follows:

spawn(new Client.requestEq(3,5));new Service.offerEq().

Let us see how this expression reduces following the semantic rules of MOOSE,
that can be found in [35]. During the evaluation, we need additional information about
objects and channels, that are recorded in the heaph, defined as follows:

h ::= [] | h :: [o 7→ (C, f :v)] | h :: c

where :: denotes heap concatenation.
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So, the initial configuration is

spawn(new Client.requestEq(3,5));new Service.offerEq(),[ ]

At first we evaluate thespawn expression that makes its bodynew
Client.requestEq(3,5) become a new parallel thread:

new Service.offerEq() ‖ new Client.requestEq(3,5),[ ]

At this point the next expressions to be evaluated are the twonew. They will create
two objects, instances of classesService andClient respectively, and the heap will
be updated with the new information: for each object the heapcontains the name of the
instance associated to the corresponding class and the names and initial values of the
fields:

o1.offerEq() ‖ o2.requestEq(3,5),[o1 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [o2 7→ (Client,result:false)]

At this point the two methods can be invoked. Notice that the formal parameters in
the body of methodrequestEq(3,5) are replaced with the actual parameters3 and5,
andthis is replaced with the corresponding object identifier:

connect c begin.?Int.?Int.!Bool.end {
n1:=c.receive;
n2:=c.receive;
c.send(o1.n1=o1.n2); }

‖
connect c begin.!Int.!Int.?Bool.end {
c.send(3);
c.send(5);
result:=c.receive; }

[o1 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [o2 7→ (Client,result:false)]

Now, since the twoconnect are on the same channelc with dual session types, the
connection can be established and the previous parallel composition reduces to:

n1:=k.receive;
n2:=k.receive;
k.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

‖
k.send(3);
k.send(5);
result:=k.receive;

[o1 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [o2 7→ (Client,result:false)] :: k

wherek is a new fresh channel replacing the old channelc, that has been created and
added to the heap. The freshness ofk guarantees privacy of the session communication
between the two threads. Notice that, differently from whatwe said before, in this
calculus only one new name is created at runtime, instead of two. The type system
ensures type safety by preventing interleaved connections, so that wrong configurations
like (1.1) cannot occur.

At this point the exchange of data can begin and the parallel composition above
reduces to:

n1:=3;
n2:=k.receive;
k.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

‖ k.send(5);
result:=k.receive;

[o1 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [o2 7→ (Client,result:false)] :: k
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Now, the received value is assigned ton1, and after two steps the two threads are
as follows:

n2:=k.receive;
k.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

‖ k.send(5);
result:=k.receive;

[o1 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:0)] :: [o2 7→ (Client,result:false)] :: k

The exchange of the next value happens in the same way, and then we have:

k.send(o1.n1=o1.n2); ‖ result:=k.receive;

[o1 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:5)] :: [o2 7→ (Client,result:false)] :: k

The evaluation of k.send(o1.n1=o1.n2) first requires the evaluation of
o1.n1=o1.n2, therefore the value of fieldsn1 andn2 is recovered from the heap and
in two steps we have:

k.send(3=5); ‖ result:=k.receive;

[o1 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:5)] :: [o2 7→ (Client,result:false)] :: k

The evaluation of3=5 results in the boolean valuefalse that is exchanged as be-
fore, and stored in the heap. In this case the initial value ofresult was alreadyfalse
by default, so nothing changes in the heap.

Choices Choices in MOOSEare modeled with the following constructs

• c.sendIf(e){e’}{e’’}: where first the boolean expressione is evaluated, then
its result is sent through channelc. If the result wastrue, it continues withe’,
otherwise withe’’;

• c.receiveIf{e}{e’}: receives a boolean value via channelc, and if it is true
then it continues withe, otherwise withe’;

Similar constructs are used to model iterations:c.sendWhile(e){e’} and
c.receiveWhile{e’}, where the evaluation ofe’ is repeated while the result ofe
is true.

In Figures 1.5 and 1.6 we can see how the examples in Section 1.1.2 can be encoded
in MOOSE.

Notice that differently from the choices presented in Section 1.1.2, those in MOOSE

are based on boolean values, and even if they offer only two branches, choices with
more branches can be easily encoded with nested expressions, but with the disadvan-
tage of sending multiple boolean values instead of one label.

Delegation Delegation works as in the standard session types and it is modeled
through the constructs:

• c.sendS(c’): the channelc’ is sent overc;

• c.receiveS(x){e}: a channel is received onc and bound byx within the ex-
pressione.

The semantics of delegation is as expected, except that, when the channel is ex-
changed, the receiver spawns a new thread to handle the consumption of the delegated
session. This strategy is necessary in order to avoid deadlocks in the presence of circu-
lar paths of session delegation (see [35]).
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1 class Service1 {
2 Int n1;
3 Int n2;
4 void offerEqSum() {
5 connect c begin.?Int.?Int.?<!Bool,!Int>.end {
6 n1:=c.receive;
7 n2:=c.receive;
8 c.receiveIf
9 {c.send(this.n1=this.n2);}

10 {c.send(this.n1+this.n2);}
11 }
12 }
13 }

Figure 1.5: The classService1.

1 class Client1 {
2 Bool result;
3 void selectEq(Int m1, Int m2) {
4 connect c begin.!Int.!Int.!<?Bool,?Int>.end {
5 c.send(m1);
6 c.send(m2);
7 c.sendCase(true)
8 {result:=c.receive;}
9 {}

10 }
11 }

Figure 1.6: The classClient1.

1.2.2 STOOP.

In both MOOSEand its variants sessions were added to the object-orientedlanguage
as an orthogonal feature. However sessions and methods showrelated, though dif-
ferent, features and this fact suggests that both could be derived from a more general
notion of session associated to an object. In [39] a languagethatamalgamatesthe no-
tion of session-based communication with the one of object-oriented programming is
proposed. The approach was called STOOP (Session Types and Object-Oriented Pro-
gramming). STOOP is only a “language kernel”, since it is only concerned with the
amalgamation of the object-oriented and the session paradigms, but is agnostic about
issues that concern synchronization, distribution, copying of values across local heaps
etc..

STOOP drives the amalgamation very far, by unifying sessions and methods, and
by basing the choices of alternative paths in communications on the object being sent
or received (see [36] or Chapter 4) rather than on labels, as in traditional session types
[7, 18, 19, 46, 47, 49, 52, 70, 55, 65, 54, 71, 73]. STOOP includes a rather general form
of delegation, even if sessions are not higher order, that issessions cannot communicate
sessions, a common feature in many session calculi [7, 18, 19, 26, 34, 36, 35, 46, 47,
49, 52, 54, 55, 65, 70, 71, 73].
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“traditional” “traditional” “amalgamated”
session method session/method

request on a thread an object an object
execution starts threads reach immediately immediately

when certain point
executed body is rest of the thread determined by the determined by the

class of the receiver class of the receiver
execution concurrent same thread concurrent

communication any direction n-inputs any direction
interleaved with then computation interleaved with
computations then one output computations

Figure 1.7: “Traditional” sessions, “traditional” methods, and “amalgamated” session-
s/methods.

The rationale of the method-session amalgamationThe fundamental idea at the
basis of the STOOP calculus is to amalgamate sessions and methods in one construct
and it arises mostly from two observations:

1. sessions and methods share similar features; and

2. the integration of sessions and methods reflects well the intuition of a service.

This amalgamation comes out to be a very natural approach in an object-oriented
setting: the abstractions provided by the object-orientedparadigm are much more in-
tuitive than the ones of other paradigms, supporting a more direct translation of the
real problems that have to be resolved into the correspondent models. The running
programs are objects, that come to life in a virtual world where actively participate
to a common goal, where each party carries out its own tasks, cooperating with the
others through a reciprocal message exchange, that is exactly the essence of the object-
oriented computation.

The notion of communication is already implied in the object-oriented paradigm
and, from this point of view, the sessions do not introduce any innovation: the immedi-
ate encoding of methods through sessions, that could be seensimply as a generalization
of methods, will be a confirmation of this.

In Figure 1.7, we compare “traditional” sessions [73, 70, 54, 35] and “traditional”
methods from object-oriented languages with the “amalgamated” session/methods of
STOOP.

Sessions are invoked on threads in a manner similar to the Adarendez-vous, and
execution starts when two threads reach a certain point in their execution, where they
can “serve” the session. The computation proceeds by executing in parallel the code of
both threads. Sessions allow communication of any number ofobjects in any direction.

On the other hand, methods are invoked on an object, the body to run is defined in
the class of the receiving object, execution is immediate and sequential, and it supports
any number of inputs, followed by computation, followed by one output.

STOOP proposes “amalgamated” sessions/methods, which, for brevity, we shall
call sessions from now on. Invocation takes place on an object, for instance a cus-
tomer asks to withdraw money from a particular ATM machine, and execution of the
corresponding session takes place immediately and concurrently with the requesting
thread. The body is defined in the class of the receiving object, for instance the body of
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1 class Service {
2 Int n1;
3 Int n2;
4 void ?Int.?Int.!Bool offerEq {
5 n1:=receive;
6 n2:=receive;
7 send(this.n1=this.n2);
8 }
9 }

Figure 1.8: The classService.

the withdraw session is defined in the ATM class, and any number of communications
interleaved with computation is possible. Moreover no explicit mention of communi-
cation channels is required at source code level.

Simple Communications: Value Sending/Receiving Let us see how to encode the
example of Sections 1.1.1 and 1.2.1. The code of the service is listed in Figure 1.8.

The classService contains two integer fieldsn1 andn2 and a sessionofferEq.
The invocation of this session will have a body that must be typed with a session type
dual of the one declared for the session itself. Notice that the code does not specify any
channel. In STOOPall the channels are private and created at runtime.

Let us see how the sessionofferEq can be adequately invoked:

new Service.offerEq{send(3);send(5);receive;}

In STOOP session invocations have a body that will be executed in parallel with the
body of the session requested. The two bodies must have dual session types. This is
checked at compile time, not at runtime as in MOOSE.

To see the evaluation of the expression above, we need to define theheapthat stores
objects and values exchanged during the communication:

h ::= [ ] | h::o 7→ (C, f :v) | h::k 7→ v

where :: denotes heap concatenation,k are the private channels created at runtime.
Now we can see how the invocation is evaluated. At first the heap is empty:

new Service.offerEq{send(3);send(5);receive;}, [ ]

A new object of class Service is created and the heap is updated with the informa-
tion related to the new object:

o.offerEq{send(3);send(5);receive;}, [o 7→ (Service,n1:0;n2:0)]

At this point the session is invoked and a new thread is spawned in order to execute
the body of the session. A pair of fresh channelsk and k̃ is created, that correspond
to the two end points of the same private channel: they have dual session types. Every
communication expression (send andreceive) is now prefixed with a new channel.
The heap is updated with an empty queue for each channel, in which the received value
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will be put, waiting to be read.

k.send(3);
k.send(5);
k.receive;

‖
n1:=k̃.receive;
n2:=k̃.receive;
k̃.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

[o 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ ()]

The communication begin with the sending of the first value. The value is put in the
heap, in the queue associated to the channelk̃, dual of the channel the value was sent
over. The communication is asynchronous, so the value may not be read right away by
the partner.

k.send(5);
k.receive;

‖
n1:=k̃.receive;
n2:=k̃.receive;
k̃.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

[o 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ (3)]

At this point, two things may happen: the value onk̃ may be read or another value
can be sent first. Let us say that the second value is sent before the previous value has
been read, so that we can see how the queue works:

k.receive; ‖
n1:=k̃.receive;
n2:=k̃.receive;
k̃.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

[o 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ (3 :: 5)]

After one step, the value3 is read and erased from the queue

k.receive; ‖
n1:=3;
n2:=k̃.receive;
k̃.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

[o 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ (5)]

After two steps, the value of the fieldn1 has been updated, and the second value
has been received

k.receive; ‖ n2:=5;
k̃.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);

[o 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:0)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ ()]

After some steps, the value of the fieldn2 has been updated, and the values of fields
n1 andn2 retrieved from the heap and replaced in the code to the corresponding field
selections.

k.receive; ‖ k̃.send(3=5);

[o 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:5)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ ()]
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1 class Service1 {
2 Int n1;
3 Int n2;
4 void ?Int.?Int.?{C1⊲!Bool,C2⊲!Int} offerEqSum {
5 n1:=receive;
6 n2:=receive;
7 receiveCase(x)
8 {C1⊲
9 send(this.n1=this.n2);}

10 {C2⊲
11 send(this.n1+this.n2);}
12 }
13 }

Figure 1.9: The classService1.

The evaluation of the equality return afalse value:

k.receive; ‖ k̃.send(false);

[o 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:5)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ ()]

and the valuefalse is send over̃k into the queue ofk:

k.receive;

[o 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:5)] :: [k 7→ (false)] :: [k̃ 7→ ()]

Now the result is read from the queue and the communication ends:

false;

[o 7→ (Service,n1:3,n2:5)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ ()]

Choices Choices are dealt with constructs similar to the one in MOOSE, except that
the choice is based on the class of the exchanged object:

• sendCase(e){Ci ⊲ei}i∈I : where first the expressione is evaluated and reduced
to an object, then depending on its class, if itCi , it continues withei ;

• receiveCase(x){Ci ⊲ei}i∈I : receives an object and continues withei if the class
of the object isCi .

The type system guarantees that the class of the exchanged object is one of theCi .
Similar constructs are used to model iterations:sendWhile(e){Ci ⊲ei}i∈I and

receiveWhile(x){Ci ⊲ei}i∈I , where a special variablecont occurring in some of the
ei , when encountered, make the execution start again.

In Figure 1.9 we can see how the service from Sections 1.1.2 and 1.2.1 can be
encoded in STOOP.

This service can be invoked by the following code:

new Service1.offerEq{send(3);send(5);sendCase(new C1){C1⊲ receive;}{C2⊲ . . .}}
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1 class Service2 {
2 Int n;
3 void µX.?{Int⊲X,Object⊲!Int} offerSum {
4 receiveWhile(x)
5 {Int⊲
6 this.n=this.n+x;
7 cont;}
8 {Object⊲
9 send(this.n);}

10 }
11 }

Figure 1.10: The classService2.

1 class DelService {
2 void ?Bool.?Int.?Int.!Bool!Int delEq {
3 receive;
4 new Service • offerEq {}
5 send(4);
6 }
7 }

Figure 1.11: The classDelService.

In this example the classesC1 andC2 are used exactly as labels in Section 1.1, let
us now see another example that better shows how these class-based choices work. In
Figure 1.10 we can see the classService2 that sums every integers that receives, and
when receives an object that is not an integer sends back the result. Notice the use of
the special variablecont that is a placeholder for the recursion.

Delegation The delegation in STOOP works in a quite different way than in tradi-
tional languages with sessions. It is not modeled by the exchange of a private channel,
instead it uses a new construct:

e•s{ },

that means that the delegating object requests the sessions in the class of the expression
e to take temporarily the control of the communication with its partner.

Let us see how this works through an example. Let consider theclassService
of Figure 1.8. In the class in Figure 1.11 we see a delegation request to the session
offerEq of Service.

An invocation of servicedelEq in classDelService can be as follows:

new DelService.delEq{send(true);send(3);send(5);receive;receive}

The evaluation of the previous code instantiates a new object o of typeDelService,
then invokes the sessiondelEq, creates two new dual channelsk andk̃, and update the
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heap. So after some step, we have that:

k.send(true);
k.send(3);
k.send(5);
k.receive;
k.receive;

‖
k̃.receive;
new Service •offerEq{ };
k̃.send(4);

[o1 7→ (DelService)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ ()]

After some step, the three values have been sent overk and put in the queue of̃k.
The valuetrue has then been read and removed from the queue. Now the situation is
the following:

k.receive;
k.receive;

‖ new Service •offerEq{ };
k̃.send(4);

[o1 7→ (DelService)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ (3 :: 5)]

At this point a new objecto2 of classService is created and put into the heap.

k.receive;
k.receive;

‖ o2•offerEq{ };
k̃.send(4);

[o1 7→ (DelService)] :: [o2 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ (3 :: 5)]

The result of applying the delegation is to have the code of the delegated session
running in the current thread:

k.receive;
k.receive;

‖
n1:=k̃.receive;
n2:=k̃.receive;
k̃.send(o1.n1=o1.n2);
k̃.send(4);

[o1 7→ (DelService)] :: [o2 7→ (Service,n1:0,n2:0)] :: [k 7→ ()] :: [k̃ 7→ (3 :: 5)]

The communication goes on as usual, as the code of the delegated session were part
of the code of the delegating session. The value on the queue of k̃ will be read and the
values of fieldsn1 andn2 updated. Then the last two values will be exchanged.
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Chapter 2

Contributions

This thesis presents both foundational and linguistic contributions. The former are
mainly introduced in Part II, while the latter are mainly discussed in Part III. But also
we show how to merge the two results in Chapter 7.

2.1 Part II: Foundations of Session Types

Session Types have been first introduced to model communication protocols between
π-calculus processes [52, 70, 54]. Session types have been, then, developed for
CORBA [71], for functional languages [49, 73], for boxed ambients [44], for the W3C
standard description language for Web Services CDL [19, 75,69, 55], for operating
systems [40], and for object oriented programming languages [38, 35, 26, 36, 39, 17, 4].

In all these works adapted versions of the ad-hoc branching/selection constructs,
introduced in Chapter 1, were added to the language and to thetypes.

In Chapter 3 we present a unified theory of session types in which branching and
selection are modeled just as composition of types with the standard external/internal
choices. The selection is based on the types of any exchangedvalue of the language,
and it is more general than the classic approach, in which selection is based on the
exchange of only special values,i.e., labels.

For instance, the following descriptor:

?Real.!Int+?Int.!Bool, (2.1)

where+ is the external choice operator, describes the behavior of aprocess that offers
the choice between two possible options: if it receives a real number then it will send
back an integer, while if it receives an integer it will send back a boolean value. The
selection is driven by the type of the value received and thisexample shows clearly
a non-determinism in the case the received value is an integer. In that case, since
the selection would be ambiguous, the process can internally choose if executing the
first branch (and then send an integer), or the second one (andthen send a boolean).
Therefore, the communication partner must be able to receive either one. In order to
describe the behavior of such a partner, we clearly need boolean combinators, so that
we can write the following descriptor:

!(Real∧¬Int).?Int⊕!Int.?(Bool∨ Int), (2.2)
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where⊕ is the internal choice operator. It describes the behavior of a process that can
internally choose if sending a real that is not an integer andthen it will be expecting
an integer, or sending an integer and then it will receive a boolean or an integer value.
But the process that follows (2.1) can successfully interact also with the process that
always chooses the first branch:

!(Real∧¬Int).?Int
or with the one that always chooses the second one:

!Int.?(Bool∨ Int)

so the duality is not just the involution we saw in the examples of Chapter 1, but it is a
more expressive relation. We define this relation semantically in Chapter 3, based on a
reduction semantics for descriptors, namely a descriptor evolves as the communication
does, and at each step it emits a signal corresponding to the observable behavior of the
process. For instance, the descriptor (2.1) can emit two input signals ?Real and ?Int,
while the descriptor (2.2) may emit one output signal, either !(Real∨¬Int) or !Int. We
can say that these two descriptors are dual because no matterwhich output (2.2) will
emit, (2.1) will be able to receive it, since the observable inputs of (2.1) are compatible
with either one of the observable outputs of (2.2). Duality will be our starting point
to define a set-theoretic interpretation of a session descriptor, as the set of all its dual
descriptors, of a session types, as the set of all public channels on which a connection
following that type can be established, and then of subtyping, as a set inclusion relation,
in Section 3.1. We also present algorithms to decide subtyping and duality. Finally, as
practical application we present an example of a language that can be typed using our
types in Section 3.2. The type system we define for this language is proven to ensure
progress.

2.2 Part III: Session types for Object Oriented Lan-
guages

An essential step to use sessions in web service programming(and in concurrent pro-
gramming) is to show that this notion can be successfully integrated with the most
common features of programming languages like the notion ofobject and, in general,
of object-oriented programming. A first step in this direction has been done with the
languages MOOSE[35], introduced in Section 1.2.1, where sessions and session types
are integrated in an object-oriented language, assuring type safety. An even further
step in this direction has been done with the language STOOP [39], introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2.2 where the concepts of sessions and methods are unified.

In this part of the thesis we propose different extensions tothose approaches with
the aim of enhancing the flexibility and the usability of the session types. In all these
proposals we make the notion of selection more object-oriented with respect to the
standard session types, so that it is possible to determine branch selection and iteration
based on the class of the sent/received object.

2.2.1 Chapter 4: Extending the MOOSE approach with bounded
polymorphism.

In Chapter 4 we describe the language MOOSE<:, which extends MOOSE with an
adapted notion of bounded polymorphism for session types, inspired by [45], as a
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means of describing the behavior of processes that operate uniformly over all subtypes
of a given type.

For instance, we want to be able to express the behavior of a process that receives an
object of a subclass of a given class and then sends back a value of the same subclass.
Let us consider the following session descriptor:

?(X<: Image).!X

that specifies the behavior of a process that receives an image in some format and sends
back an image in the same format as the one received. This behavior matches the one
of a process that sends aJPG photo and expects aJPG photo, or the one of the process
that sends aGIF image and expects back aGIF image.

Therefore we define a refined notion of duality to correctly deal with bounded poly-
morphism, that, as in Chapter 3 (informally introduced in the previous section), asso-
ciates to each descriptor more than one dual descriptors.

The chapter contains a practical example (Section 4.1), a formal description of
the syntax (Section 4.2), the operational semantics (Section 4.3), and of type system
(Section 4.4). Finally we prove the subject reduction property (Section 4.4.3).

2.2.2 Chapter 5: Extending the STOOP approach with union types.

In Chapter 5 we discuss and formalize the use of union types for session-centered
communications in a core object-oriented calculus based onthe STOOPapproach.

We saw in Section 2.1 how union types (as well as the other boolean combinators of
types) immediately arise when describing the behavior of aninteracting process. Here
we see the usefulness of union types coming out from programming examples.

Union types represent the least common supertype of all the typesTi forming the
union

∨
i∈I T. In object-oriented programming this is a useful way to enhance subtyping

beyond the inheritance relation: two classes used in similar contexts, but placed apart
in the class hierarchy, can have a common meaningful supertype. For example, let us
consider the session descriptor

!(NoMoney∨OK)

that describes the behavior of a process representing a bankthat answersyes or no
to a seller that wants to check the money availability of a client—whereyes andno
are objects of classesOK andNoMoney, respectively. Without union types, a superclass
of bothOK andNoMoney would be required: this superclass would allow the sending
of objects of unrelated classes w.r.tOK andNoMoney. With union types we can express
communications between parties which manipulate heterogeneous objects just by send-
ing and receiving objects which belong to subclasses of one of the classes in the union.
In this way the flexibility of object-oriented depth-subtyping is improved, by strongly
increasing the expressiveness of choices based on the classes of sent/received objects.

We present our ideas with an example (Section 5.1), then we formalize our cal-
culus by defining the syntax (Section 5.2), the auxiliary functions (Section 5.3), the
operational semantics (Section 5.4) and the type system (Section 5.5), that we prove
to ensure type safety (Section 5.6). Moreover, we present a type inference system for
the session descriptors of session bodies (Section 5.7), that do not need to be declared
in the class. We also prove the soundness and completeness ofthe inference system
(Section 5.8).
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2.2.3 Chapter 6: Extending the STOOP approach with generics.

In Chapter 6 we formalize the adoption of generic types for session-centered commu-
nications in a core object-oriented calculus based on the STOOPapproach.

The use of generic types allows the code to be typed “generically”, using variables
instead of actual types, guaranteeing uniform behavior on arange of types. In an
object-oriented language this means having parameterizedclasses and methods.

For instance, let reconsider the bounded polymorphism example shown before.
We had a service with a behavior ?(X <: Image).!X that could interact with a client
behaving as prescribed by !JPG.?JPG or with a client following the protocol repre-
sented by the descriptor !GIF.?GIF. At the language level this means having two dif-
ferent classes of clientsJPGcustomer andGIFcustomer. In the language with generic
types we can implement this two clients with a single parameterized classCustomer〈X
extends Image〉, and then instantiate two objects of classCustomer〈JPG〉 and class
Customer〈GIF〉.

The chapter presents the calculus informally with an example (Section 6.1), and
formally with the syntax (Section 6.2), the operational semantics (Section6.3) and the
typing (Section 6.4). The type system is proven to ensure type safety (Section 6.5).

2.2.4 Chapter 7: Extending the STOOP approach with semantic
subtyping.

The calculus presented in Chapter 7 represents an example ofthe use of types de-
fined in Chapter 3 to ensure correctness of session communications in a STOOP-based
object-oriented setting. The type-driven selection of STOOP is more specialized thanks
to the use of boolean combinators of types, that is we can describe the behavior of
more processes than with the original STOOPsession descriptors. In particular we en-
able session overloading, that is, we allow the same sessionname to be declared with
different session descriptors in a class hierarchy. At run time an appropriate session
body will be chosen based on the duality and subsieving relations defined within the
semantic framework of Chapter 3.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 7.1 we show the new features of the
calculus with an example; in Section 7.2 we define the syntax and in Section 7.3 the
auxiliary functions; in Section 7.4 we present operationalsemantics; in Section 7.5 we
define the type system, that we prove to ensures type safety inSection 7.6.

Publications

• Chapter 3 is an extended version of the work “Foundations of Session Types”,
done in collaboration with Giuseppe Castagna, MariangiolaDezani-Ciancaglini,
and Luca Padovani, and presented at the ACM conferencePPDP’09[22].

• Chapter 4 is a revised version of the work “Bounded Session Types for
Object-Oriented Languages”, done in collaboration with Mariangiola Dezani-
Ciancaglini, Sophia Drossopoulou and Nobuko Yoshida, and published in the
LNCSpost proceedings ofFMCO’06 [36].
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• Chapter 5 is an extended version of the work “Session and Union Types for
Object Oriented Programming”, done in collaboration with Lorenzo Bettini, Sara
Capecchi, Mariangiola Dezani-Ciancaglini, and Betti Venneri, and published in
theLNCSvolumeConcurrency, Graphs and Models, 2008. [4]

• Chapter 6 is a revised version of the work “Amalgamating Sessions and Methods
in Object Oriented Languages with Generics”, done in collaboration with
Sara Capecchi, Mario Coppo, Mariangiola Dezani-Ciancaglini, and Sophia
Drossopoulou, and published in the journalTheoretical Computer Science. [17]

The research work done during the course of the PhD resulted in some other publi-
cations that have not been included in this thesis, that we prefer to keep focused on
session types. The list of non included pubblications follows.

State Abstraction for Coordination in Java-like Languages done in collaboration
with Ferruccio Damiani, Paola Giannini, Nick Cameron, and Sophia
Drossopoulou, and presented atFTfJP’06[28]. In this work we suggest a feature
for concurrency coordination in Java-like languages, which makes the state of a
concurrent object explicit and supports the expression of the object’s behavior
depending on the state it is currently in.

On state classes and their dynamic semanticsdone in collaboration with Ferruccio
Damiani, Paola Giannini, Emanuele Cazzola, and presented at ICSOFT’06[29],
and then published in the volumeSoftware and Data Technologies (ICSOFT
2006, Revised Selected Papers)of the collectionCommunications in Computer
and Information Science, 2008 [30]. This work presents an implementation of
the state construct proposed in the previous work.

A Type Safe State Abstraction for Coordination in Java-likeLanguages done
in collaboration with Ferruccio Damiani, Paola Giannini, and Sophia
Drossopoulou, and published in the journalActa Informatica, 2008 [31].
This work is an extended version of the previous two.

Alias Types and effects for “environment-aware” computations done in collabora-
tion with Ferruccio Damiani, and Paola Giannini, and published in the journal
Fundamenta Informaticae[27]. In this work we adapt the alias type technology
to deal with primitives supportingenvironment-awareness(that is, the ability to
adapt the behavior of an object according to the capabilities of the environment).
In particular, we propose a type and effect system for an imperative object-based
calculus with a primitive for discriminating the presence or absence of the ob-
ject’s attributes.

Featherweight Wrap Java done in collaboration with Lorenzo Bettini and Sara
Capecchi, and presented at the OOPS track of the ACM conferenceSAC’07[5].
In this work we present an extension for a Java-like languagewith a mechanism
for dynamically extending object behaviors. Our approach consists in moving
the addition of new features from class (static) level to object (dynamic) level:
the basic features of entities (representing their structure) are separated from
the additional ones (wrapper classes whose instances represent run-time added
behaviors). At run-time, these entities can be dynamicallycomposed by instan-
tiating wrapper objects which are attached to basic entities.
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Featherweight Wrap Java: wrapping objects and methodsdone in collaboration
with Lorenzo Bettini and Sara Capecchi, and published in theJournal of Ob-
ject Technology, 2008 [6]; This work is an extended version of the previous one.

Separating Type, Behavior, and State to Achieve Very Fine-grained Reuse done
in collaboration with Viviana Bono and Ferruccio Damiani, and presented at
FTfJP’07 [8]; This paper refines the notion of traits and classes to offer better
possibilities of reuse, specifically, by ensuring that eachprogramming language
construct has exactly one role. The language uses interfaces for types, traits
as units of behavior reuse, records as units of state definition and initialization
reuse, and classes as generators of object instances.

On Traits and Types in a Java-like Setting done in collaboration with Viviana Bono
and Ferruccio Damiani, and presented at theIFIP-TCS’08[9]; In this work our
goal is to provide a foundation for traits in a nominal-static-type class-based
setting.

Softly Safely Spoken: Role Playing for Session Typesdone in collaboration with
Matthew Sackman, Sophia Drossopoulou and Susan Eisenbach,and presented
atPLACES’09[50]. This work presents a proposal to model collective behaviors
of processes which can include an unlimited number of agents. The idea is to
use roles and participation of processes filling those rolesin a session so that
it can host an arbitrary number of agents as far as they conform to a behavior
specification.

Notational choices
In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, we use the same metavariableT to range over types of

objects, but remark that in each chapterT refers to a type with a different syntax.
Moreover, the metavariabled, ranging over session descriptors, in Chapter 4 refers
to a different definition of session descriptor w.r.t. the same metavariable in Chapters 5
and 6. All the types and descriptors are defined in the corresponding chapters.
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Part II

Foundations of Session Types
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Chapter 3

Foundations of Session Types

Sessions are a common mechanism of interaction in distributed architectures. Two
processes willing to interact establish a connection on a shared public channel. In
this connection they agree on some private channel on which to have a conversation,
dubbed session. The conversation follows a protocol describing the kind and order of
the messages exchanged on the private channel. In general, aprotocol does not specify
a unique sequence of interactions. At any point of the interaction the rest of the con-
versation for a process may depend upon the kind of messages received by the process
on the private channel and/or the internal state of the process. When the decision is
exclusively based on the received messages one speaks of anexternal choice. When
the decision is taken autonomously by the process one speaksof an internal choice.
The messages exchanged during a session may be synchronization signals, basic val-
ues (e.g., integers, strings), names of public channels (those used to start sessions), or
even names of private channels of already started sessions.In the last case one speaks
of delegationsince by sending to some other process the private channel ofa session,
the process delegates the receiver to continue that session.

In summary, session-based interaction is obtained from twoingredients, each ingre-
dient being formed by two different components. The first ingredient is communication
and takes place on two different kinds of channels, public channels used to establish a
connection, and private channels created at the connectionof the former and on which
messages of different kinds are exchanged according to a given protocol. The second
ingredient is control, and it is implemented by two different kinds of choices, internal
choices and external ones.

Static descriptions of the behavior of sessions (i.e., their protocols) should permit
the detection of communication mismatches and session deadlocks. Types are a good
candidate for such descriptions, except that typical type systems for process algebras
are unfit to type the private channels on which sessions take place, since these channels
can carry messages of different types. To obviate this limitation Hondaet al. intro-
ducedsession types[52, 54] that, as we explained in Chapter 1, describe the sequences
of messages exchanged on a private session channel and theirpossible branching based
on labels. To that end they enrich the language of typesand of processeswith special-
ized signals for dealing with connections, delegations, and signals carrying labels that
drive choices in combination with label-based branching primitives. Since then, several
variants of session types have been put forward. They vary according to the program-
ming language they target, the type containment relations,and the specific features
they aim to capture. As Hondaet al., they rely on label-based primitives that tie them
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to the particular problem they tackle and may hinder their adoption in general purpose
languages.

In this chapter we present a basic and unified theory of session types that aims at
being as much language independent as possible. To achieve language independence,
we design our types around a process language that has been stripped off of any specific
session-oriented linguistic construct: session connections, interactions, and delegations
will be imagined as instances ofπ-calculus communications. We suppose branching as
being implemented by classic process algebra internal and external choices [33], with
just a single modification: we allow the branch of an externalchoice to be selected
according to the type of the message being communicated, as opposed to the chan-
nel on which communication occurs. This modification fits nicely the session-based
communication model, where messages are exchanged over a unique, private channel.

Our approach has many positive upshots. First, having dissociated control from a
particular linguistic construct, that is label-driven branching, we can more easily type
the native branching constructs of a language we want to endow with session types, thus
avoiding “ad hoc” language extensions. As an aside, language independence is further
increased by the fact that all our definitions are semantic-based, rather than syntax-
oriented. Second, we enhance compositionality of branching constructs because the
result of the combination of different branches is automatically computed at the type
level, without the need of introducing new labels or of renaming existing ones to avoid
clashes on shared labels. Last but not least, replacing labels with values and types in-
creases expressiveness: values are first class (so they can result from computations and
communicated on channels) and types enable the definition offiner grained disciplines
for branch selection.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.

Section 3.1 defines syntax and set-theoretic semantics of our session types. The
subtyping and subsessioning relations that follow arise asnatural consequences of our
semantic-based framework. We provide a coinductive characterization of subsession-
ing that sheds light on the properties of subsessioning and we describe algorithms to
decide all key relations defined in the chapter.

In Section 3.2 we put our framework at work by defining a type system for a min-
imal π-calculus variant that is free of any session-based linguistic construct. We show
that the type system enforces a suitably defined progress property.

Section 3.3 summarizes the contributions of our work and draws connections with
some of the most closely related papers.

3.1 Session types

3.1.1 Type syntax

We have seen in Chapter 1 that there are two kinds of channels:public and private ones.
Public channels are associated with asession typeof the formbegin.η that classifies
channels on which conversations can be requested by processes behaving according to
the descriptionη. Private channels are classified bysession descriptors, ranged over
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by η. Session descriptors and types are defined by the grammar:

(types) t ::= · · · | begin.η | ¬t | t∧ t | t∨ t | v
(descriptors) η ::= end | π.η | η ⊕ η | η + η
(actions) π ::= !t | ?t | !χ | ?χ
(sieves) χ ::= η | ¬χ | χ∧χ | χ∨χ

Participants of a session use their (private) session channel either to exchange val-
ues (of some type) or to delegate other session channels (of some descriptor). In de-
scriptors we use ?t and !t to denote that (the process using) the channel will respectively
wait for and send some value of typet, and use ?η and !η (actually, ?χ and !χ, see later
on) to denote that (the process that uses) the channel will respectively wait for (i.e.,
catch) and send (i.e., delegate) some private channel that will be used abiding bythe
session descriptorη. A descriptorπ.η states that (the process using) the channel will
perform one of the communication actionsπ described above and then will behave ac-
cording toη; a descriptorend states that the session on the channel has successfully
ended; a descriptorη1 ⊕ η2 states that (the process that uses) the channel will inter-
nally choose to behave according to eitherη1 or η2; a descriptorη1 + η2 states that
(the process that uses) the channel gives the communicatingpartner the choice to be-
have according to eitherη1 or η2. In what follows we adopt the convention that the
prefix operator has precedence over the choice operators andwe will use parentheses to
enforce precedence. For instance,(!t.η)+ end and !t.η+ end denote the same session
descriptor, which is different from !t.(η+end). Typest are inherited from the host lan-
guage (this is stressed in the grammar above by the ellipsis in the production for types),
to which we add (unless they are already provided by the host)singleton types (denoted
by a valuev, the only one they contain), Boolean combinators (i.e., ∨, ∧, and¬), and
session typesof the formbegin.η which classify yet-to-be-used public channels. The
interest of session types is that they can be used to type higher-order communications
in which the names of public channels are communicated over other channels; session
types will also extend the type system of the host language which can thus use names
of public channels as first class values.

The importance of Boolean combinators for types is shown by the following exam-
ple where we assumeInt be a subtype ofReal:

?Real.!Int.end+?Int.!Bool.end (3.1)

The session descriptor above declares that if a process (that uses a channel with that
behavior) receives a real number, then it will answer by sending an integer, while if it
receives an integer it will answer by sending a Boolean. A partner process establishing
a conversation on such a channel knows that if it sends a real that is not an integer, then
it should be ready to receive an integer while if it sends an integer, then it must be ready
to receive an integer or a Boolean value (notice how the type of the message drives the
selection of the external choice). That is, its conversation will be represented by the
following descriptor (t\ s stands fort∧¬s):

!(Real\ Int).?Int.end+ !Int.?(Bool∨ Int).end (3.2)

We see that Boolean combinators immediately arise when describing the behavior of an
interacting process. They are also useful when consideringequivalences. For instance,
(3.1) is intuitively equivalent to

?(Real\ Int).!Int.end+?Int.!(Bool∨ Int).end (3.3)
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The crucial role of Boolean combinators can further be shownby slightly modify-
ing (3.1) so that it performs only input actions:

?Real.?Int.end+?Int.?Bool.end (3.4)

In this case the descriptor declares that after receiving aninteger it will either wait for
another integer or for a Boolean value. If an interacting process sends an integer, then
in order to be sure that the conversation will not be stuck it must next send a value
that is both an integer and a Boolean. Since there is no such a value, the only way to
successfully interact with (3.4) is to make sure that interacting processes will only send
reals that are not integers: !(Real\ Int).!Int.end. In conclusion, the only way to describe
the sessions that can successfully interact with (3.4) is touse negation (for the sake
of completeness note that (3.4) is equivalent to ?(Real \ Int).?Int.end+?Int.?(Bool∧
Int).end which is equivalent to ?(Real \ Int).?Int.end since the right summand of the
previous choice can never successfully complete a conversation). A similar discussion
can be done for delegation, that is, when actions are over session descriptors, rather
than types. This is why we added Boolean combinations of session descriptors too (we
dub themsieves) and actions have the form ?χ and !χ rather than ?η and !η.

Remark 3.1.1. From the previous examples we can see that allowing boolean combi-
nators of types and descriptors is not just a matter of enhancing the expressivity of our
types, but it is a consequence of the one decision of basing the selection of an external
choice on the type of the exchanged message. If we opted for a simpler syntax, without
boolean combinators, we would renounce

• either to have choices guarded by non disjoint types, this means for instance that
Int andReal should not be comparable (or even that the type in 3.1 should not
be allowed), so that once the value has been received, the continuation can be
selected without any ambiguities;

• or to characterize a process by the set of all dual processes,because we would
not be able to write all the possible dual types of a given type.

We want both types and session descriptors to be recursivelydefinable. This is im-
portant for types since it allows us to represent recursive data structures (e.g., DTDs)
while for session descriptors it allows us to represent services that provide an un-
bounded number of interactions such as (the service whose behavior is the solution
of the equation)η = end+?Int.η which describes a session that accepts as many in-
tegers as wished by the interacting process. To cope with infinite behaviors we use
a technique introduced in [42, 24] and allow types to be infinite, provided that they
satisfy some conditions detailed below. The reason of this choice is that we want to
account for infinite behaviors in a syntax-independent way.In process algebra litera-
ture infinite behaviors are obtained by adding syntax for defining recursive processes:
usually these appear in the form of recursive termsrec x.η, or of starred termsη∗, or
of a separate set of mutually recursive declarations. Theseare nothing but finite repre-
sentations of the infinite (syntax) trees obtained by unfolding or expanding them. We
prefer to work directly with these infinite trees:

Definition 3.1.2(Types). The types of our system are the possibly infinite regular trees
coinductively generated by the productions in the grammar at the beginning of this
section that satisfy the following conditions:
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1. on every infinite branch of a type there are infinitely many occurrences of
“ begin”;

2. on every infinite branch of a session descriptor there are infinitely many occur-
rences of “.” (the prefix constructor);

3. for every subterm of the formπ.η, the treeπ.η is not a subtree ofπ.

Regularity powers down the expressiveness of the language to include only and all
types that can be generated by therec-expressions or mutually recursive declarations
customary in the process algebra literature. The first two conditions are contractivity
restrictions that rule out meaningless terms such as (the solutions of the equations)
t = t∨ t or η = η⊕η; technically they say that the binary relation⊲ defined byt1∨
t2 ⊲ ti , t1 ∧ t2 ⊲ ti , ¬t ⊲ t, χ1 ∨ χ2 ⊲ χi , χ1 ∧ χ2 ⊲ χi , ¬χ ⊲ χ, η1 +η2 ⊲ηi , η1 ⊕η2 ⊲ηi

is Noetherian (that is, strongly normalizing), which givesan induction principle on
terms that we use in proofs without any further explicit reference to the relation⊲. The
third condition states that recursion cannot escape prefixes and thus it rules out both
not meaningful terms such asη = !η.end and unfortunately meaningful ones such as
η = !(begin.η).end. In standard session calculi with recursion [76] there is nosuch
a restriction, so both terms are accepted. However, there isno value that inhabits
the first type and this forbids delegation of a channel over itself [54, 76]. The type
η = !(begin.η).end instead classifies sessions that send a public channel whosetype is
the same as the type of the current session. Currently this third restriction is necessary
to stratify the definitions of the subtyping and subsessioning relations, stratification we
use in the proof of Theorem 3.1.8. We are investigating how torelax it and type the
case that still escapes our framework.

We do not specify any particular property for the types of thehost language. If
the host language has some type constructors (e.g., products, arrows, etc.) the first
contractivity condition can be relaxed to requiring that onevery infinite branch there are
infinitely many occurrences of type constructors. The only condition that we impose
on the host language is on values, which must satisfy the followingstrong disjunction
propertyfor unions:

⊢ v : t1∨ t2 ⇐⇒ ⊢ v : t1 or ⊢ v : t2 (3.5)

This conditionmaybe restrictive only in the case that the host language already pro-
vides a union type combinator since, otherwise, it can be easily enforced by requiring
that every session channel is associated with exactly one (most specific, because of
subtyping) session type.

Henceforward, we will uset to range overtypes, θ andη to range oversession
descriptors, χ to range oversieves, ψ to range over all of them, and often omit the
word “session” when speaking of session descriptors. We reservev for values, whose
definition and typing is left unspecified. We assume that values for a session type
begin.η are channels explicitly associated with or tagged by that type (or, because of
subtyping, by abegin.η′ subtype ofbegin.η: more about that later on).

We do not include in our session descriptors a construct for parallel composition (as
opposed to [57, 15], for example). Since we assume an interleaving semantics of par-
allel composition, then having two different choices is enough for faithfully describing
several scenarios of concurrent actions by means of well-known expansion laws.
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3.1.2 Semantics of types and descriptors

The semantics of both session descriptors and types—and more generally most of the
constructions of this work—crucially relies on the notion of duality. In this section
we first informally define duality to outline a denotational semantics for types and
descriptors, then we give the formal definition of duality interms of a labeled transition
system for descriptors.

Set-theoretic interpretations

In the previous section we argued that a complete set of Boolean combinators must be
used if we want to describe the set of partners that safely interact with a given descrip-
tor. Since we want the semantics of Boolean combinators to beintuitive and easy to
understand, we base their definition on a set-theoretic interpretation. In particular, we
interpret every type constructor as the set of its values andthe Boolean combinators as
the corresponding set-theoretic operations. In other terms, we seek for an interpretation
of typesJ.K such thatJtK = {v | ⊢ v : t} and thatJt∧ sK = JtK∩ JsK, Jt∨ sK = JtK∪ JsK,
andJ¬tK = V \ JtK (whereV denotes the set of all values). The same interpretation
can then be used todefinethe subtyping relation (denoted by “<:”) as follows:

t<: s
def⇐⇒ JtK ⊆ JsK

The technical machinery to define an interpretation with such properties and solve the
problems its definition raises (e.g., the circularity between the subtyping relation and
the typing of values) already exists and can be found in the work on Semantic Subtyp-
ing [42]: we take it for granted and no longer bother about it if not for session types
that are dealt with in Section 3.1.3. This interpretation oftypes justifies the use we do
henceforward of the notationv ∈ t to denote thatv has typet.

The next problem is to give a set-theoretic interpretation to session descriptors,
as we have Boolean combinations on them too. This interpretation is not required to
be precise or mathematically meaningful but only to ensure that conversations do not
get stuck. To this aim, rather than giving the set of values1 (or whatever they would
be, since session descriptors classify just “chunks” of conversation) contained in a
descriptor, it suffices to characterize all the possible behaviors common to all channels
that implement a given session. In other terms, the semantics of a session descriptor
can be characterized by the set of partners with whom the interaction will never get
stuck (a sort of realizability semantics). This is capturedby the notion ofduality: two
session descriptorsη andθ aredual if any conversation on a private channel shared
by two processes which follow respectively the prescriptions of η and θ will never
get stuck. So, for instance, the descriptor (3.1) in the previous section is dual to the
descriptor (3.2). But !Int.?(Bool∨ Int).end is dual to (3.1), too.

Note also that some session descriptors have no dual, for example ?(Bool ∧
Int).end, since no process can send a value that is both a Boolean and aninteger:
the intersection is empty.2 Such descriptors constitute a pathological case, since no
conversation can take place on channels conforming to them.Thus we will focus our
attention on descriptors for which at least one dual exists,and that we dubviable de-
scriptors. We writeS for the set of all viable descriptors and we writeη ⋊⋉ θ if η and

1The interpretation of session descriptors as sets of channels is problematic since the channels typed by
session descriptors are private.

2This shows that our duality is semantically defined: ?(Bool∧ Int).end is not dual of !(Bool∧ Int).end
as a syntactic approach would suggest; neither descriptor does have a dual.
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θ are dual (duality is a symmetric relation). Then, we can define the interpretation of a
descriptor as the set of its duals:JηK= {θ | η ⋊⋉ θ}; extend it set-theoretically to sieves:
Jχ∧χ′K = JχK∩ Jχ′K, Jχ∨χ′K = JχK∪ Jχ′K, J¬χK = S \ JχK; and use it to semantically
define the subsieving (and subsessioning) relation, denoted by “≤”:

χ ≤ χ′ def⇐⇒ JχK ⊆ Jχ′K (3.6)

Duality plays a central role also in defining the semantics oftypes. We said that
the semantics of a type constructor is the set of its values. Hence we have to define
the values of the typesbegin.η. As suggested in Section 3.1.1, we can take as a value
of a session type a public channel tagged by that typeor by a subtype. Therefore to
define values we need to determine when a session type is subtype of another, that is,
when we can safely use a channel of some session type where a channel of a different
(larger) type is expected. The key is to understand how a public channel is “used”. We
make the assumption—matched by everyday practice—that there is a unique way to
consume a public channelc of typebegin.η, by requesting a conversation that conforms
to the protocol described byη, expecting that at the other end of the communication
channel there will be another process that follows some protocol θ that is dual ofη.
Thus, it is safe to replacec with a different channeld of smaller typebegin.η′ only
if every dual ofη′ is also a dual ofη, namely whenη′ ≤ η. For instance we have
that ?Int.end ≤ ?Real.end since every descriptor that is dual of ?Int.end is also dual
of ?Real.end. Hence,begin.?Int.end <: begin.?Real.end since if a process that uses a
channel of typebegin.?Real.end is well typed, then the process obtained by replacing
this channel for a different one of typebegin.?Int.end is well typed as well: it will
receive an integer number in a place where it expects a real number.

Since we want our types to satisfy the strong disjunction property (3.5), then a
public channelc must be tagged by types of the formbegin.η (and not, say,begin.η∨
begin.η′), which yields the following interpretation for session types:

Jbegin.ηK = {cbegin.θ | θ ≤ η} (3.7)

The next step is to formally define the duality relation.

Semantics of session descriptors

The formal semantics of a descriptor can be given by resorting to the labeled transition
system (LTS) defined by the rules

(TR1)

end
X−→ end

(TR2)

η ⊕ η′ −→ η

(TR3)

η −→ η′

η + η′′ −→ η′ + η′′

(TR4)

η
δ−→ η′

η + η′′ δ−→ η′

(TR5)

η
!v−→ η′′

η + η′ −→ η

(TR6)

η
!η′′
−→ η′′′

η + η′ −→ η

(TR7)
v ∈ t

?t.η
?v−→ η

(TR8)
v ∈ t

!t.η
!v−→ η

(TR9)
η ∈ χ

?χ.η′ ?η−→ η′

(TR10)
η ∈ χ

!χ.η′ !η−→ η′
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plus the symmetric of rules (TR2-TR6). In the rulesδ ranges over actions of the form
!v, or ?v, or !η, or ?η, orX.

Rules (TR1-TR4) are straightforward:end emits a “tick” (TR1); an internal choice
silently decides the behavior it will successively follow (TR2); an external choice either
performs an internal silent move (TR3) or it emits a signalδ that it offers as a possible
choice to the interacting partner (TR4). Note that internal moves in one branch of an
external choice do not preempt the behavior of the other branch. This is typical of
process languages with two distinct choice operators, suchasCCSwithoutτ’s [33].

The remaining rules are somewhat less common. Rules (TR7-TR8) state that the
synchronization is performed on single values (strictly speaking, on singleton types)
rather than on generic types. This is closer to what happens in practice, since !t.η indi-
cates that the descriptor is ready to emit some value of typet (TR8), while ?t.η indicates
that the descriptor is ready to accept any value of typet (TR7). While this approach is
reminiscent of the so-calledearly semanticsin process algebras [64] (but note that here
it is applied at type level rather than at process level), there is a technical reason to use
values rather than types, which we explain after defining thesubsessioning relation.

Rules (TR9-TR10) follow the same idea as (TR7-TR8), and state that actions on
descriptors emit a more precise information than what they declare. To understand
this point we need to give some details. First note that a session descriptorη, despite
the fact that it is usually called “session type” in the literature, is not a “real” type
since it does not type any value. Session descriptors do not classify values but, rather,
they keep track of the residual conversation that is allowedon a given session channel
(whose “real” type is of the formbegin.η). Therefore we cannot directly apply the
same technique as for rules (TR7-TR8) since there does not exist any value for session
descriptors. To mimic the behavior of rules (TR7-TR8) we resort to the informal se-
mantics we described in Section 3.1.2 where a type is interpreted as the set of its values
and a descriptor—actually, a sieve—as the set of its duals: therefore, as an action on a
type emits the same action on its values, so an action on a sieve emits the same action
on its duals, where we useη ∈ χ to denote thatη ∈ JχK.3

Rules (TR5-TR6) state that outputs are irrevocable. This is a characteristic peculiar
to our system and is reminiscent of Castellani and Hennessy’s treatment of external
choices in the asynchronousCCS [25]. Roughly speaking, imagine a process offer-
ing two different outputs in an external choice. Then we can think of two possible
implementations for such a choice. In one case the choice is an abstraction for a sim-
ple handshaking protocol that the communicating processesengage in order to decide
which value is exchanged. This implementation does not fit very well a distributed
scenario where processes are loosely coupled and communication latency may be im-
portant. In the second—and in our opinion closer to practice—case, the sender process
autonomously decides which value to send. Rules (TR5-TR6) state that the decision is
irrevocable in the sense that the sender cannot revoke its output and try with the other
one. This behavior is obtained by rules (TR5-TR6) by assimilating an external choice
over output actions to an internal choice in which the process silently decides to send
some particular value. In this respect the symmetry of inputand output actions in rules
(TR7-TR8)—but the same holds for (TR9-TR10) as well—may be misleading: we im-
plicitly assumed that when a process waits for a value of typet it is ready to acceptany
value of typet (the choice of the particular value is left to the sender) while when a
process sends a value of typet, it internally decidesa particularvalue of that type. We

3Rules (TR7-TR10) hide a circularity since both values and duals are definedin terms of the duality
relation we are defining. Theorem 3.1.8 in Section 3.1.2 shows that this circularity is only apparent.
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will break this symmetry in the formal notion of duality (Definition 3.1.6) to be defined
next.

Duality

The discussion on the labeled transition system suggests that two dual descriptors
can either agree on termination (so both emitX) or one of the two descriptors au-
tonomously chooses to send an output that the other descriptor must be ready to re-
ceive. In order to formalize the notion of duality it is then handy to characterize outputs
(when an output actionmayhappen) and inputs (when an input actionmusthappen).

As usual we write=⇒ for the reflexive and transitive closure of−→; we write
δ

=⇒
for =⇒ δ−→=⇒; we write η δ−→ if there existsη′ such thatη δ−→ η′, and similarly

for
δ

=⇒; we writeη X−→ if there exists noη′ such thatη −→ η′.

Definition 3.1.3(May and Must Actions). We say thatη may outputδ, written η ↓ δ,

if there existsη′ such thatη =⇒ η′ X−→ andη′ δ−→ andδ is either!v, or !η, or X.

We say thatη must inputδ, writtenη ⇓ δ, if η =⇒ η′ X−→ impliesη′ δ−→ andδ is
either?v, or ?η, or X.

As usual we writeη 6↓ δ if not η ↓ δ andη 6⇓ δ if not η ⇓ δ.

Intuitively η ↓ δ states that for a particular internal choiceη will offer an output
δ as an option, whileη ⇓ δ states that the inputδ will be offered whatever inter-
nal choiceη will do. For example !Int.end⊕ end ↓ !3 and !Int.end⊕ end ↓ X; on
the other hand we have !Int.end+ end 6↓ X, since !Int.end+ end X−→ end. Simi-
larly we have ?Int.end⊕ ?Real.end ⇓ ?3 because the action ?3 is always guaranteed
independently of the internal choice, whereas ?Int.end⊕ ?Real.end 6⇓ ?

√
2 because

?Int.end⊕?Real.end −→ ?Int.end and ?Int.end 6⇓ ?
√

2.
The previous definition induces two notions of convergence.Clearly convergence

is a necessary condition for a session descriptor to have a dual.

Definition 3.1.4(May and Must Converge). We say thatη may converge, writtenη ↓,
if for all η′ such thatη =⇒ η′ X−→ we haveη′ ↓ δ for someδ. We say thatη must
converge, writtenη ⇓, if η ⇓ δ for someδ. As usual, we useη 6↓ andη 6⇓ to denote their
respective negations.

Note that the two contractivity conditions of Definition 3.1.2 rule out behaviors
involving infinite sequences of consecutive internal decisions. Therefore we will only
consider strongly convergent processes, namely processesfor which there does not
exist an infinite sequence of−→ reductions.

The labeled transition system describes thesubjective evolutionof a session de-
scriptor from the point of view of the process that uses a communication channel hav-
ing that (residual) type. The last notion we need allows us tospecify the evolution of
a session descriptor from the dual point of view of the process at the other end of the

communication channel. For example, we have ?Real.!Int.end+ ?Int.!Bool.end
?3−→

!Bool.end (the process receiving the integer value 3 knows that it has taken the right
branch and now will send a Boolean value). However, the process sending the integer
value 3 on the other end of the communication channel does notknow whether the
receiver has taken the left or the right branch, and both branches are actually possible.
From the point of view of the sender, it is as if the receiver will behave according to the
session descriptor !Int.end⊕ !Bool.end, which accounts for all of the possible states in
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which the receiver can be after the reception of 3. Theobjective evolutionof a session
descriptor after an actionδ is defined next.

Definition 3.1.5 (Successor). Let η δ
=⇒. Thesuccessorof η afterδ, written η〈δ〉, is

defined as:η〈δ〉= ⊕{η′ | η δ
=⇒ η′}.

For example,(?Real.!Int.end+?Int.!Bool.end)〈?3〉= !Int.end⊕ !Bool.end, but
(?Real.!Int.end+?Int.!Bool.end)〈?

√
2〉= !Int.end. Note thatη〈δ〉 is well defined be-

cause there is always a finite number of residualsη′ such thatη δ
=⇒ η′. This is a direct

consequence of the contractivity conditions on session descriptors.
We now have all the ingredients for formally defining duality. In the following

definition we use † to range over ! and ?.

Definition 3.1.6 (Duality). Let thedual of a label δ, written δ̃, be defined by:(i)
X̃=X; (ii) †̃v= †̃v; (iii ) †̃η = †̃η; wherẽ! = ?and?̃= !. Thenη1 ⋊⋉ η2 is the largest
symmetric relation between session descriptors such that one of the following condition
holds:

1. η1 ⇓X andη2 ⇓X;

2. η1 ↓ andη1 ↓ δ impliesη2 ⇓ δ̃ andη1〈δ〉⋊⋉ η2〈δ̃〉 for everyδ.

The intuition behind the above definition is that a dualmustaccept every input
that its partnermay output, or they must both agree on termination. For example,
we have ?Real.!Int.end+?Int.!Bool.end⋊⋉ !Int.?(Int∨Bool).end, but ?Real.!Int.end+
?Int.!Bool.end 6⋊⋉ !Int.?Int.end because the descriptor on the right is not sure that
its partner will answer with an integer. However ?Real.!Int.end+ ?Int.!Bool.end ⋊⋉

!(Real\ Int).?Int.end. As another example, we have ?Int.end⊕?Real.end ⋊⋉ !Int.end
because ?Int.end⊕?Real.end ⇓ ?v for everyv ∈ Int, however ?Int.end⊕?Real.end 6⋊⋉
!
√

2.end because ?Int.end⊕?Real.end 6⇓ ?
√

2.
The reader may have observed that there is a circularity in the definitions of duality

and of the labeled transition system. This is evident in rules (TR9-TR10) since the
rules emit a dual of the sieve; that is, the relationη ∈ χ is defined in terms ofJχK
whose definition is given in terms of the duality relation. Less evident is the circularity
of rules (TR7-TR8), which resides in the fact that these rules emit values of agiven
type; if this type has the formbegin.η, then its values are all the channels of the form
cbegin.η

′
such thatθ ⋊⋉ η′ impliesθ ⋊⋉ η for all θ (cf. equations (3.6) and (3.7) ): so also

the definition of the relationv ∈ t depends on that of duality. The theorem 3.1.8 proves
that this circularity is not one.

We start by defining the weight of types and sieves.

Definition 3.1.7(Weight). Given a termψ, its weightis defined as follows: a type has
weight 0 if no session type occurs in it; a sieve has weight 0 ifno prefix occurs in it
(i.e., it is a boolean combination of possibly empty sums ofend); a type has weight
i +1 if the session types occurring in it are on descriptors of weight at most i; a sieve
is of weight i+1 if the prefixes occurring in it are of weight at most i.

Observe that the definition above is well founded. First notice that there are only
two places where the weight is increased: when a typet has a subterm of the form
begin.η and when a descriptor (more generally, a sieve)η has a subterm of the form
π.η′. Second notice that in both cases regularity ensures that there exist finitely many
distinct such subterms, therefore taking the max of their weights is meaningful. Finally,
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and most importantly, notice that thanks to condition 3 of Definition 3.1.2 it is also
meaningful to speak of the weight of these subterms, that is,the definition above is
well founded. More precisely, the definition of the weight ofη is given in terms of
the weight of (the sieves forming) any prefixπ occurring inη and by condition 3 we
know thatη cannot occur inπ. Similarly, the weight of a typet is given in terms of
any descriptorη occurring in it, and if a type occurs in a descriptor, it occurs in a prefix
position; thus once more condition 3 ensures thatt cannot occur in theseη’s.

Theorem 3.1.8(Well-foundness). The definitions ofη ∈ χ, v ∈ t andη ⋊⋉ η′ are well
founded.

PROOF. Starting from Definition 3.1.7 we define a weight for each relation we intro-

duced in Section 3.1.2: eachη δ−→ η′ andη −→ η′ has weight 0 if it uses only axioms
(i.e., (TR1) and (TR2)) and has weighti+1 if it is proved by using relations of weight at
mosti; η〈δ〉 has weighti if it is defined by reductions of weight at mosti (we consider
the successor as a binary relation); may/must actions/convergences relations and the
duality relation all have weighti if they are proved by using relations of weight at most
i. Finally, let us first definev ∈ t to be of weight 0 ift is of weight 0; then notice that
bothη ∈ χ andv ∈ t for t of weight at least 1 (cf. equation (3.7)) are defined in terms
of duality: we then assign to each of them the greatest weightof the duality relations
used in their definition. Using this weight it is easy to checkthat the definitions of
Section 3.1.2 are well founded. �

A corollary of this theorem is that the definitions of subsessioning η ≤ η′ and sub-
sievingχ ≤ χ′ (the former being a special case of the latter) given by the equation (3.6)
in Section 3.1.2 are well founded as well.

The notion of duality is also a useful tool for better understanding the semantics of
session descriptors. In the rest of the subsection we revisit part of the LTS in the light
of duality.

Output of values.

Rules (TR7-TR8) in Section 3.1.2 state that a descriptor is ready to respectively input
and output some value of typet. The use of single values in labels may appear at first
look surprising, as one would expect to see labels pretty similar to the fired actions. If
we stated, say, that ?t.η emits ?t and !t.η emits !t (or, to be more liberal, ?t′ and !t′

with t′ <: t), then we would obtain quite a different semantics. In particular, it would
no longer be possible to prove the following equations (where “=” denotes the equality
induced by the relation≤):

?(t1∨ t2).η = ?t1.η+?t2.η (3.8)

!(t1∨ t2).η = !t1.η+ !t2.η (3.9)

!(t1∨ t2).η = !t1.η ⊕ !t2.η (3.10)

In particular, the right hand-sided descriptors would no longer be smaller than the left
hand-sided ones. Consider for example an instance of (3.9) where we taket1 ≡ Int

and t2 ≡ Bool (here and henceforward we use “≡” to denote syntactic equality). It
is clear that the two descriptors in the equation share the same set of duals (that is,
they have the same semantics): the duals of both descriptorsare descriptors that accept
both an integer and a Boolean and then are dual ofη. With the current definition of
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the LTS this holds true: whatever signal the left hand descriptor emits will be matched
by every dual of the right hand since, in both cases, these signals will be on values of
type Int∨Bool. Here is where the strong disjunction property on union types (3.5) is
used: the left hand descriptor cannot emit a value that is neither anInt norBool. If the
transition system had emitted types rather than values, then the duals of the right hand
descriptor would not be able to match the signal !(Int∨Bool) since each summand of
the right hand descriptor could at most emitInt or Bool. We could have introduced
some extra definition of sets of emitted signals and saturated these sets with unions for
internal and external sums, but the current solution avoidsall this clutter. A similar
reasoning holds for rules (TR9-TR10) because of the disjunction property we are going
to prove next.

Internal choices, intersections, and disjoint unions.

Using the definition of duality it is easy to see thatJη⊕η′K = Jη∧η′K since the duals
of an internal choice must comply with both possible choicesand thus be duals of
both of them. Using this property it is easy to prove that sieves satisfy a disjunction
property even stronger than the one for types, as the disjunction holds not only for
single elements but for all the subsets of a union:

Proposition 3.1.9. θ ≤ χ1∨χ2 ⇐⇒ θ ≤ χ1 or θ ≤ χ2.

PROOF. Suppose that (⇒) does not hold (the converse is trivial). Then there exists
a descriptorη1 dual ofθ, such thatη1 ∈ χ1 andη1 6∈ χ2, and a descriptorη2 dual of
θ, such thatη2 6∈ χ1 andη2 ∈ χ2. Now considerη1 ⊕η2: since the semantics of an
internal choice is the intersection of the duals of the choices, andθ is dual of bothη1

andη2, thenθ is dual ofη1⊕η2. But for the same reason we deduce thatη1⊕η2 6∈ χ1

andη1⊕η2 6∈ χ2, and thusη1 ⊕η2 6∈ χ1∨χ2 by definition, yielding a contradiction.
�

This property is essential to prove decidability of≤.
A similar property holds for types of the formbegin.η:

Proposition 3.1.10. begin.η <: begin.η1 ∨ begin.η2 ⇐⇒ begin.η <: begin.η1 or
begin.η <: begin.η2

PROOF. Recall thatJbegin.ηK = {cbegin.η′ | η′ ≤ η}. Take any channel of the form
cbegin.η. By the strong disjunction property (equation (3.5))cbegin.η ∈ begin.ηi for some
i in [1,2]. By applying the definition of the semantics of session typesto begin.ηi ,
this implies that for thati, η ≤ ηi . From this it is easy to deduce that every channel
that is in Jbegin.ηK is also inJbegin.ηiK, which by definition of subtyping implies
begin.η <: begin.ηi . �

Remark 3.1.11(On the usefulness of sieves). SinceJη⊕η′K= Jη∧η′K one may won-
der whether we could not have spared one (or two) syntactic category(ies) by using
descriptors (and/or, merging them with types) instead of sieves. The answer follows
from the observation that the two operators above play rather different, but equally es-
sential, roles: the internal choice is abehavioraloperator, whereas sieve conjunction,
as all sieves, is apatternoperator (whence the name “sieve”). We claim that any at-
tempt to unify these two operators, by merging session descriptors and sieves together,
disrupts the whole theory. The reason is that the notion of duality, which is intrinsically
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a behavioral one, does not match well with disjunction (which doesnot coincide with
the external choice) and negation (defining the transition system of a negated session
descriptor is puzzling at least). Overall the separation ofbehaviors and patterns is
what allows us to provide semantic characterizations of allthe notions in the formal-
ism. The alternatives to sieves that we considered along theway all resulted in either
uneasy syntactical restrictions or incompleteness results.

Irrevocable outputs.

By making external choices on output actions behave as internal ones, rules (TR5-
TR6) state that outputs are irrevocable. This design choice was already explained in
Section 3.1.2. In terms of duality, this choice correspondsto deciding whether, say,
the external choices !Int.end+?Bool.end and ?Int.end+!Bool.end are to be considered
as dual. In our setting the answer is negative as we consider that outputs may be
asynchronously emitted even for external choices, therefore the two partners can get
stuck if both decide to emit their outputs. This behavior is adirect consequence of
rules (TR5-TR6). As we discuss in the conclusion of this chapter, this is not the only
reasonable answer. For instance, we could suppose that in a case such as the one above,
the two partners perform some form of handshake to decide which one will perform the
output; in that case rules (TR5-TR6) should be removed. We chose not to do so since
the “irrevocable inputs” solution seems better fit a wide area network usage scenario.

3.1.3 Subtyping

Now that we have defined the duality relation, and therefore subsessioning, we can also
formally define the subtyping relation. The types defined in Section 3.1.1 include three
type combinators (union, intersection, and negation), onetype constructorbegin.η,
plus other basic types and type constructors (inherited from the host language) that
we left unspecified (typically,Real, Bool, ×, . . . ). We define the subtyping relation
semantically using the technique introduced in [42] and outlined in Section 3.1.2, ac-
cording to which types are interpreted as the set of their values, type combinators are
interpreted as the corresponding set-theoretic operations, and subtyping is interpreted
as set containment. As a consequence, testing a subtyping relation is equivalent to
testing whether a type is empty, since by simple set-theoretic transformations we have
that t1 <: t2 if and only if t1 ∧¬t2 <: /0 (where we use/0 to denote the empty type,
that is the type that has no value). Again by simple set-theoretic manipulations, ev-
ery type can be rewritten in disjunctive normal form, that isa union of intersections
of types. Furthermore, since type constructors are pairwise disjoint (there is no value
that has both a session type and, say, a product type—or whatever type constructor
is inherited from the host language), then these intersections are uniform since they
intersect either a given type constructor, or its negation (see [23, 42] for details). In
conclusion, in order to define our subtyping relation all we need is to decide when∨

k∈K(
∧

i∈Ik begin.ηi ∧
∧

j∈Jk
¬begin.η j) <: /0. Since a union of sets is empty if and

only if every set in the union is empty, by applying the usual De Morgan laws we can
reduce this problem to deciding the inclusion

∧
i∈I begin.ηi <:

∨
j∈Jbegin.η j .

As regards session channels, we notice that a value has type(begin.η)∧ (begin.η′)
if and only if it has typebegin.(η⊕η′). Also note thatbegin.η <: begin.η1∨begin.η2

if and only if begin.η <: begin.η1 or begin.η <: begin.η2. Therefore the semantic
subtyping relation for the types of Section 3.1.1 is completely defined by (the semantic
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subtyping framework of [42] and) the following equation
∧

i∈I

begin.ηi <:
∨

j∈J

begin.η j ⇐⇒ ∃ j∈J :
⊕

i∈I

ηi ≤ η j (3.11)

Note that when in the equation aboveI andJ are singletons it reduces to

begin.η1 <: begin.η2 ⇐⇒ η1 ≤ η2

that is the form discussed at the beginning of Section 3.1.2.A consequence of this last
observation is thatJbegin.ηK= {cbegin.η′ |η′ ≤η}= {cbegin.η′ | begin.η′ <: begin.η}=
{v | v ∈ begin.η}. Thus our initial interpretation of session types coincides with the
interpretation of types as sets of their values: we have “closed the circle” in the sense
of [42].

3.1.4 Properties of the subsession relation

Table 3.1 shows some relevant rules regarding≤. Aside from providing further in-
sight on the properties of≤, these rules are also used in the following for proving the
existence of the normal forms for session descriptors and the correctness of the algo-
rithms. In the table we write∅ to denote either/0 (the empty type) or⊥ (the least sieve)
according to the context.

Rules (E1–E8) state the fundamental properties of the external choice operator.
Rules (E1–E4) are trivial being the usual idempotency, commutativity,associativity
and distributivity laws of external choices. Rule (E5) shows that an external choice may
actually hide an internal choice if it combines descriptorshaving a common prefix. This
is a well-known axiom in the testing theories [32] and it alsoshows that the external
choice does not coincide with the set-theoretic union operator (the internal choice, on
the other hand, does coincides with the set-theoretic intersection). Rule (E6) shows
the interaction between input actions (over types) and the external choice operator: the
value received from the channel is chosen externally, it cannot be negotiated by the
receiver. Rule (E7) is similar to rule (E6), except that it deals with sieves. Rule (E8)
states that⊥ is the neutral element of the external choice.

Rules (I1–I9) state the fundamental properties of the internal choice operator.
Rules (I1–I4) are similar to rules (E1–E4). Rule (I5) is the distributivity law of the
prefix operator over the internal choice (the same law does not hold for the external
choice operator). Rule (I6) shows the interaction between input actions over types and
the internal choice operator. A dual of the descriptor on thel.h.s. of= does not know
whether the descriptor is ready to receive a value of typet or of type s. Thus, the
only possibility is to send a value that has both types. As a consequence, ift ands are
disjoint types, namely ift∧ s = /0, then both descriptors are⊥ (see rule (B1) below).
Rule (I7) is similar to rule (I6), except that it deals with sieves. A dual of the descriptor
on the l.h.s. of= does not know whether the descriptor is ready to receive a descriptor
θ such thatθ is dual ofχ or such thatθ is dual ofχ′. Thus, the only possibility is to
send a descriptor that is dual of bothθ andθ′. Rule (I8) states that⊥ is the absorbing
element of the internal choice.

Rules (B1–B5) characterize non-viable descriptors, namely those descriptors that
have no dual. Rules (B1–B2) deal with communications of values from empty types
and delegations of sessions with non-viable descriptors. Since these descriptors are
completely inert (they do not emit any visible action), theyare comparable to the
canonical non-viable descriptor⊥. Rule (B3) states the disjunction between values
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(E1) η+η = η
(E2) η+η′ = η′+η
(E3) η+(η′+η′′) = (η+η′)+η′′

(E4) η+(η′⊕η′′) = (η+η′)⊕ (η+η′′)
(E5) π.η+π.η′ = π.(η⊕η′)
(E6) ?t.η+?s.η = ?(t∨ s).η
(E7) ?χ.η+?χ′.η = ?(χ∨χ′).η
(E8) η+⊥ = η

(I1) η⊕η = η
(I2) η⊕η′ = η′⊕η
(I3) η⊕ (η′⊕η′′) = (η⊕η′)⊕η′′

(I4) η⊕ (η′+η′′) = (η⊕η′)+ (η⊕η′′)
(I5) π.η⊕π.η′ = π.(η⊕η′)
(I6) ?t.η⊕?s.η′ = ?(t∧ s).(η⊕η′)
(I7) ?χ.η⊕?χ′.η′ = ?(χ∧χ′).(η⊕η′)
(I8) η⊕⊥ = ⊥

(B1) ?ψ.η = ⊥ (ψ =∅)
(B2) !ψ.η = ⊥ (ψ =∅)
(B3) ?t.η⊕?χ.η′ = ⊥
(B4) ?ψ.η⊕ !ψ′.η′ = ⊥
(B5) ?ψ.η⊕ end = ⊥

(O1) !ψ.η+ end = !ψ.η (ψ 6=∅)
(O2) !ψ.η+?ψ′.η′ = !ψ.η (ψ 6=∅)
(O3) !ψ.η+ !ψ′.η′ = !ψ.η⊕ !ψ′.η′ (ψ,ψ′ 6=∅)
(O4) !t.η⊕ !s.η = !(t∨ s).η (t,s 6= /0)
(O5) !χ.η⊕ !χ′.η = !(χ∨χ′).η (χ,χ′ 6=⊥)

(S1) ?t.η ≤ ?(t∨ s).η
(S2) ?χ.η ≤ ?(χ∨χ′).η
(S3) !(t∨ s).η ≤ !t.η (t 6= /0)
(S4) !(χ∨χ′).η ≤ !χ.η (χ 6=⊥)
(S5) η⊕η′ ≤ η

Table 3.1: Selected equalities and inequalities.

and descriptors: no value is a descriptor, and no descriptoris a value. Rule (B4) states
the directionality of our communication model. In order to be viable, a descriptor can-
not simultaneously allow both input and output actions. Theonly exception to this rule
is when the output actions are offered in an external choice,see rules (O1–O3) below.
Rule (B5) is similar to rule (B4), except that it deals withend and input actions.

Rules (O1–O5) characterize the peculiar properties of output actions.In every rule
the side condition ensures that the output action is not inert (see rule (B2) above).
Rules (O1–O2) state that an output action composed in external choice with a end or
an input action preempts the alternative action. Rule (O3) states that external and inter-
nal choices of output actions are indistinguishable, sincethese actions are irrevocable.
Rule (O4) shows the interaction between output actions over types and the internal
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choice operator: the value sent over the channel is decided internally by the sender, it
will not be negotiated with the receiver. Rule (O5) is similar to rule (O4), except that
it deals with sieves.

Rules (S1–S2) show the standard covariant property of inputs: the dualsof a ses-
sion that is capable of receiving values of typet will also be duals of a session that is
capable of receiving more values. Rule (S2) is similar to rule (S1) except that it deals
with input of descriptors and it can be explained in the same way using the intuition
that sieves stand for the set of their duals. Rules (S3–S4) complement rules (S1–S2)
with dual properties for output actions, where we have contravariance. Note that in
both cases we need one extra hypothesis, namely thatt 6= /0 andχ 6= ⊥. This guaran-
tees that the larger descriptor will actually output some value/descriptor whenever the
smaller one does so.

Finally, rule (S5) states that the duals of some session are also duals of a more
deterministic session. In the testing theories for processes this law characterizes the
deadlock sensitivemustpreorder.

We conclude this section discussing the interaction of≤ with the operators of ses-
sion descriptors. It is easy to see that≤ is preserved by the prefix and the internal
choice operators. In the latter case, this follows from the fact that⊕ coincides with the
intersection operator in the set-theoretic interpretation of session descriptors. How-
ever, as we have already seen while discussing rule (E5), + does not correspond
to a Boolean operation and this ultimately makes+ quite subtle, as≤ is not re-
spected by+ in general. For example, by rule (S1) we have ?Int.end ≤ ?Real.end
however ?Int.end+ ?

√
2.!3.end 6≤ ?Real.end+ ?

√
2.!3.end. The reason is that in

widening ?Int.end to ?Real.end we create an interference with the term ?
√

2.!3.end
because of the guaranteed action ?

√
2. Such interferences are not avoided even

when we operate with= (as opposed to≤). For instance, according to rule (I6)
we have ?(Int∨

√
2).end⊕?Int.!3.end = ?Int.(end⊕ !3.end), but (?(Int∨

√
2).end⊕

?Int.!3.end)+?
√

2.!4.end 6= ?Int.(end⊕ !3.end)+?
√

2.!4.end. Here the action ?
√

2
is not guaranteed by ?(Int∨

√
2).end⊕?Int.!3.end and (I6) tells us that in practice the

capability of ?(Int∨
√

2).end of receiving
√

2 is useless. However, removing this capa-
bility may also remove interferences in the context of an external choice, making (I6)
unsafe in general.

Finally, rule (B4) must be used with care within an external choice because
its output capability makes the descriptor on the l.h.s. of= to be observable
(it may autonomously emit an action), whereas⊥ is totally inert. For instance
we have ?Int.end ⊕ !Int.! /0.end = ⊥ and ⊥ + ?Bool.!3.end = ?Bool.!3.end, but
(?Int.end⊕ !Int.! /0.end)+ ?Bool.!3.end = (?Int.end+ ?Bool.!3.end)⊕ (!Int.! /0.end+
?Bool.!3.end) = ⊥. Rule (B5) suffers from a similar problem, which is slightly less
severe becauseend denotes a terminated descriptor.

3.1.5 Algorithms

In order to use our type system we must be able to decide the relations we introduced in
the previous sections, namely subsieving (and subsessioning), subtyping, and duality.

Subsieving.

Let us start to show how to decide that a sieve is smaller than another. Since Boolean
combinators have a set-theoretic interpretation we can apply exactly the same reasoning
we did for types in Section 3.1.3. Namely, decidingχ ≤ χ′ is equivalent to deciding
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χ∧¬χ′ ≤ ⊥. The l.h.s. can be rewritten in disjunctive normal form whose definition
for sieves is (we convene that

∨
i∈ /0 χi = ∑i∈ /0 ηi =⊥):

Definition 3.1.12(Disjunctive normal form). A sieve is indisjunctive normal formif it
is of the form

∨
i∈I

∧
j∈J λi j , whereλi j denotedescriptor literals, that is eitherη or ¬η.

Next, we can check emptiness of each element of the union separately, reducing the
problem to checking the following relation:

∧
i∈I ηi ≤

∨
j∈J η j . Since this is equivalent

to
⊕

i∈I ηi ≤
∨

j∈J η j , we can apply the strong disjunction property (Proposition3.1.9)
we statedfor descriptorsand obtain

∧

i∈I

ηi ≤
∨

j∈J

η j ⇐⇒ ∃ j∈J :
⊕

i∈I

ηi ≤ η j

which is precisely the same problem that has to be solved in order to decide the sub-
typing relation (cf. equation (3.11)). In conclusion, in order to decide both subsieving
and subtyping it suffices to decide subsessioning.

Subsessioning.

To decide whether two descriptors are in subsessioning relation we define a normal
form for descriptors and, more generally, sieves (the latter occurring in the prefixes of
the former).

Definition 3.1.13 (Strong normal form). A sieveχ in disjunctive normal form is in
strong normal formif

1. if χ ≡ ∨
i∈I

∧
j∈J λi j , then for i∈ I , j ∈ J, λi j is in strong normal form and∧

j∈J λi j 6=⊥ for all i ∈ I;

2. if χ ≡ ¬η, thenη is in strong normal form;

3. otherwiseχ is either of the form
⊕

i∈I !ψi .ηi{⊕ end} or ∑i∈I ?ψi .ηi{+ end},
where for all i∈ I, ψi 6= ∅, ψi and ηi are in strong normal form and for all
i, j ∈ I, i 6= j impliesψi ∧ψ j =∅, andend is possibly missing.

Finally, to check that two descriptors are in relation we rewrite both of them in
strong normal form, check that neither is⊥, and then apply the algorithm whose core
rules are given below. (The remaining rules are shown in Fig.3.2)

(END)

end≤ end

(PREFIX)
η ≤ η′

π.η ≤ π.η′

(M IX -CHOICES)

⊕

i∈I

ηi ⊕ end≤ ∑
j∈J

η′
j + end

(EXT-CHOICES)

I ⊆ J ηi ≤ η′
i
(∀i∈I)

∑
i∈I

ηi ≤ ∑
j∈J

η′
j

(INT-CHOICES)

J ⊆ I η j ≤ η′
j
(∀ j∈J)

⊕

i∈I

ηi ≤
⊕

j∈J

η′
j

Rule (M IX -CHOICES) states that an internal choice is smaller than an external one
if and only if they both have anend summand. Rule(EXT-CHOICES) states that it
is safe to widen external choices whereas rule(INT-CHOICES) states that it is safe to
narrow internal ones. Both rules are used in conjunction with (PREFIX), which states
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covariance over descriptor continuations. Note that rule(PREFIX) relates two descrip-
tors only if they have the same prefix. Therefore before applying (EXT-CHOICES) and
(INT-CHOICES) we have to transform the descriptors so that prefixes on the two sides
that have a non-empty intersection are rewritten in severalsummands so as to find the
same prefix on both sides. This can be done by repeatedly applying, among others, the
following decomposition laws:

?t.η+?s.η′ = ?(t\ s).η+?(s\ t).η′+?(t∧ s).(η⊕η′)
!t.η⊕ !s.η′ = !(t\ s).η⊕ !(s\ t).η′⊕ !(t∧ s).(η⊕η′)

the latter rule holding when none of the setst\ s, s\ t, andt∧ s is empty. Similar rules
can be derived for inputs and outputs of sieves, as opposed totypes.

The following theorem proves that every sieve can be effectively transformed in
strong normal form. The proof of the theorem is given after the statement of Theo-
rem 3.1.17.

Theorem 3.1.14(Normalization). For every sieveχ it is possible to effectively con-
structχ′ in strong normal form such thatχ = χ′.

In order to state the soundness and completeness of the algorithm we need two
preliminary results. The first one states that no finite unionof session descriptors covers
the wholeS . Namely, it is always possible to find anotherη having at least one dual
descriptor that is not dual of any of the descriptors in the finite union.

Lemma 3.1.15.For every viable sieve of the form
∨

i∈I ηi , there exists a descriptorη
such that

∨
i∈I ηi ∨η 6≤∨

i∈I ηi .

PROOF. By induction on the cardinality ofI . We just consider the case for|I | = 1,
that is

∨
i∈I ηi ≡ η′, the result follows by straightforward induction. Consider the set

{θ |η′ =⇒ θ X−→}. Now choose any valuev such that for allθ in this setθ !v−→ implies

that there existsv′ 6= v such thatθ !v′−→. Note that such av always exists because no
descriptor can emit infinitely many singleton types (indeedif from a stable form a
session type can emit just one output value, then this means that the output is on the
singleton containing that value). Then settingη ≡ !v.end proves the result. �

The second auxiliary result simply states the correctness of rule (PREFIX) general-
ized to a finite number of prefixes.

Lemma 3.1.16.For all π1, . . . ,πn,η,η′, if η ≤ η′, thenπ1. · · ·πn.η ≤ π1. · · ·πn.η′.

PROOF. By examination of the coinductive characterization of≤ (Definition 3.1.20)
it is easy to check that the result holds forn = 1. The whole result follows from a
straightforward induction onn. �

We can now state and prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1.17(Soundness and Completeness). The algorithm is sound and complete
with respect to≤ and it terminates.
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[R-EX-SPLIT]
∑
i∈I

?ψi .ηi{+end} ≤ ∑
j∈J\{k}

?ψ′
j .η′

j +?(ψ′
k \ψh).η′

k +?ψh.η′
k{+end}

∑
i∈I

?ψi .ηi{+end} ≤ ∑
j∈J

?ψ′
j .η

′
j{+end}

(
ψh ≤: ψ′

k
ψh 6= ψ′

k

)

[L-EX-SPLIT]
∑

i∈I\{h}
?ψi .ηi +?(ψh \ψ′

k).ηh+?ψ′
k.ηh{+end} ≤ ∑

j∈J
?ψ′

j .η
′
j{+end}

∑
i∈I

?ψi .ηi{+end} ≤ ∑
j∈J

?ψ′
j .η

′
j{+end}

(
ψ′

k ≤: ψh
ψh 6= ψ′

k

)

[LR-EX-SPLIT]
∑

i∈I\{h}
?ψi .ηi +?(ψh \ψ′

k).ηh+?(ψh∧ψ′
k).ηh{+end} ≤ ∑

j∈J\{k}
?ψ′

j .η
′
j +?(ψ′

k \ψh).η′
k+?(ψh∧ψ′

k).η
′
k{+end}

∑
i∈I

?ψi .ηi{+end} ≤ ∑
j∈J

?ψ′
j .η

′
j{+end}




ψ′
k∧ψh 6=∅

ψ′
k∧ψh 6= ψ′

k
ψ′

k∧ψh 6= ψh




[R-IN-SPLIT]⊕

i∈I

!ψi .ηi{⊕end} ≤
⊕

j∈J\{k}
!ψ′

j .η
′
j ⊕ !(ψ′

k \ψh).η′
k ⊕ !ψh.η′

k{⊕end}
⊕

i∈I

!ψi .ηi{⊕end} ≤
⊕

j∈J

!ψ′
j .η′

j{⊕end}

(
ψh ≤: ψ′

k
ψh 6= ψ′

k

)

[L-I N-SPLIT]⊕

i∈I\{h}
!ψi .ηi ⊕ !(ψh \ψ′

k).ηh⊕ !ψ′
k.ηh{⊕end} ≤

⊕

j∈J

!ψ′
j .η

′
j{⊕end}

⊕

i∈I

!ψi .ηi{⊕end} ≤
⊕

j∈J

!ψ′
j .η

′
j{⊕end}

(
ψ′

k ≤: ψh
ψh 6= ψ′

k

)

[LR-I N-SPLIT]⊕

i∈I\{h}
!ψi .ηi ⊕ !(ψh \ψ′

k).ηh⊕ !(ψh∧ψ′
k).ηh{⊕end} ≤

⊕

j∈J\{k}
!ψ′

j .η
′
j ⊕ !(ψ′

k \ψh).η′
k ⊕ !(ψh∧ψ′

k).η
′
k{⊕end}

⊕

i∈I

!ψi .ηi{⊕end} ≤
⊕

j∈J

!ψ′
j .η

′
j{⊕end}




ψ′
k∧ψh 6=∅

ψ′
k∧ψh 6= ψ′

k
ψ′

k∧ψh 6= ψh




Table 3.2: Algorithmic subsessioning simplification rules.a

aIn these rules we use≤: to denote either≤ or <:, curly brackets to denote optionalend summands, and
we suppose that all operators are uniformly applied either on types or on sieves.

Proof of Theorems 3.1.14 and 3.1.17

We prove Theorems 3.1.14 and 3.1.17 by simultaneous induction. We do the proof by
a double induction on the Noetherian measure given after Definition 3.1.2 and on the
weight defined in Definition 3.1.7, lexicographically ordered. Then we prove:

1. Each sieveχ can be effectively transformed into an equivalent strong normal
form whose weight is smaller than or equal to the weight ofχ.

2. χ 6≤ χ′ is decidable.

First of all notice that by classical set theoretic transformations it is possible to put
every sieve in disjunctive normal form. This can be effectively done by the regularity
of the trees. So let us assume that all the sieves we use in thisproof are in disjunctive
normal form.
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Base case.The base case for measure and weight 0 is when bothχ andχ′ are possibly
empty sums ofend’s. The normal form of all such sieves isend (which can be
obtained by rules (E1) and (I1) of Table 3.1) andχ 6≤ χ′ is easily decidable.

Inductive case. Let us now study the inductive case, and therefore suppose the two
properties hold for sieves of either strictly smaller measure or same measure and
strictly smaller weight. For the sake of the presentation weprove the two points
one after the other, although we should do the proof of the twoproperties—in
the order in which we stated them—for each case.

Thus let us start proving thepoint 1 by performing a case analysis on the form
of χ.

If χ ≡ ∨
i∈I

∧
j∈J λi j where|I | > 1, then we have to discard all the intersections

that are bottom, that is all
∧

j∈J λi j = ⊥. Whether each of these intersections is
equivalent to bottom can be effectively decided by induction hypothesis thanks
to the point 2 of the theorem. The normal form is then obtainedby coinductively
applying the transformation on all remaining literals, which is possible thanks to
the induction hypothesis.

Let χ ≡ ∧
j∈J λ j where at least one literal is not negated. The normal form is

either⊥, or it is obtained by a coinductive application of the transformation. The
latter is always possible thanks to the induction hypothesis. Thus all it remains
to prove is that we can decide whetherχ is ⊥. Since we cannot directly use the
induction hypothesis (as we should apply it to the whole sieve), let us separate
negated literals from positive ones. That is, defineJ = P∪N, such thatχ ≡∧

p∈P ηp∧
∧

n∈N¬ηn. Thenχ 6≤ ⊥ if and only if
⊕

p∈Pηp 6≤
∨

n∈N ηn, if and only
if—by the strong disjunction property for descriptors—

⊕
p∈Pηp 6≤ ηn holds for

all n∈ N. This can be decided by induction hypothesis using the point2 of the
theorem.

If χ ≡ ∧
j∈J¬η j . As above, let us first show that it is possible to decide that

χ 6≤ ⊥, that is whether¬∨
j∈J η j 6≤ ⊥. This is always true for Lemma 3.1.15,

therefore we can coinductively apply the transformation byinduction hypothesis.

All the coinductive transformations above terminate by theregularity of our
sieves. Furthermore it is easy to see that they do not increase the weight of
the sieves.

If χ ≡ η, and the descriptor is prefixed, then we check that its prefix is not∅
(which can be done by induction hypothesis) and possibly coinductively apply
the transformation on its continuation.

Otherwise we will do the following transformations:

1. get rid of every subterm of the form ?ψ.η and !ψ.η such thatψ = ∅ by
means of rules (B1), (B2), (E8), and (I8);

2. get internal choices of external choices of prefixed descriptors andend us-
ing (E4);

3. get internal choices of:

• external choices of input descriptors and possibly ofend

• output descriptors

• possiblyend
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by applying the rules (O1), (O2), and (O3) inside the external choices.
That is, we obtain a descriptor of the shape:

⊕

J∈K

(∑
j∈J

?ψ j .η j{+ end})⊕
⊕

h∈H

!ψh.ηh{⊕ end} (3.12)

4. we have the following cases:

(a) K = /0.

(b) H = /0. Then (3.12) is equivalent to:

∑
j1∈J1

· · · ∑
jk∈Jk

?(ψ j1 ∧·· ·∧ψ jk).(η j1 ⊕·· ·⊕η jk){+ end} (3.13)

whereK = {J1, . . . ,Jk} andψ j1 ∧·· ·∧ψ jk 6=∅ andend is present only
if it occurs in all the external choices of (3.12).

(c) K,H 6= /0 andend is present in all external choices. Then (3.12) is
equivalent to

η =
⊕

h∈H

!ψh.ηh⊕ end (3.14)

(d) K,H 6= /0, at least one external choice has noend subterm. Then (3.12)
is equivalent to⊥.

5. in cases (4a) and (4c) we can obtain an internal choice of outputs and possi-
bly end such that if !ψ and !ψ′ are two top level prefixes we haveψ∧ψ′ =∅

by applying rules (O4), (O5), and (I5).

6. in case (4b) we obtain an external choice of inputs and possibly end such
that if ?ψ and ?ψ′ are two top level prefixes we haveψ∧ψ′ =∅ by applying
rules (E5), (E6), and (E7).

7. we convert anyχ occurring in a top level prefix in strong normal form (this
can be effectively done by the induction hypothesis).

8. we coinductively apply the algorithm to every continuation of every top
level guarded descriptor of the (internal or external) choice.

Note that the coinductive application of the algorithm terminates by the regular-
ity of our descriptors. All it remains to prove is that the passage from step (3.) to
step (4.) is is sound, that is it yields an equivalent descriptor.

For case (4a) this is trivial.

For case (4b) we have that equation (3.12) becomes an internal choice of external
choices of inputs. Let us examine the set of duals of (3.12). Since we only have
inputs then we have to check which inputs are guaranteed. These are exactly
all the inputs that are guaranteed byall the summands of the internal choice,
that is those that are emitted by all prefixes, and thus by their intersection. The
continuation of this intersection is then obtained by the definition of successor
yielding the descriptor (3.13).

In case (4c) by the irrevocability of outputs we have to checkwhich outputs are
offered in order to characterize the set of duals of (3.12). It is easy to see that
(3.12) and (3.14) offer the same outputs and they both offer end.

In case (4d) (3.12) is not viable since it does not converge and therefore it is
equivalent to⊥.
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Let us pass to the proof ofpoint 2, that is show that it is possible to decide
whetherχ 6≤ χ′ holds. Thanks to point 1 we can suppose that bothχ andχ′ are
in strong normal form.

We proceed by case analysis on the form ofχ andχ′ by starting with the simplest
cases first.

Case
∨

i∈I
∧

j∈J λi j 6≤
∨

h∈H
∧

k∈K λ′
hk such that|I | > 1. We can split the union

on the left, and reduce this problem to check whether there exists i ∈ I such that∧
j∈J λi j 6≤

∨
h∈H

∧
k∈K λ′

hk, which can be checked by induction hypothesis.

Case
∧

j∈J λ j 6≤
∨

h∈H
∧

k∈K λ′
hk such that |H| > 1. By applying classical

set-theoretic distribution laws, this problem can be reduced to
∧

j∈J λ j 6≤∧
h∈H

∨
k∈K λ′

hk. We can now split the intersection on the right and reduce it
to check whether there existsh ∈ H such that

∧
j∈J λ j 6≤

∨
k∈K λ′

hk. The result
follows by induction hypothesis.

Case
∧

j∈J λ j 6≤
∨

k∈K λ′
k. Let us highlight negative and positive literals:∧

p∈PJ
θp∧

∧
n∈NJ

¬ηn 6≤
∧

p∈PK
θp∧

∧
n∈NK

¬ηn.
By simple set-theoretic manipulations this is equivalent to check whether∧

p∈PJ∪PK
θp 6≤

∨
n∈NJ∪NK

ηn. Since intersection is equivalent to internal choice
this is reduced to checking whether

⊕
p∈PJ∪PK

θp 6≤ ∨
n∈NJ∪NK

ηn which by
strong disjunction is equivalent to prove that

⊕
p∈PJ∪PK

θp 6≤ ηn holds for all
n∈ NJ ∪NK . The result follows by induction hypothesis.

Caseη 6≤ η′. This is the last remaining case and also the most difficult one. We
can feedη and η′ to the algorithmic rules listed after Theorem 3.1.14 and in
Table 3.2. So to prove this case we have to prove that these rules are sound and
complete with respect to the semantic definition of subtyping.

Soundness.For each rule listed after Theorem 3.1.14 and in Table 3.2 we must
prove that the set of duals of the l.h.s. of its conclusion is included in the set of
duals of the r.h.s. Let us proceed by a case analysis on the last rule applied in the
deduction ofη ≤ η′.

Case [END] and [MIX -CHOICES]. The result follows by a direct application of
the definition of duality.

Case [EXT-CHOICES]. By induction hypothesis for alli ∈ I the set of duals of
ηi is contained in the set of duals ofη′

i . We have two subcases.(i) Case|I |> 1:
since both descriptors are in strong normal form, then they can only emit input
signals or a tick; thus for these choices we can apply only therules TR3 and
TR4; this implies that the signals emitted by each descriptor in the conclusion
are exactly the same as those of their subcomponents. The result follows by the
definition of duality. (ii) Case|I | = 1: then there are three subcases. Either
the l.h.s. of the conclusion emits an input, and then we proceed as in the case
before; or it is anend, but then one of the summands of the r.h.s. is alsoend,
and the result follows from the definition of duality as both must ensureX; or it
is of the form !ψ.η′′, but then also|J|= 1 and therefore this rule does not apply
([PREFIX] should be used instead).

Case [INT-CHOICES]. Similar to the previous case.

Case [*-SPLIT] Notice that by rulesI5-I7 andE5-E7 the corresponding session
descriptors at the premise and at the conclusion of each rulehave exactly the
same set of duals, whence the result.
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Case [PREFIX]. This is the hard case since we cannot use the induction hypoth-
esis as the Noetherian measure and the weight may not decrease. We are in the
case where we have deducedπ.θ ≤ π.θ′ from θ ≤ θ′. So let us consider the de-
duction forθ ≤ θ′ and explore it upwards from the root. By the regularity of our
descriptors we have just two possible cases: either we traverse afinite(and possi-
bly null) number of applications of the PREFIX rule and arrive to the application
of a different rule, or we traverse an againfinite (and possibly null) number of
applications of the PREFIX rule and arrive to the judgmentθ ≤ θ′. The latter
case is straightforward because it means thatθ ≡ θ′, therefore the result holds
for reflexivity. In the former case instead we perform a case analysis on the rule
we have reached, apply the same reasoning as above for the corresponding case
and deduce the result by Lemma 3.1.16.

Completeness. Suppose that the result holds for descriptors of either smaller
measure or same measure and smaller weight and let us prove for the general
case. Imagine by contradiction that the result does not holdfor the general case.
Then there existη andη′ such that all the duals ofη are also duals ofη′ but for
which the algorithm answers no. Therefore there exists at least one rule that fails.
Since we did not put any constraint onη andη′, then we can consider without
loss of generality that it is the last one and that all the preceding applications of
the rules hold. Let us then perform a case analysis on this rule:

Case [END]. This is the base case and vacuously holds since it cannot fail.

Case [PREFIX]. This is another base case and vacuously holds since it cannot
fail (if it fails it is because the premise failed, but this contradicts the fact that the
PREFIX rule is the last one to have failed).

Case [MIX -CHOICES]. The last base case. It may have failed because one (or
both) of the twoend’s is absent, but this contradicts our hypothesis: if it is the
r.h.s.end that is missing thenend is a dual of the first but not of the second; if it
is the l.h.s. end that is missing thenI is not empty (otherwise the rule would not
fail), but then, being the types in strong normal form, a dualof ηi cannot be dual
of the l.h.s., since both of them ensure an input. It may have also failed because
the internal choice is on the right and the external one is on the left (strictly
speaking this is not a failure of this rule but it is the only case in which no rule
applies), but then it is easy to build a dual for the l.h.s. which is not dual for the
r.h.s.

Case [EXT-CHOICES]. If this failed it is because there existsi ∈ I such that for
all j ∈ J, ηi 6≤ η j . By induction hypothesis since the algorithm is complete, then
there existsθ that is dual ofηi but it is not dual of anyη j . By definitionθ is dual
of ∑i∈I ηi but not of∑ j∈J η j , contradiction.

Case [INT-CHOICE]. Similar to the previous case.

Case [*-SPLIT]. These rules never fail since they can always be applied.

�

Duality.

Duality can be reduced to subsessioning sinceη ⋊⋉ η′ if and only if η̃ ≤ η′, where we
write η̃ for the canonical dualof η, namely the least descriptor in the set-theoretic
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interpretation ofη. Computingη̃ is trivial onceη is in strong normal form (see The-
orem 3.1.14): it suffices to change every ? into !, every+ into ⊕, and vice versa, and
to coinductively apply the transformation to the continuations leavingend descriptors
unchanged. Regularity ensures that the transformation terminates (by using memoiza-
tion techniques) and showing that the obtained session descriptor is the canonical dual
of η is a trivial exercise.

3.1.6 Coinductive characterizations

The subsessioning relation defined in terms of duality embeds the notion of safe sub-
stitutability because of its very definition, but it gives little insight on the properties
enjoyed by≤. This is a common problem of every semantically defined preorder rela-
tion based ontests, such as the well-known testing preorders [32] (the set of duals of
a descriptor can be assimilated to the set of its successful tests). In order to gain some
intuition over≤ and to obtain a useful tool that will help us studying its properties we
will now provide an alternative coinductive characterization. Before doing so, we need
to characterize the class of descriptors that admit at leastone dual. Recall thatη is
viableif there existsη′ such thatη ⋊⋉ η′. Any non-viable descriptor is the least element
of ≤, which henceforward will be denoted by⊥.

Definition 3.1.18(Coinductive Viability). η⋊⋉ is the largest predicate over descriptors
such that either

1. η ↓ andη ↓ δ impliesη〈δ〉⋊⋉ for everyδ, or

2. there existsδ such thatη ⇓ δ andη〈δ〉⋊⋉.

The definition provides us with a correct and complete characterization of viable
descriptors:

Proposition 3.1.19.η⋊⋉ if and only ifη is viable.

PROOF. (⇒) By Theorem 3.1.14 we may assume thatη is in strong normal form.
We define a functioñ· such that̃η ⋊⋉ η. Regularity ofη̃ is a direct consequence of the
regularity ofη.

Assumeη ≡ ∑i∈I ?ψi .ηi{+ end}, where theend subterm may be missing. Then
η⋊⋉ must be justified by condition (1) of Definition 3.1.18, namely there existsδ such
thatη ⇓ δ andη〈δ〉⋊⋉. If δ =X, then we conclude immediately by taking̃η = end. If
δ 6=X, then there existsk∈ I such that ?ψk.ηk ⇓ δ andη〈δ〉⋊⋉. Becauseη is in disjoint
normal form we have ?ψi .ηi ⇓ δ′ impliesη〈δ′〉 = ηi for everyδ′. Hence we conclude
by takingη̃ = !ψk.η̃k.

Assumeη ≡ ⊕
i∈I !ψi .ηi{⊕ end}, where theend subterm may be missing. Then

η⋊⋉ must be justified by condition (2) of Definition 3.1.18, namely for every i ∈ I
we have !ψi .ηi ↓ δ for someδ andη⋊⋉

i sinceη〈δ〉 = ηi . We conclude by taking̃η =

∑i∈I ?ψi .η̃i + end.
The proof that̃η ⋊⋉ η is trivial.
(⇐) It is sufficient to show that the relation

R = {η | ∃η′ : η ⋊⋉ η′}

is a coinductive viability. Letη ∈ R . Then there existsη′ such thatη ⋊⋉ η′. We reason
by cases on the justification ofη ⋊⋉ η′ according to Definition 3.1.6.
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Assumeη ⋊⋉ η′ is justified by condition (1) of Definition 3.1.6. Thenη ⇓ X and
η′ ⇓ X. Hence condition (2) of Definition 3.1.18 is satisfied (note that end ∈ R by
definition ofR ).

Assumeη ⋊⋉ η′ is justified by condition (2) of Definition 3.1.6. Thenη ↓ and
η ↓ δ impliesη′ ⇓ δ andη〈δ〉 ⋊⋉ η′〈δ〉. By definition ofR we haveη〈δ〉 ∈ R , hence
condition (1) of Definition 3.1.18 is satisfied. �

We can now read the statement of Definition 3.1.18 in the lightof the result of the
above proposition: Definition 3.1.18 explains that a descriptor is viable if either (1) it
emits an output action regardless of its internal state and every successor after every
possible output action is viable too or (2) it guarantees at least one input action such
that the corresponding successor is viable too.

Definition 3.1.20 (Coinductive Subsession). η ≦ η′ is the largest relation between
session descriptors such thatη⋊⋉ impliesη′⋊⋉ and

1. η′ 6⇓ andη′ ↓ δ implyη ↓ δ with η〈δ〉≦ η′〈δ〉, and

2. η ⇓ δ andη〈δ〉⋊⋉ implyη′ ⇓ δ with η〈δ〉≦ η′〈δ〉, and

3. η ↓ andη′ ⇓ implyη ↓X andη′ ⇓X.

The definition states that any viable descriptorη may be a subsession ofη′ only if
η′ is also viable. This is obvious since we want the duals ofη to be duals ofη′ as well.
Furthermore, condition (1) requires that any output actionemitted by the larger de-
scriptor must also be emitted by the smaller descriptor, andthe respective continuations
must be similarly related. This can be explained by noticingthat a descriptor dual ofη
in principle will be able to properly handle only the outputsemitted byη; thus in order
to be also dual ofη′ it must also cope withη′ outputs, which must thus be included in
those ofη, hence the condition. The requirementη′ 6⇓ makes sure thatη′ really emits
some output actions. Without this condition we would have ?Int.end 6≦ ?Int.end+ end

as the descriptor on the r.h.s. emitsX which is not emitted by the l.h.s. However, it
is trivial to see that ?Int.end ≦ ?Int.end+ end. Condition (2) requires that any input
action guaranteed by the smaller descriptor must also be guaranteed by the larger de-
scriptor. Again this can be explained by noticing that a descriptor dual ofη may rely
on the capability ofη of receiving a particular value/descriptor in order to continue the
interaction without error. Hence, any guarantee provided by the smaller descriptorη
must be present in the larger descriptorη′ as well. The additional conditionη〈δ〉⋊⋉
considers only guaranteed input actions that have a viable dual, for a guaranteed input
action with a non-viable dual is practically useless. Without such condition we would
have, for instance, that ?Int.! /0.end+?Bool.end 6≦ ?Bool.end, because the descriptor on
the l.h.s. guarantees the action ?3 which is not guaranteed by the descriptor of the r.h.s.
of 6≦. It is clear however that in this case the subsessioning relation must hold since the
l.h.s. and r.h.s. have the same set of duals. Finally, condition (3) captures the special
case in which a descriptor emitting output actions (η ↓) is smaller than a descriptor
guaranteeing input actions (η′ ⇓). This occurs only whenη may internally decide to
terminate (η ↓X) andη′ guarantees termination (η′ ⇓X). In this case, every dual ofη
must be ready to terminate and to receive any output action emitted byη, hence it will
also be dual ofη′ which guarantees termination but does not emit any output action.

We end this subsection by stating that the coinductive and the semantic definitions
of subsessioning coincide, so from now on we will use≤ to denote both.
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Theorem 3.1.21.η1 ≦ η2 ⇐⇒ η1 ≤ η2.

PROOF. (⇒) Assumeη1 ≦ η2 andη⋊⋉

1 . By Proposition 3.1.19 we have thatη1 is
viable. Letη ⋊⋉ η1. It is sufficient to show that

C = {(η′,η′
2) | ∃η′

1 : η′
⋊⋉ η′

1∧η′
1 ≦ η′

2}
is a duality relation, since(η,η2) ∈ C by definition ofC . Let (η′,η′

2) ∈ C . Then there
existsη′

1 such thatη′
⋊⋉ η′

1 andη′
1 ≦ η′

2. We reason by cases on the justification ofη′
⋊⋉

η′
1 for showing thatη′ andη′

2 satisfy at least one of the conditions of Definition 3.1.6.
Assume thatη′

⋊⋉ η′
1 is justified by condition (1) of Definition 3.1.6. Thenη′ ⇓ X

andη′
1 ⇓X. Fromη′

1 ≦ η′
2 we deriveη′

2 ⇓X hence we conclude by condition (1) of
Definition 3.1.6. Assume thatη′

⋊⋉ η′
1 is justified by condition (2) of Definition 3.1.6.

Thenη′ ↓ andη′ ↓ δ impliesη′
1 ⇓ δ̃ andη′〈δ〉⋊⋉ η′

1〈δ〉. Fromη′
1 ≦ η′

2 we deriveη′
2 ⇓ δ

andη′
1〈δ〉 ≦ η′

2〈δ〉 hence(η′〈δ〉,η′
2〈δ̃〉) ∈ C by definition ofC and we conclude by

condition (2) of Definition 3.1.6.
(⇐) It is sufficient to show that the relation

R = {(η,η′) | ∀θ : θ ⋊⋉ η ⇒ θ ⋊⋉ η′}
is a coinductive subsession. Let(η,η′) ∈ R and assumeη⋊⋉ for otherwise there is
nothing to prove. By Theorem 3.1.14 we may assume that bothη andη′ are in strong
normal form. By Proposition 3.1.19 there existsθ such thatθ ⋊⋉ η. By definition ofR
we deduce thatθ ⋊⋉ η′, henceη′⋊⋉ again by Proposition 3.1.19. We reason by cases on
the structure ofη andη′.

Assumeη ≡ ∑i∈I ?ψi .ηi{+ end} andη′ ≡ ∑ j∈J ?ψ j .η j{+ end}. Condition (1) of
Definition 3.1.20 is trivially satisfied sinceη′ ⇓. As regards condition (2) of Defini-
tion 3.1.20, assumeη ⇓ δ andη〈δ〉⋊⋉. If δ =X, thenη′ ⇓X for otherwiseend⋊⋉ η and
end 6⋊⋉ η′ which is absurd by definition ofR . If δ 6=X, then there existsi ∈ I such that
?ψi .ηi ⇓ δ andη⋊⋉

i . Suppose by contradiction thatη′ 6⇓ δ and considerθ≡ !ψi .θi , where
θi is an arbitrary dual ofηi (it exists from the hypothesisη⋊⋉

i and by Proposition 3.1.19).
Thenθ ⋊⋉ η but θ 6⋊⋉ η′ which is absurd. Hence there existsj ∈ J such that ?ψ j .η j ⇓ δ.
By definition of duality we deduceθi ⋊⋉ ηi andθi ⋊⋉ η j , hence(ηi ,η j) ∈ R sinceθi is
arbitrary. We conclude by observing thatη〈δ〉 = ηi andη′〈δ〉 = η j . Condition (3) of
Definition 3.1.20 is trivially satisfied sinceη ⇓.

Assumeη ≡ ⊕
i∈I !ψi .ηi{ ⊕ end} and η′ ≡ ⊕

j∈J !ψ j .η j{⊕ end} and η′ 6⇓. As
regards condition (1) of Definition 3.1.20, for everyi ∈ I let θi be an arbitrary ses-
sion descriptor such thatθi ⋊⋉ ηi (these descriptors exist becauseη⋊⋉). Let θ ≡
∑i∈I ?ψi .θi{+ end} where theend subterm is present only if it is present also inη.
Assumeη′ ↓ δ. Then there existsj ∈ J such that !ψ j .η j ↓ δ. Suppose contradiction
thatη 6↓ δ. Thenθ ⋊⋉ η but θ 6⋊⋉ η′, which is absurd. Hence there existsi ∈ I such that
!ψi .ηi ↓ δ. We derive(ηi ,η j) ∈ R sinceθi is arbitrary. We conclude by observing that
η〈δ〉= ηi andη′〈δ〉= η j . Condition (3) of Definition 3.1.20 is trivially satisfied since
η′ 6⇓.

Assumeη ≡ ⊕
i∈I !ψi .ηi{⊕ end} andη′ ≡ ∑ j∈J ?ψ j .η j{+ end} andη 6⇓. Condi-

tion (1) and (2) of Definition 3.1.20 are trivially satisfied sinceη 6⇓ andη′ ⇓. As regards
condition (3) of Definition 3.1.20, for everyi ∈ I let θi be an arbitrary session descrip-
tor such thatθi ⋊⋉ ηi (these descriptors exist becauseη⋊⋉). Let θ ≡ ∑i∈I ?ψi .θi{+ end}
where theend subterm is present only if it is present also inη. Assume by contradic-
tion η 6↓X or η′ 6⇓X. Thenθ ⋊⋉ η butθ 6⋊⋉ η′, which is absurd. We concludeη ↓X and
η′ ⇓X. �
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3.2 Typing theπ-calculus with sessions

The most interesting observation on process typing is that with our framework sessions
can be typed in the standardπ-calculus with internal/external choices and bound/free
outputs (with the single modification on the type-based selection of external choices
we described in the introduction),without primitive operators tailored to session-based
communications(in the spirit of Kobayashi’s [61]). The intuition is that bound outputs,
written c!(x : η), are session initiations wherec is the public channel of the session
andx the session private channel of descriptorη; free outputs are reserved for session
communications/delegations, and inputs are either session communications or session
connections according to whether they are meant to synchronize with free or bound
outputs, respectively. For example, the following processmodels a node that handles
communications described by a protocolη and delegates communications described
by unknown protocols to a sibling node, in a token-ring fashion:

NODE(mypublicname, nextpublicname, η, P) =
mypublicname?(x : ?⊤.end). /* accept */

x?(y : η).P /* catch&handle */
+ x?(y : ¬η). /* catch&delegate*/

nextpublicname!(z : !⊤.end). /* request */
z!y /* throw */

The node waits for a connection on its public channelmypublicname and, once the
connection is made, catches on the established session channel x a delegated session
y of an arbitrary descriptor (⊤ is the top sieve). If the delegated session is of protocol
η (this is checked by using an external choice), then the node handles the delegated
session in the processP, otherwise it connects to a sibling nodenextpublicname (via
a bound output) and delegatesy to it (via a free output). Bothmypublicname and
nextpublicname are public channels of typebegin.!⊤.end. Under these hypotheses
and provided thaty is used inP according toη, the process above results typeable by
the type system given right after the formal definition of thesyntax and semantics of
our π-calculus for session types (PiST) we present next.

3.2.1 Syntax and semantics ofPiST

The main design criteria for our process calculusPiST are minimality and, to a lesser
extent, similarity toπ-calculus: we define the smallest calculus that allows us to use
all the characteristics of our session types. Notably, we preserve the distinction of [54]
between public channels used to connect processes and private channels on which the
conversation takes place. This distinction is instead eliminated in [46, 45, 72] where
only one kind of output is needed. The syntax ofPiST is given in Table 3.3. It is aπ-
calculus with internal and external choices, free outputs on bound channels and bound
outputs on free channels respectively denoted byκ!e anda!(x : η). Processes are the
possibly infinite regular trees that are generated by the productions in Table 3.3 and that
satisfy the contractivity condition requiring that on every infinite branch there are in-
finitely many applications of the prefixed process. Contractivity rules out processes of
the form, for instance,P= P⊕P and—as for types—it provides an induction principle
based on the Noetherian relationP1+P2⊲Pi andP1⊕P2⊲Pi .

Parallel composition is present only at the upper level ofsystemswhere session
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(prefixes) p ::= u?(x : ψ) | κ!e | a!(x : η)
(processes) P,Q ::= 0 | p.P | P ⊕ P | P + P

(public channels) a ::= x | cbegin.η
(private channels) κ ::= x | k

(channels) u ::= a | κ
(expressions) e ::= u | · · ·
(systems) S,T ::= P | S‖S

Table 3.3: Syntax ofPiST processes and systems.

conversations take place4. We do not need explicit restriction, those implicitly defined
in bound outputs are enough5 and are implemented by resorting tointernal channels,
denoted byk. These appear grayed in the syntax to stress that such channels occur
only at runtime (they cannot be written by the programmer butthey are generated at
session connection). We assume that “ ˜ ” is a bijective mapping from private channels
to private channels withk 6= k̃ and that is an involution (i.e., ˜̃k = k, a technique quite
common in calculi for sessions). We say thatk andk̃ aredual. Dual channels represent
the two end-points of a session. Besides private channels, expressions include channel
variables (ranged over byx), channel values (i.e., session public names, ranged over by
c and tagged by their smallest type, which is of the formbegin.η to enforce the strong
disjunction property (3.5)), and the expressions of the host language (represented in the
productions by dots). We usev to range over both channel values and host language
values and suppose given the relationv ∈ t that associates each host language value
with its types and each channel value with the types greater than or equal to its tag.

The set of labelsℓ is defined by

ℓ ::= τ | n?(x : ψ) | k!m | ct!(x : η)

where m ::= v | k and n ::= ct | k .
As customary,τ denotes internal silent moves, while the other labels are synchro-

nization signals whose form is already quite informative. They tell us that synchro-
nization can happen only on closed channels (ranged over byn: this excludes channel
variables), that is, private channels for communication and public channels for session
connection. Also, bound outputs can send only closed expressions (ranged over bym,
that is values and private channels: the latter are not values though they operationally
behave like them, since they are not associated to a type).

The labeled transition rules for processes are straightforward and they can be found
in Table 3.4. They handle the irrevocability of outputs and compute expressions before
synchronization. The semantics of systems is the standardπ-calculus semantics apart
the two points we evoked before, namely that outputs are irrevocable and that selection
for external choices is based on the type of the arguments. This last point is showed
by the synchronization rules for systems, presented in Table 3.5. Since the descriptors
of private channels evolve as long as the protocol advances,the label transition system
usessession environments—i.e., maps from private channels to session descriptors,

4This choice is done only to focus on subtyping: we could allowparallel composition at any level and
preserve progress as in [34].

5We could have introduced at system level restrictions of theform (νcbegin.η) so as to declare public
session channels, limit their scope, and avoid explicit public channel tagging. We preferred to focus on a
slightly simpler calculus.
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R-CONNECT

ct!(x : η).P
ct!(x:η)−→ P

R-RECEIVE

n?(x : ψ).P
n?(x:ψ)−→ P

R-SEND

e ↓m
k!e.P

k!m−→ P

R-INTCH

P ⊕ Q
τ−→ P

R-EXTINT

P
τ−→ P′

P + Q
τ−→ P′ + Q

R-EXTSEND

P
k!m−→ P′

P + Q
τ−→ P

R-EXTCH

P
ℓ−→ P′ ℓ 6= τ

P + Q
ℓ−→ P′

Table 3.4:PiST process reduction rules.

ranged over byΣ—to keep track of this evolution. The type-based dynamic branching
is then implemented by the last two rules, according to whichsynchronization takes
place only if the objects of the output match the type (v ∈ t) or the sieve (Σ(k′)≤ χ) of
the input. These two rules also record in the session environment that a synchronization
step has been consumed and thus update the descriptors of thecurrent session with the
corresponding successor. Note also that a new session is started (ruleCONNECTION)
only when a bound output is performed on a channel value, in that case a new pair
k, k̃ of private channels is spawned, and their descriptors are recorded in the session
environment. Finally note that the dynamic checks in the last two rules are needed and
used to drive the computation, since external choices are dynamically selected by using
the type of the communicated value, or the descriptor of the delegated session. So for
instance, in the following parallel composition:

k!3P1‖ k̃?(x : Int).P2+ k̃?(x : Bool).P3

the sending of value 3 onk selects the first branch of the external choice onk̃, and the
communication will go on betweenP1 andP2.

We adopt the standard conventions of using
τ

=⇒ to denote
τ−→∗

(i.e., the reflexive

and transitive closure of−→) and
ℓ

=⇒ to denote
τ

=⇒ ℓ−→ τ
=⇒.

3.2.2 Typing of PiST

The original motivation for introducing session types [52,54] was to ensure that values
sent and received in communication protocols were of appropriate types and that the
two partners always agreed on how to continue the conversation. A type system ensur-
ing also the progress property, that is a started session cannot get stuck if the required
connections are available, was first proposed in [38].

In this section we present a type system which prevents type mismatch in commu-
nications and any deadlock due to the interleaving of two or more sessions.

More precisely we want to ensure that whenever a well-typed system is stuck (i.e.,
it cannot perform any internal reduction) it is because either all its processes have
successfully terminated or at least one of them is on hold on aconnection request. This
means that whenever a session is started, if it does not perform any further connection,
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LIFT

P
ℓ−→ P′

Σ ⊢ P
ℓ−→ Σ ⊢ P′

PAR

Σ ⊢ S
ℓ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S

′

Σ ⊢ S‖T ℓ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S
′ ‖T

CONNECTION

Σ ⊢ S
ct!(x:η)−→ Σ ⊢ S

′ Σ ⊢ T
ct?(y:η′)−→ Σ ⊢ T

′ k 6∈ dom(Σ)

Σ ⊢ S‖T τ−→ Σ,k : η, k̃ : η′ ⊢ S
′[k/x]‖T′[k̃/y]

COMMUNICATION

Σ ⊢ S
k!v−→ Σ ⊢ S

′ Σ ⊢ T
k̃?(x:t)−→ Σ ⊢ T

′ v ∈ t

Σ,k : η, k̃ : η′ ⊢ S‖T τ−→ Σ,k : η〈!v〉, k̃ : η′〈?v〉 ⊢ S
′ ‖T′[v/x]

DELEGATION

Σ ⊢ S
k!k′−→ Σ ⊢ S

′ Σ ⊢ T
k̃?(x:χ)−→ Σ ⊢ T

′ Σ(k′)≤ χ

Σ,k:η, k̃:η′ ⊢ S‖T τ−→ Σ,k:η〈!Σ(k̃′)〉, k̃:η′〈?Σ(k̃′)〉 ⊢ S
′ ‖T′[k

′
/x]

Table 3.5:PiST system reduction rules.

T-AX

Γ,x : t ⊢ x : t

T-VAL

v ∈ t

Γ ⊢ v : t

T-SUB

Γ ⊢ e : t′ t′ <: t

Γ ⊢ e : t

T-SYS

Γ ⊢ P : ∆
Γ  P : set(∆)

T-PAR

Γ  S : Λ1 Γ  T : Λ2

Γ  S‖T : Λ1∪Λ2

T-ZERO

Γ ⊢ 0 : −

T-WEAK

Γ ⊢ P : ∆ κ 6∈ dom(∆∪Γ)
Γ ⊢ P : (κ : end ·∆)

T-INT

Γ ⊢ P : ∆ Γ ⊢Q : ∆
Γ ⊢ P ⊕ Q : ∆

T-CONNECT-REQUEST

Γ ⊢ P : (x : η ·∆) Γ ⊢ a : begin.η
Γ ⊢ a!(x : η).P : ∆

T-CONNECT-ACCEPT

Γ ⊢ P : (x : η ·∆) η ⋊⋉ η′

Γ ⊢ cbegin.η
′
?(x : η).P : ∆

T-COMM

Γ ⊢∗ P : ∆
Γ ⊢ P : ∆

T-RECEIVE

Γ,x : t ⊢ P : (κ : η ·∆)
Γ ⊢∗ κ?(x : t).P : (κ : ?t.η ·∆)

T-SEND

Γ ⊢ e : t Γ ⊢ P : (κ : η ·∆)
Γ ⊢∗ κ!e.P : (κ : !t.η ·∆)

T-RECEIVES
Γ ⊢ P : (κ : η · x : η′) χ ≤ η′

Γ ⊢∗ κ?(x : χ).P : (κ : ?χ.η)

T-SENDS
Γ ⊢ P : (κ : η ·∆) η′ ≤ χ

Γ ⊢∗ κ!κ′.P : (κ : !χ.η · (κ′ : η′ ·∆))

T-INTCH

Γ ⊢∗ P : (κ : η1 ·∆) Γ ⊢∗ Q : (κ : η2 ·∆)
Γ ⊢∗ P ⊕ Q : (κ : η1 ⊕ η2 ·∆)

T-EXTCH

Γ ⊢∗ P : (κ : η1 ·∆) Γ ⊢∗ Q : (κ : η2 ·∆)
Γ ⊢∗ P + Q : (κ : η1 + η2 ·∆)

Table 3.6: Type system forPiST.
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then either it eventually successfully terminates, or it continues to interact (recall that
both process and session descriptors may be recursive). More formally:

Definition 3.2.1 (Progress Property). A systemS satisfies theprogress propertyif
⊢ S

τ
=⇒ Σ ⊢ S

′ τ
X−→ implies that eitherS′ does not contain internal channels, or

S
′ ct?(x:η)−→ , or S′

ct!(x:η)−→ .

Our process calculus, as the calculi in the literature of session types, is so close
to the syntax of the session descriptors that it is not difficult to imagine how to map a
given channel to its session type. For instance, consider the processct!(z : η).z!3.z?(x :
Real).(z!x⊕ z!true) which opens a connection onc in which it writes an integer, reads
a real, and then decides whether to send back the received real or a Boolean value. It is
clear that such a process is well typed whenη=!Int.?Real.(!Real.end⊕ !Bool.end) and
t is (a subtype of)begin.η. However, in order to ensure the progress property, the way
in which a process usesdifferentsessions must be quite limited. Once a connection is
established, and a private channel, which we call thecurrent session, is spawned, then
the process can act according to (combinations of) the following options:

1. establish a new connection;

2. perform a communication (possibly paired with a branching) on the current ses-
sion;

3. end the current session by stopping using the corresponding channel (there is no
explicit end in processes, so the end of a session is reached when its channel is
no longer used, for every possible continuation);

4. delegate on the current session the innermost, not ended,enclosing session;6 the
process stops using the delegated session;

5. receive a delegated session and use it in the continuationas the current session.
Such restrictive behavior corresponds to using sessions ascritical regions that for-

bid deadlocks on circular waits. Each critical region is associated with a particular
private channel: it is entered whenever this channel is received by delegation or started
by a connect, it is closed when the channel is delegated or no longer used. Once a
process has entered a critical region all it can do is to communicate on the channel as-
sociated with the region or to enter a new critical region. Tosee why these restrictions
are necessary let us comment few examples of deadlock.

Let t1 = begin.!Int.end, η1 =!Int.end andη2 =?Int.end. A first simple example of
deadlock is given by

ct1!(z1 : η1).b
t1?(z2 : η2).z2?(x : Int).z1!6

‖ct1?(z3 : η2).b
t1!(z4 : η1).z3?(x : Int).z4!5

(3.15)

After two executions of theCONNECTIONrule, both processes starve waiting for values
that are never sent. Note that the problem here is generated by the process that provides
the servicec (i.e., the second one) since it makes a communication on (the private
channel of)c before having ended the session it requested onb.

Internal and external sums can produce deadlocks since theycan make choices
unavailable as in

ct1?(z1 : η2).b
t1?(z2 : η2).(z1?(x : Int) + z2?(x : Int))

‖ct1!(z3 : η1).z3!6‖bt1!(z4 : η1).z4!5
(3.16)

6A special case is when the sieve is preciselyend: in that case the process can delegate any non active
channel.
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and in the similar system obtained by replacing⊕ to + . The problem here is that the
choice is performed on different (open) sessions: it shouldbe either both onz2 (we use
the inner session) or both onz1 (we closed the inner session and passed on the outer
one). Another example is

ct1?(z1 : η3).(z1?(x : Int) + bt1?(z2 : η2).z2?(x : Int).z1?(x : Bool))
‖ct1!(z3 : η1).z3!6‖bt1!(z4 : η1).z4!5

whereη3 =?Int.end+?Bool.end: note that the connection onb forbids the communi-
cation on the private channel created by the connection onc.

Subtler examples of deadlock spring from session delegation, whereby a (sequen-
tial) process can receive the dual of a channel it already owns, making synchronization
impossible. Consider

ct1?(z1 : η2).b
t2!(z2 : η4).z2!z1‖ct1!(z3 : η1).

bt2?(z4 : η5).z4?(x : η2).x?(y : Int).z3!6
(3.17)

wheret2 = begin.!(?Int.end).end, η4 =!(?Int.end).end, η5 =?(?Int.end).end. This
phenomenon may also jeopardize subject reduction, as discussed in [76].

Such problems can be avoided by resorting to the strict usagediscipline we de-
scribed earlier which is enforced by the typing discipline defined in Table 3.6. The
judgments for processes have two possible forms

Γ ⊢ P : ∆ and Γ ⊢∗ P : ∆

whereΓ is a type environment(a mapping from variables to types) and∆ is a ses-
sion stack. The latter is a mapping from private channels to session descriptors to
which identifiers of ended sessions can be freely added (ruleT-WEAK) and is used to
record the session descriptors of the channels used inP. It is organized as a stack (the
leftmost element being the top) to keep track of the current session, that is the most
recently created one (i.e., in our analogy, the one associated with the current critical re-
gion). The stack allows us to avoid the first example (3.15) ofdeadlock, by organizing
sessions as nested critical regions in which a channel cannot be used unless all nested
sessions have been consumed (either because they ended or because they were dele-
gated to some other process). Actions are allowed only if their subject is the current
session channel—i.e., the one on the top of the stack (rulesT-CONNECT-REQUEST, T-
CONNECT-ACCEPT, T-SEND, T-RECEIVE, T-SENDS, andT-RECEIVES)—and they are
recorded in the conclusion. In addition, the rules for communication check that type
constraints are satisfied while sieve constraints are checked by the delegation rules.

The ruleT-CONNECT-ACCEPT hides several subtleties. If a process contains the
actioncbegin.η

′
?(x : η).P, then this means that it provides the servicec and it implements

it by the processP. Note that inP the corresponding private channel implements a
behavior dual of the one that tagsc. Therefore the tag of a public channel declares the
behavior that all clients of the service must follow. In other terms it describes the most
demanding client this service is ready to serve. Also note that the typing rule imposes
that the acceptance of a connect can only be written for an actual public channel and
not for a variable of the corresponding type. This corresponds to the everyday practice
that a service is associated to a particular URL instead of being dynamically bound
to it (which does not prevent several processes to implementthe same service) and
enforces the assumption—we did in Section 3.1.2—that the only way to use a public
service name is to call it. In other words, while the public names of services are first
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class and, as such, they can be passed around in communications, the only way to
use them is to request a connection on them. Technically, this restriction allows us
to avoid the use of polarities to type communications: because of the use of duality
in the T-CONNECT-ACCEPT one should require contravariance for channels used for
session acceptance, covariance for those used for session request and invariance for
channels used in both cases. The solution we chose, besides being natural, corresponds
to enforcing invariance when accepting connections.

To deal with the deadlocks induced by sums, illustrated by example (3.16), we use
the⊢∗ judgments which ensure that the processes in the conclusionoffer communica-
tions just on the channel that is on the top of the stack. Two processes can be composed
by means of an internal choice only if either they are typed byexactly the same stack
(rule T-INT) or if they differ for the typing of only one channel on which acommuni-
cation is immediately available (ruleT-INTCH). They can be composed by an external
choice only in the latter case, that is, if they differ for thetyping of only one channel
on which a communication is immediately available (ruleT-EXTCH).

The example of deadlock due to delegation, illustrated by example (3.17), is
avoided by requiring that the only other private channel that can occur in a process
accepting a delegation is the channel on which the delegation took place (ruleT-
RECEIVE).

The typing discipline is lifted to systems by simply mergingall channel assump-
tions, disregarding the order in which they appear (by meansof the operatorset), and
obtaining in this waysession environments, ranged over byΛ (these have the same def-
inition as those in the dynamic semantics, but we preferred to use a different metavari-
able to avoid confusion).

Lemma 3.2.2(Strengthening). If Γ ⊢ P : (κ : end ·∆), thenΓ ⊢ P : ∆.

Thecore of a session stack (notedcore(∆)) is the stack obtained by removing all
ended channels. This is sound by Lemma 3.2.2. The core of a session environment is
defined similarly.

Definition 3.2.3(Core).

core(∆) =

{
(κ : η · core(∆′)) if ∆ = (κ : η ·∆′) andη 6= end

core(∆′) if ∆ = (κ : end ·∆′)

core(Λ) = {κ : η | κ : η ∈ Λ and η 6= end}

Since evaluation consumes session descriptors and adds fresh initial channels with
their descriptors, we need to introduce a partial order≪ on session stacks and session
environments, whose definition is as expected: ifΛ ≪ Λ′, thenΛ′ is obtained from
Λ by consuming descriptor actions and/or adding new descriptors of freshly initiated
sessions.

Definition 3.2.4. ∆ ≪ ∆′ is the smallest partial order relation such that:

1. core(∆′) = (κ : η ·∆′′), andcore(∆) = ∆′′ or

2. core(∆′) = (κ : η′ ·∆′′), core(∆) = (κ : η ·∆′′), and eitherη δ−→ η′ or η −→ η′,
or

3. core(∆′) = (κ : η ·∆′′), core(∆) = (κ : !χ.η · (κ′ : η′ ·∆′′)) andη′ ≤ χ, or
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4. core(∆′) = (κ : η · x : η′), core(∆) = (κ : ?χ.η) andχ ≤ η′.

5. core(∆′) = (κ : η1 ·∆′′) andcore(∆) = (κ : η1+η2 ·∆′′).

Definition 3.2.5. Λ ≪ Λ′ is the smallest partial order relation such that:

1. core(Λ′) = core(Λ)∪{κ : η}, or

2. core(Λ′) = Λ′′∪{κ : η′}, core(Λ) = Λ′′∪{κ : η}, and eitherη δ−→ η′ or η −→
η′, or

3. core(Λ′) = Λ′′∪{κ : η}, core(Λ) = Λ′′∪{κ′ : η′,κ : !χ.η} andη′ ≤ χ, or

4. core(Λ′) = x : η′∪{κ : η}, core(Λ) = {κ : ?χ.η} andχ ≤ η′.

It is easy to verify that≪ agrees with the mappingset and with union of session
environments.

Proposition 3.2.6.

1. If ∆ ≪ ∆′, thenset(∆)≪ set(∆′).

2. If Λ1 ≪ Λ′
1 andΛ2 ≪ Λ′

2, thenΛ1∪Λ2 ≪ Λ′
1∪Λ′

2.

As usual generation and substitution lemmas are the key of our subject reduction
proof.

Lemma 3.2.7(Generation Lemma for Processes).

1. If Γ ⊢ 0 : ∆, thencore(∆) =−.

2. If Γ ⊢ a!(x : η).P : ∆, thenΓ ⊢ P : (x : η ·∆) andΓ ⊢ a : begin.η.

3. If Γ ⊢ cbegin.η
′
?(x : η).P : ∆, thenΓ ⊢ P : (x : η ·∆) andη ⋊⋉ η′.

4. If Γ ⊢ κ?(x : t).P : ∆, thencore(∆) = (κ : ?t.η ·∆′) andΓ,x : t ⊢ P : (κ : η ·∆′).

5. If Γ ⊢ κ!e.P : ∆, thencore(∆) = (κ : !t.η ·∆′) andΓ ⊢ e : t andΓ ⊢ P : (κ : η ·∆′).

6. If Γ ⊢ κ?(x : χ).P : ∆, thencore(∆) = (κ : ?χ.η) andΓ ⊢ P : (κ : η · x : η′) and
χ ≤ η′.

7. If Γ ⊢ κ!κ′.P : ∆, thencore(∆) = (κ : !χ.η · (κ′ : η′ ·∆′)) andΓ ⊢ P : (κ : η ·∆′)
andη′ ≤ χ.

8. If Γ ⊢ P + Q : ∆, thencore(∆) = (κ : η1 + η2 ·∆′) andΓ ⊢ P : (κ : η1 ·∆′) and
Γ ⊢Q : (κ : η2 ·∆′).

9. If Γ ⊢ P ⊕ Q : ∆, then eithercore(∆) = (κ : η1 ⊕ η2 ·∆′) andΓ ⊢ P : (κ : η1 ·∆′)
andΓ ⊢Q : ∆′,κ : η2 or Γ ⊢ P : ∆, andΓ ⊢Q : ∆.

Lemma 3.2.8(Generation Lemma for Systems).

1. If Γ  P : Λ, then there exists∆ such thatΛ = set(∆) andΓ ⊢ P : ∆.

2. If Γ  S‖T : Λ, then there existΛ1 andΛ2 such thatΛ = Λ1∪Λ2 andΓ  S : Λ1

andΓ  T : Λ2.
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Lemma 3.2.9(Substitution).

1. If Γ,x : t  S : Λ and⊢ v : t, thenΓ  S[v/x] : Λ.

2. If Γ  S : Λ,x : η, thenΓ  S[k/x] : Λ,k : η.

The following lemma relates the one step reductions of processes with labels dif-
ferent fromτ with the changes of the session stacks.

Lemma 3.2.10.Let Γ ⊢ P : ∆, then

1. If P
ct!(x:η)−→ P′, thenΓ ⊢ P′ : (x : η ·∆).

2. If P
ct?(x:η)−→ P′, thenΓ ⊢ P′ : (x : η ·∆) andt= begin.η′ andη ⋊⋉ η′.

3. If P
k!v−→ P′, thenΓ ⊢ P′ : (k : η ·∆′) andcore(∆) = (k : !t.η{+θ} ·∆′) andv ∈ t.

4. If P
k?(x:t)−→ P′, thenΓ,x : t ⊢ P′ : (k : η ·∆′) andcore(∆) = ((k :?t.η{+θ}) ·∆′).

5. If P
k!k′−→ P′, thenΓ ⊢ P′ : (k : η ·∆′) andcore(∆) = (k :!χ.η{+θ} · (k′ : η′ ·∆′))

andη′ ≤ χ.

6. If P
k?(x:χ)−→ P′, thenΓ ⊢ P′ : (k : η · x : η′) and core(∆) = (k :?χ.η{+θ}) and

χ ≤ η′.

PROOF. By cases on
ℓ−→ using Lemma 3.2.7. �

The subject reduction can be formulated as follows.

Theorem 3.2.11(Subject Reduction for Processes). If Γ ⊢ P : ∆ andP
ℓ−→ P′, then

Γ ⊢ P′ : ∆′, where∆ ≪ ∆′.

PROOF. The proof is by induction and by cases on
ℓ−→. For external and internal

choices we only consider the first cases of Lemma 3.2.7(8) and(9), since for the second
cases the proof is similar and simpler.

CaseR-CONNECT. Easy from Lemma 3.2.10(case 1) and Definition 3.2.4(case 1).

CaseR-SEND. Easy from Lemma 3.2.10(cases 3 and 5), and Definition 3.2.4(cases 1
and 2).

CaseR-RECEIVE. Easy from Lemma 3.2.10(cases 2, 4 and 6) and Defini-
tion 3.2.4(cases 1 and 2).

CaseR-EXTCH. We have that

P
ℓ−→ P′ ℓ 6= τ

P + Q
ℓ−→ P′

and Γ ⊢ P + Q : ∆.

From Lemma 3.2.7(8), we have thatcore(∆) = (k : η1 + η2 ·∆′) and Γ ⊢ P :

(k : η1 ·∆′), andΓ ⊢ Q : (k : η2 ·∆′). By induction hypothesis onP
ℓ−→ P′ we

getΓ′ ⊢ P′ : ∆′′, where(k : η1 ·∆′) ≪ ∆′′. By Definition 3.2.4(5), we have that
(k : η1 + η2 ·∆′)≪ (k : η1 ·∆′) and by transitivity∆ ≪ ∆′′.
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CaseR-EXTINT. We have that

P
τ−→ P′

P + Q
τ−→ P′ + Q

and Γ ⊢ P + Q : ∆.

From Lemma 3.2.7(8), we have thatcore(∆) = (k : η1 + η2 ·∆′) andΓ ⊢ P :
(k : η1 ·∆′), andΓ ⊢ Q : (k : η2 ·∆′). By induction hypothesis onP

τ−→ P′ we
getΓ ⊢ P′ : ∆′′ where(k : η1 ·∆′) ≪ ∆′′. But sinceP becomesP′ by aτ action,
then we know by rulesR-EXTINT, R-EXTSEND and R-INTCH thatP is either
an internal or an external choice, then by Lemmas 3.2.7(9) and 3.2.7(8) we get
∆′′ = (k : η′

1 ·∆′), for someη′
1 such thatη1 −→ η′

1. By typing ruleT-EXTCH

we getΓ ⊢ P′ + Q : (k : η′
1 + η2 ·∆′) and by the descriptor transition rule (TR3)

we getη1 + η2 −→ η′
1 + η2. We conclude since∆ ≪ (k : η′

1 + η2 · ∆′) by
Definition 3.2.4(2).

CaseR-EXTSEND. We have two subcases:

m ≡ v :
P

k!v−→
P + Q

τ−→ P
and Γ ⊢ P + Q : ∆.

From Lemma 3.2.7(8), we have thatcore(∆) = (k : η1 + η2 ·∆′) andΓ ⊢
P : (k : η1 ·∆′), andΓ ⊢Q : (k : η2 ·∆′). By the same technique on the case
above we can use Lemma 3.2.10(3) and descriptor transition rule (TR5) to
deduce thatη1 +η2 −→ η1. Then, by Definition 3.2.4(2), we have that
∆ ≪ (k : η1 ·∆′).

m ≡ k1 :

P
k!k1−→

P + Q
τ−→ P

and Γ ⊢ P + Q : ∆.

From Lemma 3.2.7(8), we have thatcore(∆) = (k : η1 + η2 ·∆′) andΓ ⊢
P : (k : η1 ·∆′), andΓ ⊢Q : (k : η2 ·∆′). By the same technique on the case
above we can use Lemma 3.2.10(5) and descriptor transition rule (TR6) to
deduce thatη1 +η2 −→ η1. Then, by Definition 3.2.4(2), we have that
∆ ≪ (k : η1 ·∆′).

CaseR-INTCH. We have that

P ⊕ Q
τ−→ P and Γ ⊢ P ⊕ Q : ∆.

From Lemma 3.2.7(9), we have that

• eithercore(∆) = (k : η1 ⊕ η2 ·∆′) andΓ ⊢ P : (k : η1 ·∆′), andΓ ⊢Q : (k :
η2 ·∆′). By Definition 3.2.4(2), we have that∆ ≪ (k : η1 ·∆′).

• or Γ ⊢ P : ∆ andΓ ⊢Q : ∆ and the result follows immediately by reflexivity
of ≪.

�

We can lift the relations between reductions of processes and changes of session
stacks shown in Lemma 3.2.10 to relations between reductions of systems and changes
of session environments. More precisely we can easily provethe following lemma:
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Lemma 3.2.12.Let ℓ 6= τ.

1. If Σ ⊢ S
ℓ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S

′, then there areT, T′ andP such thatS = T ‖P ‖T′ and

S
′ = T‖P′ ‖T′ andP

ℓ−→ P′, where one or bothT, T′ can be missing.

2. If Σ ⊢ S‖P‖T ℓ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S‖P′ ‖T andΓ  S‖P‖T : Λ, then there areΛ′, ∆ and
∆′ such thatΛ = Λ′ ∪ set(∆), Γ  S‖P‖T : Λ′ ∪ set(∆′), and∆′ depends on∆
andℓ as in Lemma 3.2.10.

Theorem 3.2.13(Subject Reduction for Systems). If Γ  S : Λ andΣ ⊢ S
ℓ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S

′,
thenΓ  S

′ : Λ′, whereΛ ≪ Λ′.

PROOF. The proof is by induction and by cases on
ℓ−→.

CaseLIFT. The result follows from Theorem 3.2.11, Lemma 3.2.8(1) and Proposi-
tion 3.2.6(1).

CaseCONNECTION. We have thatΓ  S‖T : Λ and

Σ ⊢ S
ct!(x:η)−→ Σ ⊢ S

′ Σ ⊢ T
ct?(x:η′)−→ Σ ⊢ T

′ k 6∈ dom(Σ)

Σ ⊢ S‖T τ−→ Σ,k : η, k̃ : η′ ⊢ S
′[k/x]‖T′[k̃/x]

From Lemma 3.2.8(2), we get that there existΛ1 andΛ2 such thatΛ = Λ1∪Λ2

andΓ  S : Λ1 andΓ  T : Λ2. By Lemmas 3.2.12 and 3.2.10(cases 1 and 2) we
have thatΓ  S

′ : Λ1,x : η, andΓ  T
′ : Λ2,x : η′. From Lemma 3.2.9(2), we

have thatΓ  S
′[k/x] : Λ1,k : η andΓ  T

′[k̃/x] : Λ2, k̃ : η′. Applying typing rule
T-PAR we getΓ  S

′[k/x]‖T′[k̃/x] : Λ′, whereΛ′ = Λ1∪Λ2∪{k : η, k̃ : η′}. We
conclude sinceΛ ≪ Λ′ by Definition 3.2.5(1).

CaseCOMMUNICATION . We have thatΓ  S‖T : Λ and

Σ ⊢ S
k!v−→ Σ ⊢ S

′ Σ ⊢ T
k̃?(x:t)−→ Σ ⊢ T

′ v ∈ t

Σ,k : η, k̃ : η′ ⊢ S‖T τ−→ Σ,k : η〈!v〉, k̃ : η′〈?v〉 ⊢ S
′ ‖T′[v/x]

From Lemma 3.2.8(2), we get that there existΛ1 andΛ2 such thatΛ = Λ1 ∪
Λ2 andΓ  S : Λ1 andΓ  T : Λ2. By induction hypothesis onS andT and
Lemmas 3.2.12 and 3.2.10 (cases 3 and 4) we have thatΓ  S

′ : Λ′
1, andΓ,x :

t  T
′ : Λ′

2, whereΛ1 ≪ Λ′
1 andΛ2 ≪ Λ′

2. From Lemma 3.2.9(1), we have that
Γ  T

′[v/x] : Λ′
2. Applying typing ruleT-PAR we getΓ  S

′ ‖T′[v/x] : Λ′
1∪Λ′

2.
We conclude sinceΛ ≪ Λ′

1∪Λ′
2 by Proposition 3.2.6(2).

CaseDELEGATION. We have thatΓ  S‖T : Λ and

Σ ⊢ S
k!k1−→ Σ ⊢ S

′ Σ ⊢ T
k̃?(x:χ)−→ Σ ⊢ T

′ Σ(k1)≤ χ

Σ,k : η, k̃ : η′ ⊢ S‖T τ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S
′ ‖T′[k1/x]

whereΣ′ = Σ,k : η〈!Σ(k̃1)〉, k̃ : η′〈?Σ(k̃1)〉.
From Lemma 3.2.8(2), we get that there existΛ1 andΛ2 such thatΛ = Λ1∪Λ2

andΓ  S : Λ1 andΓ  T : Λ2. By induction hypothesis onS andT and from
Lemmas 3.2.12 and 3.2.10 (cases 5 and 6) we have thatΓ  S

′ : Λ′
1, andΓ  T

′ :
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Λ′
2,x : η0, whereΛ1 ≪ Λ′

1 andΛ2 ≪ Λ′
2 andχ ≤ η0. From Lemma 3.2.9(2), we

have thatΓ  T
′[k1/x] : Λ′

2,k1 : η0. Applying typing ruleT-PAR we getΓ  S
′ ‖

T
′[k1/x] : Λ′, whereΛ′ = Λ′

1 ∪Λ′
2 ∪ {k1 : η0}. We conclude sinceΛ ≪ Λ′ by

Definition 3.2.5(1) and Proposition 3.2.6(2).

CasePAR. By straightforward induction.

�

Progress clearly fails for systems that contain free variables or private channels that
are not properly paired. For this reason our typing can only ensure progress for initial
systems, defined as follows:

Definition 3.2.14 (Initial system). A well-typed system isinitial if it is the parallel
composition of closed processes in which no private channeloccurs.

The key of our progress proof is the natural correspondence between labels of the
LTS for processes and typing assumptions on internal channels in a fixed session envi-
ronment.

Definition 3.2.15(Agreement). The agreement between the labelℓ and the assumption
k : η via the session environmentΣ (notationℓ⋉Σ k : η) is the smallest relation such
thatΣ(k)≤ η and:

k?(x : ψ)⋉Σ k : ?ψ.η
v ∈ t impliesk!v⋉Σ k : !t.η

Σ(k′)≤ χ impliesk!k′⋉Σ k : !χ.η′

ℓ⋉Σ k : η impliesℓ⋉Σ k : η ⊕ η′

ℓ⋉Σ k : η impliesℓ⋉Σ k : η + η′.

We useγ to range over finite sequences of labels of the shapect?(x : η) andct!(x :
η).

Lemma 3.2.16.

1. If Γ ⊢∗ P : ∆ andcore(∆) = (k : η ·∆), thenP
ℓ

=⇒ andℓ⋉Σ k : η for all Σ such
thatΣ(k)≤ η andℓ= k!Lk′M impliesΣ(k′)≤ ∆(k′).

2. If Γ ⊢ P : ∆ andcore(∆) = (k : η ·∆), then eitherP
γ

=⇒ for someγ or P
ℓ

=⇒ and
ℓ⋉Σ k : η for all Σ such thatΣ(k)≤ η andℓ= k!Lk′M impliesΣ(k′)≤ ∆(k′).

PROOF. (1) The last applied rule in a derivation forP can only be one of the rules
T-SEND, T-RECEIVE, T-SENDS, T-RECEIVES, T-EXTCH, T-INTCH. In the first four
casesP must be a communication process on channelk. In the last two cases the result
follows by induction.

(2) From (1), taking into account that the last applied rule can also beT-CONNECT-
REQUEST, T-CONNECT-ACCEPT, T-COMM, T-INT, T-WEAK. �

The agreement between labels and typing assumptions is exploited in the following
lemma: it assure that the parallel of processes offering labels which agree with dual
assumptions always reduce in the current session environment.

Lemma 3.2.17.LetP andQ be such thatP
ℓ

=⇒ andℓ⋉Σ k : η, Q
ℓ′

=⇒ andℓ′⋉Σ k̃ : θ,
andη ⋊⋉ θ. ThenΣ ⊢ P‖Q τ−→.
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PROOF. Because of Definition 3.2.15 and the duality betweenη andθ we have only
to consider the following cases:

1. P
k!v
=⇒ andQ

k̃?(x:t)
=⇒ andv ∈ t.

In this caseP
τ

=⇒ k!(e).P′, andQ
τ

=⇒ k̃?(x : η).Q′ {+Q′′} and we conclude by
the reduction rulesLIFT andCOMMUNICATION.

2. P
k!Lk1M
=⇒ andQ

k̃?Lz:χM
=⇒ andΣ(k1)≤ χ.

In this caseP
τ

=⇒ k!Lk1M.P
′, andQ

τ
=⇒ k̃?Lz : χM.Q′ {+Q′′} and we conclude by

the reduction rulesLIFT andDELEGATION.

�

We can show that starting from an initial system we only get coherent session envi-
ronments, that is session environments in which dual internal channels are mapped to
dual session descriptors.

Definition 3.2.18(Coherent session environment). A session environment iscoherent
if whenever it containsk : η it contains alsõk : η′ ∈ Λ with η ⋊⋉ η′.

Lemma 3.2.19.If S is initial and ⊢ S
τ

=⇒ Σ ⊢ P1‖. . .‖Pn, then ⊢ Pi : ∆i for 1≤ i ≤ n
imply:

1. dom(core(∆i)) only contain internal channels;

2. nodom(core(∆i)) contains an internal channel and its dual;

3.
⋃

1≤i≤nset(core(∆i)) andΣ are coherent.

PROOF. By induction on
τ

=⇒ using Lemmas 3.2.10 and 3.2.12.
If S is an initial system, then it is a parallel composition of sums of processes of the

form ct!(x : η).P or ct?(x : η).P. ThenS clearly satisfies the three conditions above.
Let S′ be the system obtained fromS after a finite sequence of reductions, in which

the three conditions above hold, andS′ can still perform aτ action. If we can apply
ruleCONNECTIONwe get a system which still satisfies the conditions because this rules
pushes in both session environments the assumptionsk : η andk̃ : η′, for some freshk
and withη ⋊⋉ η′. If we can apply rulesCOMMUNICATION or DELEGATION we get a
system which still satisfies the conditions because the successors of dual sessions are
still dual sessions by definition of duality. �

The proof of progress depends on the remark that the session environments in the
operational semantics and in the typing of systems respectively give theobjectiveand
subjectiveviews of the private channel behaviors. For example consider the system

S= k!3.k?(x : 2∨4)‖ k̃?(y : 3).k̃!2+ k̃?(y′ : 3).k̃!4.

which is formed by two processes that are carrying on a session over the private chan-
nelsk andk̃. We get

{k : !3.?(2∨4).end, k̃ : ?3.!2.end+?3.!4.end} ⊢ S
τ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S

′

whereΣ′ = {k : ?(2∨4).end, k̃ : !2.end⊕ !4.end} andS′ = k?(x : 2∨ 4) ‖ k̃!2, while
 S

′ : {k : ?(2∨4).end, k̃ : !2.end}. The descriptor of̃k in Σ′ is the internal choice
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between !2.end and !4.end, since an observer does not know if the value 3 was received
by the process̃k?(y : 3).k̃!2 or by the process̃k?(y′ : 3).k̃!4. Instead the descriptor ofk̃
in the typing ofS′ is !2.end, since the value 3 was received by the processk̃?(y : 3).k̃!2.

More precisely the session environments created in the operational semantics start-
ing from an initial system assigns to private channels descriptors equal to or smaller
than the session environments used in typing. This is the content of the following
lemma which is the cornerstone of the proof of progress.

Lemma 3.2.20.If S is initial and ⊢ S
τ

=⇒ Σ ⊢ S
′, and  S

′ : Λ, thenΣ(k)≤ Λ(k) for
all k which occur inS′.

PROOF. By induction and by cases on
τ

=⇒. The most interesting case is that of rule
DELEGATION with  S‖T : Λ and:

Σ ⊢ S
k!Lk1M−→ Σ ⊢ S

′ Σ ⊢ T
k̃?Lz:χM−→ Σ ⊢ T

′ Σ(k1)≤ χ

Σ,k : η, k̃ : η′ ⊢ S‖T τ−→ Σ′ ⊢ S
′ ‖T′[k1/z]

whereΣ′ = Σ,k : η〈!Σ(k̃1)〉, k̃ : η′〈?Σ(k̃1)〉. Note thatΣ′(k) = Σ(k)〈!Σ(k̃1)〉, Σ′(k̃) =
Σ(k̃)〈?Σ(k̃1)〉 and Σ′(k1) = Σ(k1). Let  S

′ ‖ T′[k1/z] : Λ′. By Lemmas 3.2.12
and 3.2.10 (cases 5 and 6) we getΛ(k) = !χ′.Λ′(k){+θ′}, Λ(k̃) = ?χ.Λ′(k̃){+θ}, χ ≤
Λ′(k1) andΛ(k1) ≤ χ′. By inductionΣ(k) ≤ Λ(k), Σ(k̃) ≤ Λ(k̃), andΣ(k1) ≤ Λ(k1).
We getΣ′(k1) ≤ Λ′(k1) from Σ′(k1) = Σ(k1) ≤ χ ≤ Λ′(k1). FromΣ(k1) ≤ Λ(k1) and
Λ(k1) ≤ χ′ and the coherence ofΣ we derive thatΣ(k̃1) is dual ofχ′ and therefore
Λ(k)〈!Σ(k̃1)〉 ≤ Λ′(k). FromΣ(k) ≤ Λ(k) we haveΣ(k)〈!Σ(k̃1)〉 ≤ Λ(k)〈!Σ(k̃1)〉 and
so we concludeΣ′(k) ≤ Λ′(k). Similarly fromΣ(k1) ≤ χ we derive thatΣ(k̃1) is dual
of χ and thereforeΛ(k̃)〈?Σ(k̃1)〉 ≤ Λ′(k̃). FromΣ(k̃)≤ Λ(k̃) we haveΣ(k̃)〈?Σ(k̃1)〉 ≤
Λ(k̃)〈?Σ(k̃1)〉 and so we concludeΣ′(k̃)≤ Λ′(k̃). �

An interesting consequence of the lemma above is that our system satisfies the
fidelity of communications [56], that is to say, that once a session isstarted communi-
cations happen in the expected order and they exchange data of the expected types.

The last technical tool we use is to index the internal channels with increasing
indexes according to their order of creation.

Lemma 3.2.21. If S is initial and ⊢ S
τ

=⇒ Σ ⊢ P1 ‖ . . . ‖Pn, and the fresh internal
channels take successive numbers according to the order of creation, thenΓi ⊢ Pi : ∆i

implies that the indexes of internal channels in∆i are decreasing for1≤ i ≤ n.

PROOF. By induction on
τ

=⇒ using Lemma 3.2.10 and 3.2.12. Notice that the only
rule which adds channels to a possibly non empty stack isCONNECTIONand this rule
adds the internal channels with the maximum index. �

We now state the progress theorem.

Theorem 3.2.22(Progress). Every initial system satisfies the progress property.

PROOF. Let S be initial and ⊢ S
τ

=⇒ Σ ⊢ P1 ‖ . . .‖Pn, where ⊢ Pi : ∆i . It is easy
to verify that  P1‖ . . .‖Pn : Λ, whereΛ =

⋃
1≤i≤n set(core(∆i)). Assume the fresh

internal channels take successive numbers according to theorder of creation andj be
the maximal index of the internal channel which occur inΛ. By Lemma 3.2.19(2) there
arel , l ′ such thatk j ∈ dom(core(∆l )) andk̃ j ∈ dom(core(∆l ′)). By Lemma 3.2.21,k j
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andk̃ j must be the top of∆l and∆l ′ , respectively. Note that by Lemma 3.2.20Σ satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 3.2.16 for∆l and∆l ′ . Therefore at least one of the following
alternatives holds:

1. Pl
γ

=⇒ and ⊢ Pl ′
γ′

=⇒;

2. Pl
γ

=⇒ andPl ′
ℓ

=⇒ andℓ⋉Σ k̃ j : ∆l ′(k̃ j);

3. Pl
ℓ

=⇒ andℓ⋉Σ k j : ∆l (k j) andPl ′
γ

=⇒;

4. Pl
ℓ

=⇒ andℓ⋉Σ k j : ∆l (k j) andPl ′
ℓ′

=⇒ andℓ′⋉Σ k̃ j : ∆l ′(k̃ j).

In the last case the coherence ofΛ (assured by Lemma 3.2.19(3)) implies the duality
between∆l (k j) and∆l ′(k̃ j). ThereforeΣ ⊢ Pl ‖Pl ′

τ−→ by Lemma 3.2.17. �

It is interesting to note that if we disregard the order in thesession stack (i.e., we
use session environments in all the rules) and we allow an arbitrary session stack to
appear in the premise of ruleT-RECEIVE, then we get a type system which still enjoys
subject reduction but no longer guarantees progress.

3.3 Related work and Conclusions

We have defined a semantic theory of session types by subverting the usual session type
presentations, where the subtyping (and subsession) relations are introduced first, and
then shown to be sound. Here we have focused on duality as the main characterizing
feature, and defined subtyping and subsessioning in terms ofit. Our approach is akin to
the testing approach to process semantics [32]: the notion of “passing a test” is embod-
ied in our notion of duality, and subsessioning is the preorder induced by comparing
the duals of two session types. In particular, two session types are equivalent if they
have the same set of duals. Unlike the standard testing theories, our notion of duality
is symmetric (in the spirit of the session types literature).

We see two main contributions of this work. First, we give semantic foundations to
several concepts that can be found scattered in the literature of session types. Second,
we provide Boolean combinations of session types. The priceto pay is, of course, an
increased complexity of the system and, to a lesser extent, of the syntax. For instance,
the subtyping algorithm of [46] looks much simpler than the algorithm presented here.
Nonetheless, our session types arise as a combination of orthogonal operators: those
for communication and those for branching. This gives a straightforward solution to
the problem of computing the meet of possibly recursive session types, which arises in
those contexts where session types areinferred from processes as opposed tochecked
against processes [62]. Also, we shift from label-driven totype-driven branch selec-
tion. At first sight, this may seem a regression, insofar as itdemands run-time type
checking. This is not so in practice. First, when sessions are used as in any of the ex-
isting session types proposals, branching can be easily optimized by reducing run-time
type checking to label/class matching. Second, general value-based dispatching can be
implemented very efficiently anyway [41], with the exception of session type values
which may require to check subsessioning. In any case, it is reasonable to assume that
the matching overhead is negligible with respect to latencytime of communications
typical of service-oriented computing and that in a distributed, untrusted environment
such as the Web, some kind of run-time checks will be needed anyhow.
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From a technical viewpoint we introduce several novelties.We devise a new la-
beled transition systemfor session descriptorsin which actions represent values rather
than types, and we give a semantic characterization of the subsessioning relation in
terms of a set-theoretic interpretation of session descriptors. The same interpretation
is used to give semantics to a complete set of Boolean operators for session descrip-
tors. With respect to concurrency theory we introduce an original treatment of output
signals, by implementing a form ofpartial asynchrony. This treatment is similar to the
one proposed by Castellani and Hennessy [25] for asynchronousCCS, where outputs
cannot be blocked even if they guard external choices (we dubbed this property “output
irrevocability”). However, in our setting output signals are allowed to have a continu-
ation. Thus the order of actions specified by a session type must be strictly followed
(equivalence of session types modulo permutation of prefixes as in [53] is left for fu-
ture work). Technically, this corresponds to observing inputs even in the presence of
(partial) asynchrony.

The process language mixes and synthesizes several techniques that are scattered
all over the literature. In particular it borrows the type-based dynamic selection of ex-
ternal choices and the technique of tagged channels from [21] and the use of polarized
channels to ensure subject reduction from [46]; its typing discipline improves existing
stack-based typing techniques [38], by sparing redundancies and resulting in compact
and readable rules.

We already remarked that, unlike [57, 15], we did not includein our session de-
scriptors a construct for parallel composition since in many cases they can be rendered
by well-known expansion laws (see [33] for an example). Indeed while we think that
internal and external choices are necessary to safely approximating the behavior of a
generic session (a general service must be able to offer somechoices to a client and,
according to the interaction with the client, make some internal choices that determine
the prosecution of the session), we reckon that the introduction of parallel composition
would limit the application of our theory to fewer programming languages. The reason
is that the session interaction we consider here is a two-parties synchronization, there-
fore it can mostly be simulated by internal and external choices via some expansion
laws. If session atomic synchronization involved more thantwo parties or offered the
choice between several outputs, then this would no longer betrue. By not introducing
a parallel composition we let different type systems to use different expansion laws and
thus type different kinds of parallel composition of processes (interleaving, restricted
parallelism, asymmetric parallelism, and so on): if we added a parallel composition
to our types we would limit the application of our theory onlyto calculi/languages in
which the parallel composition of processes had the same semantics. In this respect we
completely embrace the conclusions of [51].

There exist several related works both in general concurrency theory and more
specifically in the rich literature on session types (see [76] and the references in there).

Session types are behavioral types and, as such, they can be put in the context of
generic type systems [57], where types take the form ofCCS terms describing the in-
put/output flows of processes. Acciai and Boreale [1] useCCS terms as session types
for the service calculus CASPIS [11]. In [57, 1] types are processes and, as such,
they reduce according to a labeled transition system. This type reduction simulates the
reduction of the processes they type. The subject reductionproperty states that if a
process has some typeT and it reduces to another process, then the reduced process
has a type that can be obtained by reducingT. Our types simulate the process behavior
except that they do so after projecting the overall behaviorof a process on the vari-
ous (session) channels it uses. So instead of having aCCS process that describes the
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communications of a process we have a set of pairs channel/projected communications
that provides a partial, though somewhat more detailed viewof the process’ commu-
nications. The view is partial because it does not capture the temporal dependencies
between interactions occurring in different sessions, butit is more detailed than a plain
CCS process because it describes interactions that have the same granularity (in terms
of exchanged values/sessions) as those occurring in processes. In addition, we use the
labeled transition system of session descriptors also to formally define their duality and
then their semantics.

Subtyping relations for session types are studied in [71, 46, 36, 45, 48, 72]. In
these works the definition of the subtyping relation is driven by the requirement that a
channel of a smaller session type can be safely used wherevera channel of a greater
session type is expected. This leads to the standard covariance and contra-variance of
inputs and outputs, respectively [67]. Since in the cited works choices are guarded by
labels, it turns out that external and internal choices havethe same subtyping relation
as record and variant types, respectively: an external choice is smaller than another
external choice that offers more choices, whereas an internal choice is smaller than
another internal choice that offers less choices. This is reflected in Section 3.1.5 by our
(EXT-CHOICES) and (INT-CHOICES) rules, while the subtyping relation between external
and internal choices (rule (M IX -CHOICES)) is a novelty of our approach. In all the
mentioned works it holds the following relation between subtyping and duality, first
stated and proved in [71]:η ≤ η′ if and only if θ′ ≤ θ for all θ ⋊⋉ η andθ′ ⋊⋉ η′. This
relation implies the uniqueness of dual types modulo the equivalence relation induced
by subtyping. Since we associate with each session descriptor a set of duals that is
upward closed, this property cannot hold as stated in our setting. However it holds if
one considersthecanonical dual of a descriptor, that is, the smallest descriptor in a set
of duals. In fact, it can be shown that every viable descriptor has a unique canonical
dual and, remarkably, this is the one obtained by syntactically complementing normal
forms (see Section 3.1.5). It is thus the working object of the algorithms and, though
we gave a semantic characterization of it, it is more of syntactical nature and, as such,
nicely fits the purely syntactical approach of the cited works.
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Part III

Sessions Types for Object
Oriented Languages
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Chapter 4

Extending the MOOSE approach
with bounded polymorphism

In this chapter we describe the language MOOSE<: that extends MOOSE [35] in two
ways. Firstly, following ideas from [46, 45] we add bounded polymorphism in ses-
sion types for object-oriented languages. Bounded quantification for object-oriented
programming was introduced in [20] as a means of typing functions that operate uni-
formly over all subtypes of a given type. For instance, the session descriptor

?(X<:Image).!X
expresses that an object of a subclass ofImage will be received, and then an object
of the same class will be sent. This clearly agrees with the standard use of bounded
polymorphism forλ-calculus [68].

Second, we make the notion of selection more object-oriented, so that it is possible
to determine branch selection and iteration based on the class of the object being sen-
t/received. For example, the following fragment of a session type

?(X<:Image).?L((Y<:ArrayList).!X)∗,(Z<:Image).εM.?Address
expresses that first an object of classX, a subclass ofImage, will be received, then
a value will be received. If that value is anArrayList, then anX will be sent, and
this will be repeated until a value of class different fromArrayList, i.e., Image, is
received. After that, anAddress will be received. This object-based selection is remi-
niscent of the type-driven selection presented in Chapter 3.

A significant part of the design effort for MOOSE<:was devoted to the design of the
type system. In order to fully exploit the expressive power of bounded polymorphism
we developed a elaborate notion of duality between session types. The choice based on
the class of exchanged objects has required particular carein determining the typing
rules.

The type system of MOOSEcan also achieveprogressby taking into account the
current channel used to communicate [37]. Because this analysis is orthogonal to the
extension from MOOSE to MOOSE<:, and because progress for MOOSE<: could be
obtained exactly as for MOOSE, in this chapter we do not explore this issue any further.

We express our ideas through the language MOOSE<:. In Section 4.1 we give an
example, in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 we define the formal system; in 4.4.3 we prove
soundness.
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4.1 Example: Collaborative Card Design

In this section, we describe MOOSE<: through an example, which expresses a typi-
cal collaboration pattern [75, 18, 19], and which uses our new primitives of bounded
polymorphism, and branch selection according to the dynamic type of objects.

A card producer and a card customer collaborate for the design of a card that would
please the customer. The design is based on two original photos, and some card samples
sent by the customer. The producer creates a new card based onthe customer’s originals
and samples, and the customer examines the created card, andsends new samples. This
process repeats itself (iterates), until the customer is satisfied. The customer expresses
its satisfaction (and consequently the end of the iteration) by sending a single image,
rather than further card samples. Thus, branch selection incontrol structures (here
iteration) is based on the dynamic type of an object sent.

Furthermore, the card producer needs to be capable to collaborate with customers
who use different image formats. If the customer sends twoJPG originals, then the card
producer should createJPG images too. If the customer sends twoGIF originals, then
the card producer should createGIF images. The costumer is not allowed to sent the
two images in different formats, for example oneJPG and oneGIF images. We express
all this thanks to bounded polymorphism.

In Figure 4.1 we show a sequence diagram for the example we described above.
TheCardProducer andJPGCardCustomer participants initiate interaction over chan-
nelc1. TheJPGCardCustomer sends to theCardProducer two photos inJPG format
followed by its decision, which is either a list of cards (that represent samples and hints
for the production of a new card), or just a single, chosen card. TheCardProducer ex-
amines the decision; if it is a list of cards, then it designs anew card and sends it to the
JPGCardCustomer, and the process of card design iterates. If theJPGCardCustomer’s
decision is a single, chosen card, then the iteration terminates and theCardProducer
prints the required number of copies of the chosen card. ThentheCardProducer con-
nects with theShipper over channelc2 and sends it the printed cards. It then delegates
its part of the remaining activity with theJPGCardCustomer to theShipper; the latter
is realized by sendingc1 overc2. Now theShipper will wait JPGCardCustomer’s
address, before responding with the delivery date.

In Figure 4.2 we declare the corresponding session types, and in Figures 4.3, 4.4

c1

c1 : photo

c1 : answer [ArrayList]

c1 : card

c2 : prodDetails

c2

c2 : c1
c1 : custAddress

c1 : delivDate

A  B : connect over c

A B : send value x over c
c : x

A B : send channel c2 over c1
c1 : c2

c

Customer Producer Shipper

{loop

A B : send x over c if x is C
c : x [C]c1 : answer [JPGImage]

c1 : photo

Figure 4.1: Collaborative Card Design.
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1 session AcceptCards =
2 begin.?(X1<:Image).?(X2<:X1).?L((Y<:ArrayList).!X1)∗, (Z<:Image).εM.
3 ?Address.!DeliveryDetails.end
4 session RequestJPGCards =
5 begin.!JPGImage.!JPGImage.!L(ArrayList.?(X<:JPGImage))∗, Image.εM.
6 !Address.?DeliveryDetails.end
7 session RequestDelivery =
8 begin.!CardSet.!(?Address.!DeliveryDetails.end).end
9 session AcceptDelivery =

10 begin.?CardSet.?(?Address.!DeliveryDetails.end).end

Figure 4.2: Session Types for the Card Producer-Customer-Shipper Example.

and 4.5 we encode the scenario in MOOSE<:, using one class per protocol participant.
The session typesRequestJPGCards andAcceptCards describe the communica-

tion pattern between theCardProducer and theJPGCardCustomer. The session type
AcceptCards describes the behavior a producer that accepts a first image in any for-
mat, a second image in the same format of the first one, followed by an iteration. The
iteration is repeated as long as the received object is anArrayList, in which case an
image, of the same class as the two received is sent; the iteration stops if anImage is
received1. After the iteration, an address is received and the delivery details are sent.
The session typeRequestJPGCards models the behavior of a customer that sends two
images inJPG format, followed by an iteration. The iteration is repeatedas long as
an ArrayList is sent, in which case anImage is received; the iteration stops if an
Image is sent2; afterwards, an address is sent and the delivery details arereceived. The
interesting observation is that (under the assumption thatJPGImage is a subclass of
Image) the typesRequestJPGCards andAcceptCards representdualbehaviors asso-
ciated with the same session, in which the sending of a value in one end corresponds
to its reception at the other.

Thus, the implementor ofAcceptCards could also collaborate with a thread that
requiredGIF instead ofJPG images. Such a thread would have a type like:

1 session RequestGIFCards =
2 begin.!GIFImage.!GIFImage.!L(ArrayList.?(X<:GIFImage))∗, Image.εM.
3 !Address.?DeliveryDetails.end

In our terminology,AcceptCards is a dual of RequestJPGCards as well as of
RequestGIFCards. Thus, in MOOSE<: more than one session type may be dual of
another; therefore, our notion of duality is not standard.

Equally important is the assurance that each value receivedwill belong to the type
expected by the receiving party, where the latter can dependon the types of previously
exchanged objects. For example, according toAcceptCards, the object sent in the
communication within the cycle will belong to a subclass of that of the object received
in the first communication.

The session typeRequestDelivery describes the action of sending
the printed cards, followed by alive session channel of remaining type

1The iteration also stops if an object is received that is neither anArrayList nor anImage. More in the
next sections.

2As before, the iteration also stops if an object is sent that is neither anArrayList nor anImage.
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1 class CardProducer {
2

3 (X <: Image) createCard(X x1, Image x2, ArrayList y) {...} //impl.
omitted

4

5 void sellCards() {
6 connect c1 AcceptCards {
7 c1.receive(x1) {
8 c1.receive(x2) {
9 c1.receiveWhile(y) {

10 ArrayList ⊲ c1.send(createCard(x1, x2, y));
11 }{ Image ⊲ Image card := y;}
12 } }
13 CardSet cardSet := cardPrint(card); //impl. omitted
14 // print the required number of copies of the chosen

card
15 spawn { connect c2 RequestDelivery {
16 c2.send(cardSet); c2.sendS(c1);} }
17 } /* End connect */
18 } /* End method sellCards */
19

20 }

Figure 4.3: Code for the CardProducer.

?Address.!DeliveryDetails.end. The session typeAcceptDelivery is simply
RequestDelivery with all the external ! and ? exchanged.

Sessions can start when two compatibleconnect statements are active. In Fig-
ure 4.3, the first component ofconnect is the shared channel that is used to start
communication, the second is the session type, and the thirdis thesession body, which
implements the session type. The methodsellCards of classCardProducer contains
aconnect statement that implements the session typeAcceptCards, while the method
buyCards of classJPGCardCustomer contains aconnect statement over the same
channel and with the session typeRequestJPGCards. When aCardProducer and a
JPGCardCustomer are executing concurrently the methodsellCards andbuyCards
respectively, they can engage in a session, which will result in a fresh channel being
replaced for occurrences of the shared channelc1 within both session bodies; fresh-
ness guarantees that the new channel only occurs in these twothreads, therefore the
objects can proceed to perform their interactions without the possibility of external
interference.

The type of methodcreateCard of the classCardProducer is parameterized, in
that its return type is the class of its first argument, and it is a subclass of the class
Image.

After starting a session in the body of methodsellCards(), two photos are re-
ceived usingc1.receive(x1), c1.receive(x2) and are bound tox1, x2. Then an
object is received by the iterative expressionc1.receiveWhile(y): while the received
object is an array list, a new card—designed out of the photo and of the list of cards—
is sent usingc1.send(createCard(x1, x2, y)). If the received object is an image,
the iteration stops. Then, the required copies of this card are printed and a new thread is
spawned. The body of the spawn expression has a nestedconnect, via which printed
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1 class JPGCardCustomer {
2

3 JPGImage photo1;
4 JPGImage photo2;
5 ArrayList cardList;
6 Address addr;
7 DeliveryDetails dDetails;
8

9 void buyCards(JPGImage photo) {
10 connect c1 RequestJPGCards {
11 c1.send(photo1);
12 c1.send(photo2);
13 Object answer := examine(cardList); //impl. omitted
14 c1.sendWhile(answer) {
15 Arraylist ⊲ c1.receive(x) {
16 cardList.add(x);
17 answer := examine(cardList);}
18 }{ Image ⊲ null; }
19 c1.send(addr);
20 c1.receive(z) { dDetails := z; };
21 } /* End connect */
22 } /* End method buyCards */
23

24 }

Figure 4.4: Code for the JPGCardCustomer.

1 class Shipper {
2

3 void delivery() {
4 connect c2 AcceptDelivery {
5 c2.receive(x) { CardSet cardSet := x };
6 c2.receiveS(x) {
7 x.receive(y) { Address custAddress := y };
8 DeliveryDetails delivDetails := new DeliveryDetails();
9 //... set state of delivDetails

10 x.send(delivDetails);
11 }
12 } /* End connect */
13 } /* End method delivery */
14

15 }

Figure 4.5: Code for the Shipper.

cards are sent to theShipper. Then the actual runtime channel, that is the channel
that substitutedc1 when the outerconnect took place, is sent through the construct
c2.sendS(c1). The latter is an example ofhigher-order session communication.

The methodbuyCards uses the fieldcardList to keep track of the cards proposed
by theCardProducer. Once the session has started, the twophotos are sent using
c1.send(photo1), c1.send(photo2), and a card is received usingc1.receive(x);
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this card is bound tox. The methodexamine takescardList and it returns ananswer,
which is sent usingc1.sendWhile(answer). If the answer is a list of cards (this is
meant to happen if theJPGCardCostumer does not like any of the proposed cards, and
then the answer is meant to contain suggestions of changes),then a new card is re-
ceived throughc1.receive(x) and added to the card list throughcardList.add(x),
a newanswer is produced through the call of methodexamine, and the iteration con-
tinues. If the answer is an image (this is meant to contain thecard chosen by the
JPGCardCostumer), then the iteration stops. Then, the customer’s address,addr, is
sent and an instance ofDeliveryDetails is received.

Notice that in order to get an arbitrary number of repetitions, it is crucial to allow
objects of different classes to be sent in the different iterations ofsendWhile.

4.2 Syntax

In Figure 4.6 we describe the syntax of MOOSE<:. We distinguishuser syntax, that is
source level code, andruntime syntax, which includes null pointer exceptions, threads
and heaps.

Channels As in the calculusPiST (Section 3.2), here we distinguish between two
kind of channels:shared channelsand live channels. Shared channels have not yet
been connected; they are used to decide if two threads can communicate, in which
case they are replaced by fresh live channels. After a connection has been created the
channel is live; data may be transmitted through such activechannels only.

User syntax The metavariableT ranges over types for expressions,r ranges over
running session descriptors,C ranges over class names,f ranges over fields name,m
ranges over method names ands ranges over session types. We introduce the full
syntax of types in Section 4.4. WithT we denote the sequenceT1, . . . ,Tn (similarly for
f, C, . . . ). WithT f we denote the sequenceT1 f1, . . . ,Tn fn (similarly for T x,. . . ).

(type) T ::= X | C | s | (s,s)

(class) class ::= class C extends C { T f meth}
(method) meth ::= Tm (T x,r y) {e} | (X<:T)m (T x,r y) {e}
(expression) e ::= x | v | this | e; e | e.f:=e | e.f | e.m( e) | new C

| new (s,s) | NullExc | spawn{ e } | connect u s{e}
| u.send(e) | u.receive(x){e} | u.sendS(u) | u.receiveS(x){e}
| u.sendCase(e){C⇒ e} | u.receiveCase(x){C⇒ e}
| u.sendWhile(e){C⇒ e}{C⇒ e}
| u.receiveWhile(x){C⇒ e}{C⇒ e}

(channel) u ::= c | x

(value) v ::= c | nullC | o

(thread) P ::= e | P|P

Figure 4.6: Syntax, where syntax occurring only at runtime appearsshaded .
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Class declarations are as expected, except for the restriction that object fields cannot
contain live channels. Without this restriction session would not behave as required, as
shown in Example 5.1 of [37].

The method declarationTm (T x,r y) {e} introduces a standard method, while the
method declaration(X<:T)m (T x,r y) {e} introduces a parameterized method whose
result has the type of the first of its parameters and this typeis bound byT3.

The syntax of user expressionse is standard except for the channel constructor
new (s,s′), which builds a fresh shared channel used to establish a private session, and
thecommunication expressions: connectus{e} and all the expressions in the last three
lines.

The first line describes the syntax for parameters, values, the self identifierthis,
sequence of expressions, assignment to fields, field access,method call, and object
creation. The values are channels andnull. Threads may be created by the expression
spawn{ e }, in which the expressione is called thethread body.

The expressionconnectus{e} starts a session: the channelu appears within the
term{e} in session communications that agree with the session types. The remaining
eight expressions, which realize the exchanges of data, arecalledsession expressions,
and start with “u. ”; we call u thesubjectof such expressions, and it can be a known
public channel name, or a variable that bound a public channel name received in a
previous communication.

The expressionsu.send(e) and u.receive(x){e} exchange values (which can be
shared channels): the former evaluatese and sends the result overu, while the lat-
ter receives a value viau that will be bound tox within e. The expressionsu.sendS(u′)
andu.receiveS(x){e} exchange live channels: inu.receiveS(x){e} the received channel
will be bound tox within e, in whichx is used for communications.

The next four primitives are extended from those in [37]; they allow choice of
communication on the basis of the class of an object sent/received.

The expressionu.sendCase(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en} first evaluates the expression
e to an objecto, and sendso overu. It continues withei , wherei is the smallest index in
{1, ...,n} such thato is Ci , if such ani exists. Otherwise, it returnsnull. The expression
c.receiveCase(x){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en} receives an objecto via channelu and binds
it to x. It continues withei [o/x], wherei is the smallest index in{1, ...,n} such thato is
Ci , if such ani exists. Otherwise, it returnsnull.

The expressionsu.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm}
andu.receiveWhile(x){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm} expressiter-
ative communication. The expressionu.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒
d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm} evaluatese to an objecto and sends it overu. Then it continues
with ei and iterates, wherei is the smallest index in{1, ...,n} such thato is Ci , if such
i exists. If no suchi exists, then it continues withd j , where j is the smallest index in
{1, ...,m} such thato is D j , if such a j exists. Otherwise, it returnsnull. The meaning
of the expressionu.receiveWhile(x){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm⇒ dm} is
analogous.

Runtime syntax The runtime syntax (shown shaded in Figure 4.6) extends the user
syntax: it introduces threads running in parallel; addsNullExc to expressions, denoting
the null pointer error; finally, extends values to allow for object identifierso, which

3We do not expect any technical difficulties in allowing standard parameterized methods. We restricted
the result type in this way in order to focus on the features ofthe object-oriented paradigm that interact with
sessions.
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Field lookup

fields(Object) = • fields(D) = T′ f′ class C extends D {T f meth} ∈ CT

fields(C) = T′ f′,T f

Method lookup

methods(Object) = • methods(D) = meth′ class C extends D {T f meth} ∈ CT

methods(C) = meth′,meth

Method type lookup

class C extends D {T f meth} ∈ CT ρm (ψ x) {e} ∈ meth

mType(m,C) = ψ → ρ

class C extends D {T f meth} ∈ CT m 6∈ meth

mType(m,C) = mType(m,D)

Method body lookup

class C extends D {T f meth} ∈ CT ρm (ψ x) {e} ∈ meth

mBody(m,C) = (x,e)

class C extends D {T f meth} ∈ CT m /∈ meth

mBody(m,C) = mBody(m,D)

ψ is eitherT or r
ρ is eitherT or (X <: T).

Figure 4.7: Lookup Functions.

denote references to instances of classes. Single and multiple threadsare ranged over
by P, P′. The expressionP|P′ says thatP andP′ are running in parallel.

4.3 Operational Semantics

This section presents the operational semantics of MOOSE<:, which is mainly inspired
by the language MOOSEof [37]. We only discuss the most interesting rules. First we
list the evaluation contexts.

E ::= [ ] | E .f | E ;e | E .f := e | o.f := E | E .m(e) | o.m(v,E ,e)
| c.send(E) | c.sendCase(E){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}

Figure 4.7 defines auxiliary functions used in the operational semantics and typing
rules. We assume a fixed, global class tableCT, which containsObject as top-most
class.

Objects and fresh channels are stored inheaps, whose syntax is given by:

h ::= [ ] | h:: [o 7→ (C, f :v)] | h::c

Heaps, ranged over byh, are built inductively using the heap composition operator
“::”, and contain mappings of object identifiers to instances of classes, and channels.
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FLD-R
h(o) = (C, f : v)

o.fi ,h−→ vi,h

SEQ-R
v;e,h−→ e,h

FLDASS-R
h′ = h[o 7→ h(o)[f 7→ v]]

o.f := v,h−→ v,h′

NEWC-R
fields(C) = T f o 6∈ h

new C,h−→ o,h:: [o 7→ (C, f : null)]

NEWS-R
s⋊⋉ s′ c 6∈ h

new (s,s′),h−→ c,h::c

CONG-R
e,h−→ e′,h′

E [e],h−→ E [e′],h′

METH-R
h(o) = (C, . . .) mBody(m,C) = (x,e)

o.m(v),h−→ e[o/this][v/x],h

NULL PROP-R
E[NullExc],h−→ NullExc,h

NULL FLDASS-R
null.f := v,h−→ NullExc,h

NULL FLD-R
null.f,h−→ NullExc,h

NULL METH-R
null.m(v),h−→ NullExc,h

Figure 4.8: Expression Reduction.

In particular, a heap will contain the set of objects andfreshchannels, both shared and
live, that have been created since the beginning of execution. The heap produced by
composingh :: [o 7→ (C, f :v)] will map o to the object(C, f :v), whereC is the class
name andf :v is a representation for the vector of distinct mappings fromfield names
to their values for this instance. The heap produced by composingh :: c will contain
the fresh channelc. Heap membership for object identifiers and channels is checked
using standard set notation, we therefore write it aso ∈ h andc ∈ h, respectively. Heap
update for objects is writtenh[o 7→ (C, f :v)], and field update is written(C, f :v)[f 7→ v].

Expressions Figure 4.8 shows the rules for execution of expressions thatcorrespond
to the sequential part of the language. These are identical to the rules of [37] except
for the addition of a fresh shared channel to the heap (rule NEWS-R). In this rule
we check that the two session typess and s′ aredual. The duality relation⋊⋉ will
be defined in Figure 4.15. In rule NEWC-R the auxiliary functionfields(C) examines
the class table and returns the field declarations forC. The method invocation rule is
METH-R; the auxiliary functionmBody(m,C) looks upm in the classC, and returns a
pair consisting of the formal parameter names and the method’s code. The result is the
method body where the keywordthis is replaced by the object identifiero, and the
formal parametersx are replaced by the actual parametersv.

Threads The reduction rules for threads, shown in Figure 4.9, are given modulo the
standard structural equivalence rules of theπ-calculus [63], written≡. We definemulti-

stepreduction as:։
de f
= (−→ ∪ ≡)∗. All rules are essentially taken from [37], except

for the last three rules that implement branching of the communications depending on
the class of the object send/received.

When spawn{ e } is the active redex within an arbitrary evaluation context,the
thread bodye becomes a new thread, and the original spawn expression is replaced by
nullCin the context.
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STRUCT

P|null≡ P P|P1 ≡ P1 |P P|(P1 |P2)≡ (P|P1) |P2 P≡ P′ ⇒ P|P1 ≡ P′ |P1

SPAWN-R
E [spawn{ e }],h−→ E [null] |e,h

PAR-R
P,h−→ P′,h′

P|P0,h−→ P′ |P0,h
′

STR-R
P′

1 ≡ P1 P1,h−→ P2,h
′ P2 ≡ P′

2

P′
1,h−→ P′

2,h
′

CONNECT-R
c′ 6∈ h s⋊⋉ s′

E1[connectcs{e1}] |E2[connectcs
′{e2}],h−→ E1[e1[c

′
/c]] |E2[e2[c

′
/c]],h::c′

COMS-R
E1[u.send(v)] |E2[u.receive(x){e}],h−→ E1[null] |E2[e[v/x]],h

COMSS-R
E1[c.sendS(c

′)] |E2[c.receiveS(x){e}],h−→ E1[null] |e[c
′
/x] |E2[null],h

COMSCASESUCCESS-R
h(o) = (C, . . .) C<: Ci ∀ j < i(C 6<: C j ) i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}

C<: C′k ∀l < k(C 6<: C′l ) k∈ {1, . . . ,m}
E1[c.sendCase(o){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}] |E2[c.receiveCase(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′m ⇒ e′m}],h

−→ E1[ei ] |E2[e
′
k[
o/x]],h

COMSCASEFAILURE -R
h(o) = (C, . . .) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}(C 6<: Ci) ∀k∈ {1, . . . ,m}(C 6<: C′k)

E1[c.sendCase(o){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}] |E2[c.receiveCase(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′m ⇒ e′m}],h
−→ E1[null] |E2[null],h

COMSWHILE -R
E1[c.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm}] |
E2[c.receiveWhile(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e′n′}{D′1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′}],h−→
E1[c.sendCase(e){C1 ⇒ e′′1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ e′′n,D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm}] |
E2[c.receiveCase(x){C′1 ⇒ e′′′1 ; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e′′′n′ ,D

′
1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′}],h

wheree′′i = ei ;c.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm}
e′′′j = e′j ;c.receiveWhile(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e′n′}{D′1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′}

(1≤ i ≤ n)(1≤ j ≤ n′)

Figure 4.9: Thread Reduction.

Rule CONNECT-R describes the opening of sessions: if two threads requirea ses-
sion connection on the same channel namec with dual session types, then a new fresh
channelc′ is created and added to the heap. The freshness ofc′ guarantees privacy
and bilinearity of the session communication between the two threads. Finally, the two
connect expressions are replaced by their respective session bodies, where the shared
channelc has been substituted by the live channelc′.
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Rule COMS-R defines simple session communication: valuev is sent by one thread
to another and it is bound to the variablex within the expressione at the receiver side.

Rule COMSS-R describes session delegation. One thread is ready to receive a live
channel, which will be bound to the variablex within the expressione; the other thread
is ready to send such a channel. Notice that when the channel is exchanged, the receiver
spawns a new thread to handle the consumption of the delegated session. This strategy
is necessary in order to avoid deadlocks in the presence of circular paths of session
delegation, as shown in example 4.2 of [37].

To understand rule COMSCASESUCCESS-R it is important to notice that in a well-
typed process for alli ∈ {1, ...,n} there isk ∈ {1, ...,m} such thatCi <: C′k and vice
versa. The sender thread checks if the exchanged objecto belongs to some class of
its own list of classes: ifi is the smallest index in{1, ...,n} such thato is Ci , then
the sender thread continues withei . Similarly, if k is the smallest index in{1, ...,m}
such thato is C′k, then the receiver thread continues withe′k[o/x]. If instead the object
o does not belong to any of the classesCi ,C′k for i ∈ {1, ...,n} andk ∈ {1, ...,m}, then
rule COMSCASEFAILURE-R is applied: both expressions returnnull. Notice that this
choice is made at run time and that it depends on the class of the exchanged object,
which is not known at compile time.

Rule COMSWHILE-R describes iteration by means of case expressions. The itera-
tion loops on the alternatives in the first pair of lists of classes and expressions, while
the second pair of lists representsdefaultexpressions that can be possibly evaluated
only once after the loop end. The typing rules assure that forall i ∈ {1, ...,n} there is
k ∈ {1, ...,n′} such thatCi <: C′k and vice versa. Moreover, for allj ∈ {1, ...,m} there
is l ∈ {1, ...,m′} such thatD j <: D′l and vice versa. The test is on the class of the ex-
changed objecto: if there exists ani that is the smallest index in{1, ...,n} such thato is
Ci , then the sender thread continues withei , and iterates. Otherwise, if there exists aj
that is the smallest index in{1, ...,m} such thato is D j , then the sender thread continues
with d j . Last, if the objecto does not belong to any of the classesCi ,D j for i ∈ {1, ...,n}
and j ∈ {1, ...,m}, then the sender thread returnsnull. Dually, if there exists ak that is
the smallest index in{1, ...,n′} such thato is C′k, then the receiver thread continues with
e′k[o/x], and iterate. Otherwise if there exists anl that is the smallest index in{1, ...,m′}
such thato is D′l , then the receiver thread continues withd′l [o/x]. Last, if the objecto
does not belong to any of the classesC′k,D

′
l for k ∈ {1, ...,n′} andl ∈ {1, ...,m′}, then

the receiver thread returnsnull.

4.4 The Type Assignment System and its Properties

4.4.1 Types

The full syntax of types and descriptors is given in Figure 4.10. It extends the syntax
of [37] by adding bounded polymorphism.

Partial session descriptors, ranged over byd, represent sequences of communica-
tions, whereε is the empty communication, andd1.d2 consists of the communications
in d1 followed by those ind2. The partial session descriptors ?(X<: T1) and !T2 ex-
press respectively the reception of a value whose type is bound by typeT1 and the
sending of a value of typeT2. Note that we allow bounds to be type variables; this
supports more expressive session types as shown in the example of Section 4.1. The
partial session descriptors ?(a1) and !(a2) represent the exchange of a live channel, and
therefore of an active session.
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d ::= ε | d.d | ?(X<:T) | !T | ?(a) | !(a) |
!LC.dM | ?L(X<:C).dM |
!L(C.d)∗,C.dM | ?L((X<:C).d)∗,(X<:C).dM partial session descriptor

a ::= d.end | d.a | !LC.aM | ?L(X<:C).aM ended session descriptor
r ::= d | a running session descriptor
l ::= r | l live session type
s ::= begin.a session type
T ::= X | C | s | (s,s) standard type

Figure 4.10: Syntax of Types.

CLASS

C ∈ dom(CT)

⊢ C : tp

WF-SESSION

⊢ s : tp

PAIR

s⋊⋉ s′

⊢ (s,s′) : tp

Figure 4.11: Well-formed Standard Types.

Thecasedescriptors !LC.dM and ?L(X<:C).dM reflect in an obvious way the struc-
ture of the case expressions. The same observation applies to theiterativedescriptors
!L(C.d)∗,C.dM and ?L((X<:C).d)∗,(X<:C).dM and the while expressions.

An ended session descriptor, a, is either a type variable or a
partial session descriptor concatenated either withend or with a case descriptor
whose branches in turn are all ended session descriptors. Itexpresses a sequence
of communications with its termination, namely no further communications on
that channel are allowed at the end. Ended session types guarantee that a channel
is consumed, that is it cannot be further used. This is essential to guarantee the
uniqueness of communications in sessions, as shown in Example 5.2 of [37].

We user to range over both partial session descriptors and ended session descrip-
tors: we call it arunning session descriptor.

A live session descriptorl is either a running session descriptor orl. We usel
when typing threads, to indicate the descriptor of a channelthat is being used by two
threads in complementary ways.

A session type, s, starts with the keywordbegin and has one or more endpoints,
denoted byend. Between the start and each ending point, a sequence of session parts
describes the communication protocol. Session types are only used to type shared
channels that behave as standard values in that they can be sent usingsend and can be
stored in object fields. Live channels instead can only be sent usingsendS and cannot
be stored in object fields.

We usez to range over either a live session descriptor or a session type.
Standard types, T, are either type variables (X), class identifiers (C), session types,

or pairs of session types that are duals (i.e., (s,s′)). Figure 4.11 defines well-formed
standard types. Note thatdom(CT) denotes the domain of the class tableCT, that is the
set of classes declared inCT.
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∆ := /0 | ∆,X <: T

SUEMP

/0 ⊢ ok

SUADD

∆ ⊢ ok X 6∈ dom(∆)
∆,X <: T ⊢ ok

Figure 4.12: Subtyping Environments.

∆,X <: T ⊢ X <: T

class C extends D {T f meth} ∈ CT

∆ ⊢ C<: D

⊢ (s,s′) : tp

∆ ⊢ (s,s′)<: s

⊢ (s,s′) : tp

∆ ⊢ (s,s′)<: s′

Figure 4.13: Subtyping for Standard Types.

∆ ⊢ T<: T′

∆ ⊢ !T′ ≤!T

∆ ⊢ T<: T′

∆ ⊢ ?(X<:T)≤?(X<:T′)

∆ ⊢ a≤ a′

∆ ⊢ !(a′)≤!(a)

∆ ⊢ a≤ a′

∆ ⊢ ?(a)≤ ?(a′)

∆ ⊢ ri ≤ r′i i ∈ {1, ...,n}
∆ ⊢ !LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM ≤!LC1.r

′
1, . . . ,Cn.r

′
nM

∆,Xi <: Ci ⊢ ri ≤ r′i i ∈ {1, ...,n}
∆ ⊢ ?L(X1<:C1).r1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).rnM ≤?L(X1<:C1).r

′
1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).r

′
nM

∆ ⊢ di ≤ d′i i ∈ {1, ...,n+m}
∆ ⊢ !L(C1.d1, . . . ,Cn.dn)

∗,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM
≤!L(C1.d

′
1, . . . ,Cn.d

′
n)

∗,D1.d
′
n+1, . . . ,Dm.d

′
n+mM

∆,Xi <: Ci ⊢ di ≤ d′i i ∈ {1, ...,n} ∆,Yj <: D j ⊢ dn+ j ≤ d′n+ j j ∈ {1, ...,m}
∆ ⊢ ?L((X1<:C1).d1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).dn)

∗,(Y1<:D1).dn+1, . . . ,(Ym<:Dm).dn+mM
≤?L((X1<:C1).d

′
1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).d

′
n)

∗,(Y1<:D1).d
′
n+1, . . . ,(Ym<:Dm).d

′
n+mM

∆ ⊢ d≤ d′

∆ ⊢ d.end≤ d′.end

∆ ⊢ d≤ d′ ∆ ⊢ r≤ r′

∆ ⊢ d.r ≤ d′.r′

Figure 4.14: Subtyping for Running Session Types.
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r⋊⋉ r′

begin.r⋊⋉ begin.r′ end⋊⋉ end

r⋊⋉ r′

r′ ⋊⋉ r

r⋊⋉ r′ a≤ a′

!(a).r⋊⋉ ?(a′).r′
r⋊⋉ r′[T/X] T<: T′

!T.r⋊⋉?(X<:T′).r′

& i∈{1,...,n}, j∈{1,...,m} (ri ⋊⋉ r′j [Ci gC′j/Xj ])
∀i ∈ {1, ...,n}∃ j ∈ {1, ...,m}. Ci <: C′j ∀ j ∈ {1, ...,m}∃i ∈ {1, ...,n}. C′j <: Ci

!LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM ⋊⋉?L(X1<:C′1).r
′
1, . . . ,(Xm<:C′m).r

′
mM

& i∈{1,...,n},k∈{1,...,n′} (di ⋊⋉ d′k[Ci gC′k/Xk])&
& j∈{1,...,m},l∈{1,...,m′} (dn+ j ⋊⋉ d′n′+l [D j gD′l/Yl ])

∀i ∈ {1, ...,n}∃k∈ {1, ...,n′}. Ci <: C′k ∀k∈ {1, ...,n′}∃i ∈ {1, ...,n}. C′k <: Ci

∀ j ∈ {1, ...,m}∃l ∈ {1, ...,m′}. D j <: D′l ∀l ∈ {1, ...,m′}∃ j ∈ {1, ...,m}. D′l <: D j

!L(C1.d1, . . . ,Cn.dn)
∗,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM ⋊⋉

?L((X1<:C′1).d
′
1, . . . ,(Xn′ <:C′n′).d

′
n′)

∗(Y1<:D′1).d
′
n′+1, . . . ,(Ym′ <:D′m′).d′n′+m′M

Figure 4.15: Duality Relation.

The subtypingjudgments use subtyping environments that take into account the
bounds of type variables. Subtyping environments (ranged over by ∆) are defined in
Figure 4.12, wheredom(∆) is the set of the left hand sides in the subtyping judgments
of ∆.

The subtyping judgment for standard types has the shape:

∆ ⊢ T<: T′

and it holds if it can be derived from the axioms of Figure 4.13plus the reflexive and
transitive rules. As in [68], we assume that the subclassingis acyclic.

The subtyping judgment for running session descriptors hasthe shape:

∆ ⊢ r≤ r′

and it holds if it can be derived from the axioms of Figure 4.14plus the reflexive and
transitive rules. It is worthwhile to notice that, in contrast with [46], our session sub-
typing is covariant for outputs and contravariant for inputs with respect to the standard
subtyping of the communicated values. The motivation for this is that we expect all
channels whose type is a subtype of !T to be able to communicate with channels whose
type is ?(X <: T) and similarly for the other types. This requires the given rules for
output. Similar reasons justify the rules for inputs.

In order to guarantee protocol soundness it is crucial to introduce a duality relation
between session types that ensures that two sessions agree with each other with respect
to the order in which data are communicated and with respect to the types of the com-
municated data. The introduction of bounded polymorphism allows to relate more than
one session type to another session type, in contrast to the systems of [7, 54, 73, 46, 37],
where each session type has a unique dual. The definition of this relation (denoted by
⋊⋉) is given in Figure 4.15, where we useT<: T′ as shorthand for/0 ⊢ T<: T′.

Two case descriptors !LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM and ?L(X1<:C′1).r
′
1, . . . ,(Xm<:C′m).r

′
mM are

dual if for any arbitrary classC eitherC <: Ci andC <: C′j for somei ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and
j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, or C 6<: Ci andC 6<: C′j for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. This
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condition is necessary in order to ensure applicability of one of the two reduction rules
COMSCASESUCCESS-R and COMSCASEFAILURE-R. We ensure this condition by
requiring that for alli ∈ {1, ...,n} there exists aj ∈ {1, ...,m} such thatCi <: C′j and
for all j ∈ {1, ...,m} there exists ai ∈ {1, ...,n} such thatC′j <: Ci . Moreover, if there
is a class that is a subclass of bothCi andC′j (i.e. Ci andC′j are comparable), then we
need to guarantee that the two threads will continue the communication in a coherent
way.4 This means thatri andr′j must agree as specified below. Instead, ifCi andC′j are
incomparable, thenri andr′j can be unrelated. In order to express the above conditions
we define the “minimum” of two classes as follows:

CgC′ =





C if C<: C′,

C′ if C′ <: C,

⊥ otherwise.

and we requireri ⋊⋉ r′j [Ci gC′j/Xj ] for all i ∈ {1, ...,n} and all j ∈ {1, ...,m}, with the
conventionri ⋊⋉ r′j [⊥/Xj ] = true.

The duality of iterative descriptors can be explained similarly, taking into account
that we need to ensure that either both threads choose to iterate, or both threads choose
default expressions, or both threads choosenull.

4.4.2 Typing Rules

The typing judgments for expressions and threads have threeenvironments, and they
have the shape:

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P: thread

where thestandard environmentΓ associates standard types tothis, parameters, ob-
jects, and shared channels, while thesession environmentΣ contains only judgments
for channel names and variables. Figure 4.16 defines well-formedness of standard en-
vironments (with respect to subtyping environments) and session environments, where
the domain of an environment is defined as usual and denoted bydom().

The main differences with the typing rules of [37] are the addition of bounded poly-
morphism and the deletion of hot sets, which in [37] were usedto guarantee progress,
a property we will not consider here. As we already discussedin the introduction, we
could add hot sets to get progress without problems.

In Figures 4.17, 4.18 and 4.20 we give the typing rules for expressions and threads
using the lookup functions defined in Figure 4.7. In the typing rules for expressions
the session environments of the conclusions are obtained from those of the premises
and possibly other session environments using theconcatenationoperator,◦, defined
below. We consider different cases for the concatenation ofsession types since we want
to avoid to have redundantε. As usual,⊥ stands for undefined.

• r◦r′ =





r if r′ = ε
r′ if r= ε
r.end if r′ = ε.end andr is a partial session descriptor
r.r′ if r is a partial session descriptor and

r′ is a running session descriptor
⊥ otherwise.

4Taking into account the order in which the classes appear we could avoid to check some pairs ofi, j. For
simplicity we do not consider this refinement.
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Standard Environments, and Well-formed Standard Environments

Γ ::= /0 | Γ,x : T | Γ,this : C | Γ,o : C | Γ,c : s | Γ,c : (s,s′)

EMP

∆ ⊢ ok

∆; /0 ⊢ ok

EVAR1
∆;Γ ⊢ ok ⊢ T : tp x 6∈ dom(Γ)

∆;Γ,x : T ⊢ ok

EVAR2
∆,X <: T;Γ ⊢ ok x 6∈ dom(Γ)

∆,X <: T;Γ,x : X ⊢ ok
EOID

∆;Γ ⊢ ok C ∈ dom(CT) o 6∈ dom(Γ)
∆;Γ,o : C ⊢ ok

ETHIS

∆;Γ ⊢ ok C ∈ dom(CT) this 6∈ dom(Γ)
∆;Γ,this : C ⊢ ok

ECHA1
∆;Γ ⊢ ok ⊢ s : tp c 6∈ dom(Γ)

∆;Γ,c : s ⊢ ok

ECHA2
∆;Γ ⊢ ok ⊢ (s,s′) : tp c 6∈ dom(Γ)

∆;Γ,c : (s,s′) ⊢ ok

Session Environments, and Well-formed pairs of Subtyping and Session Environ-
ments

Σ ::= /0 | Σ,u : z

SEMP

/0 ⊢ ok

SEADD

Σ ⊢ ok u 6∈ dom(Σ)
Σ,u : z ⊢ ok

Figure 4.16: Standard and Session Environments.

• Σ\Σ′ = {u : Σ(u) |u ∈ dom(Σ)\dom(Σ′)}

• Σ◦Σ′ =





Σ\Σ′ ∪ Σ′ \Σ ∪ {u : Σ(u)◦Σ′(u) | u∈dom(Σ)∩dom(Σ′)}
if ∀u∈dom(Σ)∩dom(Σ′) : Σ(u)◦Σ′(u) 6=⊥;

⊥ otherwise.

The concatenation of two running descriptorsr andr′ is the unique running descrip-
tor (if it exists) that prescribes all the communications ofr followed by all those
of r′. The concatenation only exists ifr is a partial session descriptor, andr′ is a
running session descriptor. The extension to session environments is straightforward.
The typing rules concatenate the session environments to take into account the order
of execution of expressions. We adopt the convention that typing rules are applicable
only when the session environments in the conclusions are defined.

Rule SPAWN requires that all sessions used by the spawned thread are finally con-
sumed,i.e. they are all ended session descriptors. This is necessary inorder to avoid
configurations in which more than two threads are ready to communicate on the same
live channel. To guarantee the consumption we define:

ended(Σ) = ∀u : r ∈ Σ. r is an ended session descriptor.

Rules METH and METHB retrieve the type of the methodm from the class table us-
ing the auxiliary functionmType(m,C) defined in Figure 4.7. The session environments
of the premises are concatenated with{u1 : r1, . . . ,um : rm}, which represents the com-
munication protocols of the channelsu1, . . . ,um during the execution of the method
body. The difference between the two rules is the type of the return value, which is
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Typing Rules for Values

NULL

∆;Γ ⊢ ok ⊢ T : tp

∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ null : T

OID

∆;Γ,o : C ⊢ ok

∆;Γ,o : C; /0 ⊢ o : C

CHAN

∆;Γ,c : T ⊢ ok

∆;Γ,c : T; /0 ⊢ c : T

Typing Rules for Standard Expressions

VAR

∆;Γ,x : T ⊢ ok

∆;Γ,x : T; /0 ⊢ x : T

THIS

∆;Γ,this : C ⊢ ok

∆;Γ,this : C; /0 ⊢ this : C

FLD

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : C Tf ∈ fields(C)

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e.f : T

SEQ

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T ∆;Γ;Σ′ ⊢ e′ : T′

∆;Γ;Σ◦Σ′ ⊢ e;e′ : T′

FLDASS

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : C ∆;Γ;Σ′ ⊢ e′ : T Tf ∈ fields(C)

∆;Γ;Σ◦Σ′ ⊢ e.f := e′ : T

NEWC
∆;Γ ⊢ ok C ∈ dom(CT)

∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ new C : C

NEWS
∆;Γ ⊢ ok

∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ new (s,s′) : (s,s′)

SPAWN

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T ended(Σ)
∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ spawn{ e } : Object

NULL PE
∆;Γ ⊢ ok ⊢ T : tp

∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ NullExc : T

METH

∆;Γ;Σ0 ⊢ e : C ∆;Γ;Σi ⊢ ei : Ti i ∈ {1. . .n}
mType(m,C) = T1, . . . ,Tn,r1, . . . ,rm → T

∆;Γ;Σ0◦Σ1 . . .◦Σn◦{u1 : r1, . . . ,um: rm} ⊢ e.m(e1, . . . ,en,u1, . . . ,um) : T

METHB
∆;Γ;Σ0 ⊢ e : C ∆;Γ;Σi ⊢ ei : Ti i ∈ {1. . .n}

mType(m,C) = X,T2, . . . ,Tn,r1, . . . ,rm → X <: T ∆ ⊢ T1 <: T

∆;Γ;Σ0◦Σ1 . . .◦Σn◦{u1 : r1, . . . ,um: rm} ⊢ e.m(e1, . . . ,en,u1, . . . ,um) : T1

Figure 4.17: Typing Rules for Expressions I.

fixed in rule METH and instead parametrized on the type of the first argument in rule
METHB.

Rule CONN ensures that a session body properly uses its unique channelaccording
to the required session type. The first premise says that the shared channel used for
the session (u) can be typed with the appropriate shared session type (begin.a). The
second premise ensures that the session body can be typed in the restricted standard
environmentΓ\u with a session environment containingu : a.

Rules SENDCASE and RECEIVECASE put together the types of the different al-
ternatives in the expected way. Notice that, in a specific case expression, allri for
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Typing Rules for Communication Expressions

CONN
∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ u : begin.a ∆;Γ\u ; Σ,u : a ⊢ e : T

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ connect ubegin.a{e} :T

SEND
∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T

∆;Γ;Σ◦{u :!T} ⊢ u.send( e ) : Object

RECEIVE
∆,X <: T;Γ,x : X;Σ ⊢ e : T′ X 6∈ Γ∪∆∪Σ\u

∆;Γ;{u : ?(X<:T)}◦Σ ⊢ u.receive(x){e} : T′

SENDS
∆;Γ ⊢ ok a 6= ε.end

∆;Γ;{u′ : a,u : !(a)} ⊢ u.sendS(u′) : Object

RECEIVES
∆;Γ\x ; {x : a′} ⊢ e : T a′ 6= ε.end ∆ ⊢ a′ ≤ a

∆;Γ;{u : ?(a)} ⊢ u.receiveS(x){e} : Object

SENDCASE
∆;Γ;Σ0 ⊢ e : C ∆;Γ;Σ,u : ri ⊢ ei : T Ci <: C i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}

∆;Γ;Σ0◦Σ,u : !LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM ⊢ u.sendCase(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en} : T

RECEIVECASE
∆,Xi <: Ci ;Γ,x : Xi ;Σ,u : ri ⊢ ei : T i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}

∆;Γ;Σ,u :?L(X1<:C1).r1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).rnM ⊢ u.receiveCase(x){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en} : T

SENDWHILE
∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ e : C ∆;Γ;{u : di} ⊢ ei : T Ci <: C i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}

∆;Γ;{u : dn+ j} ⊢ d j : T D j <: C j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
∆;Γ;{u : !L(C1.d1, . . . ,Cn.dn)

∗,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM}
⊢ u.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm} : T

RECEIVEWHILE
∆,Xi <: Ci ;Γ,x : Xi ;{u : di} ⊢ ei : T i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}

∆,Yj <: D j ;Γ,x : Yj ;{u : dn+ j} ⊢ d j : T j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} Ci <: C j implies i <: j , i 6= j

∆;Γ;{u :?L((X1<:C1).d1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).dn)
∗,(Y1<:D1).dn+1, . . . ,(Ym<:Dm).dn+mM}

⊢ u.receiveWhile(x){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm} : T

Non-structural Typing Rules for Expressions

SUB
∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T ∆ ⊢ T<: T′

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T′

WEAKES
∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T u 6∈ dom(Σ)

∆;Γ;Σ,u : ε ⊢ e : T

WEAKE
∆;Γ;Σ,u : d ⊢ e : T

∆;Γ;Σ,u : d.end ⊢ e : T

Figure 4.18: Typing Rules for Expressions II.
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M-OK

/0;{this : C,x : T} ; {y : r} ⊢ e : T

Tm (T x,r y) {e} : ok in C

MS-OK

{X <: T};{this : C,x : X,x : T} ; {y : r} ⊢ e : X

(X<:T)m (Xx,T x,r y) {e} : ok in C

C-OK

meth: ok in C

class C extends D {T f meth} : ok

CT-OK

class C extends D {T f meth} : ok CT : ok

CT,class C extends D {T f meth} : ok

Figure 4.19: Well-formed Class Tables.

START
∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T

∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e :thread

PAR
∆;Γ;Σi ⊢ Pi : thread i ∈ {1,2}

∆;Γ;Σ1||Σ2 ⊢ P1 |P2 : thread

Figure 4.20: Typing Rules for Threads.

i ∈ {1, ...,n} are either partial session descriptors or ended session descriptors – this is
guaranteed by the syntax of case session descriptors. Similarly for rules SENDWHILE

and RECEIVEWHILE.
Rule WEAKES, where ES stands for empty session, is necessary to type a branch

of a case expression where the channel that is the subject of the conditional is not used.
Rule WEAKE, where E stands forend, allows us to obtain ended session descriptors
as predicates of session environments in order to apply rules CONN, SPAWN and RE-
CEIVES.

Figure 4.19 defines well-formed class tables. Rules M-OK and MS-OK type-check
the method bodies with respect to a classC taking as environments the association
between formal parameters and their types and the association betweenthis andC.
These rules differ in the return type of the method.

In the typing rules for threads, we need to take into account that the same chan-
nel can occur with dual descriptors in the session environments of two premises. For
this reason we compose the session environments of the premises using theparallel
composition, ||. We define parallel composition,||, on session types and on session
environments as follows:

z||z′ =

{
l if z⋊⋉ z′

⊥ otherwise.

Σ||Σ′ =





Σ\Σ′ ∪ Σ′ \Σ ∪ {u : Σ(u) ||Σ′(u) |u∈dom(Σ)∩dom(Σ′)}
if ∀u∈dom(Σ)∩dom(Σ′) : Σ(u) ||Σ′(u) 6=⊥

⊥ otherwise.

Note thatl ||z= z|| l=⊥.
Using the operator|| the typing rules for processes are straightforward (see Fig-
ure 4.20). Rule START promotes an expression to the thread level; and rule PAR types
a composition of threads if the composition of their sessionenvironments is defined.

In writing session environments we assume the following operator precedence: “,”,
“◦”, “ ||”. For exampleΣ0,c : d◦Σ1||Σ2 is short for((Σ0,c : d)◦Σ1)||Σ2.
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HNULL

C ∈ dom(CT)

Γ;h⊢ null : C

HOBJ

h(o) = (Γ(o), ...) /0 ⊢ Γ(o)<: C

Γ;h⊢ o : C

HCHA

/0 ⊢ Γ(c)<: T

Γ;h⊢ c : T

WFOBJ

h(o) = (C, f :v) fields(C) = T f Γ;h⊢ vi : Ti

Γ;h⊢ o

WFHEAP

∀o ∈ dom(h) : Γ;h⊢ o ∀o ∈ dom(Γ) : Γ;h⊢ o : Γ(o)
∀c ∈ dom(Σ) : c ∈ h dom(Γ)∩dom(Σ) = /0

Γ;Σ ⊢ h

Figure 4.21: Types of Runtime Entities, and Well-formed Heaps

The typing rules of MOOSE<: are not syntax directed, because of the non struc-
tural typing rules and also because of the use of the “◦” and “||” operators in compos-
ing session environments. Nevertheless, we can design a type inference algorithm for
MOOSE<: as in MOOSE[37]. Namely we can develop inference rules for expressions
and threads where session environments are derived rather than assumed, and based
on these rules we can infer (instead of declare explicitly) session types for connect
expressions.

4.4.3 Subject Reduction

We will consider only reductions of well-typed expressionsand threads. We define
agreement between environments and heaps in the standard way and we denote it by
Γ;Σ ⊢ h. The judgment is defined in Figure 4.21. The judgmentΓ;h⊢ v : T guarantees
that the valuev has typeT. The judgmentΓ;h⊢ o guarantees that the objecto is well-
formed, namely its fields contain values according to the declared field types inC, the
class of that object. The judgmentΓ;Σ ⊢ h guarantees that the heap is well-formed for
Γ andΣ, namely all objects are well-formed, allo in the domain ofΓ denote in theh
objects of the class given to them inΓ, all channels in the domain ofΣ are channels in
h, and no channel occurs both inΓ andΣ.
We define∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P;h as a shorthand for∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P : thread andΓ;Σ ⊢ h.

In the following we prove the subject reduction theorem.
Standard ingredients of Subject Reduction proofs are Generation Lemmas. The

Generation Lemmas in this work are somewhat unusual, because, due to the non-
structural rules, when an expression is typed, we only can deducesomeinformation
about the session environment used in the typing. For example, Γ;Σ ⊢ x : T doesnot
imply thatΣ = /0; instead, it implies thatR (Σ) ⊆ {ε,ε.end}, whereR (Σ) is the range
of Σ.

In order to express the Generation Lemmas, we define the partial order� among
session environments, which basically reflects the differences introduced through the
application of non-structural rules.
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Definition 4.4.1(Weakening Order�). Σ � Σ′ is the smallest partial order such that:

• Σ � Σ,u : ε if u /∈ dom(Σ),

• Σ,u : d� Σ,u : d.end,

• Σ,u : ε.end� Σ,u :l.

The following lemma states that the ordering relation� preserves the types of
expressions and threads, and its proof is easy using the non-structural typing rules and
Generation Lemmas.

Lemma 4.4.2.

1. If Σ � Σ′ and∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T, then∆;Γ;Σ′ ⊢ e : T.

2. If Σ � Σ′ and∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P: thread, then∆;Γ;Σ′ ⊢ P: thread.

Lemma 4.4.3(Generation for Standard Expressions).

1. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ x : T implies /0 � Σ andx : T′∈ Γ for someT′ such that∆ ⊢ T′ <: T.

2. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ c : T implies /0 � Σ andT= s.

3. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ nullC : T implies /0 � Σ.

4. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ o : T implies /0 � Σ ando : C∈ Γ for someC such that∆ ⊢ C<: T.

5. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ NullExc : T implies /0 � Σ.

6. ∆;Γ;Σ⊢ this:T implies/0�Σ andthis:C∈Γ for someC such that∆ ⊢ C<:T.

7. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e1;e2 : T implies Σ = Σ1◦Σ2, andT = T2 and Γ;Σi ⊢ ei : Ti for some
Σi ,Ti (i ∈ {1,2}).

8. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e.f := e′ : T impliesΣ = Σ1◦Σ2, andΓ;Σ1 ⊢ e : C andΓ;Σ2 ⊢ e′ : T with
fT ∈ fields(C) for someΣ1,Σ2,C.

9. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e.f : T impliesΓ;Σ ⊢ e : C andfT ∈ fields(C) for someC.

10. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e.m(e1, . . . ,en) : T implies∆;Γ;Σ0 ⊢ e : C, and∆;Γ;Σi ⊢ ei : Ti for 1≤
i ≤ n−m, anden−m+ j = u j for 1≤ j ≤ m, andΣ0◦Σ1 . . .◦Σn−m◦
{u1 : r1, . . . ,um : rm} � Σ and mType(m,C) = T1, . . . ,Tn−m,r1, . . . ,rm → T, for
some m (0≤ m≤ n), Σi ,Ti ,u j ,r j ,C (1≤ i ≤ n−m,1≤ j ≤ m).

11. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ new C : T implies /0 � Σ and∆ ⊢ C<: T.

12. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ new (s,s) : T implies /0 � Σ and∆ ⊢ (s,s)<: T.

13. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ spawn{ e } : T impliesΣ′ � Σ, and ended(Σ′) andT = Object and
∆;Γ;Σ′ ⊢ e : T′ for someΣ′,T′.

PROOF. By induction on typing derivations, then case analysis over the shape of the
expression being typed, and then case analysis over the lastrule applied. �

Lemma 4.4.4(Generation for Communication Expressions).
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1. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ connect u s {e} : T implies s = begin.a, and ∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ u : begin.a and
∆;Γ\u;Σ,u : a ⊢ e : T, for somea.

2. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ u.send(e):T impliesT= Object and∆;Γ;Σ′ ⊢ e:T′ andΣ′◦{u: !T}�
Σ for someΣ′,T′.

3. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ u.receive(x){e} : T implies∆,X <: T′;Γ,x: X;Σ′ ⊢ e : T and X 6∈ Γ∪∆∪
Σ\u and{u : ?(X<:T′)}◦Σ′ = Σ for some X,T′,Σ′.

4. ∆;Γ ; Σ ⊢ u.sendS(u′) : T impliesT= Object and{u′ : a,u :!(a)} � Σ for some
a.

5. ∆;Γ ; Σ ⊢ u.receiveS(x){e} : T impliesT= Object and
∆;Γ\ x ; {x : a′} ⊢ e : T′ and{u : ?(a)} � Σ for somea<: a′.

6. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ u.sendCase(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en} : T implies∆;Γ;Σ0 ⊢ e : C and
∆,Xi <: Ci ;Γ,x : Xi ;Σ′,u : ri ⊢ ei : T ∀i ∈ {1, ...,n}, and
Σ0◦Σ′,u :!LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM � Σ for someC,Σ0,Σ′,r1, . . . ,rn.

7. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ u.receiveCase(x){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en} : T implies
∆,Xi <: Ci ;Γ,x : Xi ;Σ′,u : ri ⊢ ei : T ∀i ∈ {1, ...,n}, and
Σ′,u :?L(X1<:C1).r1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).rnM � Σ for someΣ′,r1, . . . ,rn.

8. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ u.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm} : T
implies∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ e : C, and∆;Γ;{u : di} ⊢ ei : T andCi <: C
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and ∆;Γ;{u : dn+ j} ⊢ d j : T andD j <: C ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and
{u : !L(C1.d1, . . . ,Cn.dn)

∗,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM} � Σ for some
C,d1, . . . ,dn+m.

9. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ u.receiveWhile(x){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm} : T
implies∆,Xi <: Ci ;Γ,x : Xi ;{u : di} ⊢ ei : T ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and
∆,Yj <: D j ;Γ,x : Yj ;{u : dn+ j} ⊢ d j : T ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and
{u :?L((X1<:C1).d1, . . . ,(Xn<:Cn).dn)

∗,(Y1<:D1).dn+1, . . . ,(Ym<:Dm).dn+mM} � Σ,
for some X1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Ym,d1, . . . ,dn+m.

Lemma 4.4.5(Generation for Threads).

1. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e :thread implies∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e : T for someT.

2. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P1 |P2 : thread impliesΣ = Σ1||Σ2 and∆;Γ;Σi ⊢ Pi : thread (i ∈ {1,2})
for someΣ1,Σ2.

PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4.3. �

As a convenient shorthand, for any two entitiesx andy that belong to a domain that
includes⊥, we use the notationx , y to indicate thatx is defined if and only ify is
defined, and ifx is defined thenx= y.

In Lemma 4.4.8 we show that structural equivalence of terms preserves types. To
prove this, we first prove in Lemma 4.4.6 the neutrality of element /0, and associativ-
ity and commutativity of parallel composition of session environments. Moreover we
show in Lemma 4.4.7 various properties of “�”, “ ||”, and “◦” that easily follow from
their definitions.

Lemma 4.4.6.
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1. Σ1|| /0 = Σ1 = /0||Σ1.

2. Σ1||Σ2 , Σ2||Σ1.

3. Σ1||(Σ2||Σ3), (Σ1||Σ2)||Σ3.

PROOF. Note that for anyΣ, Σ′, if Σ||Σ′ is defined, thendom(Σ||Σ′) = dom(Σ)∪
dom(Σ′).
(1) follows from definition of||.
For (2) show∀u∈ dom(Σ1)∪dom(Σ2) : Σ1(u)||Σ2(u) , Σ2(u)||Σ1(u). For (3) show
∀u∈ dom(Σ1)∪dom(Σ2)∪dom(Σ3) : Σ1(u)||(Σ2(u)||Σ3(u)), (Σ1(u)||Σ2(u))||Σ3(u). �

The next Lemma 4.4.7, characterizes small modifications on operations that pre-
serve well-formedness of the session environment compositions, “||” and “◦”, and also
the preservation of the relationship “�”. It will be used in the proof of Subject Reduc-
tion.

We define:

Σ[u 7→ z](u′) =

{
z if u= u′,

Σ(u′) otherwise.

A running descriptor isatomicif it is of one of the following shapes:

?(X<:T), !T, ?(a), !(a), !LC.rM, ?L(X<:C).rM,
!L(C.d)∗,C.dM, ?L((X<:C).d)∗,(X<:C).dM.

Lemma 4.4.7.

1. /0 � Σ1, and Σ1||Σ2 defined imply Σ2 � Σ1||Σ2.

2. Σ1||Σ2 � Σ, implies that there areΣ′
1,Σ

′
2 such thatΣ1 � Σ′

1 and Σ2 � Σ′
2 and

Σ′
1||Σ′

2 = Σ.

3. Σ1 � Σ′
1, and Σ′

1◦Σ2 defined, imply Σ1◦Σ2 defined, andΣ1◦Σ2 � Σ′
1◦Σ2.

4. ended(Σ1) and(Σ1∪Σ′
1)◦Σ2 defined imply

(a) Σ′
1◦Σ2 defined,

(b) (Σ1∪Σ′
1)◦Σ2 = Σ1||Σ′

1◦Σ2.

5. Σ � Σ′ impliesΣ\u� Σ′ \u.

6. {u : l} � Σ implies

(a) Σ(u) ∈ {l, l.end,l} andR (Σ\u)⊆ {ε,ε.end,l};

(b) {u : l′} � Σ[u 7→ l′] for all l′.

7. Σ,u : r� Σ′ andΣ′◦Σ′′ defined imply

(a) Σ′[u 7→ r′]◦Σ′′ defined for allr′, proviso thatr′ is ended only ifr is ended;

(b) Σ,u : r′ � Σ′[u 7→ r′] for all r′.

8. Σ1||Σ2 defined and{u :!T}◦Σ′
1 � Σ1 and{u :?(X<:T′)}◦Σ′

2 � Σ2 implyT<: T′.

9. Σ1◦Σ2||Σ3◦Σ4 defined, andΣ′
1,u : r� Σ1 andΣ′

3,u : r′ � Σ3, wherer andr′ are
atomic, imply:
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(a) r⋊⋉ r′;

(b) Σ1[u 7→ r1]◦Σ2||Σ3[u 7→ r2]◦Σ4 = Σ1◦Σ2||Σ3◦Σ4, for all r1,r2 such thatr1 ⋊⋉

r2 andr1,r2 are ended only ifr,r′ are ended too.

10. Σ1◦Σ2||Σ3◦Σ4 defined, and{u : d} � Σ1 and{u : d′}◦Σ′
3 = Σ3 andd⋊⋉ d′ imply

Σ1[u 7→ ε]◦Σ2||{u : ε}◦Σ′
3◦Σ4 = Σ1◦Σ2||Σ3◦Σ4.

PROOF. For (1) notice that/0 � Σ1 impliesR (Σ1) ⊆ {ε,ε.end,l} and thatΣ1||Σ2 de-
fined impliesΣ1(u)⋊⋉ Σ2(u) for all u ∈ dom(Σ1)∩dom(Σ2).
For (2) one can obtainΣ′

1 andΣ′
2 by applying toΣ1 andΣ2 the same transformations

that buildΣ from Σ1||Σ2.
(3) follows easily from the definitions of “�” and of “◦”.
(4a) is immediate. For (4b),ended(Σ1) and (Σ1 ∪ Σ′

1)◦Σ2 defined imply that
dom(Σ1)∩dom(Σ2) = /0.
(5) follows from the definition of “�”.
(6a) follows from the definition of “�” and (6b) is a consequences of (6a).
(6a) implies (7a) and (7b).
The definition of “||”, (5) and (6a) imply (8), and (9a). Points (9b) and (10) follow from
the observation that in all the equated session environments the predicates ofu arel.
�

Using the above lemma and the Generation Lemmas one can show that the struc-
tural equivalence preserves typing.

Lemma 4.4.8(Preservation of Typing under Structural Equivalence). If ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P :
thread and P≡ P′, then∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P′ : thread.

PROOF. By induction on the derivation of≡.
For the case whereP′ = P|null, we use Lemma 4.4.5(2), and obtainΣ = Σ1||Σ2

and ∆;Γ;Σ1 ⊢ P : thread and ∆;Γ;Σ2 ⊢ null : thread. Using Lemma 4.4.5(1) and
Lemma 4.4.3(3) we get∆;Γ;Σ2 ⊢ nullC : T2, and/0� Σ2. Using Lemma 4.4.7(1), we ob-
tain thatΣ1 � Σ, and from that, with Lemma 4.4.2(2) we obtain that∆;Γ;Σ ⊢P: thread.
For the other two basic cases use Lemmas 4.4.5(1) and 4.4.6(2)-(3). For the induction
case use Lemma 4.4.5(1) and induction hypothesis. �

The next goal is to prove that term substitution preserves types (Lemma 4.4.9).

Lemma 4.4.9(Preservation of Typing under Substitution).

1. If ∆;Γ\u ; Σ ⊢ e : T andc is fresh then∆;Γ ; Σ[c/u] ⊢ e[c/u] : T.

2. If ∆;Γ,this : C ; Σ ⊢ e : T and∆;Γ ; /0 ⊢ o : C then∆;Γ ; Σ ⊢ e[o/this] : T.

3. If ∆,X <: T′;Γ,x : X;Σ ⊢ e : T and ∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ v : T′′ and ∆ ⊢ T′′ <: T′, then
∆;Γ ; Σ[T′′/X] ⊢ e[v/x] : T.

4. If ∆;Γ;{x : a} ⊢ e : T andc is fresh and∆ ⊢ a≤ a′, then∆;Γ ; {c : a′} ⊢ e[c/x] : T.

PROOF. All points are proven by induction on derivations. �

Lemma 4.4.10 states that the typing ofE [e] can be broken down into the typing of
e, and the typing ofE [x]. Furthermore,Σ, the environment used to typeE [x], can be
broken down into two environments,Σ = Σ1◦Σ2, whereΣ1 is used to typee, andΣ2 is
used to typeE [x].
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Lemma 4.4.10(Subderivations). If ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢E [e] : T, then there existΣ1,Σ2, T′, x fresh
in E ,Γ, such that Σ = Σ1◦Σ2, and∆;Γ;Σ1 ⊢ e : T′, and∆;Γ,x : T′;Σ2 ⊢ E [x] : T.

PROOF. By induction onE , and using Generation Lemmas. For example if
E = [ ];e′, then∆;Γ;Σ⊢ e;e′ : T impliesΣ=Σ1◦Σ2 andΓ;Σ1;d⊢ e: T′ andΓ;Σ2;d⊢ e′ : T
by Lemma 4.4.3(9). Then we get∆;Γ,x : T′;Σ2 ⊢ x;e′ : T by rules VAR and SEQ. �

On the other hand, Lemma 4.4.11 allows the combination of thetyping ofE [x] and
the typing ofe, provided that the contextsΣ1 andΣ2 used for the two typing can be
composed through◦, and that the type ofe is the same as the one ofx in the first typing.

Lemma 4.4.11(Context Substitution). If ∆;Γ;Σ1 ⊢ e : T′, and∆;Γ,x : T′;Σ2 ⊢E [x] : T,
andΣ1◦Σ2 is defined, then∆;Γ;Σ1◦Σ2 ⊢ E [e] : T.

PROOF. By induction onE , and using the Generation Lemmas. �

We can now state the Subject Reduction theorem:

Theorem 4.4.12(Subject Reduction).

1. ∆;Γ;Σ⊢ e :T, andΓ;Σ⊢ h, ande,h−→ e′,h′ imply∆;Γ′;Σ⊢ e′ :T, andΓ′;Σ⊢ h′,
with Γ ⊆ Γ′.

2. ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ P;h and P,h−→ P′,h′ imply∆;Γ′;Σ′ ⊢ P;h′ with Γ ⊆ Γ′ andΣ ⊆ Σ′.

PROOF. By induction on the reductione,h −→ e′,h′. We only consider the most
interesting cases.

Case SPAWN-R.

Therefore, the expression being reduced has the formE [spawn{ e }], and

0) h′ = h andP′ = E [null] |e,

1) ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ E [spawn{ e }] : T,

2) Γ;Σ ⊢ h.

The aim of the next steps is to derive types fore and forE [null].

Applying Lemma 4.4.10 on 1) we obtain for someT′,Σ1,Σ2:

3) ∆;Γ;Σ1 ⊢ spawn{ e } : T′,

4) Σ = Σ1◦Σ2,

5) ∆;Γ,x : T′;Σ2 ⊢ E [x] : T.

From 3) and Lemma 4.4.3(13), we get for someT′′, Σ′
1:

6) T′ = Object,

7) ∆;Γ;Σ′
1 ⊢ e : T′′,

8) ended(Σ′
1),

9) Σ′
1 � Σ1.

From 5), type rule NULL , and Lemma 4.4.11, we get:
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10) ∆;Γ;Σ2 ⊢ E [null] : T.

From 10) and rule START, and from 7) and rule START, we obtain:

11) ∆;Γ;Σ2 ⊢ E [null] : thread,

12) ∆;Γ;Σ′
1 ⊢ e : thread.

From 11), 12) and rule PAR we get:

13) ∆;Γ;Σ′
1||Σ2 ⊢ e |E [null] : thread.

The aim of the next steps is to derive types fore |E [null] in the session environmentΣ.

From 4) we obtain thatΣ1◦Σ2 is defined, and therefore, from 9) and
Lemma 4.4.7(3), we obtain:

14) Σ′
1◦Σ2 is defined, andΣ′

1◦Σ2 � Σ1◦Σ2.

Also, from 8), Lemma 4.4.7(4b), we obtain:

15) Σ′
1||Σ2 = Σ′

1◦Σ2.

Therefore, from 13), 14), 15), and Lemma 4.4.2(2), we obtain:

16) ∆;Γ;Σ ⊢ e |E [null] : thread.

The case concludes by takingΣ′ = Σ, Γ′ = Γ and with 15) and 0).

Case CONNECT-R.

Then, we have that

0) P= E1[connectcs{e1}] |E2[connectcs
′{e2}],

1) h′ = h::c′, with c′ is fresh inh,

2) P′ = E1[e1[c
′
/c]] |E2[e2[c

′
/c]].

The aim of the next steps is to derive types fore1 and fore2.

From premises, 0) and Lemmas 4.4.5(2), and 4.4.5(1) we obtain for some
Σ1,Σ2,T1,T2:

3) Σ = Σ1||Σ2,

4) ∆;Γ;Σi ⊢ Ei [connectcsi{ei}] : Ti for (i ∈ {1,2}),

5) Γ;Σ ⊢ h,

wheres1 ⋊⋉ s2.

From 4), applying Lemma 4.4.10, there existΣ11, Σ12, Σ21, Σ22, T′1,T
′
2, such that:

6) Σi = Σi1◦Σi2,

7) ∆;Γ;Σi1 ⊢ connectcsi{ei} : T′i (i ∈ {1,2}),

8) ∆;Γ,xi : T′i ;Σi2 ⊢ Ei [xi ] : Ti (i ∈ {1,2}).

From 7), and Lemma 4.4.4(1) we obtain for somea1,a2:
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9) ∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ c : si,

10) si = begin.ai ,

11) ∆;Γ\ c;Σi1,c : ai ⊢ ei : T′i (i ∈ {1,2}).
The aim of the next steps is to derive types for P′ in a session environmentΣ′, so that
Σ ⊆ Σ′.

From 1) and 11), and Lemma 4.4.9(1),we get:

12) ∆;Γ;Σi1,c
′ : ai ⊢ ei [c

′
/c] : T′i (i ∈ {1,2}).

From 12), 8) and Lemma 4.4.11, we obtain (notice that(Σi1,c
′ : ai)◦Σi2 is defined

by 6) sincec′ is fresh):

13) ∆;Γ;(Σi1,c
′ : ai)◦Σi2 ⊢ Ei [ei [c

′
/c]] : T′i (i ∈ {1,2}).

Applying rules START and PAR on 13), and also the fact that

(Σ11,c
′ : a1)◦Σ12||(Σ21,c

′ : a2)◦Σ22 = Σ,c′ :l,

sinces1 ⋊⋉ s2 impliesa1 ⋊⋉ a2, we obtain:

14) ∆;Γ;Σ,c′ :l⊢ E1[e1[c
′
/c]] |E2[e2[c

′
/c]] : thread.

Take

15) Σ′ = Σ,c′ :l.

This gives, trivially that:

16) Σ ⊆ Σ′.

Also, from 1) and 5) we obtain:

17) Γ;Σ′ ⊢ h′.

The case concludes by considering 14), 15), 16) and 17).

Case COMS-R.

Therefore, we have that

0) P= E1[c.send(v)] |E2[c.receive(x){e}], P′ = E1[null
C] |E2[e[v/x]],

1) h′ = h, Γ;Σ ⊢ h.

From 0), and from the premises, we obtain by Lemma 4.4.5(2) and 4.4.5(1) that
for someΣ1,Σ2,T1,T2:

2) ∆;Γ;Σ1 ⊢ E1[c.send(v)] : T1,

3) ∆;Γ;Σ2 ⊢ E2[c.receive(x){e}] : T2,

4) Σ = Σ1||Σ2.

The aim of the next steps is to derive types forc.receive(x){e} andc.send(v), and for
E1[x] andE2[x].

From 2) and Lemma 4.4.10, we obtain for someΣ11,Σ12,T′1:
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5) ∆;Γ;Σ11 ⊢ c.send(v) : T′1,

6) ∆;Γ,z : T′1;Σ12 ⊢ E1[z] : T1,

7) Σ1 = Σ11◦Σ12.

From 5) and Lemmas 4.4.4(2)and 4.4.3(2), 4.4.3(3), 4.4.3(4), we obtain for some
T′′1:

8) ∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ v : T′′1,

9) {c :!T′′1} � Σ11.

From 3), and Lemma 4.4.10, we obtain for someΣ21,Σ22,T′2:

10) ∆;Γ;Σ21 ⊢ c.receive(x){e} : T′2,

11) ∆;Γ,y : T′2;Σ22 ⊢ E2[y] : T2,

12) Σ2 = Σ21◦Σ22.

From 10), by Lemma 4.4.4(3), we obtain for someX, T′′2 andΣ′
21:

13) {c : ?(X<:T′′2)}◦Σ′
21 = Σ21,

14) ∆,X <: T′′2;Γ,x : X;Σ′
21 ⊢ e : T′2.

The aim of the next steps is to derive types forE1[null] andE2[e[v/x]].

From 9), and 7), and Lemma 4.4.7(7a) and (6b), we obtain:

15) Σ11[c 7→ ε]◦Σ12 is defined,

16) {c : ε} � Σ11[c 7→ ε].

By rules NULL , and WEAKES, we obtain∆;Γ;{c : ε} ⊢ null : T′1.

Then, by 16) and Lemma 4.4.2(1) we obtain:

17) ∆;Γ;Σ11[c 7→ ε] ⊢ null : T′1.

From 6), 15) , 17), and Lemma 4.4.11, we obtain:

18) ∆;Γ;Σ11[c 7→ ε]◦Σ12 ⊢ E1[null] : T1.

From 7), 9) by Lemma 4.4.7(3) we get:

19) {c :!T′′1}◦Σ12 � Σ1.

12) and 13) imply:

20) {c :?(X<:T′′2)}◦Σ′
21◦Σ22 = Σ2.

19), and 20) imply by Lemma 4.4.7(8)

21) T′′1 <: T′′2.

Therefore, with 8) and 14) we obtain by Lemma 4.4.9(3):

22) ∆;Γ;Σ′
21 ⊢ e[v/x] : T′2,
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and then by 11) and Lemma 4.4.11 and possibly rule WEAKES:

23) ∆;Γ;{c : ε}◦Σ′
21◦Σ22 ⊢ E2[e[v/x]] : T2.

Furthermore, from 4), 7), 12), 9), 13), 21) and Lemma 4.4.7(10), we obtain:

24) Σ11[c 7→ ε]◦Σ12||{c : ε}◦Σ21◦Σ22 = Σ11◦Σ12||Σ21◦Σ22 = Σ.

The case concludes by applying rulesPar andStart to 18) and 23) taking 24) and 1)
into account.

Case COMSS-R.

We have:

0) P= E1[c.sendS(c
′)] | E2[c.receiveS(x){e}],

1) P′ = E1[null] | e[c′/x] | E2[null],

2) h′ = h, Γ ; Σ ⊢ h,

3) ∆ ; Γ ; Σ ⊢ P : thread.

From 0), 3) and using Lemma 4.4.5(2) and (1), we obtain for someΣ1,Σ2,T1,T2:

4) ∆ ; Γ ; Σ1 ⊢ E1[c.sendS(c
′)] : T1,

5) ∆ ; Γ ; Σ2 ⊢ E2[c.receiveS(x){e}] : T2,

6) Σ = Σ1||Σ2.

The aim of the next steps is to derive types forE1[null] andE2[null].

From 4), Lemma 4.4.10 and Lemma 4.4.4(4) we get for someΣ11,Σ12,T′1,a 6=
ε.end:

7) ∆ ; Γ ; Σ11 ⊢ c.sendS(c′) : T′1,

8) ∆ ; Γ,y : T′1 ; Σ12 ⊢ E1[y] : T1,

9) Σ1 = Σ11◦Σ12,

10) T′1 = Object,

11) {c :!(a),c′ : a} � Σ11.

11) and Lemma 4.4.7(5) imply

12) {c′ : a} � Σ11\ c,

that gives bya 6= ε.end and Lemma 4.4.7(6a), for someΣ′
11:

13) Σ11 = Σ′
11,c

′ : a.

13) and 9) imply by Lemma 4.4.7(4a)

14) Σ′
11◦Σ12 defined.

11) and 13) imply by Lemma 4.4.7(5)

15) {c :!(a)} � Σ′
11.
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Using rules NULL , WEAKES we obtain:

16) ∆ ; Γ ; {c : ε} ⊢ null : T′1.

By 15), 14), and Lemma 4.4.7(7a) and (6b) respectively we have:

17) Σ′
11[c 7→ ε]◦Σ12 defined,

18) {c : ε} � Σ′
11[c 7→ ε].

From 18), 16), and using Lemma 4.4.2(1) we obtain:

19) ∆ ; Γ ; Σ′
11[c 7→ ε] ⊢ null : T′1.

From 8), 19), 17) and Lemma 4.4.11, we obtain:

20) ∆ ; Γ;Σ′
11[c 7→ ε]◦Σ12 ⊢ E1[null] : T1.

From 5), Lemma 4.4.10 and Lemma 4.4.4(5) we get for someΣ21,Σ22,T′2, and
for a′,a′′ 6= ε.end such that∆ ⊢ a′′ ≤ a′:

21) ∆ ; Γ ; Σ21 ⊢ c.receiveS(x){e} : T′2

22) ∆ ; Γ,z : T′2 ; Σ22 ⊢ E2[z] : T2,

23) Σ2 = Σ21◦Σ22,

24) T′2 = Object,

25) {c : ?(a′)} � Σ21,

26) ∆ ; Γ\ x ; {x : a′′} ⊢ e : T′.

With a proof similar to that of 20) we can show:

27) ∆ ; Γ ; Σ21[c 7→ ε]◦Σ22 ⊢ E2[null] : T2.

The aim of the next steps is to typee[c′/x] and show that the type ofc used to type
c.sendS(c′) is dual to that used to typec.receiveS(x){e}, and that the parallel compo-
sition of the session environments used to typeE1[null], E2[null], ande[c′/x] is the same
asΣ.

13) and 9) imply by Lemma 4.4.7(4b)

28) Σ11◦Σ12 = {c′ : a}||Σ′
11◦Σ12.

6), 9), 23) and 28) imply:

29) Σ′
11◦Σ12||Σ21◦Σ22 defined.

From 29), 15), 25) by Lemma 4.4.7(9a) we get:

30) !(a)⋊⋉ ?(a′′),

From 26) using Lemma 4.4.9(4) we obtain:

31) ∆ ; Γ ; {c′ : a} ⊢ e[c
′
/x] : T′.

Again from 29), 15), 25) by Lemma 4.4.7(9b) we get:
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32) Σ′
11[c 7→ ε]◦Σ12||Σ21[c 7→ ε]◦Σ22 = Σ′

11◦Σ12||Σ21◦Σ22.

6), 9), 28), 23), and 32) imply:

33) Σ = {c′ : a}||Σ′
11[c 7→ ε]◦Σ12||Σ21[c 7→ ε]◦Σ22.

The case concludes by applying rulesPAR andSTART to 20), 27), 31) by taking into
account 33) and 2).

Case COMSCASESUCCESS-R.

Then, we have that:

0) P = E1[c.sendCase(o){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}] |
E2[c.receiveCase(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′m ⇒ e′m}],

1) h′ = h,

2) Γ;Σ ⊢ h,

3) P′ = E1[ei ] |E2[ek[o/x]],h,

4) h(o) = (C, . . . ) andC<: Ci and∀ j < i(C 6<: C j), wherei ∈ {1, . . . ,n},

andC<: C′k and∀l < k(C 6<: C′l ), wherek∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

From premises, 0) and Lemma 4.4.5(2) and 4.4.5(1) we obtain for some
Σ1,Σ2,T1,T2:

5) Σ = Σ1||Σ2,

6) ∆;Γ;Σ1 ⊢ E1[c.sendCase(o){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}] : T1,

7) ∆;Γ;Σ2 ⊢ E2[c.receiveCase(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′m ⇒ e′m}] : T2.

4) and 2) imply

8) Γ(o) = C.

From 6), 7) applying Lemma 4.4.10, there existΣ11, Σ12, Σ21, Σ22, T′1, T′2 so that:

9) Σ1 = Σ11◦Σ12, Σ2 = Σ21◦Σ22,

10) ∆;Γ;Σ11 ⊢ c.sendCase(o){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en} : T′1,

11) ∆;Γ,y : T′1;Σ12 ⊢ E1[y] : T1,

12) ∆;Γ;Σ21 ⊢ c.receiveCase(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′m ⇒ e′m} : T′2,

13) ∆;Γ,z : T′2;Σ22 ⊢ E2[z] : T2.

The aim of the next steps is to find types forei , andE1[ei ].
From 10), 8), and Lemmas 4.4.4(6) and 4.4.3(4), we obtain forsomeΣ0, Σ′

11,
r1, . . . ,rn:

14) ∆;Γ;Σ0 ⊢ o : C′ for someC′ such thatC<: C′,

15) /0 � Σ0,

16) ∆;Γ;Σ′
11,c : r j ⊢ e j : T′1 ∀ j ∈ {1, ...,n},
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17) Σ0◦Σ′
11,c : !LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM � Σ11.

15) and 17) imply by Lemma 4.4.7(3) and transitivity of�:

18) Σ′
11,c : !LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM � Σ11,

and then by Lemma 4.4.7(7b) and 4.4.7(7a) and 9)

19) Σ′
11,c : ri � Σ11[c 7→ ri ],

20) Σ11[c 7→ ri ]◦Σ12 is defined.

From 16) and 19) we get by Lemma 4.4.2(1):

21) ∆;Γ;Σ11[c 7→ ri ] ⊢ ei : T′1,

which together with 11), 20) implies by Lemma 4.4.11:

22) ∆;Γ;Σ11[c 7→ ri ]◦Σ12 ⊢ E1[ei ] : T1.

The aim of the next steps is to show that the type ofc used to typeei is dual to that
used to typee′k, and to find types fore′k[o/x] andE2[e

′
k[
o/x]].

From 12), and Lemma 4.4.4(7), we obtain for someΣ′
21, T

′
2, r′1, . . . ,r

′
m:

23) ∆,Xl <: C′l ;Γ,x : Xl ;Σ′
21,c : r′l ⊢ e′l : T′2 ∀l ∈ {1, ...,m},

24) Σ′
21,c :?L(X1<:C′1).r

′
1, . . . ,(Xm<:C′m).r

′
mM � Σ21.

Because of 18), 24), beingΣ11◦Σ12||Σ21◦Σ22 defined, and by Lemma 4.4.7(9a)
we obtain that:

25) !LC1.r1, . . . ,Cn.rnM ⋊⋉?L(X1<:C′1).r
′
1, . . . ,(Xm<:C′m).r

′
mM.

Therefore, by definition of the duality relation:

26) r j ⋊⋉ r′l [C j gCl/Xl ] ∀ j ∈ {1, ...,n} and∀l ∈ {1, ...,m}.

4) and 8) imply by rules OID and SUB (notice thatCi gC′k 6=⊥ by 4)):

27) ∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ o : Ci gC′k.

Similarly to previous case we can derive:

28) Σ21[c 7→ r′k[Ci gC′k/Xk]]◦Σ22 defined,

29) ∆,Xk <: C′k;Γ,x : X;Σ21[c 7→ r′k] ⊢ e′k : T′2.

Applying Lemma 4.4.9(3) to 29), 27), 26), and 4), taking intoaccount thatXk

can occur only inr′k we derive:

30) ∆;Γ;Σ21[c 7→ r′k[Ci gC′k/Xk]] ⊢ e′k[o/x] : T′2,

which together with 13), 28) implies by Lemma 4.4.11:

31) ∆;Γ;Σ21[c 7→ r′k[Ci gC′k/Xk]]◦Σ22 ⊢ E2[e
′
k[
o/x]] : T2.

From 26), 9), 19), 24), 5) by Lemma 4.4.7(9b) we obtain that:

32) Σ11[c 7→ rk]◦Σ12 || Σ21[c 7→ r′k[Ci gC′k/Xk]]◦Σ22 = Σ11◦Σ12 || Σ21◦Σ22 = Σ.
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The case concludes by applying rulesPAR and START to 22), 31), and taking into
account 32) and 1), 2).

Case COMSWHILE-R.

Then, we have that:

0) P = E1[c.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm}] |
E2[c.receiveWhile(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e′n′}{D′1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′}],

1) h′ = h,

2) Γ;Σ ⊢ h,

3) P′ = E1[ê] | E2[ě],

where we are using the shorthands:

4) ê= c.sendCase(e){C1 ⇒ e
♮
1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ e

♮
n,D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm},

5) ě= c.receiveCase(x){C′1 ⇒ e♭1; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e♭n′ ,D
′
1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′},

6) e
♮
i ≡ ei ;c.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm},

7) e♭k = e′k;

c.receiveWhile(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e′n′}{D′1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′}.

From premises, 0) and Lemma 4.4.5(2), and 4.4.5(1) we obtainfor some
Σ1,Σ2,T1,T2:

8) Σ = Σ1||Σ2,

9) ∆;Γ;Σ1 ⊢

E1[c.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm}] : T1,

10) ∆;Γ;Σ2 ⊢

E2[c.receiveWhile(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e′n′}{D′1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′}]: T2.

From 9), 10) applying Lemma 4.4.10, there existΣ11,Σ12, Σ21, Σ22, T′1, T′2 so
that:

11) Σ1 = Σ11◦Σ12, Σ2 = Σ21◦Σ22,

12) ∆;Γ;Σ11 ⊢

c.sendWhile(e){C1 ⇒ e1; · · · ;Cn ⇒ en}{D1 ⇒ d1; · · · ;Dm ⇒ dm} : T′1,

13) ∆;Γ,y : T′1;Σ12 ⊢ E1[y] : T1,

14) ∆;Γ;Σ21 ⊢

c.receiveWhile(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1; · · · ;C′n′ ⇒ e′n′}{D′1 ⇒ d′1; · · · ;D′m′ ⇒ d′m′} : T′2,

15) ∆;Γ,z : T′2;Σ22 ⊢ E2[z] : T2.
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The aim of the next steps is to find types forê, andE1[ê].

From 12), and Lemma 4.4.4(8), we obtain for somed1, . . . ,dn+m,T′1:

16) {c : !L(C1.d1, . . . ,Cn.dn)
∗,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM} � Σ11,

17) ∆;Γ; /0 ⊢ e : C,

18) ∆;Γ;{u : di} ⊢ ei : T′1 andCi <: C for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},

19) ∆;Γ;{u : dn+ j} ⊢ d j : T′1 andD j <: C for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

We will be usingd̂ as a shorthand defined as follows:

20) d̂=!LC1.d
♮
1, . . . ,Cn.d

♮
n,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM, where

21) d
♮
i = di .!L(C1.d1, . . . ,Cn.dn)

∗,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM for i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.

By application of type rules NULL , SENDCASE, SEQ, SENDWHILE on 17)
and 18), and using the shorthands 4) and 20) we obtain:

22) ∆;Γ;{c : d̂} ⊢ ê : T′1.

By application of Lemma 4.4.7(6b) on 16) we get that:

23) {c : d̂} � Σ11[c 7→ d̂],

which together with 22) implies by Lemma 4.4.2(1)

24) ∆;Γ;Σ11[c 7→ d̂] ⊢ ê : T′1.

Applying Lemma 4.4.7(7a) to 16) and 11) we have that:

25) Σ11[c 7→ d̂]◦Σ12 is defined.

Therefore applying Lemma 4.4.11 on 13), 24) and 25) we obtain:

26) ∆;Γ;Σ11[c 7→ d̂]◦Σ12 ⊢ E1[ê] : T1.

The aim of the next steps is to find types forě andE2[ě].

By arguments similar to those used to get 16) and 18), we obtain from 14) for
somed′1, . . . ,d

′
n′+m′ ,T′2:

27) ?L((X1<:C′1).d
′
1, . . . ,(Xn′ <:C′n′).d

′
n′)

∗,
(Y1<:D′1).d

′
n′+1, . . . ,(Ym′ <:D′m′).d′n′+m′M � Σ21,

28) ∆;Γ;{u : d′k} ⊢ e′k : T′2 for all k∈ {1, . . . ,n′},

29) ∆;Γ;{u : dn′+l} ⊢ dl : T′2 for all l ∈ {1, . . . ,m′}.

We use the shorthand

30) ď=?L(X1 <: C′1).d
♭
1, . . . ,(Xn′ <: C′n′).d

♭
n′ ,

(Y1 <: D′1).d
′
n′+1, . . . ,(Ym′ <: D′m′).d′n′+m′M, where

31) d♭k = d′k.?L((X1<:C′1).d
′
1, . . . ,(Xn′ <:C′n′).d

′
n′)

∗,
(Y1<:D′1).d

′
n′+1, . . . ,(Ym′ <:D′m′).d′n′+m′M for k∈ {1, . . . ,n′}.
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Then, by arguments similar to those used to get 26), we obtainthat:

32) ∆;Γ;Σ21[c 7→ ď]◦Σ22 ⊢ E2[ě] : T2.

The aim of the next steps is to show that the type ofc used to typêe is dual to that used
to typeě, and that the parallel composition of the session environments used to type
E1[ê] andE2[ě] is the same asΣ.

Because of 16), 27), beingΣ11◦Σ12||Σ21◦Σ22 defined, and by Lemma 4.4.7(9a)
we obtain that:

33) !L(C1.d1, . . . ,Cn.dn)
∗,D1.dn+1, . . . ,Dm.dn+mM ⊲⊳

?L((X1<:C′1).d
′
1, . . . ,(Xn′ <:C′n′).d

′
n′)

∗,(Y1<:D′1).d
′
n′+1, . . . ,(Ym′ <:D′m′).d′n′+m′M,

which implies, by definition of the duality relation:

34) d̂⋊⋉ ď.

Therefore, by Lemma 4.4.7(9b) and using 11), 16), 27), 8) we obtain that:

35) Σ11[c 7→ d̂]◦Σ12 || Σ21[c 7→ ď]◦Σ22 = Σ11◦Σ12 || Σ21◦Σ22 = Σ.

The case concludes by applying rulesPAR and START to 26), 32), and taking into
account 35) and 1), 2). �

4.5 Related work and Conclusions

In this chapter we presented the language MOOSE<:, through which we studied

(i) the addition of bounded polymorphism to an object-oriented language with ses-
sion types, and

(ii) the selection of communication based on the class of objects being sent/received.

With a case study we demonstrated how these new features add flexibility and expres-
sivity. Because of covariance/contravariance of output/input, and the need to match
cases, MOOSE<: subtype and duality relations are more interesting than in most work
on session types.

Bounded quantification for object-oriented programming was introduced in [20].
In order to deal with recursively defined types, bounded quantification was generalized
to F-bounded quantification [16]. Pizza [66] is a strict superset of Java that incorpo-
rates F-bounded polymorphism. Starting from version 1.5, Java implements bounded
polymorphism: it is based on a proposal known as GJ (Generic Java) [12]. C# also
supports bounded polymorphism. The language PolyTOIL [14]has match-bounded
polymorphism that provides a very flexible yet safe type discipline for object-oriented
programming; in fact the matching relation is more general than subtyping on object
types. We only consider here bounded quantification.

[45] is the first study of bounded polymorphism in theπ-calculus, and the first study
of any form of polymorphism in relation to session types. In that paper polymorphism
is associated with the labels in the branching types. Instead, we allow to bound all
received values in session types.

The selection on the basis of the exchanged object class is reminiscent of the se-
mantic subtyping approach we discussed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 5

Extending the STOOP approach
with union types

With union types we can express communications between parties which manipulate
heterogeneous objects just by sending and receiving objects which belong to subclasses
of one of the classes in the union. In this way the flexibility of object-oriented depth-
subtyping is enhanced, by strongly improving the expressiveness of choices based on
the classes of sent/received objects.

In this chapter we presentF SAM∨ (Featherweight SessionsAmalgamated with
Methods plus union types) which formalizes the use of union types for session-centered
communications in a core object-oriented calculus.F SAM∨ extends the calculus of
[39], informally introduced in Section 1.2.2, with union types and with a cleaner and
simpler typing and operational semantics. Furthermore, the extension to union types,
which is the main novelty of the present proposal, poses specific problems in formulat-
ing reduction and typing rules to ensure that communications are safe while flexible.

In this chapter, besides presenting the full formalizationof F SAM∨, together with
the proofs of the type safety property, we also introduce a type inference system for the
session descriptors of the sessions in classes. This inference has a pragmatic motiva-
tion, since, due to their “behavioral” nature, session descriptors might tend to be quite
long to write, when the communication protocol is not a simple one.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.1 we show the new features of
the calculus with an example; in Section 5.2 we define the syntax and in Section 5.3
the auxiliary functions used in the formalization; in Section 5.4 we present operational
semantics; in Section 5.5 we define the type system, that we prove to ensures type
safety in Section 5.6. In Section 5.7 we the define the type inference system, that we
prove to be sound and complete in Section 5.8. In Section 5.9,we draw conclusions
and discuss related work.

5.1 An Example

In this section, we present an example, which expresses a typical collaboration pattern
([75, 18, 19, 39]), implemented with the linguistic features of F SAM∨. This simple
protocol contains essential features which demonstrate the expressiveness ofF SAM∨
idioms.
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1 session Shopping ST =
2 !Item.?Money.µα.!{ OK ⇒ !AccntNr.!Money.?{OK ⇒ ?Date, NoMoney ⇒ ε },
3 NoDeal ⇒ ε ,
4 MakeAnOffer ⇒ ? { Money ⇒ α, NoDeal ⇒ ε } }
5

6 session ExaminePrice ST = ?Money.!Ok∨NoDeal∨MakeAnOffer
7

8 session Sell ST =
9 ?Item.!Money.µα.?{ OK ⇒ ?AccntNr.?Money.!{ OK⇒!Date, NoMoney ⇒ ε },

10 NoDeal ⇒ ε,
11 MakeAnOffer ⇒ ! { Money ⇒ α, NoDeal ⇒ ε } }
12

13 session CalDelDate ST = ?Item.!Date
14

15 session CalNewPrice ST = ?Money.!Money∨NoDeal
16

17 session CreditCheck ST = ?AccntNr.?Money

Figure 5.1: Session descriptors for the buyer-seller example

The buyer negotiates a price from a seller, and if and when they have reached
agreement, he sends his bank account number so that it gets verified that he has enough
money. If he has enough money, he receives the delivery date,otherwise the deal falls
through. The sellerdelegatesto a bank the part of the session that checks the money
in the account. Such delegation has traditionally been expressed through higher order
sessions; instead,F SAM∨ can delegate the current session through a session call as in
[39].

The negotiation may happen in several rounds: the buyer may either accept the
price, or break the negotiation, or require a better deal by sending different kinds of
answers; in the latter case, the seller might respond by sending a better price, or might
break the negotiation sending a negative answer. Thus, branch selection in control
structures is based on the dynamic class of an object sent.

The session descriptorsShopping ST andSell ST (see Figure 5.1) describe the
communication pattern between theBuyer and theSeller.

The session descriptorShopping ST describes the above protocol from the point
of view of the buyer. It is not the descriptor of some session,but it is the descrip-
tor of the body of the session requestseller.sell in Figure 5.2 (line 6). The part
!Item.?Money indicates sending anItem followed by receipt of aMoney. The recur-
sive descriptorµα.! { OK ⇒ ..., NoDeal ⇒ ..., MakeOnOffer ⇒ ... } describes the
negotiation part, whereby an object is sent, and then, depending on whether the actual
object sent belongs to classOK, NoDeal, or MakeAnOffer, the first, second or third
branch is taken. In the first branch, the account number and the price is sent; then,
eitherOK followed by aDate, or aNoMoney is received. In the third branch, a further
object is received, and if that object is aMoney, then the negotiation resumes on the
basis of it, whereas if it is aNoDeal, the negotiation ends.

In Figure 5.2 we show the implementation of the classBuyer. It has the fields
accnt andseller, which will contain the account number and theseller used to
buy products.

The classBuyer supports two sessions calledshopping andexaminePrice. Ses-
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1 class Buyer {
2 AccntNr accnt; Seller seller;
3

4 String∨Date ε shopping
5 { Item prodId := ....;
6 seller.sell{
7 send(prodID);
8 Money price := receive;
9 examinePrice{send(price);

10 OK∨NoDeal∨MakeAnOffer resp := receive};
11 sendW(resp){
12 OK ⇒ { send(accnt); send(price);
13 receiveC(x) { OK ⇒ Date delivDate:=receive; 8
14 NoMoney ⇒ new String("no money"); } }8
15 NoDeal ⇒ new String("refusing proposed price") 8
16 MakeAnOffer ⇒ {
17 receiveC(x) { Money ⇒ examinePrice{send(x);
18 resp := receive};
19 cont; 8
20 NoDeal ⇒ new String("offer refused")}
21 }
22 } //end of session call sell
23 } //end of session shopping
24

25 Object ExaminePrice ST examinePrice
26 { Money price := receive
27 ... //code for decision
28 send(resp)
29 } // end of session examinePrice
30 }

Figure 5.2: The classBuyer

sion shopping has session descriptorε 1 and return typeString∨Date. The union
typeString∨Date describes the possible results of the negotiation: in case of success
the session ends returning the date of the delivery of the item; in case of failure it returns
a string describing the reason. In the body of this session the desired product is deter-
mined and stored inprodId (line 5). Then, a session request is made to theseller to
run sessionsell (line 6). Thus, theseller will run the body ofsell in parallel with
the remaining part of the session body ofshopping, and a connection will be created
between the two threads. On this connection, thebuyer will send anItem (line 7), re-
ceive aMoney and store it inprice (line 8). Based on its value thebuyer will calculate
his response calling sessionexaminePrice which returns the answer inresp (lines 9
and 10). Let us notice thatresp’s type is the union of all the possible answers’ type.
On line 11, thebuyer enters a loop withsendW, where he sendsresp, and branches
according to its class. Ifresp is OK, indicating acceptance of the price, then thebuyer
will send his account number, and price (line 12); and it willreceive an object which
may beOK, in which case it will receive aDate and store it indelivDate (line 13), or it

1Notice that all the communications are enclosed in the body of the session request: the sessionshopping
does not perform any communication with its caller.
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1 class Seller {
2 Bank bank;
3

4 String∨Item Sell ST sell
5 { Item prodID := receive;
6 Money price=...;
7 send(price);
8 receiveW( x ){
9 OK ⇒ { sendC( bank•check{ } )

10 {OK ⇒ calDelDate{send(prodID);
11 Date date := receive};
12 send(date); prodID 8
13 NoMoney ⇒ new String("failed bank transaction") }

} 8
14 NoDeal ⇒ new String("proposal refused by buyer") 8
15 MakeAnOffer ⇒ { calNewPrice{send(price);
16 Money∨NoDeal resp := receive} ;
17 sendC(resp){ Money ⇒ cont 8
18 NoDeal ⇒ new String("refusing

proposed price"); } }
19 }
20 } //end of session sell
21

22 Object CalDelDate ST calDelDate
23 { Item item := receive
24 ... //code for calculate date
25 send(date)
26 } // end of session calDelDate
27

28 Object CalNewPrice ST calNewPrice
29 { Money price := receive
30 ... //code for response (if the answer is positive then the

field
31 //price is updated with the new price)
32 sendC(resp)
33 } // end of session calNewPrice
34 }

Figure 5.3: The classSeller

will receive aNoMoney (line 14). In this case the reason of failure is stored in the string
failure. If resp is NoDeal, indicating that the price is unacceptable, then the session
terminates. If the response isMakeAnOffer, inviting theseller to make a better offer,
then the rest depends on the other party’s response, indeed Line 17 containsreceiveC
indicating that a value will be received, and the remaining steps will be determined by
its class. If the value received is aMoney then sessionexaminePrice is called, which
returns thebuyer’s reaction inresp, and the recursion will continue (line 19). If the
value received isNoDeal, then the loop will be abandoned.

Notice that in order to get an arbitrary number of repetitions, it is crucial to allow
objects of different classes to be sent in the different iterations of while loops.

The session descriptorSell ST describes the protocol from the point of view of
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1 class Bank {
2 Ok∨NoMoney CreditCheck ST check
3 { AccntNr accnt := receive;
4 Money amt := receive;
5 .... // code for check
6 If(response) then new Ok else new NoMoney;
7 }// end of session check
8 }

Figure 5.4: The classBank

theseller, and is “dual” toShopping ST. We now consider the classSeller, from
Figure 5.3. The session body forsell starts by receiving the description of anItem,
calculating and sending its price. Then, in line 8, it entersa receiveW loop, which is
the counterpart to thesendW loop fromshopping and performs all theseller’s nego-
tiation. The interesting feature shown here isdelegation, on line 9, whereby, thebank
is requested to continue the session, using the current connection, and by application of
the session bodycheck. At the end of the execution ofcheck the session will continue
according to the bank answer (OK or NoMoney).

The session descriptor forcheck from classBank in Figure 5.4 is the receipt of a
AccntNr and aMoney followed by sending eitherOK, or aNoMoney object. Note that
the session body forcheck is not awarewhether it will be called through a session
request, or through delegation. The return type ofcheck is the union of the types of
the possible answers,i.e.OK∨NoMoney.

Notice that the sessionsexaminePrice, in Figure 5.2, calNewDate and
calNewPrice, in Figure 5.3, are examples of the implementation inF SAM∨ of meth-
ods, since they start by receiving arguments and after elaborating them send a result
(see Figure 1.7).

5.2 Syntax

This section presents the syntax ofF SAM∨ (Figure 5.5), a minimal concurrent and
imperative core calculus, based onFeatherweight Java[59] (abbreviated with FJ).
F SAM∨ supports the basic object-oriented features and session request, session del-
egation, branching sending/receiving and loops. In details,F SAM∨ encompasses the
following linguistic features: basic object oriented expressions, session bodies and
communication constructs that combine send/receive with branching and loops.

Types, ranged over byT, are defined as in [58]: they are built out of class names by
the union operator (denoted by∨ ). TypesT belong to the user language, then they can
occur in class declarations. The (implicit) classObject has no fields and no methods;
as illustrated later,Object will be used to typecont.

Programs are defined from a collection of classes (ranged over by C,D). Each class
has a name, a list offieldsof the formT f, wheref represents the field name andT its
type, and a list ofsessionsof the formTds{ e }, whereT is the return type,d the session
descriptor,s the session name, ande the session body. Sequences of field declarations
and sessions are assumed to contain no duplicate names in theclass hierarchy. All
classes are defined as extensions of the topmost classObject.

Expressions include variables, that are both standard termvariablesx and the
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(type) T ::= C | T∨T
(class) L ::= class C extends C { T f; S }
(session) S ::= Tds{ e }
(expression) e ::= x | this | cont | o | e; e | e.f:= e | e.f | new C(e)

| e.s{e} | e• s{ k }
| k. sendC(e){C⇒ e8C⇒ e}
| k. receiveC(x){C⇒ e8C⇒ e}
| k. sendW(e){C⇒ e8C⇒ e}
| k. receiveW(x){C⇒ e8C⇒ e}

(parallel threads) P ::= e | P|P

Figure 5.5: Syntax, where syntax occurring only at runtime appearsshaded . Syntax
for session descriptorsd is in Figure 5.9.

special variablesthis andcont. The variablethis is considered implicitly bound
in any session declaration. Instead,sendW and receiveW are the only binders for
cont, that represents the continuation by recursive computation. Let us notice that
free occurrences ofcont in e are not bound in the expressionsendW(e){. . .} nor in
sendC(e){. . .}: actually no occurrence ofcont can appear ine if this expression is ty-
pable (see rule SENDW-T in Figure 5.11). In order to simplify the typing, we assume
that, in a well formed program,cont never occurs in sessions, unless it is bound by a
sendW or areceiveW.

A thread can make asession requestthroughe.s{e′}, wheree is an expression
denoting an object,s is the name of a session defined in the object’s class; then,e is
evaluated to an objecto, and the session body ofs in o’s class is executed concurrently
with e′, introducing a new pair of fresh channelsk andk̃ (one for each communication
direction) to perform communications between the session body ande′2.

The session delegationexpression,e • s{k}, delegates the current session to the
object resulting from the evaluation ofe; the body of the sessions in the class of that
object is executed concurrently, using the current session. At the end, the final value
of the body is passed to the current thread. The channelk is added by the operational
semantics in order to keep track of the channel to pass to the delegated session.

Channels are implicit in the source language syntax. Because of the absence of
public channels in the source language, in here we only have session descriptors as-
sociated to the private channels, and we do not have session types (in the sense of
Chapter 3). At runtime, communication channelsk are introduced at each new session
request. We denote the dual with ˜..., wherek̃ is again a runtime channel, and where
˜... is an involution: ˜̃k = k. Whenever a thread uses a channelk, the other participant
in the communication uses its dualk̃. The operational semantics associates tok and
k̃ two different queues of messages; when a thread, which uses the channelk, wants
to receive a message it will inspect the queue associated tok, while, when it sends a
message it will add it to the queue associated tok̃ (see Section 5.4). At every step,
in each thread, there is only one single active channel on which communications are
performed.

The body of acommunication expressionis a pair of alternatives{C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒
2k andk̃ play for channels a role similar to that ofthis for objects.
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e2}, whose choice depends on the class of the object that is sent or received. The
expressionsendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} (where C means Case) evaluatese to an ob-
ject and sends it on the active channel, and then continues with ei , whereCi is the
class that best fits the class of the object sent. The counter part of sendC is the ex-
pressionreceiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}, where the choice is based on the class of
the object received. The expressionsendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2} (where W means
While) is similar tosendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}, except that it allows for enclosed
cont, which continues the execution at the nearest enclosingsendW. The expression
receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} has the obvious meaning.

In F SAM∨ we only have binary choices as bodies of communication expres-
sions, since the other forms can be encoded with them. First of all, a unary choice
{C ⇒ e} can be simply encoded as{C ⇒ e 8 C ⇒ new Object()}, since sending or
receiving an object of classC will always choose the first alternative. With unary
choices we can encode the two simpler and useful communication constructs, i.e.,
send for sending, andreceive for receiving, that we omit fromF SAM∨: the ex-
pressionsendC(e){Object⇒ new Object()} encodessend(e) and in a similar way,
receiveC(x){Object ⇒ x} encodesreceive. These simple communication constructs
are used in the example of Section 5.1.

With binary choices we can also encoden-ary choices forn> 2, getting in this way
the constructs used in the example of Section 5.1. The informal idea of such encoding,
given the set of classes to be used in the choices, is to take the first (in the left to right
order) relative minimum from this set and use it to define the first branch; the second
branch will useObject and we iterate this procedure to write the expression of this
second branch, until we remain with only two choices. Thus, for instance, consider
the choice{C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2 8 C3 ⇒ e3}, whereC1 is not related to the other classes
andC2 is a subclass ofC3; we can encode this choice with the (nested) binary choice:
{C1 ⇒ e1 8Object⇒ {C2 ⇒ e2 8C3 ⇒ e3}}. Notice that this encoding is correct also
if C2 = C3.

The types used for selecting branches in a choice are class names. This simplifies
the formal treatment and the proofs, but, again, we can encode choices with arbitrary
union types byn-ary choices in a straightforward way; e.g.,{C1∨C2 ⇒ e8C3 ⇒ e′} is
encoded as{C1 ⇒ e8C2 ⇒ e8C3 ⇒ e′}.

A runtime expressionis either a user expression (i.e. an expression in Figure 5.5
without shaded syntax) or an expression containing channels and/or object identifiers.
Furthermore, threads of runtime expressions can occur at runtime (see the operational
semantics). Parallel threads are ranged over byP. Fully evaluated objects will be
represented by object identifiers denoted byo.

The main novelty ofF SAM∨, inherited from STOOP, w.r.t. FJ is that session invo-
cation can involve the creation of concurrent and communicating threads. Other minor
differences are: we do not have cast and overriding, which are orthogonal to our ap-
proach; we do not have explicit constructors, then in the object instantiation expression
newC(e), the valueso to whiche reduce are the initial values of the fields.

Notice that standard methods can be seen as special cases of sessions. In fact, a
method declaration can be encoded as a session with nestedreceiveCs (one for each
parameter) and with onesendC returning the method body. Thus, the method declara-
tion

C m (C1 x1, . . . ,Cn xn){ e }
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can be encoded as

Object ?{C1 ⇒ . . .?{Cn ⇒!{C⇒ ε}}. . .} m
{receiveC(x1){C1 ⇒{. . . receiveC(xn){Cn ⇒ sendC(e){C⇒ newObject()}} . . .}}.

Similarly, method calls are special cases of session requests: the passing of argu-
ments is encoded as nestedsendCs (one for each argument) and the object returned by
the method body is retrieved via onereceiveC. In fact, in a session request of the form
o.s{e}, the objecto receives the request,s is the session name. Thus, a call of a method

o.m(o1, . . . ,on)

can be encoded as

o.m{sendC(o1){C1 ⇒ . . . sendC(on){Cn ⇒ receiveC(x){C⇒ x}} . . .}},

whereC1, . . . ,Cn,C are respectively the parameter and return types of the method m in
the class of the objecto. In this waym becomes a session name. This encoding use
unary choices that can be rendered with binary choices as explained above.

5.3 Auxiliary Functions

As in FJ, a class tableCT is a mapping from class names to class declarations with
domaindom(CT). Then a program is a pair(CT,e) of a class table (containing all
the class definitions of the program) and an expressione (an expression belonging to
the source language representing the program’s main entry point). The classObject
has no fields and its declaration does not appear inCT. As in FJ, from anyCT we
can read off the subtype relation between classes, as the transitive closure ofextends
clause; moreover this relation is extended in order to relate types built out of union
(Figure 5.6). As usual considering union types modulo the equivalence relation induced
by<: we get the commutativity and associativity of∨ . Therefore each union type can
be written asC1∨ . . .∨Cn for n≥ 1: we say that the classesC1, . . . ,Cn build the union
typeC1∨ . . .∨Cn. A union typeC1∨ . . .∨Cn is proper if n> 1.

We assume a fixedCT that satisfies some usual sanity conditions as in FJ [59].
Thus, in the following, instead of writingCT(C) = class . . . we will simply write
class C . . ..

We define auxiliary functions (see Figure 5.6) to lookup fields and sessions from
CT; these functions are used in the typing rules and in the operational semantics.

Thefieldslookup function is as in FJ. As for field type lookup we distinguish be-
tween the contexts where the field is used for reading (fTyper ) from those where it is for
writing (fTypew). Let us notice thatfTyper can return a union type whilefTypew(when
defined) returns a class-type. ThesTypeandrTypereturn a set of session descriptors
and the return type of a session, respectively, whilesBodyreturns the body of a session.
As in FJ these functions may have to inspect the class hierarchy in case the required
element is not present in the current class.

Notice that the type lookup functions take a type as argument(not simply a class
name) because the receiver expression of a field/session access may be of a proper
union type. As for field type lookup, when the field is used in read mode, in case of
a proper union type, we simply return the union type of the result of fTyper invoked
on the argument types (if both retrievals succeed). On the contrary, when a field is
updated, due to the contravariance relation, in case of a proper union type we must
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T<: T
T<: T′ T′ <: T′′

T<: T′′
class C extends D {T f S}

C<: D

T<: T∨T′ T′ <: T∨T′
T′ <: T T′′ <: T

T′ ∨T′′ <: T

fields(Object) = • fields(D) = T′ f′ class C extends D {T f S}
fields(C) = T f,T′ f′

fields(C) = T f

fTypew(fi ,C) = fTyper(fi ,C) = Ti

fTypew(f,Ti)<: fTypew(f,T j) i 6= j i , j ∈ (1,2)

fTypew(f,T1∨T2) = fTypew(f,Ti)

fTyper(f,T1∨T2) = fTyper(f,T1)∨ fTyper(f,T2)

class C extends D {T f S} Tds{ e } ∈ S

sType(s,C) = {d}
class C extends D {T f S} s 6∈ S

sType(s,C) = sType(s,D)

sType(s,T1∨T2) = sType(s,T1)∪sType(s,T2)

class C extends D {T f S} Tds{ e } ∈ S

rType(s,C) = ρ
class C extends D {T f S} s 6∈ S

rType(s,C) = rType(s,D)

rType(s,T1∨T2) = rType(s,T1)∨ rType(s,T2)

class C extends D {T f S} Tds{ e } ∈ S

sBody(s,C) = e

class C extends D {T f S} s 6∈ S

sBody(s,C) = sBody(s,D)

Figure 5.6: Subtyping and Lookup Functions.

return the intersection of the result offTypew on the arguments; however, in the absence
of multiple inheritance, the only possible cases are those listed in Figure 5.6, thus we
can avoid introducing intersection types.

As for thesTypelookup function, it returns a set of session descriptors; incase it
is invoked with a class name as argument, it will return a singleton. The interesting
case is when it is invoked with a proper union type: it will return the union of the sets
corresponding to the argument types, so that we have all the session descriptors of the
classes that build the union type (see how it is used in the typing system, Figures 5.11
and 5.13). TherType lookup function behaves in a covariant way since the resulting
object cannot be used in writing mode. We notice thatsBodyis only invoked with a
class name as type argument, since we invoke sessions on objects only, and all objects
have a class name as type.

It is easy to verify that all lookup functions applied to equivalent union types return
either equivalent union types or the same sets of session descriptors, whenever they are
defined. Finally, apart fromfields, which returns the empty sequence, all the lookup
functions are undefined forObject. This reflects the fact that in our calculusObject
does not have fields and no method either.
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e*k+ =





e1*k+ ;e2*k+ if e= e1;e2,

e1*k+ .f if e= e1.f,

e1*k+ .f:=e2*k+ if e= e1.f:=e2,

e1*k+ .s{e2} if e= e1.s{e2},
e1*k+•s{k} if e= e1•s{ },
k.sendC(e){C⇒ e*k+} if e= sendC(e){C⇒ e},
k.receiveC(x){C⇒ e*k+} if e= receiveC(x){C⇒ e},
k.sendW(e){C⇒ e*k+} if e= sendW(e){C⇒ e},
k.receiveW(x){C⇒ e*k+} if e= receiveW(x){C⇒ e},
e otherwise.

e⌊e′/cont⌋ =





e1⌊e′/cont⌋;e2⌊e′/cont⌋ if e= e1;e2,

e1⌊e′/cont⌋.f if e= e1.f,

e1⌊e′/cont⌋.f:=e2⌊e′/cont⌋ if e= e1.f:=e2,

e1⌊e′/cont⌋.s{e2} if e= e1.s{e2},
e1⌊e′/cont⌋•s{k} if e= e1•s{k},
k.sendC(e0){C⇒ e⌊e′/cont⌋} if e= k.sendC(e0){C⇒ e},
k.receiveC(x){C⇒ e⌊e′/cont⌋} if e= k.receiveC(x){C⇒ e},
e′ if e= cont,

e otherwise.

Figure 5.7: Channel Addition and Continuation Replacement.

5.4 Operational Semantics

Objects passed in asynchronous communications are stored in a heap. A heaph is
a finite mapping with domain consisting of objects and channel names. Its syntax is
given by:

h ::= [ ] | o 7→ (C, f : o) | k 7→ o | h::h

where :: denotes heap concatenation.
During evaluation, any expressionnewC(o) will be replaced by a new object iden-

tifier o. The heap will then maps the object identifiero to the pair(C, f : o) of its class
nameC and the list of its fields with corresponding objectso; this mapping is denoted
by o 7→ (C, f : o).

The formh[o 7→ h(o)[f 7→ o′]] denotes the update of the fieldf of the objecto with
the objecto′.

Channel names are mapped to queues of objects:k 7→ o. The heap produced by
h[k 7→ o] maps the channelk to the queueo. With some abuse of notation we write
o :: o ando :: o to denote the queue whose first and last element iso, respectively.

Heap membership for object identifiers and channels is checked using standard set
notation, by identifyingh with its domain, we can also writeo ∈ h, andk ∈ h.

The values that can result from normal termination are parallel threads of fully
evaluated objects.

In the reduction rules we make use of the specialchannel additionoperation*...+,
and of thecontinuation replacementoperation⌊.../cont⌋ (their formal definitions are
in Figure 5.7, where{C⇒ e} is short for{C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}). We denote bye*k+
the source expressione in which all occurrences of receive, send, and delegation ex-
pressions whichare notwithin the co-body of a session request are extended, so that
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PAR-R
e,h−→ P,h′

e |P1,h−→ P|P1,h
′

SEQ-R
E [o;e],h−→ E [e],h

FLD-R
h(o) = (C, f : o)

E [o.fi],h−→ E [oi ],h
NEWC-R

fields(C) = T f o 6∈ h

E [ new C(o)],h−→ E [o],h:: [o 7→ (C, f : o)]

FLDASS-R
E [o.f := o′],h−→ E [o′],h[o 7→ h(o)[f 7→ o′]]

SESSREQ-R
h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,C) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h

E [o.s{e}],h−→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+,h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]

SESSDEL-R
h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,C) = e

E [o• s{k}],h −→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

SENDCASE-R
h(k̃) = o h(o) = (C, ) C ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ci

E [k.sendC(o){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [ei ],h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

RECEIVECASE-R
h(k) = o :: o h(o) = (C, ) C ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ci

E [k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [[o/x]ei ],h[k 7→ o]

SENDWHILE -R
E [k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [k.sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e′1 8C2 ⇒ e′2}],h

where e′i = ei⌊k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}/cont⌋

RECEIVEWHILE -R
E [k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e′1 8C2 ⇒ e′2}],h

where e′i = ei⌊k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}/cont⌋

Figure 5.8: Reduction Rules.

they explicitly mention the channelk they will use (remember that channel names are
not written by the programmer). Also, we denote bye⌊e′/cont⌋ the expressione in
which all occurrences ofcont, that are not within the co-body of a session request
or within the body of a send/receive loop, are replaced bye′, thus preserving the cor-
rect nested structure of while expressions. For examplereceiveC(x){C1 ⇒ x 8 C2 ⇒
cont}*k+⌊e′/cont⌋= k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ x8C2 ⇒ e′}.

The reduction is a relation between pairs of threads and heaps:

P,h−→ P′,h′.

Following the rules of operational semantics, reducible expressions are expressed
asE [e′] , that is a combination of an evaluation contextE and a redexe′. Namely, the
set of evaluation contexts is defined by:

E ::= [−] | E ;e | E .f | E .f := e | o.f := E | E .s{e} |
E • s{k} | k.sendC(E){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}

and the set of redexes is defined by:

new C(o) | o.f | o.f := o | o.s{e} | o • s{k}
k.sendC(o){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} | k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}
k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} | k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}.

The explicit mention of the evaluation context is needed in rule SESSREQ-R (Fig-
ure 5.8), in which a new thread is generated in parallel with the evaluation context.
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Reduction rules are in Figure 5.8. Rule PAR-R models the execution of parallel
threads. In this rule parallel composition is considered modulo structural equivalence.
As usual, we define structural equivalence rules asserting that parallel composition is
associative and commutative:

P|P1 ≡ P1 |P P|(P1 |P2)≡ (P|P1) |P2 P≡ P′ ⇒ P|P1 ≡ P′ |P1

The successive four rules define the execution of standard object-oriented construc-
tions.

Rule SESSREQ-R models the connection between the co-bodye of a session re-
questo.s{e} and the bodye′ of the sessions, in the class of the objecto. This connec-
tion is established through a pair of fresh channelsk, k̃. For this purpose the expression
o.s{e} reduces, in the same context, to its own co-bodye*k+ and in parallel, outside
the context, it spawns the body[o/this]e′*k̃+ of the called session. The explicit sub-
stitution of k in e and of k̃ in e′ ensures that the communication is on the fresh dual
channelsk andk̃. Thus, an object can serveany numberof session requests; this is the
object-oriented counterpart to the [LINK ] rule from [54]. For example,

o.s{sendC(5){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}};newC( )−→
k.sendC(5){C1 ⇒ e1*k+8C2 ⇒ e2*k+};newC( ) |

k̃.receiveC(x){C′1 ⇒ [o/this]e′1*k̃+8C′2 ⇒ [o/this]e′2*k̃+}

if receiveC(x){C′1 ⇒ e′1 8C′2 ⇒ e′2} is the body of sessions in the class of the objecto.
Notice that there is no ambiguity in this rule, since

(k.sendC(5){C1 ⇒ e1*k+8C2 ⇒ e2*k+}|
k̃.receiveC(x){C′1 ⇒ [o/this]e′1*k̃+8C′2 ⇒ [o/this]e′2*k̃+});newC( )

is not a thread according to the syntax ofF SAM∨.
Rule SESSDEL-R replaces the session delegationo • s{k} by [o/this]e*k+, where

e is the body of the sessions, in the class of the objecto. This allows a part of the
communication to be delegated via the channelk to the objecto: this delegation is
transparent for the thread using the dual channelk̃. When the delegated job is over, the
original thread can resume the communication via the channel k. For example
o • s{k} −→ k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ [o/this]e1*k+8C2 ⇒ [o/this]e2*k+}

if receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} is the body of sessions in the class of the objecto.
The communication rule forsendC, SENDCASE-R, puts the objecto, that is the

result of evaluating the expressione, in the queue associated to the dual channelk̃

of the communication channelk. The computation then proceeds with the expression
ei , if C1 6= C2 andCi is the smallest class in{C1,C2} to which the objecto belongs.
Otherwise, ifC1 = C2 ando belongs both toC1 and toC2, then the computation proceeds
with e1

3. This is given by the conditionh(o) = (C, ) and by the following definition of
C ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ci , using the subtyping relation (Figure 5.6):

C ⇓ {C1,C2}=





Ci if C<: Ci and C<: C j with i 6= j imply C j 6<: Ci ,

C1 if C<: C1 = C2,

⊥ otherwise.
Dually the receive communication rule takes an objecto from the queue associated to
channelk and returns the expression[o/x]ei, if h(o) = (C, ) andC ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ci .

3In this particular case, there is no other motivation for selecting the smallest index but to avoid intro-
ducing non-deterministic choices. From this point of view,alternative solutions could be just as sound: for
instance, the selection of the greatest index or linguisticrestrictions on the expressionsei , e.g., the condition
e1 = e2 wheneverC1 = C2.
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† ::= ! | ? direction
d ::= ε | α | � | †{C⇒ d8C⇒ d} | µα.†{C⇒ d8C⇒ d} | d.d session descriptor

Figure 5.9: Syntax of Session Types.

In rules SENDCASE-R and RECEIVECASE-R it is understood that the transition
cannot fire ifC ⇓ {C1,C2}=⊥. However we will see thatC ⇓ {C1,C2} is always defined
in well-typed expressions.

Rules SENDWHILE-R and RECEIVEWHILE-R simply realize the repetition using
the case communication expressions. Note thatsendW(E){e1 ⇒ C1 8 e2 ⇒ C2} is not
an evaluation context, since we do not want to reduce the expression which controls
the loop before the application of rule SENDWHILE-R, in which thesendW expression
is unfolded.

Only communication and delegation expressions containingexplicit channels can
be reduced. So, for example,sendC(o){e} ando • s{} are stuck; however, as we will
see in Section 5.5.1, the latter cannot be typed and the former is not an initial expression
(See Definition 5.5.1). Type safety is only guaranteed for initial expressions.

5.5 Typing

Session descriptors, ranged over byd, describe the communications that take place
during a session. The syntax of session descriptors is in Figure 5.9, where we use † as
a symbol that stands for either ! or ?. Byε we denote theemptycommunication, and
theconcatenationd1.d2 expresses the communications ind1 followed by those ind2.
The session descriptorε is the neutral element of concatenation, so thatε.d = d = d.ε
for all d.

The descriptors !{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2} and ?{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2} express the send-
ing and the receiving of an object, respectively: dependingon the class of this object
the communication will proceed with one of thedi . In µα.†{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2} the
session descriptor variableα can occur insidedi with the usual meaning of repre-
senting the whole session descriptor. We consider recursive session descriptors mod-
ulo fold/unfold: i.e.,µα.d = [µα.d/α]d. So we equateµα.†{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2} to
†{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2} whenα does not occur in †{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2}.

The descriptor� is used only as session descriptor forcont: it plays the role of a
place holder which will be replaced by a descriptor variablewhen the while expression
is completed (see rules SENDW-T and RECEIVEW-T in Figure 5.11).

We say that a session descriptor isclosedif it does not contain occurrences of free
session descriptor variables and of�. Therefore, each closed session descriptor has
one of the following shapes:

• ε;

• µα.†{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2} or †{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2};

or a concatenation of the session descriptors above. For simplicity we will use in
definitions unfolded recursive descriptors whenever possible.
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ε ⋊⋉ ε α ⋊⋉ α
d1 ⋊⋉ d′1 d2 ⋊⋉ d′2
d1.d2 ⋊⋉ d′1.d

′
2

C1∨C2 <: C′1∨C′2 Ci ⇓ {C′1,C′2}= C′j ⇒ di ⋊⋉ d′j C′l ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ck ⇒ dk ⋊⋉ d′l
µα.!{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2}⋊⋉ µα.?{C′1 ⇒ d′1 8C′2 ⇒ d′2}

Figure 5.10: Duality Relation.

5.5.1 Typing of Channel Free Expressions

In this section we define typing for user expressions, in which communication channels
are implicit. For technical reasons it is useful to consideralso expressions with occur-
rences of object identifiers, which are not directly expressible in the user syntax. We
call these expressionschannel free expressions. The term environments therefore will
contain also type assignments to object identifiers. This permits a simpler formulation
of the runtime typing rules, as we will see in next section.

The typing judgment has the shape

Γ ⊢ e : T # d

whereΓ is a term environment, which mapsthis, variables and objects to types.d
represents the session descriptor of the (implicit) activechannel.

To assure a safe communication between two threads we must require their session
descriptors to bedual, i.e., that each send will correspond to a receive and vice versa.
The duality is then the symmetric relation generated by the rules of Figure 5.10, in
which we consider folded recursive descriptors, otherwisethe definition would not be
well founded. The exchanged values must also be of one of the classes expected by
the receiver. All possible choices on the basis of the class of the exchanged value must
continue with session descriptors which are dual of each other. For this reason we have
to perform checks on the type of the exchanged values in both directions:

• for any sent value of typeCi such thatCi ⇓ {C′1,C′2}= C′j for some 1≤ j ≤ 2 we
requiredi ⋊⋉ d′j ;

• for any received value of typeC′l such thatC′l ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ck for some 1≤ k≤ 2
we requiredk ⋊⋉ d′l .

For instance, let us consider the session descriptors !{Shape⇒ d1 8String⇒ d2}
and ?{Triangle ⇒ d3 8 Object ⇒ d4} whereTriangle <: Shape. At run time a
Triangle can be sent as aShape, thus the descriptorsd1 and d3 have to be dual.
Notice that, thanks to the absence of generics we can be more flexible w.r.t.F SAM∀
(see Chapter 6): the types used in the choices (actually their union) of the send can be
subtypes of the ones expected (in the dual receive).

Typing rules for channel free expressions are in Figure 5.11. In AXIOM -T we take
the metavariablez to range overthis, term variables and object identifiers. Axiom
CONT-T gives typeObject and session descriptor� to the special variablecont. Since
neither fields nor methods can be selected onObject (as shown in Section 5.3), typing
cont with Object corresponds to typing it withvoid; to keep the calculus simpler,
though, we prefer not to introducevoid as a type. According to the object-oriented
programming style, in rule NEWC-T we require that the initialization of an object does
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AXIOM -T
Γ ⊢ z : Γ(z) # ε z 6= cont

CONT-T
Γ ⊢ cont : Object # �

SUB-T
Γ ⊢ e : T # d T<: T′

Γ ⊢ e : T′ # d
NEWC-T
fields(C) = T f Γ ⊢ ei : Ti # ε

Γ ⊢ C : ε # new C(e)

FLD-T
Γ ⊢ e : T # d

Γ ⊢ e.f : fTyper(f,T) # d

SEQ-T
Γ ⊢ e : T # d Γ ⊢ e′ : T′ # d′

Γ ⊢ e;e′ : T′ # d.d′

FLDASS-T
Γ ⊢ e : T # d Γ ⊢ e′ : fTypew(f,T) # d

′

Γ ⊢ e.f := e′ : fTypew(f,T) # d.d
′

SESSREQ-T
Γ ⊢ e : T # d Γ ⊢ e′ : T′ # d′ d′ ⋊⋉ d′′ ∀d′′ ∈ sType(s,T)

Γ ⊢ e.s{e′} : T′ # d

SESSDEL-T
Γ ⊢ e : T # d sType(s,T) = {d′} d′ 6= ε rType(s,T) = T′

Γ ⊢ e• s{} : T′ # d.d′

SENDC-T
Γ ⊢ e : C1∨C2 # d Γ ⊢ ei : T # di

Γ ⊢ sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T # d.!{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2}
RECEIVEC-T

Γ,x : Ci ⊢ ei : T # di

Γ ⊢ receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T #?{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2}
SENDW-T

Γ ⊢ e : C1∨C2 # ε Γ ⊢ ei : T # di α fresh ind1,d2

Γ ⊢ sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T # µα.!{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}
RECEIVEW-T

Γ,x : Ci ⊢ ei : T # di α fresh ind1,d2

Γ ⊢ receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T # µα.?{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}

Figure 5.11: Typing Rules for Channel Free Expressions.

not involve communications. In rule SEQ-T we use session descriptor concatenation
to represent that first the communications ine and then those ine′ are performed.

The rule for session request SESSREQ-T relies on the duality relation (Figure 5.10)
to assure that all the bodies of the sessions in the classes which build the typeT and the
co-bodye′ of the request will communicate properly. In typing sessiondelegation (rule
SESSDEL-T) we take into account that the whole expression will be replaced by the
session body defined in the class of the expression to which the session is delegated (cf.
the reduction rule SESSDEL-R, Figure 5.8). Notice that the conditionsType(s,T)={d′}
does not implyT be one class, but only that all definitions ofs in the classes which build
T have the same session descriptors. Moreover, if a session has session descriptorε,
then it is meaningless to use it in a delegation (while it is sensible to use it in a request).
For this reason we required′ 6= ε in rule SESSDEL-T.

In communication expressions (SENDC-T, RECEIVEC-T, SENDW-T and
RECEIVEW-T) the alternative branchesei are both givenT; however, this does not
request both to have the same type, sinceT can be a proper union type: for instance, we
may have thatΓ ⊢ e1 : T1 # d1 andΓ ⊢ e2 : T2 # d2; by subsumption (ruleTE-SUBT) we
also have thatΓ ⊢ e1 : T1∨T2 # d1 andΓ ⊢ e2 : T1∨T2 # d2. Then,T= T1∨T2. Without
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SESS-WF
{this : C} ⊢ e : T # d d is closed

Tds{ e } ok in C

CLASS-WF
D ok S ok in C

class C extends D { T f; S } ok

Figure 5.12: Well-formed Class Tables.

union types the typing rule for the same construct in [39] wasmuch more demanding
and less clear. Rules SENDW-T and RECEIVEW-T are similar, but they replace the
occurrences of� in session descriptors by a fresh variableα which will be bound by
µ. Moreover, in rule SENDW-T typinge with session descriptorε preventse from con-
taining occurrences of communications andcont4. If e contained communications, a
possible dual for thesendW expression should be able to perform the dual communi-
cations at each iteration before receiving the object that would select its continuation;
such a dual should be of the forme′;receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ . . . ;e′;cont; .... 8 C2 ⇒ . . . ;},
wheree′ contains the dual communications ofe. This suggests that asendW expression
with communications inside the argument can be encoded in our system in a similar
way, which seems more natural.

Figure 5.12 defines well-formed class tables. Rule SESS-WF type checks the ses-
sion bodies with respect to the current classC taking as term environment the associ-
ation betweenthis andC. Notice that� does not have a dual descriptor, so session
bodies typed with descriptors containing� would be useless. This justifies the condi-
tion thatd must be closed in rule SESS-WF.

A last remark is that, since no typing rule generates free session descriptor vari-
ables, then all session descriptors in typing judgements are closed unless they contain
occurrences of�.

The rules, presented in this section, define how the type system checks that the
declarative part of the program and the main part are well typed, also with respect
to session descriptors used in declarations of sessions. However, when considering
well-typed executable programs, we require that they are closed with respect to term
variables and that all communication expressions occur inside session co-bodies, that
is, that they are typed in the empty type environment with an empty session descriptor.

Definition 5.5.1. An initial expressione is such that/0 ⊢ e : T # ε for someT.

It is easy to verify that the set of initial expressions is theset of closed and well-
typed user expressions. For example, let us consider the stuck expressionssendC(o){e}
ando • s{}:

• sendC(o){e} is well typed but its session descriptor is not empty,

• o • s{} is not well typed.

Note that, by erasing the conditiond′ 6= ε in rule SESSDEL-T, the expression
newC()•s{} would be an initial expression if the classC has no fields and it has the ses-
sions with session descriptorε. ClearlynewC()•s{}, [ ] reduces too•s{}, [o 7→ (C, )],
which is stuck.

The system presented in Fig. 5.11, given a typable expression e and a class table,
derives fore a typeT in all cases but whene is cont or e′;cont (which have type

4Note that this typing allowse to contain session requests, since the execution of these requests will use
different channels to communicate.
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Object). Moreover itinfersa session descriptor for the expression. As a matter of fact
that system is itself an inference algorithm of the session descriptor of an expression,
that expects session descriptors of sessions to be declaredin the class table.

It is easy to prove by induction on typing rules, the following proposition:

Proposition 5.5.2. If Γ ⊢ e : T # d andΓ ⊢ e : T′ # d′ thend= d′.

The unicity of session descriptors follows from the fact that receiving actions are
modeled by expressions in which the classes of received objects are explicitly declared.
This is a characterizing feature of our approach to session descriptors w.r.t. to other
systems.

In Section 5.7 we will present an inference algorithm that reconstructs the session
descriptors, given a class table with no session descriptors explicitly declared for ses-
sions.

5.5.2 Typing of Runtime Expressions

During evaluation of well-typed programs, channel names are made explicit in send and
receive expressions, as well as in session delegation. Thus, in order to show how well-
typedness is preserved under evaluation, we need to define new typing rules for runtime
expressions. Furthermore, in typing runtime expressions,we must take into account
the session descriptors of more than one channel: runtime expressions contain explicit
channel names (used for communication) thus session descriptors must be associated
with channel names in an appropriate way. Then judgements have the form

Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ

whereΣ denotes asession environmentwhich maps channels to session descriptors.
A session environment maps only a finite set of channels to session descriptors

different fromε, and all the remaining toε. We can then represent one session environ-
ment with an infinite number of finite sets which give all the meaningful associations
and some of the others. For example{k : d} and{k : d,k′ : ε} represent the same en-
vironment. This choice avoids an explicit weakening rule for session environments.
Figure 5.13 gives the typing rules for runtime expressions,which differ from those
for channel free expressions for having session environments instead of a unique ses-
sion descriptor. For this reason we extend theconcatenationof session descriptors to
session environmentsas follows:

Σ.Σ′(k) = Σ(k).Σ′(k)

Notice that in rule SESSREQ-RT we are making use of the judgmentΓ ⊢ e′ : T # d′,
where the expressione′ does not contain channels, but it can contain object identi-
fiers. This justifies our choice of considering channel free expressions instead of user
expressions in the typing rules of previous section. Noticealso that the session envi-
ronments of the branches in the communication expressions only contain the current
channel as subject, since these expressions will never be reduced before the selection
has been done. In rule SENDW-RT we assumeΓ ⊢r e : C1∨C2 # /0, since the evaluation
of e cannot start before thesendW expression has been unfolded to asendC.

The typing rules for runtime expressions differ from the ones for user expressions
only in assigning the session descriptor to explicit channels, not in the typeT.

The relations between the two systems are clarified by the following proposition
that will be essential in considering the progress property, because it guarantees that
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AXIOM -RT
Γ ⊢r z : Γ(z) # /0 z 6= cont

CONT-RT
Γ ⊢r cont : Object # {k : �}

SUB-RT
Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ T<: T′

Γ ⊢r e : T′ # Σ
NEWC-RT
fields(C) = T f Γ ⊢r ei : Ti # /0

Γ ⊢r C : /0 # new C(e)

FLD-RT
Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ

Γ ⊢r e.f : fTyper(f,T) # Σ
SEQ-RT
Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ Γ ⊢r e′ : T′ # Σ′

Γ ⊢r e;e′ : T # Σ.Σ′

FLDASS-RT
Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ Γ ⊢r e′ : fTypew(f,T) # Σ′

Γ ⊢r e.f := e′ : fTypew(f,T) # Σ.Σ′

SESSREQ-RT
Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ Γ ⊢ e′ : T′ # d′ d′ ⋊⋉ d′′ ∀d′′ ∈ sType(s,T)

Γ ⊢r e.s{e′} : T′ # Σ
SESSDEL-RT
Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ sType(s,T) = {d} d 6= ε rType(s,T) = T′

Γ ⊢r e• s{k} : T′ # Σ.{k : d}
SENDC-RT

Γ ⊢r e : C1∨C2 # Σ Γ ⊢r ei : T # {k : di}
Γ ⊢r k.sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T # Σ.{k :!{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2}}
RECEIVEC-RT

Γ,x : Ci ⊢r ei : T # {k : di}
Γ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T # {k :?{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2}}

SENDW-RT
Γ ⊢r e : C1∨C2 # /0 Γ ⊢r ei : T # {k : di} α fresh ind1,d2

Γ ⊢r k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T # {k : µα.!{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}}
RECEIVEW-RT

Γ,x : Ci ⊢r ei : T # {k : di} α fresh ind1,d2

Γ ⊢r k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T # {k : µα.?{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}}

Figure 5.13: Typing Rules for Runtime Expressions.

initial expressions are typed with the same type and with no assumption on communi-
cations, by using the runtime typing.

Proposition 5.5.3. Γ ⊢ e : T # d impliesΓ ⊢r e*k+ : T # {k : d}.

Let us notice thatΓ ⊢r e : T # /0 is equivalent toΓ ⊢r e : T # {k : ε} by our convention
on session environments.

Runtime expressions are evaluated by using queues of objects associated to chan-
nels. In order to get progress it will be then crucial to assure that the objects in these
queues have the expected closed class types. Thus in Section5.6.2 the notion of dual-
ity between session descriptors will be extended taking into account also the queues of
objects associated to channels in the heaps (see Definition 5.6.10).

5.6 Properties

In this section we prove the fundamental property assuring that our system is sound:
the type safety.

We will write P,h−→∗ P′,h′ if P reduces toP′ by a finite (possibly zero) number
of application of the rule PAR-R.
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5.6.1 Subject Reduction

In order to state and prove the Subject Reduction Theorem we have first to introduce
two definitions and some lemmas.

The first definition formalizes the evolution of session descriptors and session en-
vironments.

Definition 5.6.1.

1. A session descriptord′ is at a later stagethan another session descriptord,
d⊑ d′, if that is deducible from the following rules.

LATER-0

d⊑ ε

LATER-1

d⊑ d

LATER-2
d⊑ d′′ d′′ ⊑ d′

d⊑ d′

LATER-3
d⊑ d′

d.d′′ ⊑ d′.d′′

LATER-4

†{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2} ⊑ di

2. A session environmentΣ′ is at a later stagethan another session environmentΣ,
Σ ⊑ Σ′, if

(a) dom(Σ)⊆ dom(Σ′), and

(b) ∀k ∈ dom(Σ) : Σ(k)⊑ Σ′(k).

Thus, we can say thatd1 ⊑ d2, if d2 describes a later stage of the same communi-
cation described byd1.

The second definition gives standard conditions on well-formation of heaps and
agreement between heaps and term environments.

Definition 5.6.2 (Well-Formed Heap and Agreement). A term environmentΓ and a
heap hagree, written wf(Γ;h), if h is well-formed and the classes of objects in h are
the classes associated to them byΓ. Thus wf(Γ;h) if

1. h(o) = (C, f : o), fTyper(C, fi) = T ⇒ h(o)(fi) = (C′, ), C′ <: T,

2. ∀o ∈ dom(Γ), h(o) = (Γ(o),−).

In point 1 of the above definition, recall thatfTyper(C, fi)=fTypew(C, fi) beingC a
class.

The following lemma states the obvious property that, in anytype derivation ending
by rule SUB-RT, there is a subderivation giving a subtype to the same expression such
that its final rule is different from SUB-RT.

Lemma 5.6.3. In any derivation ofΓ⊢r e: T# Σ there is a subderivation ofΓ⊢r e: T′ # Σ,
with T<: T′, where the last applied rule is different fromSUB-RT.

The following lemma expresses the weakening property for term environments.

Lemma 5.6.4(Weakening). Let Γ ⊢r e : T # Σ.

1. If x 6∈ dom(Γ) thenΓ,x : T′ ⊢r e : T # Σ.

2. If o 6∈ dom(Γ) thenΓ,o : C ⊢r e : T # Σ.
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In order to prove Subject Reduction, it is handy to preliminarily show preservation
of typing under substitution of subexpressions. In our case, the main difficulty con-
sists in handling session environments. The following two lemmas state soundness of
substitution in some crucial cases.

In Lemma 5.6.5 we use the definition of evaluation contexts (see Section 5.4). Then
we writeE [e] for any expression which is obtained by replacing the hole inE with the
expressione (wheree is not required to be a redex).

Lemma 5.6.5(Evaluation Context Substitution). If Γ ⊢rE [e] : T # Σ, then there exist
Σ1, Σ2, T′, such that

1. Γ ⊢r e : T′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1.Σ2,

2. Γ ⊢rE [e′] : T # Σ′
1.Σ2, for anye′ such thatΓ ⊢r e′ : T′ # Σ′

1 with Σ1 ⊑ Σ′
1.

Lemma 5.6.6(Term Substitution).

1. If Γ,z : C ⊢r e : T # Σ andΓ ⊢r o : C # /0, thenΓ ⊢r [o/z]e : T # Σ.

2. If Γ,x : Ci ⊢r ei : T # {k : di}.Σ for i ∈ {1,2} andα fresh in{d1,d2}, then

Γ,x : Ci ⊢r ei⌊k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}/cont⌋ : T # {k : d′i}.Σ

whered′i = [(µα.?{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2})/�]di .

3. If Γ ⊢r e : C1 ∨ C2 # Σ′ and Γ ⊢r ei : T # {k : di}.Σ for i ∈ {1,2} and α fresh in
{d1,d2}, then

Γ ⊢r ei⌊k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}/cont⌋ : T # Σ′.{k : d′i}.Σ

whered′i = [(µα.!{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2})/�]di .

The last lemma expresses a standard property about the typing of session bodies.

Lemma 5.6.7(Typing of Session Bodies). If sType(s,C) = d, and rType(s,C) = T and
sBody(s,C) = e, then{this : C} ⊢ e : T # d.

We can now state and prove the Subject Reduction Theorem, that says that a well-
typed expressione preserves its type during the evaluation. Ife is a communication on
a channel, then the session descriptor associated to that channel is replaced by a new
descriptor that is at a later stage of the previous one (in thesense of Definition 5.6.1).
Moreover, ife is a connection and reduces to a parallel composition of expressionse1

ande2, the two new channelsk1 andk2 that are created and added to the heap are the
ones that we can use to typee1 ande2, respectevely, with dual descriptors.

Notice that receive expressions can never get objects of wrong types. For example
the execution ofk.receiveC(x){Bool⇒¬x} if h(k) = 3 is simply stopped, i.e. it does
not produce a runtime error. For this reason, in contrast to the calculus of [26], we do
not need to require agreement between the objects in the queues associated to channels
by the heap and the session descriptors of the same channels in the session environment.
The example above also suggests that this agreement will be akey ingredient of the
progress proof.

Theorem 5.6.8(Subject Reduction). If wf(Γ;h) andΓ ⊢r e : T # Σ then

1. e,h −→ e′,h′ implies that there existΣ′, Γ′ such thatΓ ⊆ Γ′ and Σ ⊑ Σ′, and
wf(Γ′;h′), andΓ′ ⊢r e′ : T # Σ′.
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2. e,h −→ e1 |e2,h′ implies that h′ = h[k, k̃ 7→ ()] for some freshk, and wf(Γ;h′),
and that there existT′,d,d′ such thatΓ ⊢r e1 : T # Σ∪{k : d}, andΓ ⊢r e2 : T′ # {k̃ :
d′}, andd⋊⋉ d′.

PROOF. By induction on the definition of−→. We proceed by case analysis on the
last applied rule in the reduction.

By Lemma 5.6.3 we consider typing derivations ofΓ ⊢r e : T # Σ where the last
applied rule is different from the rule SUB-RT.

Let the last applied rule be SESSREQ-R:

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,C) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h
E [o.s{e}],h−→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+,h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (C, ), we get that/0 ⊢ro : C # /0.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [o.s{e}] : T # Σ, by Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢

r o.s{e} : T′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1.Σ2. From rule SESSREQ-RT we have thatΣ1 = /0, Σ2 = Σ,
Γ ⊢ e : T′ # d′, sType(s,C) = d andd⋊⋉ d′.

By Proposition 5.5.3,Γ ⊢r e*k+ : T′ # {k : d′}.
By Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [e*k+] : T # {k : d′}.Σ.
Let rType(s,C) = T0, thenthis : C ⊢ e′ : T0 # d by Lemma 5.6.7, andthis : C ⊢

r e
′*k̃+ : T0 # {k̃ : d}, by Proposition 5.5.3.
Therefore, by Lemmas 5.6.4 and 5.6.6(1), we have thatΓ ⊢r [o/this]e′*k̃+ : T0 # {k̃ :

d}.
Notice that the new heaph[k, k̃ 7→ ()] still agrees withΓ since the only changes are

about channels.
Let the last applied rule be SESSDEL-R:

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,C) = e

E [o • s{k}],h−→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (C, ), we get that/0 ⊢ro : C # /0.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [o • s{k}] : T # Σ, by Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢

r o • s{k} : T′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1.Σ2. From rule SESSDEL-RT we have thatΣ1 = {k : d},
sType(s,C) = d andrType(s,C) = T′.

By Lemma 5.6.7,this : C ⊢ e : T′ # d, andthis : C ⊢r e*k+ : T′ # {k : d}, by Propo-
sition 5.5.3. Therefore, by Lemmas 5.6.4 and 5.6.6(1), we have thatΓ ⊢r [o/this]e*k+ :
T′ # {k : d}. By Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [[o/this]e*k+] : T # Σ.

Let the last applied rule be SENDCASE-R:

h(k̃) = o h(o) = (C, ) C ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ci

E [k.sendC(o){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [ei ],h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (C, ), we get that/0 ⊢ro : C # /0.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [k.sendC(o){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}] : T # Σ, by

Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢r k.sendC(o){C1 ⇒ e18C2 ⇒ e2} : T′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1.Σ2.
From rule SENDC-RT we have thatΣ1 = {k:!{C1 ⇒ d18C2 ⇒ d2}}, Γ⊢r ei : T′ # {k: di}.

By Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [ei ] : T # Σ′, whereΣ′ = {k : di}.Σ2.
From Definition 5.6.1 (LATER-3 and LATER-4) we have thatΣ ⊑ Σ′.
Notice that the new heaph[k̃ 7→ o :: o] still agrees withΓ since the only changes are

about channels.
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Let the last applied rule be RECEIVECASE-R:

h(k) = o :: o h(o) = (C, ) C ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ci

E [k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [[o/x]ei ],h[k 7→ o]

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o)= (C, ), we get that/0⊢r o: C# /0. Applying
rule SUB-RT, we get/0 ⊢ro : Ci # /0.

Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}] : T # Σ, by
Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2} : T′ # Σ1 and
Σ = Σ1.Σ2. From rule RECEIVEC-RT we have thatΣ1 = {k :?{C1 ⇒ d1 8 C2 ⇒ d2}},
Γ,x : Ci ⊢r ei : T′ # {k : di}.

By Lemma 5.6.6(1), we have thatΓ ⊢r [o/x]ei : T′ # {k : di}.
By Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [[o/x]ei ] : T # Σ′, whereΣ′ = {k : di}.Σ2.
From Definition 5.6.1 (LATER-3 and LATER-4) we have thatΣ ⊑ Σ′.
Notice that the new heaph[k 7→ o] still agrees withΓ since the only changes are

about channels.
Let the last applied rule be SENDWHILE-R:

E [k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [k.sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e′1 8C2 ⇒ e′2}],h

wheree′i = ⌊ei/cont⌋k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}cont.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}] : T # Σ, by

Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ⊢r k.sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e18C2 ⇒ e2}: T′ # Σ1 andΣ=Σ1.Σ2.
From rule SENDW-RT we have thatΣ1 = {k : µα.!{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}},
Γ ⊢r e : C1∨C2 # /0, Γ ⊢r ei : T′ # {k : di}, andα fresh ind1,d2.

Let d′i = [(µα.!{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2})/�]di . By Lemma 5.6.6(3), we have
thatΓ ⊢r e′i : T′ # {k : d′i}.

By rule SENDC-RT, we get thatΓ⊢r k.sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e′18C2 ⇒ e′2}: T′ # k:!{C1 ⇒
d′1 8 C2 ⇒ d′2}. By Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [k.sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e′1 8 C2 ⇒
e′2}] : T # Σ′, whereΣ′ = {k :!{C1 ⇒ d′1 8C2 ⇒ d′2}}.Σ2 andΣ ⊑ Σ′ by Definition 5.6.1
(LATER-3 and LATER-4).

Let the last applied rule be RECEIVEWHILE-R:

E [k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e′1 8C2 ⇒ e′2}],h

wheree′i = ⌊ei/cont⌋k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}cont.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}] : T # Σ,

by Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢r k.receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2} :
T′ # Σ1 and Σ = Σ1.Σ2. From rule RECEIVEW we have that Σ1 = {k :
µα.?{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}}, Γ,x : Ci ⊢r ei : T′ # {k : di}, andα fresh ind1,d2.

Let d′ = [(µα.?{C1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]d2})/�]di . By Lemma 5.6.6(2), we have
thatΓ,x : Ci ⊢r e′i : T′ # {k : d′i}.

By rule RECEIVEC-RT, we get thatΓ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e′1 8C2 ⇒ e′2} : T′ # k :
?{C1 ⇒ d′1 8 C2 ⇒ d′2}. By Lemma 5.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [k.receiveC(x){C1 ⇒
e′1 8C2 ⇒ e′2}] : T # Σ′, whereΣ′ = {k :?{C1 ⇒ d′1 8C2 ⇒ d′2}}.Σ2 andΣ ⊑ Σ′ by Defi-
nition 5.6.1 (LATER-3 and LATER-4).

The remaining cases easily follow from the induction hypothesis. �
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5.6.2 Type safety

The type safety property assures that the evaluation of a well-typed expression cannot
get stuck on a communication deadlock, that is after every computation step either the
computation can go on performing a further step, or a parallel of objects is obtained.
Then, the runtime errors which our type system has to preventare:

1. the selection of a field and the request of a session which donot belong to the
class of the current object;

2. the creation of a pair of dual channels whose communication sequences do not
perfectly match.

Concerning point 1, safety is guaranteed by the conjunctionof the subject reduction
and a standard progress property which is stated in the Lemma5.6.9. Concerning point
2 and 3, our aim is to show that communications of well-typed sessions cannot be in a
stuck situation, which is the focus of type safety for our language. To this aim we have
to study global properties of type preservation during the reduction of parallel threads
in some preliminary definitions and lemmas. Namely, we need to take into account the
objects in the queues associated to channels and their relations with the session types
of the channels themselves.

Lemma 5.6.9(Progress). Let e be a well-typed runtime expression, then:

1. if o.fi is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (C, f : o), for someC, wherefi ∈ f;

2. if o.s{e1} is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (C, ) and sBody(s,C) = e′, for
someC, e′.

3. if o • s{k} is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (C, ) and sBody(s,C) = e′, for
someC, e′.

In the following definition we extend the notion of duality between session types
taking into account also the objects already sent by a thread, and waiting to be read by
the thread which has the dual channel.

Definition 5.6.10. Let h be a heap,o be a queue of objects in h andd,d′ two session
descriptors. The relationd⋉o

hd
′ is defined by:

1. d⋉( )
h d′ if d⋊⋉ d′,

2. di .d
′
⋉

o::oi
h d′′ if !{C1 ⇒ d1 8C2 ⇒ d2}.d′⋉o

hd
′′ and h(oi) = (C, ) and C ⇓

{C1,C2}= Ci .

Intuitively, the definition above describes an agreement between the (session) de-
scriptord of a channelk and the descriptord′ of k̃ after the objectso have been mem-
orized in the queue associated withk̃ in h (recall that communication is asynchronous
and that only one between the queuesh(k) andh(k̃) can be nonempty). Thus, when the
queue is empty (case (1) of the definition),d′ andd agree if they are dual. When the
queue iso :: oi (case (2)), if the descriptord′′ agrees with !{C1 ⇒ d18C2 ⇒ d2}.d′ after
the objectso have been put in the queue, then it also agrees with the descriptor di .d

′,
wheredi is the session descriptor of the branch obtained after putting in the queue the
objectoi. For instance,d′′ agrees withd1.d

′ via the queue"a"::true::3 (notation
d1.d

′
⋉

"a"::true::3
h d′′) if it agrees with !{Int⇒ d1 8 Object ⇒ d2}.d′ via the queue
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"a"::true: indeed after branch selection (the sent value 3 is anInt) the continuation
of !{Int⇒ d1 8Object⇒ d2}.d′ is d1.d

′.
The main lemma concerning the above relation says that if thedescriptord of a

channelk agrees with the descriptor ?{C1 ⇒ d1 8 C2 ⇒ d2}.d′ of k̃ whenh mapsk̃ to
the queueoi :: o, andC ⇓ {C1,C2} = Ci , whereC is the class ofoi in h, thend agrees
with di .d

′ whenh mapsk̃ to the queueo.

Lemma 5.6.11. Let d⋉oi ::o
h ?{C1 ⇒ d1 8 C2 ⇒ d2}.d′, and h(oi) = (C, ), and C ⇓

{C1,C2}= Ci , thend⋉o
hdi .d

′.

PROOF. By induction on the length ofo. The base caseo= () is straightforward from
Definition 5.6.10.

For the induction case assumeo = o′ :: o+: thus the hypothesis becomes

d⋉
oi ::o′::o+
h ?{C1 ⇒ d1 8 C2 ⇒ d2}.d′. This relation can only have been obtained by

case (2) of Definition 5.6.10. So we haved = d+j .d
∗ for somed+j (1 ≤ j ≤ n)

and d∗ and h(o+) = (C+, ) and C+ ⇓ {C+1 ,C+2 } = C j and !{C+1 ⇒ d+1 8 C+2 ⇒
d+2}.d∗⋉oi ::o′

h ?{C1 ⇒ d1 8 C2 ⇒ d2}.d′. By induction hypothesis we haveC ⇓
{C1,C2} = Ci and !{C+1 ⇒ d+1 8 C+2 ⇒ d+2}.d∗⋉o′

h di .d
′. Applying again Definition

5.6.10(2) we get the result. �

A session environment and a heap are well-formed if:

• the same set of channels occurs in the session environment and in the heap,

• at least one between the queue of a channel and the one of its dual is empty,

• when the queue of a channelk is empty, then the queue ofk̃ relates the session
descriptor ofk with the session descriptor ofk̃.

A standard environment, a session environment and a heap arewell-formed if both
the heap with the standard environment and the heap with the session environment are
well-formed.

Definition 5.6.12. 1. The predicate wf(Σ;h) is defined by:

wf(Σ;h) if





k∈dom(Σ) ⇔ k∈dom(h),
∀k∈dom(Σ) : h(k) 6= () ⇒ h(k̃) = (),

∀k∈dom(Σ) : h(k) = () ⇒ Σ(k)⋉h(k̃)
h Σ(k̃).

2. wf(Γ;Σ;h) if wf(Γ;h) and wf(Σ;h).

It is easy to verify thatwf(Σ;h) andk∈dom(h) imply k̃∈dom(h). Moreoverwf(Σ;h)
implies that all predicates inΣ do not contain occurrences of�: this can be easily check
by induction on Definition 5.6.10 (note that� has no dual).

The following key lemma states that, by reducing parallel threads in a heap which is
well-formed with respect to the environments used to type the threads, we get parallel
threads and heaps with the same well-formedness property.

Lemma 5.6.13. Let Γ ⊢r ei : Ci # Σi , (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and assume wf(Γ;Σ;h) whereΣ =⋃
1≤i≤nΣi . Then if

e1 | . . . |en,h −→ e′1 | . . . |e′n′ ,h
there areΓ′ and Σ′

i such thatΓ′ ⊢r e′i : Ci # Σ′
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n′), and Γ ⊆ Γ′, Σ ⊑ Σ′ and

wf(Γ′;Σ′;h′), whereΣ′ =
⋃

1≤i≤n′ Σ′
i .
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PROOF. We have that, for somei (1≤ i ≤ n), eitherei ,h −→ e′i |e′′i ,h′ by an appli-
cation of rule SESSREQ-R or ei ,h−→ e′i ,h

′ by the application of any one of the other
reduction rules. In the former case the proof follows immediately by Theorem 5.6.8(2)
and Definition 5.6.12.

So let ei ,h −→ e′i ,h
′. If this reduction has not been obtained by a communica-

tion rule the proof is trivial by Theorem 5.6.8(1). The interesting cases are when the
reductionei ,h−→ e′i ,h

′ is obtained by a communication rule.

Case RECEIVE CASE-R. Assumeei = E [k.receiveC(x){D}e′′]. We have that

E [k.receiveC(x){D}e′′], h −→ E [[o/x]e′′j ], h′,

whereh(k) = o :: o, andh(o) = (D, ), andh′ = h[k 7→ o] andD ⇓ {D1,D2}= D j .
SinceΓ ⊢r ei : Ci # Σi , by rule RECEIVEC-RT and Lemma 5.6.5 we must have for
someΣ′′

i , d1, d2, d′, C0, andy fresh inE :

• Σi = Σ′′
i ,k :?{D1 ⇒ d1 8D2 ⇒ d2}.d′,

• Γ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){D}e′′ : C0 # {k :?{D1 ⇒ d1 8D2 ⇒ d2}},

• Γ,y : C0 ⊢rE [y] : Ci # Σ′′
i ,k : d′.

By the assumptions and Definitions 5.6.12 we get thatΣ(k̃)⋉o::o
h ?{D1 ⇒ t18D2 ⇒

t2}.d′. Then by Lemma 5.6.11 we have thatΣ(k̃)⋉o
hd j .d

′.
By rule RECEIVEC-RT we can deriveΓ,x : D j ⊢r e′′j : C0 # k : d j . Fromwf(Γ;h)
and h(o) = (D, ) and D ⇓ {D1,D2} = D j we get Γ ⊢ro : D j # /0 by applying
AXIOM -RT and possibly SUB-RT. Then from Lemma 5.6.6(1) we have that
Γ ⊢r [o/x]e′′j : C0 # k : d j , which impliesΓ ⊢rE [[o/x]e′′j ] : Ci # Σ′′

i ,k : d j .d
′ by Lemma

5.6.5. Lastly we getΓ′ = Γ, andΣ′
i = Σ′′

i ,k : d j .d
′ andh′(k) = o′, which assure

Σ ⊑ Σ′ andwf(Γ′;Σ′;h′).

Case SENDCASE-R. Assumeei = E [k.sendC(o){D}e′′]. We have that

E [k.sendC(o){D}e′′], h −→ E [e′′j ], h′

whereh(k̃) = o, andh(o) = (D, ), andh′ = h[k̃ 7→ o :: o], andD ⇓ {D1,D2}= D j .
SinceΓ ⊢r ei : Ci # Σi , by rule SENDC-RT (observing that an object is typed with
the empty session environment) and Lemma 5.6.5 we must have for someΣ′′

i , d1,
d2, d′, C0, andy fresh inE :

• Σi = Σ′′
i ,k :!{D1 ⇒ d1 8D2 ⇒ d2}.d′,

• Γ ⊢r k.sendC(o){D}e′′ : C0 # {k :!{D1 ⇒ d1 8D2 ⇒ d2}},

• Γ,y : C0 ⊢rE [y] : Ci # Σ′′
i ,k : d′.

By the assumptions and Definition 5.6.12 we have that !{D1 ⇒ t18D2 ⇒ t2}.d′⋉o
h

Σ(k̃), which impliesd j .d
′
⋉

o::o
h Σ(k̃) by Definition 5.6.10. By rule SENDC-RT

we can deriveΓ ⊢r e′′j : C0 # k : d j , which impliesΓ ⊢rE [e′′j ] : Ci # Σ′′
i ,k : d j .d

′ by

Lemma 5.6.5. Lastly we getΓ′ = Γ, andΣ′
i = Σ′′

i ,k : d j .d
′ andh′(k̃) = o :: o,

which assureΣ ⊑ Σ′ andwf(Γ′;Σ′;h′).

�

It is handy to take into account the order on which subexpressions of the same
expression are reduced. To this aim we introduce the “follows” relation between ex-
pressions. We denote byR an arbitrary context, whileE is an evaluation context.
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Definition 5.6.14. Let e be an expression ande1, e2 be two subexpressions ofe. We
say thate2 follows e1 in e if, for some arbitrary contextR and evaluation contextE ,
we have thatE [e1] = R [e2] is a subexpression ofe.

It is easy to check that, ife1 ande2 are as in previous definition, thene1 needs to
be reduced beforee2, sincee1 occurs in the hole of an evaluation contextE , while
e2 occurs in the hole of an arbitrary contextR , andE [e1], R [e2] are two different
decompositions of the same expression.

We convene that all fresh channels created reducing parallel threads take successive
indexes according to the order of creation, i.e. they are namedk0, k1, . . .. This means
that if P,h−→∗ Q,h′ −→∗ Q′,h′′ andki is a channel created in the reductionP,h−→∗

Q,h′, andk j is a channel created in the reductionQ,h′ −→∗ Q′,h′′, theni < j.
Thesubjectof a communication expression is the channel specified in itssyntax on

which the communication takes place. Theindex of a communication expressionis the
index of its subject.

The following crucial lemma states that a channel and its dual cannot occur in the
same thread. Moreover it states that the order on communication expression indexes
agrees with the “follows” relation between expressions.

Lemma 5.6.15.Let /0 ⊢ e : T # ε ande, [ ]−→∗ e1 | . . . |en,h. Then:

1. no expressionei can contain occurrences of bothk andk̃ for some channelk,

2. if e′, e′′ are communication subexpressions ofei ande′′ followse′, then the index
of e′ is greater than or equal to the index ofe′′.

PROOF.

1. Straightforward, noting that the channelsk and k̃ are introduced by the rule
SESSREQ-R in two different parallel threads.

2. /0 ⊢ e : T # ε implies that no channel occurs ine and so the property trivially
holds. We now prove that the reduction preserves the property, namely if all the
channels in the subexpressions of an expression are indexedin a not increasing
order, starting from the redex to all the following expressions, in the sense of
Definition 5.6.14, then after one step of reduction we get expressions that have
the same property. The proof is by case analysis on the definition of−→.

Case SESSREQ-R. We have that

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,C) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h
E [o.s{e}],h−→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+,h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]

Let E [o.s{e}] be an expression in which the desired property holds. Af-
ter one step of reduction, in the expressione*k+ the new channelk is the
one with the highest index and no other channel occurs in it. Moreover
all communication expressions occurring ine*k+ precede all communica-
tion expressions inE . Lastly note that by induction hypothesis the desired
property holds for all communication subexpressions occurring inE .

In parallel we have the expression[o/this]e′*k̃+, wheree′ is a session body,
so the only channel in this expression isk̃. Then this reduction rule pre-
serves the property.
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Case SESSDEL -R. We have that

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,C) = e

E [o • s{k}],h−→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

LetE [o•s{k}] be an expression in which the desired property holds. Since
o•s{k} is the redex, thenk is the channel with the highest index. After one
step of reduction,[o/this]e*k+ is the first expression to be reduced next, and
k is still the only channel which occurs in it.

Case SENDCASE-R. We have that

h(k̃) = o h(o) = (C, ) C ⇓ {C1,C2}= Ci

E [k.sendC(o){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [ei ],h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

If the expressionE [k.sendC(o){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2}] is an expression in
which the desired property holds, thenk is the channel with the highest
index. The channelk is the only channel which occurs in the expressions
e1,e2. Then, after one step of reduction the expressionei can contain only
the channelk, that is the one with the highest index, or it can contain no
channel, but the context is unchanged, then the property still holds.

Cases RECEIVE CASE-R, SENDWHILE -R and RECEIVE WHILE -R. The
proof is similar to the previous one.

In all the remaining case no channel is introduced or modified, then the property
is trivially preserved.

�

Theorem 5.6.16(Type safety). If /0 ⊢ e0 : T0 # ε ande0, [ ]−→∗ e1 | . . . |en,h, then for
eachei (1≤ i ≤ n) one of the following conditions holds:

• ei ,h−→ P,h′ for some P,h′,

• ei = o for someo.

PROOF. By contradiction we assume thate −→∗ e1 |...| en,h which is irreducible
and is not a parallel composition of objects. By Lemma 5.6.13we have that there
areΓ, Σ1, ...,Σn andC1, ...,Cn such thatwf(Γ;Σ;h), whereΣ =

⋃
1≤i≤nΣi andΓ ⊢r ei :

Ci # Σi for all 1≤ i ≤ n. We can assume without loss of generality that, for 1≤ m≤ n,
the expressionse1, ...,em are not objects. By Lemma 5.6.13 we getwf(Σ;h), which
implies that all predicates inΣ do not contain�. Therefore all occurrences ofcont
in e1, ...,em must be nested in while communication expressions. Then theevaluation
of the expressionse1, ...,em can only be stopped by a receiving expression waiting for
data in the associated channel. So for all 1≤ l ≤ m we must haveel = E[e′l ], wheree′l
is a case receiving communication expression.
Let j be the highest among the indexes of the channels occurring ine1 |...| en. If both
kj and k̃j occur in e1 |...| en, then by Lemma 5.6.15(1) they occur in two different
expressions, let them beep and eq with 1 ≤ p 6= q ≤ m. By Lemma 5.6.15(2) the
subjects of the two expressionse′p ande′q are the channelskj andk̃j. Moreover we must
have thatΣp(kj), Σq(k̃j) are of the forms?{D1 ⇒ d1 8 D2 ⇒ d2}.d, ?{D′1 ⇒ d′1 8 D′2 ⇒
d′2}.d′, sincee′p ande′q are case receiving expressions.
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If h(kj) is not empty, then leth(kj) = o :: o′, and by Lemma 5.6.11h(o) = (C,−)
andC ⇓ {D1,D2} is defined, soe′p can perform a RECEIVECASE-R step against the
hypothesis. Similarly ifh(k̃j) is not empty.
Otherwise, if bothh(kj) andh(k̃j) are empty, then by Lemma 5.6.13 we getwf(Σ;h),
which impliesΣq(k̃j) ⋊⋉ Σp(kj). But this is impossible sinceΣp(kj) andΣq(k̃j) are of
the forms ?{D1 ⇒ d1 8D2 ⇒ d2}.d, ?{D′1 ⇒ d′1 8D′2 ⇒ d′2}.d′.
If only kj occurs ine1 |...| en, then we must haveΣ(k̃j) = ε and fromwf(Σ;h) get that
h(kj) is not empty, and so we can argue as before. �

5.7 Inference of Session Types

The typing system presented in Figure 5.11 derives session descriptors for expressions
assuming that all session declarations are decorated with explicit session descriptors;
moreover expressions can have many types due to the presenceof the subsumption
rule. In this section we present an inference algorithm (Figure 5.14) which

i) gives to the expression its minimal type;

ii) calculates the constraints that must be satisfied in order to reconstruct the related
session descriptor (which is unique as stated in Proposition 5.5.2)

Thus, the programmer is no longer responsible for declaringthe session descriptors.
We define aninference class table ICTas a class table in which each session decla-

rations, in each classC, is decorated by thesession-in-class variableχs
C representing

the session descriptor that will be inferred by the algorithm.
Then we extend the syntax of session descriptors tosession descriptor schemesin

order to include session-in-class variables:

θ ::= d | χs
C | θ.θ | †{C⇒ θ8C⇒ θ} | µα.†{C⇒ θ8C⇒ θ}

If CT is a class table, we denote byCT− the inference class table obtained by
replacing inCT the declared session descriptor of any sessions in any classC by χs

C.
In order to reconstruct session descriptors of session declarations, we use two kinds

of constraints. A set ofequality (disequality)constraints, denoted byU, will collect
assertions of the shapeχs

C = θ andχs
C 6= ε. A set ofdualityconstraints, denoted byW ,

will collect assertions of the shapeχs
C ⋊⋉ θ′.

The constraint-based type inference system is presented inFigure 5.15. We notice
that, if a session-in-class variableχs

C occurs in a session descriptor which is inferred
for an expression (Figure 5.14), thenχs

C has been introduced by rule SESSDEL-T-I;
therefore the related set of constraints must containχs

C 6= ε. Then, no derived session
descriptor can be equated toε by a substitution which satisfies the set of constraints.
For this reason we write explicitlyε, when required, in the antecedents of the inference
rules.

In the communication rules the resulting minimal type is theunion of the types of
the two branches, i.e. their least supertype.

Rules for well-formedness of session and class declarations are in Figure 5.15. The
declaration of a sessions in a classC is well typed under the constraintsU andW if
the bodye is well-typed under constraintsU′ andW . The setU includes the con-
straints collected typing the bodye (U′) and the equationχs

C = θ which assigns to the
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AXIOM -T-I
Γ ⊢I z : Γ(z) # ε ⊲ /0, /0 z 6= cont

CONT-T-I
Γ ⊢I cont : Object # � ⊲ /0, /0

NEWC-T-I
fields(C) = T f Γ ⊢I ei : T

′
i # ε ⊲ Ui ,Wi T′i <: Ti

Γ ⊢I new C(e) : C # ε ⊲
⋃

i

Ui ,
⋃

i

Wi

FLD-T-I
Γ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W

Γ ⊢I e.f : fTyper(f,T) # θ ⊲ U,W

SEQ-T-I
Γ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W Γ ⊢I e

′ : T # θ′ ⊲ U′,W ′

Γ ⊢I e;e
′ : T # θ.θ′ ⊲ U∪U′,W ∪W ′

FLDASS-T-I
Γ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W Γ ⊢I e

′ : T′ # θ′ ⊲ U′,W ′ T′ <: fTypew(f,T)

Γ ⊢I e.f := e′ : fTypew(f,T) # θ.θ′ ⊲ U∪U′,W ∪W ′

SESSREQ-T-I
Γ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W Γ ⊢I e

′ : T′ # θ′ ⊲ U′,W ′ W ′′ =W ∪W ′ ∪{χs
C ⋊⋉ θ′|C ∈ T}

Γ ⊢I e.s{e′} : T′ # θ ⊲ U∪U′,W ′′

SESSDEL-T-I
Γ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W rType(s,T) = T′

T= C1∨·· · ∨Cn U′ =U∪{χs
C1

6= ε}∪{χs
Ci
= χs

C j
|i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}

Γ ⊢I e• s{} : T′ # θ.χs
C1
⊲ U′,W

SENDC-T-I
Γ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W Γ ⊢I ei : Ti # θi ⊲ U′

i ,W
′
i T<: C1∨C2

Γ ⊢I sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T1∨T2 # θ.!{C1 ⇒ θ1 8C2 ⇒ θ2}⊲ U∪
⋃

i

U′
i ,W ∪

⋃

i

W ′
i

RECEIVEC-T-I
Γ,x : Ci ⊢I ei : Ti # θi ⊲ Ui ,Wi

Γ ⊢I receiveC(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T1∨T2#?{C1 ⇒ θ1 8C2 ⇒ θ2}⊲
⋃

i

Ui ,
⋃

i

Wi

SENDW-T-I
Γ ⊢I e : T # ε ⊲ U,W Γ ⊢I ei : Ti # θi ⊲ U′

i ,W
′
i α fresh inθ1,θ2 T<: C1∨C2

Γ ⊢I sendW(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T1∨T2 # µα.!{C1 ⇒ [α/�]θ1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]θ2}⊲ U∪
⋃

i

U′
i ,W ∪

⋃

i

W ′
i

RECEIVEW-T-I
Γ,x : Ci ⊢I ei : Ti # θi ⊲ Ui ,Wi α fresh inθ1,θ2

Γ ⊢I receiveW(x){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T1∨T2 # µα.?{C1 ⇒ [α/�]θ1 8C2 ⇒ [α/�]θ2}⊲
⋃

i

Ui ,
⋃

i

Wi

Figure 5.14: Constraint-based Typing Rules for Channel Free Expressions.

session variableχs
C the session descriptor schemeθ representing the communications

performed in the bodye. The well-formedness of a class declaration is checked under
the union of the constraints collected checking the well-formedness of session declara-
tions inC.

We define theset of constraints of an inference class table ICTas the pair
〈⋃i∈I Ui ;

⋃
i∈I Wi〉, where Ci for i ∈ I is the set of classes defined inICT and

class Ci . . . ok with Wi ,Ui .
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SESS-WF-I
{this : C} ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U′,W

U =U′ ∪{χs
C = θ} � does not appear inθ T 6= Object

ρχs
C s{ e } ok in C with U,W

CLASS-WF-I
D ok Si ok in C with Ui ,Wi ∀i,Ti 6= Object

class C extends D { T f; S } ok with
⋃

i

Ui ,
⋃

i

Wi

Figure 5.15: Well-formed Inference Class Tables.

5.8 Properties of the inference system

In this section we prove that inference rules of Figure 5.14 are sound and complete
w.r.t. the typing rules of Figure 5.11.

Indeed, given an inference class tableICT, which is well typed under constraints
〈U;W 〉, if σ is a substitution which satisfiesU andW , thenσ(ICT) gives a well-typed
class table according to the type derivation⊢ (Soundness).

Conversely, for any well-typed class tableCT, the corresponding inference class
tableCT− results to be well typed under constraints〈U;W 〉 such that there is a unique
substitutionσ which satisfiesU andW (Completeness).

Furthermore, we prove thatσ(CT−) = CT.

Definition 5.8.1 (Type substitution). A type substitutionσ is a finite mapping from
sessions descriptor variables to session descriptors. Theapplication of a substitution
to a descriptor is defined as follows:
σ(d) = d;

σ(χs
C) =

{
d if (χs

C 7→ d) ∈ σ
χs
C if χs

C 6∈ dom(σ);
σ(θ.θ′) = σ(θ).σ(θ′);
σ(†{C1 ⇒ θ1 8C2 ⇒ θ2}) = †{C1 ⇒ σ(θ1)8C2 ⇒ σ(θ2)};
σ(µα.†{C1 ⇒ θ1 8C2 ⇒ θ2}) = µα.†{C1 ⇒ σ(θ1)8C2 ⇒ σ(θ2)}.

Substitution on inference class tables are defined as expected.
In the soundness property formulation it suffices to consider expressions which

occur in class table declaration.

Theorem 5.8.2(Soundness). Let ICT be an inference class table with set of constraints
〈U′;W ′〉. If Γ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W using ICT is such thatU ⊆U′ andW ⊆W ′ and
σ is a substitution that satisfiesU′ andW ′, thenΓ ⊢ e : T # σ(θ) using the class table
σ(ICT).

PROOF. By induction on the type derivation ofΓ ⊢I e : T # θ ⊲ U,W , with a case
analysis on the final rule. We only consider the most interesting cases.

Notice that sinceσ satisfiesU′ andW ′, thenσ(ICT) is a class table andσ(θ) is a
session descriptor.

Case FLDASS-T-I . We have thatΓ ⊢I e1.f := e2 : T # θ ⊲ U,W . From typing rule
FLDASS-T-I we have thatT = fTypew(f,T1), U = U1 ∪U2, W = W1 ∪W2,
θ = θ1.θ2, Γ ⊢I e1 : T1 # θ1 ⊲ U1,W1 andΓ ⊢I e2 : T2 # θ2 ⊲ U2,W2, for some
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T2 such thatT2 <: fTypew(f,T1). SinceU1 ⊆U⊆U′,U2 ⊆U⊆U′,W1 ⊆W ⊆
W ′, andW2 ⊆W ⊆W ′, thenσ satisfiesU1, U2, W1, andW2. Therefore, by
induction hypothesis,Γ ⊢ e1 : T1 # σ(θ1) andΓ ⊢ e2 : T2 # σ(θ2) using the class
tableσ(ICT). By applying rulesTE-SUBT and FLDASS-T, we get the result:
Γ ⊢ e1.f := e2 : T # σ(θ) using the class tableσ(ICT).

Case SESSREQ-T-I . We have thatΓ ⊢I e1.s{e2} : T # θ ⊲ U,W . From typing rule
SESSREQ-T-I we have thatU = U1∪U2, W =W1∪W2 ∪{χs

C ⋊⋉ θ′|C ∈ T′},
Γ ⊢I e1 : T′ # θ ⊲ U1,W1 andΓ ⊢I e2 : T # θ′ ⊲ U2,W2, for someT′ 6= Object.
SinceU1 ⊆U ⊆U′,U2 ⊆U ⊆U′, W1 ⊆W ⊆W ′, andW2 ⊆W ⊆W ′, then
σ satisfiesU1, U2, W1, andW2. Therefore, by induction hypothesis,Γ ⊢ e1 :
T′ # σ(θ) andΓ ⊢ e2: T # σ(θ′). Moreover, the fact thatσ satisfiesW , implies that
σ(χs

C) ⋊⋉ σ(θ′), for all C ∈ T, and{σ(χs
C) |C ∈ T′} = sType(s,T′), using the class

tableσ(ICT). By applying rule SESSREQ-T we get the result:Γ ⊢ e1.s{e2} :
T # σ(θ) using the class tableσ(ICT).

Case SESSDEL -T-I . We have thatΓ ⊢I e • s{} : T # θ ⊲ U,W . From typing rule
SESSDEL-T-I we have thatU =U1∪{χs

Ci
6= ε|i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}∪{χs

Ci
= χs

C j
|i 6=

j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}, Γ ⊢I e : T′ # θ ⊲ U1,W andrType(s,T′)=T, andT= C1∨·· ·∨Cn.
SinceU1 ⊆ U ⊆ U′, thenσ satisfiesU1. Therefore, by induction hypothesis,
Γ⊢ e: T′ # σ(θ) andsType(s,T)= {σ(χs

C1
)}, with σ(χs

C1
) 6= ε, using the class table

σ(ICT). By applying rule SESSDEL-T we get the result:Γ ⊢ e • s{} : T # σ(θ)
using the class tableσ(ICT).

Case SENDC-T-I . We have thatΓ ⊢I sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2} : T1 ∨ T2 # θ ⊲
U,W . From typing rule SENDC-T-I we have thatθ = θ′.!{C1 ⇒ θ1 8C2 ⇒ θ2},
U = U1 ∪U2 ∪U3, W = W1 ∪W2 ∪W3 and Γ ⊢I ei : Ti # θi ⊲ Ui ,Wi , for
i ∈ {1,2}. MoreoverΓ ⊢I e : T′ # ε ⊲ U3,W3 for someT′ <: C1 ∨ C2. Since
U j ⊆ U ⊆ U′, W j ⊆W ⊆ W ′, for j ∈ {1,2,3}, thenσ satisfiesU j andW j .
Therefore, by induction hypothesis,Γ ⊢ e : T′ # ε andΓ ⊢ ei : Ti # σ(θi) using
the class tableσ(ICT). By applying ruleTE-SUBT, we getΓ ⊢ e : C1 ∨ C2 # ε
andΓ ⊢ ei : T1 ∨ T2 # σ(θi). Then rule SENDC-T applies, and we obtainΓ ⊢
sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8C2 ⇒ e2} : T1∨T2 # σ(θ) using the class tableσ(ICT).

Cases RECEIVE C-T-I, SENDW-T-I, R ECEIVE W-T-I are similar.

�

Theorem 5.8.3(Completeness). Let CT be a well-formed class table andσ be a sub-
stitution such thatσ(χs

C) = sType(s,C), for anys,C ∈ CT.
For any expressione if Γ ⊢ e : T # d using CT, then

i) Γ ⊢I e : T′ # θ ⊲ U,W using CT−;

ii) T′ <: T;

iii) σ satisfiesU andW ;

iv) σ(θ)=d.

PROOF. By induction on the type derivation ofΓ ⊢ e : T # d, with a case analysis on
the final rule. We only consider the most interesting cases.
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Case FLDASS-T. We have thatΓ ⊢ e.f := e′ : T # d. From rule FLDASS-T we have
thatT = fTypew(f,T

′), d = d′.d′′ Γ ⊢ e : T # ′d’, andΓ ⊢ e′ : T # d′′. By induction
hypothesis, we have:

1. Γ ⊢I e : T′′ # θ ⊲ U,W , Γ ⊢I e
′ : T′′′ # θ′ ⊲ U′,W ′, for someT′′ <: T′,

T′′′ <: T, θ, θ′, U, U′,W , andW ′.

2. σ satisfiesU, U′,W , W ′, andσ(θ) = d′ andσ(θ′) = d′′.

From rule FLDASS-T-I and 1. we haveΓ ⊢I e.f := e′ : fTypew(f,T
′′) # θ.θ′ ⊲

U∪U′,W ∪W ′, wherefTypew(f,T
′′)<: fTypew(f,T

′) for definition of function
ftype. From 2. we conclude thatσ satisfiesU ∪U′ andW ∪W ′, and that
σ(θ.θ′) = d

Case SESSREQ-T. We have thatΓ ⊢ e.s{e′} : T # d. From rule SESSREQ-T we have
that

1. Γ ⊢ e : T′ # d, Γ ⊢ e′ : T # d′ andd′ ⋊⋉ d′′, for all d′ such thatd′′ ∈ sType(s,T′).

By induction hypothesis, we have:

1. Γ ⊢I e : T′′ # θ ⊲ U,W , Γ ⊢I e
′ : T′′′ # θ′ ⊲ U′,W ′, for someT′′ <: T′,

T′′′ <: T, θ, θ′, U, U′, W , W ′, and

2. σ satisfiesU, U′, W , W ′, andσ(θ) = d andσ(θ′) = d′.

Because of the successful application of functionstypein rule SESSREQ-T, we
know thatT′ 6= Object. Then the fact thatT′′′ 6= Object follows fromT′′′ <: T′.
From rule SESSREQ-T-I and 2. we have thatΓ ⊢I e.s{e′} : T′′′ # θ ⊲ U′′,W ′′,
whereU′′ =U∪U′ andW ′′ =W ∪W ′∪{χs

C ⋊⋉ θ′|C ∈ T′}. From 1. and 3. we
conclude thatσ satisfiesU′′ andW ′′.

Case SESSDEL -T. We haveΓ ⊢ e • s{} : T # d.d′. From rule SESSDEL-T we have
thatΓ ⊢ e : T′ # d, sType(s,T′) = {d′}, d′ 6= ε andrType(s,T′) = T. By induction
hypothesis, we have that

1. Γ ⊢I e : T′′ # θ ⊲ U,W for someT′′ <: T′, θ,U, W ;

2. σ satisfiesU andW andσ(θ) = d.

From rule SESSDEL-T-I and 1. we haveΓ ⊢I e • s{} : rType(f,T′′) # θ.χs
C1

⊲
U′′,W . Sinceσ(χs

C1
) = sType(s,C1) = d′

1. σ(θ.χs
C1
) = d.d′

2. σ satisfiesU′ = U ∪ {χs
Ci

6= ε|i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}} ∪ {χs
Ci

= χs
C j
|i 6= j ∈

{1, . . . ,n}}

FromT′′ <: T′ we haverType(f,T′′)<: rType(f,T′) then we obtain the result.

Case SENDC-T. We have thatΓ ⊢ sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2} : T # d. From
rule SENDC-T we have thatd = d′.!{C1 ⇒ d1 8 C2 ⇒ d2}, Γ ⊢ e : C1 ∨ C2 # d′,
Γ ⊢ ei : T # di . By induction hypothesis:

1. Γ ⊢I e : T′ # θ′ ⊲ U,W , for someT′ <: C1∨C2, U, W ;

2. Γ ⊢I ei : Ti # θi ⊲ Ui ,Wi , for someTi <: T, θi , Ui , andWi ;

3. σ satisfiesUi , Wi andσ(θi) = di .
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Then we apply rule SENDC-T-I to obtainΓ ⊢I sendC(e){C1 ⇒ e1 8 C2 ⇒ e2} :
T1∨T2 # θ′.!{C1 ⇒ θ18C2 ⇒ θ2}⊲ U∪U1∪U2,W ∪W1∪W2. From 2., since
T1 <: T andT2 <: T, thenT1 ∨ T2 <: T. From 3. we conclude thatσ(!{C1 ⇒
θ1 8C2 ⇒ θ2}) = d.

Cases RECEIVE C-T-I, SENDW-T-I, R ECEIVE W-T-I are similar.

�

Lemma 5.8.4(Uniqueness of the solution). Let CT be a class table, and CT− be the
corresponding inference class table with constraints (U,W ). Let σ(CT−) = CT. For
any substitutionσ′ that satisfies (U,W ) and such that∀χs

C ∈ dom(σ′) ⇒ χs
C ∈ CT−,

thenσ′ = σ.

PROOF. The proof proceeds by contradiction. Sinceσ′ satisfiesU, thendom(σ′)
includes all the variables ofCT− by rule SESS-WF-I. Then it impliesdom(σ) =
dom(σ′). Let us supposeσ′ 6= σ, i.e. σ′(CT−) = CT′ 6= CT. The only difference
betweenCT′ andCT concerns the session descriptors declared in the sessions’defini-
tions. This contradicts Proposition 5.5.2 and rule SESS-WF. �

5.9 Conclusions

In this chapter we proposed union types for refining and enhancing the flexibility of
session types in the context of communication centered and object oriented program-
ming. We demonstrated our ideas through an example and a calculus formalizing the
main issues of the approach. The type system guarantees that, in well-typed executable
programs, after a session has started, the values sent and received will be of the appro-
priate type, and no process can get stuck forever. We also presented a type inference
system for the session descriptors of the sessions in classes.

Union typeshave been shown useful for enhancing the flexibility of subtyping in
various settings: for functional languages [2, 23], for object-oriented languages [58],
for XML programming [3], for languages manipulating semi-structured data [43] and
for theπ-calculus [21].
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Chapter 6

Extending the STOOP approach
with generics

In this chapter we present a language that extends the STOOP [39] language with
generic types [13]. We call our languageF SAM∀, since the quantification symbol
(∀) suggests universally quantified type variables.

Generic types allow us to define more general and flexible session/methods. Our
aim is to demonstrate that the amalgamation of sessions and methods is not influenced
by the level of generality of the object-oriented features of the language.

In this chapter we only discuss the innovative features ofF SAM∀, assuming the
reader familiar with STOOP (introduced in Section 1.2.2), and its variantF SAM∨
(Chapter 5).

The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.1, we describeF SAM∀ in terms of
an example. In Sections 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, we describe the syntax, operational semantics
and static typing ofF SAM∀, and in Section 6.5 we give the proofs of subject reduction
and of progress. In Section 6.6, we draw conclusions and discuss related work.

6.1 An Example

In this section, we describeF SAM∀ with an example that generalizes the one of Chap-
ter 4, where a card producer and a customer collaborate for the design of a card. The
card customer starts by sending to the producer a list of original photos. The producer
sends back a newly created card based on the customer’s originals and in the same
image format. The customer examines the card, decides if this suits it, and either ac-
cepts it or sends to the producer a revised list of photos. This process repeats (iterates),
until the customer is satisfied (that is sends a single image instead than a list) or either
the customer or the producer breaks the negotiation. Both customer and producer can
break the negotiation by sending instead a different object(for instance, aString with
a motivation). When the customer and the producer reach an agreement, the customer
sends its address and receives a delivery date. The producerdelegatesto a shipper
this part of the session. Delegation is implemented inF SAM∀ by shifting the current
channel to the delegated session. Figure 6.1 depicts this protocol.

As in Chapter 4 the card producer can collaborate with customers who use different
image formats. Generics allow us to write the code of the customer in a single class,
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Figure 6.1:CardProducer- Customer- Shipper interactions.

1 session BuyCard =
2 µα.!{List〈X〉 ⇒ ?{X ⇒ α, Object ⇒ ε}8
3 X ⇒!Address.?Date8
4 Object ⇒ ε}
5

6 session ExamineCard = ?List〈X〉.!Object
7

8 session SellCard =
9 µα.?{List〈X〉 ⇒ !{X ⇒ α, Object ⇒ ε}8

10 X ⇒?Address.!Date8
11 Object ⇒ ε}
12

13 session CreateCard = ?List〈X〉.!Object
14

15 session ManageDelivery = ?Address.!Date

Figure 6.2: Session Types for theCardProducer- Customer- Shipper Example.

parameterized by the generic formatX of the original photos, while in Chapter 4 we
needed different classes for different formats.

The session descriptorsBuyCard andSellCard (see Figure 6.2) describe the com-
munication pattern between theCardProducer and theCustomer. Notice that while
SellCard is the declared descriptor of the sessionsellCard in classCardProducer,
BuyCard is the session descriptor of the body of the session invocation, and it is not
declared, instead it will be checked by the type system.

The session descriptorBuyCard describes the communication performed by a caller
of the sellCard session. In the first branch (List〈X〉 ⇒?{X ⇒ α,Object ⇒ ε}),
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1 class Customer〈X extends Image〉{
2 Address addr;
3 List〈X〉 cardList;
4 CardProducer cardProducer;
5

6 Object ε requestCard
7 { cardProducer.sellCard〈X〉{ //call of session sellCard
8 Object answer := cardList;
9 sendW(answer){ //iteration Customer-Producer

10 List〈X〉 ⇒ {receiveC(x)
11 {X ⇒ {examineCard{send(x);
12 answer := receive};cont}8
13 Object ⇒ new Object()}
14 }8
15 X ⇒ {send(addr);
16 Date date := receive}8
17 Object ⇒ new Object()}
18 } //end of session call sellCard
19 } //end of session requestCard
20

21 Object ExamineCard examineCard
22 { X card := receive
23 ... //code for decision
24 send(answer)
25 } // end of session examineCard
26 }

Figure 6.3: The classCustomer.

whereX is the type variable w.r.t. which the classCustomer is parameterized, either
an image of the same format is received and the process is repeated, or the negotiation
is stopped by receiving an object of a different class (here we use the topmost class
Object). In the second branch (X ⇒!Address.?Date) an address is sent and then
delivery details are received. In the third branch (Object ⇒ ε) the negotiation stops.
The session descriptorsellCard represents the dual behavior.

Note that in both descriptors the recursion variable is nested inside multiple
choices, so that this behavior could not have been expressedusing regular expres-
sions. The use of recursive descriptors has also other advantages, such as allowing
iterative expressions with multiple exit points and multiple recursions. Notably both
the customer and the card producer can exit the iteration in the current example, while
in the MOOSE<: version of this example only the customer was allowed to exit(See
Chapter 4).

In Figure 6.3 we show the implementation of the generic classCustomer〈X〉 which
is parameterized w.r.t. the formatX used for the image. This class supports two ses-
sions,requestCard andexamineCard, with session descriptorsε andExamineCard,
both with return typeObject. The body ofrequestCard is represented by a call to the
sessionsellCard of cardProducer which runs the body ofsellCard in parallel with
the remaining part of the session body ofrequestCard. A connection will then be
established between the two threads. The variableanswer is initialized by the original
list of photos. The iteration between customer and produceris expressed by thesendW
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1 class CardProducer {
2 Shipper shipper;
3 Object result;
4

5 〈X extends Image〉 Object CreateCard createCard {
6 List〈X〉 cardL := receive;
7 ... // code for card creation
8 send(output)
9 } //end of session createCard

10

11 〈Y extends Image〉 Object SellCard sellCard {
12 receiveW( y ){
13 List〈Y〉 ⇒ {createCard〈Y〉 {send(y);Object result:=receive};
14 sendC(result){Y ⇒ cont8 Object ⇒ new Object()}}8
15 Y ⇒ {Date date:=shipper•manageDelivery{};
16 ...}8 // code for manipulating delivery date
17 Object ⇒ new Object()}
18 } // end of session sellCard
19 }

Figure 6.4: The classCardProducer.

1 class Shipper {
2

3 Date ManageDelivery manageDelivery{
4 Address addr:= receive;
5 ... //code to calculate delivery date
6 send(date); date
7 } // end of session manageDelivery
8 }

Figure 6.5: The classShipper.

expression (line 9) which has three cases. If a list of photosList〈X〉 is sent (line 10)
the producer reacts by sending either a single image of classX (line 11) representing
the proposed card or a different object for breaking the negotiation (line 13). In the
former case the proposed card is analyzed by the sessionexamineCard (whose imple-
mentation is only sketched in Figure 6.3), which returns thecustomer’s reaction in the
answer field (line 12). If the proposed card does not fit the customer,but he wants
to continue the negotiation, then the answer is a new list of photos, which is meant
to contain also suggestions of changes. If the customer is satisfied, the answer is the
chosen card. Otherwise, if the customer decides to break thenegotiation, the answer is
an object that does not belong to the classesList〈X〉 andX, for example aString with
a motivation. When the negotiation continues, the content of the answer field is sent
again to the producer via thesendW expression. If the answer is an image (meaning
that the card is accepted, line 15), then the customer sends its address inaddr, receives
the expected reception date which is stored in thedate variable, and the iteration ends.

Note that in order to get an arbitrary number of repetitions,it is crucial to allow
objects of different classes to be sent in the different iterations ofsendW.

The session descriptorSellCard models adualbehavior ofBuyCard, in which the
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Figure 6.6: Session TypesRequestJPGCard andRequestTIFFCard.

1 session RequestJPGCard =
2 µα.!{List〈JPG〉 ⇒ ?{JPG ⇒ α, Object ⇒ ε}8
3 JPG ⇒!Address.?Date8
4 Object ⇒ ε}
5

6 session RequestTIFFCard =
7 µα.!{List〈TIFF〉 ⇒ ?{TIFF ⇒ α, Object ⇒ ε}8
8 TIFF ⇒!Address.?Date8
9 Object ⇒ ε}

sending of a value in one end corresponds to its reception at the other.

In Figure 6.4 we show the implementation of the classCardProducer. The ses-
sionssellCard andcreateCard are parameterized w.r.t. the format used for the im-
age. The sessionsellCard represents the behavior of the producer interacting with the
customer as described above. The output sent at the end of this session can be either a
card of classX or an object of a different class to mean the break of the negotiation. The
shipper is then delegated to continue the session by application of the session body
manageDelivery (line 15). Note that the return object ofmanageDelivery is used by
theCardProducer. This object is the delivery date, see Figure 6.5. Return objects of
sessions can be used in session delegations, but they are discharged in session requests.

The session descriptorManageDelivery for the sessionmanageDelivery of class
Shipper in Figure 6.5 describes the receipt of anAddress followed by sending of a
Date object.

The implementor ofSellCard can collaborate with a thread requiring images of
any format depending on the one used by the customer. For instance the session de-
scriptors of Figure 6.6 are obtained fromBuyCard by instantiatingX with JPG and
TIFF. They are used for customers requiring images inJPG andTIFF, respectively.

6.2 Syntax

Figure 6.7 presents the syntax ofF SAM∀, based on FGJ [59] andF SAM∨ (Chapter 5),
where we use the same conventions aboutruntime expressions, that appear shaded, and
sequences of elements, that appear barred, as inF SAM∨.

The main difference w.r.t.F SAM∨ is the presence of parameters in the definition
of classes, sessions and expressions.Generic types(ranged over byT,U,V) are either
type variables(ranged over byX,Y) or class types(ranged over byM,N), that is class
names with parameters.Closed class typesare class types that do not contain variables:
we useF,G,H,K to range over them. Each class has a list ofbounded type parameters
(X⊳M), a list of fields of the formT f, wheref represents the field name andT its
generic type, and a list ofsessionsof the form〈X⊳M〉T ds{e}, whereX⊳M are the
type parameters of the session with their bounds,T is the return type,d the session
descriptor,s the session name, ande the session body.
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(generic type) T ::= X | M
(class type) M ::= C〈T〉
(class) L ::= class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M { T f S }
(session defn) S ::= 〈X⊳M〉T d s {e}
(expression) e ::= x | o | this | e; e |

new M(ē) | e.f | e.f:=e | standard oo constructs
e.s〈T〉{e} | session request
e•s〈T〉 { k } | session delegation
k. receiveC(x){T⇒ e8T⇒ e} | case receive
k. sendC(e) {T⇒ e8T⇒ e} | case send

k. receiveW(x){T⇒ e8T⇒ e} | while receive
k. sendW(e){T⇒ e8T⇒ e} | while send
cont continue

(parallel threads) P ::= e | P|P

Figure 6.7: Syntax, where syntax occurring only at runtime appearsshaded .

6.3 Operational Semantics

In Figure 6.8 we define the auxiliary functions for table lookup used in the operational
semantics and typing rules.

In order to define the reduction rules, we need some preliminary definitions. We
use the notions of heap (h), evaluation context (E), redex, runtime channels (k andk̃),
channel addition operation (*...+), continuation replacement (⌊.../cont⌋) discussed in
Section 5.4, here we report those definitions slightly modified to deal with the presence
of generics.

Therefore, heaps syntax is as follows:

h ::= [ ] | o 7→ (F, f : o) | k 7→ o | h::h

and we borrow fromF SAM∨ all the notations to describe heap updates.
The definitions ofchannel additionoperation*...+, and ofcontinuation replacement

operation⌊.../cont⌋ are in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, which are the same operations of
Chapter 5 but applied toF SAM∀ expressions.

The set of evaluation contexts is defined by:

E ::= [ ] | E ;e | E .f | E .f := e | o.f := E | E .s〈F〉{e} |
E•s〈F〉{k} | k.sendC(E){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2}.

and the set of redexes is defined by:

newF(o) | o.f | o.f := o | o.s〈F〉{e} | o • s〈F〉{k}
k.sendC(o){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2} | k.receiveC(x){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2}
k.sendW(e){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2} | k.receiveW(x){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2}

In Figure 6.11 the reduction rules are defined, and they describe the same semantics
as the rules ofF SAM∨, applied to parameterized expressions. The communication
rulesSENDCASE-R andRECEIVECASE-R use the functionF ⇓ {F1,F2} that is defined
in the same way as the one inF SAM∨.
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Field lookup

fields(Object) = ε
class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT fields([U/X]M) = T′ f′

fields(C〈U〉) = T′ f′, [U/X]T f

Field type lookup
T f ∈ fields(C〈U〉)
fType(C〈U〉, f) = T

Session descriptor lookup

class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT 〈Y⊳N〉T ds{e} ∈ S

sType(s,C〈U〉) = [U/X](〈Y⊳N〉d)
class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT s 6∈ S

sType(s,C〈U〉) = sType(s, [U/X]M)

class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT 〈Y⊳N〉T ds{e} ∈ S

rType(s,C〈U〉) = [U/X](〈Y⊳N〉T)
class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT s 6∈ S

rType(s,C〈U〉) = rType(s, [U/X]M)

Session body lookup

class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT 〈Y⊳N〉T ds{e} ∈ S

sBody(s〈V〉,C〈U〉) = [V/Y][U/X]e

class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT s /∈ S

sBody(s〈V〉,C〈U〉) = sBody(s〈V〉, [U/X]M)

Figure 6.8: Lookup Functions.

6.4 Typing

Well-formed generic types can only be defined using subtyping and with respect to
type environments, that is mappings from type variables to class types, which give
upper-bounds to type variables. In turn subtyping needs type environments and well-
formed type environments can only contain well-formed class types. For this rea-
son Figure 6.12 presents the mutually recursive definitionsof subtyping, well-formed
generic types and type environments.

Session descriptors,d, are the same as inF SAM∨ (see Section 5.5), except for the
generic type of exchanged objects. The syntax of session descriptors is:

d ::= ε | α | � | †{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2} | µα.†{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2} | d.d,

where we use † as a convenient abbreviation that ranges over{!,?}.
Only well-formed generic types can occur in well-formed session descriptors, see

Figure 6.13.
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e*k+ =





e1*k+ ;e2*k+ if e= e1;e2,

e1*k+ .f if e= e1.f,

e1*k+ .f:=e2*k+ if e= e1.f:=e2,

e1*k+ .s〈F〉{e2} if e= e1.s〈F〉{e2},
e1*k+•s〈F〉{k} if e= e1•s〈F〉{ },
k.receiveC(x){F⇒ e*k+} if e= receiveC(x){F⇒ e},
k.sendC(e*k+){F⇒ e*k+} if e= sendC(e){F⇒ e},
k.receiveW(x){F⇒ e*k+} if e= receiveW(x){F⇒ e},
k.sendW(e){F⇒ e*k+} if e= sendW(e){F⇒ e},
e otherwise.

Figure 6.9: Channel Replacement.

e⌊e′/cont⌋=





e′ if e= cont,

e1⌊e′/cont⌋;e2⌊e′/cont⌋ if e= e1;e2,

e1⌊e′/cont⌋.f if e= e1.f,

e1⌊e′/cont⌋.f:=e2⌊e′/cont⌋ if e= e1.f:=e2,

e1⌊e′/cont⌋.s〈F〉{e2} if e= e1.s〈F〉{e2},
e1⌊e′/cont⌋•s〈F〉{k} if e= e1•s〈F〉{k},
k.receiveC(x){F⇒ e⌊e′/cont⌋} if e= k.receiveC(x){F⇒ e},
k.sendC(e⌊e′/cont⌋){F⇒ e⌊e′/cont⌋} if e= k.sendC(e){F⇒ e},
e otherwise.

Figure 6.10: Continuation Replacement.

First we define the typing ofchannel free expressions(see Section 5.5.1).
The typing judgment has the shape

∆;Γ ⊢ e:T # d,

where∆ is a type environment, which maps generic type variables to their bounds,Γ
is a term environment, which mapsthis, cont, variables and objects to generic types,
andd represents the session descriptor of the active channel required to rune.

Figure 6.14 defines well-formed term environments in the standard way.
Figure 6.16 gives the typing rules. AXIOM -CONT derives forcont the assumed

generic type and the session descriptor�. Notice that, differently fromF SAM∨, in
here we can assume forcont different types (see later on the explanation of typing rules
for while constructs), adopting a standard technique for the typing of recursive expres-
sions. InF SAM∨ we chose to givecont the typeObject to simplify the treatment of
cont in the inference algorithmic system, and therefore also in the typing system we let
cont have typeObject, in order to maintain a consistency between the two systems.

In order to deal with (possible) multiple occurrences of a term variable orcont with
different types inside an expression, we define the following “update” operation onΓ:
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PAR-R
e,h−→ P,h′

e |P′,h−→ P|P′,h′

SEQ-R
E [o;e],h−→ E [e],h

FLD-R
h(o) = (F, f : o)

E [o.fi],h−→ E [h(o)(fi)],h

NEWC-R
fields(F) = G f o 6∈ h

E [newF(ō)],h−→ E [o],h[o 7→ (F, f : o)]

FLDASS-R
E [o.f := o′],h−→ E [o′],h[o 7→ h(o)[f 7→ o′]]

SESSREQ-R
h(o) = (F, ) sBody(s〈G〉,F) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h

E [o.s〈G〉{e}], h −→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+, h[k 7→ (), k̃ 7→ ()]

SESSDEL-R
h(o) = (F, ) sBody(s〈G〉,F) = e

E [o• s〈G〉{k}], h −→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

RECEIVECASE-R
h(k) = o :: o h(o) = (F, ) F ⇓ F= Fi

E [k.receiveC(x){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2}], h −→ E [[o/x]ei ], h[k 7→ o]

SENDCASE-R
h(k̃) = o h(o) = (F, ) F ⇓ F= Fi

E [k.sendC(o){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2}], h −→ E [ei ], h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

RECEIVEWHILE -R
e′i = ei⌊k.receiveW(x){F⇒ e}/cont⌋

E [k.receiveW(x){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2}], h −→ E [k.receiveC(x){F1 ⇒ e′1 8F2 ⇒ e′2}], h

SENDWHILE -R
e′i = ei⌊k.sendW(e){F⇒ e}/cont⌋

E [k.sendW(e){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2}], h −→ E [k.sendC(e){F1 ⇒ e′1 8F2 ⇒ e′2}], h

Figure 6.11: Reduction Rules.

Definition 6.4.1. Let w ranges over term variables andcont. The term environment
Γ(w : T) is defined by:

Γ(w : T)(w′) =
{

T if w′ = w,
Γ(w′) otherwise.

Thus, the operationΓ(w : T) has the effect of addingw : T to Γ, possibly replacing
another assumption forw in Γ. This avoids an explicit weakening rule to add an as-
sumption oncont, when typing nested while communication expressions. It iseasy to
see that ifΓ andT are well formed w.r.t. a given∆, then alsoΓ(w : T) is well formed
w.r.t. ∆.

As usual the upper bound ofX in ∆ (notationbound∆(T)) is defined by:

bound∆(T) =

{
∆(X) if T= X,

T otherwise.

Figure 6.15 shows the duality relation on session descriptors. The presence of type
variables in the typesTi of the alternatives requires a notion of duality more restrictive
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Subtyping

∆ ⊢ T<: T
∆ ⊢ T<: T′ ∆ ⊢ T′ <: T′′

∆ ⊢ T<: T′′
∆ ⊢ X<: ∆(X)

∆ ⊢ C〈U〉ok class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT

∆ ⊢ C〈U〉<: [U/X]M

Well-Formed Type Environments

WF-TE-E
⊢ /0ok

WF-TE-V
⊢ ∆ok ∆ ⊢ Mok X 6∈ dom(∆)

⊢ ∆,X<: Mok

Well-Formed Generic Types

WF-OBJECT
⊢ ∆ok

∆ ⊢ Objectok

WF-VAR
⊢ ∆ok X ∈ dom(∆)

∆ ⊢ Xok

WF-CLASS

class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∆ ⊢ Tok ∆ ⊢ T<: [T/X]M

∆ ⊢ C〈T〉ok

Figure 6.12: Subtyping, Well-Formed Type Environments andGeneric Types.

WF-ε
⊢ ∆ok

∆ ⊢ εok

WF-α
⊢ ∆ok

∆ ⊢ αok

WF-�
⊢ ∆ok

∆ ⊢ �ok

WF-CONC
∆ ⊢ dok ∆ ⊢ d′ ok

∆ ⊢ d.d′ ok

WF-IO
∆ ⊢ Ti ok ∆ ⊢ di ok

∆ ⊢ †{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2}ok

WF-REC
∆ ⊢ Ti ok ∆ ⊢ di ok

∆ ⊢ µα.†{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2}ok

Figure 6.13: Well-Formed Session Types.

than the one used in 5.5.1. We could allow dual descriptors tohave different types
of the alternatives by requiring all the descriptors of the continuations to be pair-wise
dual. The necessity of this requirement should be clear by considering for example the
type alternatives{X⇒ d 8 Y⇒ d′}, whereX andY can be independently instantiated.
More formally, we could replace the third rule of Figure 6.15by:

∀i, j di ⋊⋉ d′j i, j ∈ {1,2}
µα.!{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2}⋊⋉ µα.?{T′1 ⇒ d′1 8T′2 ⇒ d′2}

We discharged such a rule since it is clearly too restrictive. We considered also different
liberalization of the current duality notion, based on analyzing the possible subtyping
relations that can arise between the types by instantiatingtype variables. As a matter of
fact this approach turned out to be too complicated to be feasible. The present notion
of duality corresponds to the fact that in the standard session types (see Chapter 1) the
various type alternatives have just the same labels in both dual types.
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EMP

∆ ⊢ /0ok

EVAR
∆ ⊢ Γok ∆ ⊢ Tok x /∈ dom(Γ)

∆ ⊢ Γ,x : Tok

EOID
∆ ⊢ Γok ∆ ⊢ Mok o 6∈ dom(Γ)

∆ ⊢ Γ,o : Mok

ETHIS
∆ ⊢ Γok ∆ ⊢ Mok this 6∈ dom(Γ)

∆ ⊢ Γ,this : Mok

ECONT
∆ ⊢ Γok ∆ ⊢ Tok cont 6∈ dom(Γ)

∆ ⊢ Γ,cont : Tok

Figure 6.14: Well-Formed Term Environments.

ε ⋊⋉ ε α ⋊⋉ α
d1 ⋊⋉ d′1 d2 ⋊⋉ d′2

d1.d2 ⋊⋉ d′1.d′2

di ⋊⋉ d′i i ∈ {1,2}
µα.!{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2}⋊⋉ µα.?{T1 ⇒ d′1 8T2 ⇒ d′2}

Figure 6.15: Duality relation.

Rules SESSREQ-T and SESSDEL-T are analogous to the corresponding ones in
F SAM∨, apart from the fact that the type ofe may be a type variable, so in order to
know the class in which look up the required session body we need to find the upper
bound ofT in the environment∆. Then, the check of duality in rule SESSREQ-T is
done replacing the type variables in the descriptor of the session body with the actual
type parametersV, while in rule SESSDEL-T the type variables in both the type and
the session descriptor of the delegation expression are instantiated with the actual type
parametersV, after checking thatV are well formed and subtype of the boundsN of
the type variablesY. Notice that in rule SESSDEL-T the type variableY occurring in
the typeT′ of the delegation expression need to be instantiated, because during the
reduction process the whole expression will be replaced by the session body defined in
the class of the expression to which the session is delegated, with the type parameters
instantiated (cf. the reduction rule SESSDEL-R andsBodyin Figure 6.8).

Rules RECEIVEC-T and SENDC-T require all possible alternative branchesei to
have the same type (because, differently fromF SAM∨, we do note have union types)
but they can implement different communication sequences.Rule SENDC-T prescribes
that the type ofe is the typeT2 of the second alternative and that the bounds ofT1 is
smaller than or equal to the bound ofT2. Clearly this second requirement is necessary
to allow objects to match both the listed types.

The typing rules for the while communication expressions are similar, but they
also discharge the assumption oncont and replace the occurrences of� in session
descriptors by a variableα not occurring in the session descriptors and that will be
bound byµ. In rule SENDW-T communications ine are forbidden as inF SAM∨.

Figure 6.17 defines well-formed class tables.
Figure 6.18 gives the typing rules for runtime expressions.Since at runtime generic
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AXIOM -T
∆ ⊢ Γok

∆;Γ ⊢ z : Γ(z) # ε

AXIOM -CONT
∆ ⊢ Γok

∆;Γ ⊢ cont : Γ(cont) # �

SUBS-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e:T # d ∆ ⊢ T<: T′

∆;Γ ⊢ e:T′ # d

NEW-T
∆ ⊢ Mok fields(M) = T f ∆;Γ ⊢ ei : Ti # ε

∆;Γ ⊢ new M(ē) : M # ε

SEQ-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e1 : T1 # d1 ∆;Γ ⊢ e2 : T2 # d2

∆;Γ ⊢ e1;e2 : T2 # d1.d2

FLD-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e:T # d bound∆(T) = M

∆;Γ ⊢ e.f : f Type(M, f) # d

FLDASS-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e:T # d bound∆(T) = M ∆;Γ ⊢ e′ : f Type(M, f) # d′

∆;Γ ⊢ e.f = e′ : f Type(M, f) # d.d′

SESSREQ-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e : T # d bound∆(T) = M ∆;Γ ⊢ e′ : T′ # d′

sType(s,M) = 〈Y⊳N〉d′′ ∆ ⊢ Vok ∆ ⊢ V<: [V/Y]N [V/Y]d′′ ⋊⋉ d′

∆;Γ ⊢ e.s〈V〉{e′} : T′ # d

SESSDEL-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e : T # d bound∆(T) = M sType(s,M) = 〈Y⊳N〉d′ d′ 6= ε

∆ ⊢ Vok ∆ ⊢ V<: [V/Y]N rType(s,M) = 〈Y⊳N〉T′

∆;Γ ⊢ e• s〈V〉{} : [V/Y]T′ # d.[V/Y]d′

RECEIVEC-T
∆;Γ(x : Ti) ⊢ ei : T # di

∆;Γ ⊢ receiveC(x){T1 ⇒ e1 8T2 ⇒ e2} : T#?{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2}
SENDC-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e : T2 # d ∆;Γ ⊢ ei : T # di ∆ ⊢ bound∆(T1)<: bound∆(T2)

∆;Γ ⊢ sendC(e){{T1 ⇒ e1 8T2 ⇒ e2}} : T # d.!{T1 ⇒ d1 8T2 ⇒ d2}
RECEIVEW-T

∆;Γ(cont : T)(x : Ti) ⊢ ei : T # di α /∈ d

∆;Γ ⊢ receiveW(x){{T1 ⇒ e1 8T2 ⇒ e2}} : T # µα.?{T1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8T2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}
SENDW-T
∆;Γ ⊢ e : T2 # ε ∆;Γ(cont : T) ⊢ ei : T # di ∆ ⊢ bound∆(T1)<: bound∆(T2) α /∈ d

∆;Γ ⊢ sendW(e){T1 ⇒ e1 8T2 ⇒ e2} : T # µα. !{T1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8T2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}

Figure 6.16: Typing of Channel Free Expressions.

type variables are being instantiated, we do not need the environment∆ to check the
bounds. So the runtime typing judgment is as inF SAM∨. See Section 5.5.2 for further
discussions.

6.5 Properties

The properties ofF SAM∀ are proven following the same technique used forF SAM∨. Most of
the preliminary lemmas needed for the proofs of the theoremsand the theorems themselves are
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S-OK
{X<: M,Y<: N};{this : C〈X〉} ⊢ e:T # d d is closed

〈Y⊳N〉T d s{e} : ok in C〈X⊳M〉
C-OK
⊢ {X<: M}ok {X<: M} ⊢ Tok {X<: M} ⊢ Mok S : ok in C〈X⊳M〉

class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} : ok

CT-OK
class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} : ok CT : ok

CT,class C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} : ok

Figure 6.17: Well-Formed Class Tables.

an adapted version of the ones in in Chapter 5, except for lemmas concerning type substitutions
and bounds. Therefore as we did in Chapter 7, in this section we only list the statements without
comments and we show the proofs only where they differ from the ones in Chapter 5.

6.5.1 Subject Reduction
Definition 6.5.1. An expressione is initial if /0; /0 ⊢ e : F # ε for someF.

Proposition 6.5.2. /0;Γ ⊢ e : F # d impliesΓ ⊢r e*k+ : F # {k : d}.

Lemma 6.5.3(Evaluation Context Substitution). If Γ ⊢rE [e] : F # Σ, then there existΣ1, Σ2, G,
such that

1. Γ ⊢r e : G # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1.Σ2,

2. Γ ⊢rE [e′] : F # Σ′
1.Σ2, for anye’ such thatΓ ⊢r e′ : G # Σ′

1 with Σ1 ⊑ Σ′
1.

Lemma 6.5.4(Type Substitution). If X<: M;Γ ⊢ e : T # d, and /0 ⊢ F<: [F/X]M, then /0;[F/X]Γ ⊢
[F/X]e : [F/X]T # [F/X]d.

PROOF. By induction on the derivation ofX<: M;Γ ⊢ e : T # Σ.
If the last applied rule is FLDASS-T use Lemma 6.5.10(1) and (2).
If the last applied rule is SESSREQ-T use Lemma 6.5.10(1), (5), Lemma 6.5.9(3) and

Lemma 6.5.11. �

Lemma 6.5.5(Term Substitution). 1. If Γ(z : F) ⊢r e : G # Σ andΓ ⊢r o : F # /0, then
Γ ⊢r [o/z]e : G # Σ.

2. If Γ(cont : G)(x : Fi) ⊢r ei : G # Σ,k : di for 1≤ i ≤ #(F) andα does not occur ind, then

Γ(x : Fi) ⊢r ei⌊k.receiveW(x){F⇒ e}/cont⌋ : G # Σ,k : [(µα.?{F⇒ [α/�]d})/�]di .

3. If Γ ⊢r e : F#(F) # /0 andΓ(cont : G) ⊢r ei : G # Σ,k : di and /0 ⊢ Fi <: F#(F) for 1≤ i ≤ #(F)
andα does not occur ind, then

Γ ⊢r ei⌊k.sendW(e){F⇒ e}/cont⌋ : G # Σ,k : [(µα. !{F⇒ [α/�]d})/�]di .

PROOF. All points are proved by induction on the expression that isthe argument of the
substitution.

As a paradigmatic case we prove (2) forei = cont. We have thatΓ(cont : G)(x : Fi) ⊢r cont :
G # k : � and Γ(cont : G)(x : F j) ⊢r e j : G # k : d j for 1 ≤ j 6= i ≤ #(F). Then, applying rule
RECEIVEC-RT we can deriveΓ ⊢r k.receiveW(x){F⇒ e} : G # k : µα.?{F⇒ [α/�]d}. �
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AXIOM -RT
/0 ⊢ Γok

Γ ⊢r z : Γ(z) # /0

AXIOM -CONT-RT
/0 ⊢ Γok

Γ ⊢r cont : Γ(cont) # {k : �}

SUBS-RT
Γ ⊢r e:F # Σ /0 ⊢ F<: F′

Γ ⊢r e:F′ # Σ

NEW-RT
/0 ⊢ Fok fields(F) = G f Γ ⊢r ei : Gi # ε

Γ ⊢r new F(ē) : F # /0

FLD-RT
Γ ⊢r e:F # Σ

Γ ⊢r e.f : f Type(F, f) # Σ

SEQ-RT
Γ ⊢r e1 : F1 # Σ1 Γ ⊢r e2 : F2 # Σ2

Γ ⊢r e1;e2 : F2 # Σ1.Σ2

FLDASS-RT
Γ ⊢r e:F # Σ Γ ⊢r e′ : f Type(F, f) # Σ′

Γ ⊢r e.f = e′ : f Type(F, f) # Σ.Σ′

SESSREQ-RT
Γ ⊢r e : F # Σ /0;Γ ⊢ e′ : G # d′ sType(s,F) = 〈Y⊳N〉d

/0 ⊢ Hok /0 ⊢ H<: [H/Y]N [H/Y]d⋊⋉ d′

Γ ⊢r e.s〈H〉{e′} : G # Σ

SESSDEL-RT
Γ ⊢r e : F # Σ sType(s,F) = 〈Y⊳N〉d d 6= ε /0 ⊢ Hok

/0 ⊢ H<: [H/Y]N rType(s,F) = 〈Y⊳N〉T
Γ ⊢r e• s〈H〉{k} : [H/Y]T # Σ.{k : [H/Y]d}

RECEIVEC-RT
Γ(x : Fi) ⊢r ei : G # {k : di}

Γ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2} : G # {k : ?{F1 ⇒ d1 8F2 ⇒ d2}}
SENDC-RT

Γ ⊢r e : F2 # Σ Γ ⊢r ei : G # {k : di} /0 ⊢ F1 <: F2

Γ ⊢r k.sendC(e){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2} : G # Σ.{k : !{F1 ⇒ d1 8F2 ⇒ d2}}
RECEIVEW-RT

Γ(cont : G)(x : Fi) ⊢r ei : G # {k : di} α 6∈ d

Γ ⊢r k.receiveW(x){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2} : G # {k : µα.?{F1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8F2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}}
SENDW-RT

Γ ⊢r e : F2 # /0 Γ(cont : G) ⊢r ei : G # {k : di} /0 ⊢ F1 <: F2 α 6∈ d

Γ ⊢r k.sendW(e){F1 ⇒ e1 8F2 ⇒ e2} : G # {k : µα. !{F1 ⇒ [α/�]d1 8F2 ⇒ [α/�]d2}}

Figure 6.18: Typing of Runtime Expressions.

Lemma 6.5.6(Typing of Session Bodies). If sType(s,F)= 〈Y⊳N〉d, and rType(s,F)= 〈Y⊳N〉T
and /0 ⊢ G<: [G/Y]N and sBody(s〈G〉,F) = e, then /0;{this : F} ⊢ e : [G/Y]T # [G/Y]d.

PROOF. By induction on the derivation ofsBody(s〈G〉,F) = e.
If F= C〈H〉 andclass C〈X⊳M〉 extends M {T f S} ∈ CT and〈Y⊳N〉T′ d′s{e′} ∈ S and /0 ⊢ H<:

[H/X]M, then by definition of look up functionsT= [H/X]T′, d= [H/X]d′, ande= [G/Y][H/X]e′.
By rule S-OK {X<: M,Y<: N};{this : C〈X〉} ⊢ e′ : T′ # d′, which implies by Lemma 6.5.4

/0;{this : C〈H〉} ⊢ e: [G/Y]T # [G/Y]d. �

Lemma 6.5.7(OK). 1. If ∆ ⊢ dok, then⊢ ∆ok.

2. If ∆ ⊢ Tok, then⊢ ∆ok.

3. If ∆ ⊢ T<: T′, then⊢ ∆ok.
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4. If ∆ ⊢ Γok, then⊢ ∆ok.

5. If ∆;Γ ⊢ e:T # d, then⊢ ∆ok and∆ ⊢ Γok and∆ ⊢ Tok and∆ ⊢ dok.

6. If Γ ⊢r e:F # Σ, then /0 ⊢ Γok and /0 ⊢ Fok and /0 ⊢ Σ(k)ok for all k.

Lemma 6.5.8(Weakening). Let⊢ ∆,X<: Mok and∆ ⊢ Γ,x : Vok and /0 ⊢ Γ,x : Gok.

1. If ∆ ⊢ dok, then∆,X<: M ⊢ dok.

2. If ∆ ⊢ Tok, then∆,X<: M ⊢ Tok.

3. If ∆ ⊢ T<: T′, then∆,X<: M ⊢ T<: T′.

4. If ∆ ⊢ Γok, then∆,X<: M ⊢ Γok.

5. If ∆;Γ ⊢ e:T # d, then∆,X<: M;Γ ⊢ e:T # d and∆;Γ,x : V ⊢ e:T # d.

6. If Γ ⊢r e:F # Σ, thenΓ,x : G ⊢r e:F # Σ.

Lemma 6.5.9(Properties of Type Substitutions). Let /0 ⊢ F<: [F/X]M.

1. If X<: M ⊢ dok, then /0 ⊢ [F/X]dok.

2. If X<: M ⊢ Tok, then /0 ⊢ [F/X]Tok.

3. If X<: M ⊢ T<: T′, then /0 ⊢ [F/X]T<: [F/X]T′.

4. If X<: M ⊢ Γok, then /0 ⊢ [F/X]Γok.

5. If X<: M;Γ ⊢ e:T # d, then /0;[F/X]Γ ⊢ [F/X]e : [F/X]T # [F/X]d.

Lemma 6.5.10(Properties of Bounds and Look up Functions). 1. If /0 ⊢ F <: [F/X]M, then
/0 ⊢ bound /0([F/X]T)<: [F/X](boundX<:M(T)).

2. If ∆ ⊢ T<: V and fields(bound∆(V)) = V f, then fields(bound∆(T)) = T g andTi = Vi for
1≤ i ≤ #(f).

3. If sType(s,M) = 〈Y⊳N〉d, then sType(s, [T/X]M) = [T/X](〈Y⊳N〉d).
4. If rType(s,M) = 〈Y⊳N〉T, then rType(s, [T/X]M) = [T/X](〈Y⊳N〉T).
5. If ∆ ⊢ T<: V and sType(s,bound∆(V)) is defined, then

sType(s,bound∆(T)) = sType(s,bound∆(V)).

6. If ∆ ⊢ T<: V and rType(s,bound∆(V)) is defined, then
rType(s,bound∆(T)) = rType(s,bound∆(V)).

Lemma 6.5.11(Duality Preservation). If d⋊⋉ d′, then[F/X]d⋊⋉ [F/X]d′.

Theorem 6.5.12(Subject Reduction). If wf(Γ;h) andΓ ⊢r e : F # Σ then

1. e,h −→ e′,h′ implies ∃Σ′, Γ′ such thatΓ ⊆ Γ′ and Σ ⊑ Σ′, and wf(Γ′;h′), and
Γ′ ⊢r e′ : F # Σ′.

2. e,h −→ e1 | e2, h′ implies h′ = h[k 7→ (), k̃ 7→ ()] for somek, k̃ 6∈ h, and wf(Γ;h′),
and∃F′,d,d′ such thatΓ ⊢r e1 : F # Σ,k : d, andΓ ⊢r e2 : F′ # {k̃ : d′}, andd⋊⋉ d′.

PROOF. The proof is by case analysis on the definition of−→. By Lemma 6.5.3 we can assume
thatE is empty.

Let the last applied rule be SESSREQ-R:

h(o) = (G, ) sBody(s〈H〉,G) = e′′ k, k̃ 6∈ h
o.s〈H〉{e′}, h −→ e′*k+ | [o/this]e′′*k̃+, h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]

From wf(Γ;h) and h(o) = (G, ) we get Γ ⊢r o : G # /0 by applying AXIOM -RT. From
Γ ⊢r o.s〈H〉{e′} : F # Σ we get by SESSREQ-RT /0;Γ ⊢ e′ : F # d′, andsType(s,G) = 〈Y⊳N〉d,
and /0 ⊢ Hok, and /0 ⊢ H<: [H/Y]N, and[H/Y]d⋊⋉ d′. By Proposition 6.5.2/0;Γ ⊢ e′ : F # d′ implies
Γ ⊢r e′*k+ : F # {k : d′}.
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Let rType(s,G) = 〈Y⊳N〉T. By Lemma 6.5.6/0;{this : G} ⊢ e′′ : [H/Y]T # [H/Y]d, which implies
{this : G} ⊢r e′′*k̃+ : [H/Y]T # {k̃ : [H/Y]d} by Proposition 6.5.2.
We concludeΓ ⊢r [o/this]e′′*k̃+ : [H/Y]T # {k̃ : [H/Y]d} by Lemmas 6.5.5(1) and 6.5.8(6).

Let the last applied rule be SESSDEL–R:

h(o) = (G, ) sBody(s〈H〉,G) = e′

o• s〈H〉{k}, h −→ [o/this]e′*k+,h

From wf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (G, ) we getΓ ⊢r o : G # /0 by applying AXIOM -RT . FromΓ ⊢r o •
s〈H〉{k} : F # Σ we get by SESSDEL-RT Σ = {k : [H/Y]d}, andF = [H/Y]T, andsType(s,G) =
〈Y⊳N〉d, and /0 ⊢ Hok, and /0 ⊢ H <: [H/Y]N, and rType(s,G) = 〈Y⊳N〉T. By Lemma 6.5.6
/0;{this : G} ⊢ e′ : F # [H/Y]d, which implies{this : G} ⊢r e′*k+ : F # {k : [H/Y]d} by Proposi-
tion 6.5.2.
We concludeΓ ⊢r [o/this]e′*k+ : F # {k : [H/Y]d} by Lemmas 6.5.5(1) and 6.5.8(6).

Let the last applied rule beRECEIVECASE-R:

h(k) = o :: o h(o) = (G, ) G ⇓ F= Fi

k.receiveC(x){F⇒ e}, h −→ [o/x]ei , h[k 7→ o]

From wf(Γ;h) and h(o) = (G, ) and G ⇓ F = Fi we get Γ ⊢r o : Fi # /0 by applying AXIOM -
RT and possibly SUBS-RT. FromΓ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){F⇒ e} : F # Σ we get by RECEIVEC-RT
Σ = {k :?{F⇒ d}} and Γ(x : Fi) ⊢r ei : F # {k : di} where 1≤ i ≤ #(F). So we conclude by
Lemma 6.5.5(1) since ?{F⇒ d} ⊑ di .

Let the last applied rule beSENDCASE-R:

h(k̃) = o h(o) = (G, ) G ⇓ F= Fi

k.sendC(o){F⇒ e}, h −→ ei , h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

From Γ ⊢r k.sendC(o){F⇒ e} : F # Σ we get by SENDC-RT Σ = {k : !{F⇒ d}} andΓ ⊢r ei :
F # {k : di} for 1≤ i ≤ n= #(F).

Let the last applied rule beRECEIVEWHILE-R:

e′i = ei⌊k.receiveW(x){F⇒ e}/cont⌋
k.receiveW(x){F⇒ e}, h −→ k.receiveC(x){F⇒ e′}, h

From Γ ⊢r k.receiveW(x){F⇒ e} : F # Σ we get by RECEIVEW-RT Σ = {k :
µα.?{F⇒ [α/�]d}} and Γ(cont : G)(x : Fi) ⊢r ei : F # {k : di} where 1≤ i ≤ #(F) and
α 6∈ d.

Let d′i = [µα.?{F⇒ [α/�]d}/α]di . By Lemma 6.5.5(2) we getΓ(x : Fi) ⊢r e′i : F # {k : d′i}. By
rule RECEIVEC-RT we concludeΓ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){F⇒ e′} : F # {k : ?{F⇒ d′}}. Notice that
?{F⇒ d′} is the unfolding ofµα.?{F⇒ [α/�]d}.

Let the last applied rule beSENDWHILE -R:

e′i = ei⌊k.sendW(e){F⇒ e}/cont⌋
k.sendW(e){F⇒ e}, h −→ k.sendC(e){F⇒ e′}, h

FromΓ ⊢r k.sendW(e){F⇒ e} : F # Σ we get by SENDW-RT Σ = {k : µα. !{F⇒ [α/�]d}} and
Γ ⊢r e : Fn # /0 andΓ(cont : G) ⊢r ei : F # {k : di} and /0 ⊢ Fi <: Fn where 1≤ i ≤ n = #(F) and
α 6∈ d.

Let d′i = [µα. !{F⇒ [α/�]d}/α]di . By Lemma 6.5.5(3) we getΓ ⊢r e′i : F # {k : d′i}. By rule
SENDC-RT we concludeΓ ⊢r k.sendC(e){F⇒ e′} : F # {k : !{F⇒ d′}}. �
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6.5.2 Type safety
Lemma 6.5.13(Progress). Let e be a well typed runtime expression, then:

1. if o.fi is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (F, f = o), for someF, wherefi ∈ f;

2. if o.s〈G〉{e1} is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (F, ) and sBody(s〈G〉,F) = e′, for some
F, e′.

3. if o•s〈G〉{k} is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (F, ) and sBody(s〈G〉,C) = e′, for some
F, e′.

Definition 6.5.14. The relationthe session descriptord agrees with the session descriptord′ via
the queueo in the heaph, notationd⋉o

h d
′, is defined by:

1. d⋉
()
h d′ if d⋊⋉ d′,

2. di .d
′
⋉
o::oi
h d′′ if !{F⇒ d}.d′⋉o

h d
′′ and h(oi) = (F, ) and F ⇓ F= Fi .

Lemma 6.5.15. Letd⋉oi ::o
h ?{F⇒ d}.d′, and h(oi) = (F, ), andF ⇓ F= Fi , thend⋉o

h di .d
′.

PROOF. By induction on the length ofo. The base caseo= () is straightforward from Defini-
tion 6.5.14.
For the induction case assumeo= o′ :: o+. Thus the hypothesis becomesd⋉

oi ::o′::o+

h ?{F⇒ d}.d′.
This relation can only have been obtained by applying case (2) of Definition 6.5.14. So
we haved = d+j .d

∗ for somed+j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) and d∗ and h(o+) = (F+, ) and F+ ⇓ F+ =

F+j and !{F+ ⇒ d+}.d∗⋉oi ::o′
h ?{F⇒ d}.d′. By induction hypothesis we getF ⇓ F = Fi and

!{F+ ⇒ d+}.d∗⋉o′
h di .d

′. Applying again Definition 6.5.14(2) we get the result. �

Definition 6.5.16. A session environmentΣ agreeswith a heap h, notation wf(Σ;h), if:

• Σ(k) 6= ε impliesk∈h and

• for all k∈h : h(k) 6= () implies h(k̃) = () and

• for all k∈h : h(k) = () impliesΣ(k)⋉h(k̃)
h Σ(k̃).

Definition 6.5.17. A standard environmentΓ, a session environmentΣ, and a heap hagree,
notation wf(Γ;Σ;h), if wf(Γ;h) and wf(Σ;h).

Lemma 6.5.18. Let Γ ⊢r ei : Fi # Σi , (1≤ i ≤ n), and assume wf(Γ;Σ;h), whereΣ =
⋃

1≤i≤n Σi .
If

e1 | . . . |en,h −→ e′1 | . . . |e′m,h,
then there areΓ′ andΣ′

j such thatΓ′ ⊢r e′j : F j # Σ′
j (1≤ j ≤ m), and wf(Γ′;Σ′;h′), whereΣ′ =

⋃
1≤ j≤mΣ′

j .

PROOF. We have that, for somei (1 ≤ i ≤ n), eitherei ,h −→ e′i |e′′i ,h′ by applying rule
SESSREQ-R or ei ,h −→ e′i ,h

′ by applying anyone of the other reduction rules. In the former
case the proof follows immediately by Theorem 6.5.12(2) andDefinition 6.5.17.
So letei ,h−→ e′i ,h

′. If this reduction has not been obtained by a communication rule the proof
is trivial by Theorem 6.5.12(1). The interesting cases are when the reductionei ,h−→ e′i ,h

′ is
obtained by a communication rule.

CaseRECEIVE CASE-R. Assumeei = E [k.receiveC(x){G⇒ e′′}]. We have that

E [k.receiveC(x){G⇒ e′′}], h −→ E [[o/x]e′′j ], h′,

whereh(k) = o :: o, andh(o) = (G, ), andh′ = h[k 7→ o] andG ⇓ G= G j .
SinceΓ ⊢r ei : Fi # Σi , by rule RECEIVEC-RT and Lemma 6.5.3 we must have for some
Σ′′

i , d, d′, H, andy 6∈ E :
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• Σi = Σ′′
i ,k :?{G⇒ d}.d′,

• Γ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){G⇒ e′′} : H # {k :?{G⇒ d}}, and

• Γ(y : H) ⊢r E [y] : Fi # Σ′′
i ,k : d′.

By the assumptions, Definitions 6.5.17 and 6.5.16, and the third clause ofwf(Σ;h), we get
thatΣ(k̃)⋉o::o

h ?{G⇒ t}.d′. Then by Lemma 6.5.15 we have thatΣ(k̃)⋉o
h d j .d

′.
By rule RECEIVEC-RT we can deriveΓ(x : G j ) ⊢r e′′j : H # k : d j . From wf(Γ;h) and
h(o) = (G, ) andG ⇓ G = G j we getΓ ⊢r o : G j # /0 by applying AXIOM -RT and possi-
bly SUBS-RT. Then from Lemma 6.5.5(1) we have thatΓ ⊢r [o/x]e′′j : H # k : d j , which
implies Γ ⊢r E [[o/x]e′′j ] : Fi # Σ′′

i ,k : d j .d
′ by Lemma 6.5.3. Lastly we getΓ′ = Γ, and

Σ′
i = Σ′′

i ,k : d j .d
′ andh′(k) = o′ which assurewf(Γ′;Σ′;h′).

CaseSENDCASE-R. Assumeei = E [k.sendC(o){G⇒ e′′}]. We have that

E [k.sendC(o){G⇒ e′′}], h −→ E [e′′j ], h′,

whereh(k̃) = o, andh(o) = (G, ), andh′ = h[k̃ 7→ o :: o], andG ⇓ G= G j .
SinceΓ ⊢r ei : Fi # Σi , by rule SENDC-RT (observing that an object is typed with the
empty session environment) and Lemma 6.5.3 we must have for someΣ′′

i , d, d′, H, and
y 6∈ E :

• Σi = Σ′′
i ,k :!{G⇒ d}.d′,

• Γ ⊢r k.sendC(o){G⇒ e′′} : H # {k :!{G⇒ d}}, and

• Γ(y : H) ⊢r E [y] : Fi # Σ′′
i ,k : d′.

By the assumptions, Definitions 6.5.17 and 6.5.16, and the third clause ofwf(Σ;h), we
have that !{G⇒ t}.d′⋉o

h Σ(k̃), which impliesd j .d
′
⋉
o::o
h Σ(k̃) by Definition 6.5.14. By rule

SENDC-RT we can deriveΓ ⊢r e′′j : H # k : d j , which impliesΓ ⊢r E [e′′j ] : Fi # Σ′′
i ,k : d j .d

′

by Lemma 6.5.3. Lastly we getΓ′ = Γ, andΣ′
i = Σ′′

i ,k : d j .d
′ andh′(k̃) = o :: o, which

assurewf(Γ′;Σ′;h′).

�

Definition 6.5.19. Let e be an expression ande1, e2 be two subexpressions ofe. We say that
e2 follows e1 in e if, for some arbitrary contextR and evaluation contextE , we have that
E [e1] = R [e2] is a subexpression ofe.

Lemma 6.5.20. Let e, [ ]−→∗ e1 | . . . |en,h, wheree is an initial expression. Then:

1. no expressionei can contain occurrences of bothk and k̃ for some channelk,

2. if e′, e′′ are communication subexpressions ofei ande′′ followse′, then the index ofe′ is
greater than or equal to the index ofe′′.

PROOF.

1. Straightforward, noting that the channelsk andk̃ are introduced by the rule SESSREQ-R
in two different parallel threads and that delegation does not move channels from one
thread to another.

2. In an initial expression the property holds. We now prove that the reduction preserves the
property, namely if all the channels in the subexpressions of an expression are indexed
in a not increasing order, starting from the redex to all the following expressions, in the
sense of Definition 6.5.19, then after one step of reduction we get expressions that have
the same property. The proof is by case analysis on the definition of −→.
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Case SESSREQ-R. We have that

h(o) = (F, ) sBody(s〈G〉,F) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h
E [o.s〈G〉{e}], h −→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+, h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]

Let E [o.s〈G〉{e}] be an expression in which the desired property holds. After one
step of reduction, in the expressione*k+ the new channelk is the one with the
highest index and no other channel can occur ine*k+. Moreover all communication
expressions occurring inE follow all communication expressions ine*k+. Lastly
note that by induction hypothesis the desired property holds for all communication
expressions occurring inE .

In parallel we have the expression[o/this]e′*k̃+, wheree′ is a session body, so the
only channel in this expression isk̃. Then this reduction rule preserves the property.

Case SESSDEL -R. We have that

h(o) = (F, ) sBody(s〈G〉,F) = e

E [o• s〈G〉{k}], h −→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

Let E [o• s〈G〉{k}] be an expression in which the desired property holds. Since
o• s〈G〉{k} is the redex, then by inductionk is the channel with the highest index.
After one step of reduction,[o/this]e*k+ is the first expression to be reduced next,
andk is still the only channel that occurs in it. Notice that, being o• s〈G〉{k} well
typed, the session descriptor of the sessions in the class of the objecto cannot be
ε, and thereforee*k+ must contain occurrences ofk.

CaseSENDCASE-R. We have that

h(k̃) = o h(o) = (F, ) F ⇓ F= Fi

E [k.sendC(o){F⇒ e}], h −→ E [ei ], h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

If the expressionE [k.sendC(o){F⇒ e}] is an expression in which the desired prop-
erty holds, then by inductionk is the channel with the highest index. The channel
k is the only channel that can occur in the expressions ¯e. Then, after one step of
reduction the expressionei can contain only the channelk, which is the one with
the highest index, or it can contain no channel, and the context E is unchanged. In
both cases the property still holds, since all communication expressions inE follow
ei .

CasesRECEIVE CASE-R, RECEIVE WHILE -R and SENDWHILE -R. The proof is
similar to the previous one.

In all the remaining case no channel is introduced or modified, then the property is
preserved.

�

Theorem 6.5.21(Type safety). If If /0 ⊢ e0 : G0 # ε ande0, [ ]−→∗ e1 | . . . |en,h, then for eachei

(1≤ i ≤ n) one of the following conditions holds:

• ei ,h−→ P,h′ for some P,h′,

• ei = o for someo.

PROOF. We assume, toward a contradiction, thate does not have the progress property. Then
e, [ ] −→∗ e1 |...| en,h that is irreducible and is not a parallel composition of object identifiers.
By Lemma 6.5.18 we have that there areΓ, Σ1, ...,Σn andF1, ...,Fn such thatwf(Γ;Σ;h), where
Σ =

⋃
1≤i≤n Σ andΓ ⊢r ei : Fi # Σi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By structural equivalence we can assume

without loss of generality that, for 1≤ m≤ n, the expressionse1, ...,em are not object identi-
fiers. By Lemma 6.5.18 we getwf(Σ;h), which implies that all predicates inΣ do not contain
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�. Therefore all occurrences ofcont in e1, ...,em must be nested in while communication ex-
pressions. Then the evaluation of the expressionse1, ...,em can only be stopped by case receive
expressions waiting for objects in the queues associated tochannels that are subjects of those
expressions. So for all 1≤ l ≤ mwe must haveel =El [e

′
l ], wheree′l is a case receive expression.

Let j be the highest among the indexes of the channels occurring ine1 |...| en. If both kj andk̃j
occur ine1 |...| en, then by Lemma 6.5.20(1) they occur in two different expressions, let them be
ep = Ep[e

′
p] andeq = Eq[e

′
q] with 1≤ p 6= q≤ m. By Lemma 6.5.20(2) the subjects of the two

expressionse′p ande′q are the channelskj andk̃j. Moreover we must have thatΣp(kj), Σq(k̃j) are

of the forms ?{F⇒ d}.d′, ?{G⇒ d′′}.d′′′, sincee′p ande′q are case receive expressions.

If h(kj) is not empty, then leth(kj) = o :: o′, and by Lemma 6.5.15h(o) = (F, ) andF ⇓ F is
defined, soe′p can perform a RECEIVECASE-R step, contradicting the hypothesis. Similarly, if
h(k̃j) is not empty.
Otherwise, if bothh(kj) andh(k̃j) are empty, then by Lemma 6.5.18 we getwf(Σ;h). The last
clause ofwf(Σ;h) implies Σp(kj) ⋊⋉ Σq(k̃j) by Definition 6.5.14. But this is impossible since
Σp(kj) andΣq(k̃j) are of the forms ?{F⇒ d}.d′ and ?{G⇒ d′′}.d′′′.
If only kj occurs ine1 |...| en, then we must haveΣ(k̃j) = ε. From the last clause ofwf(Σ;h) we
get thath(kj) is not empty, and so we can argue as before. �

6.6 Conclusions
In Chapter 4 we studied the bounded polymorphism for the session types in an object oriented
language following the MOOSEapproach. In this chapter we went further by investigating the
adoption of generics in the STOOPapproach, through the calculusF SAM∀.

In bothF SAM∀ and MOOSE<: the choice on how to continue a session is determined by
the class of the exchanged object and session types may contain variables. The improvement
of F SAM∀ with respect to MOOSE<: is the deeper integration of the communication primitives
inside the object-oriented paradigm. More specifically:

• F SAM∀ user syntax does not require any mention to communication channels, whereas
MOOSE<: initiates session through connect primitives that use explicit communication
channels;

• F SAM∀ realizes polymorphism trough generic types like Java 5 [13], allowing parame-
terized objects, whereas MOOSE<: uses an ad hoc version of bounded polymorphism.
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Chapter 7

Extending the STOOP approach
with semantic subtyping

In this chapter we show how to enhance the type system on Chapter 5 by using the semantic
framework of Chapter 3: in particular we enablesession overloading. We callF SAM⊆ this
version of the calculus of Chapter 5, since semantic subtyping is based on set inclusion.

Session overloading is a feature inspired by the well-knownobject-oriented concept of
method overloading, and by means of it we allow the same session name to be declared with
different session descriptors in a class hierarchy.

Analyzing this capability from a service-oriented perspective we can notice that it is fully
related to the concept of service discovery, where a serviceis retrieved using its name and its
communication behavior (i.e., session descriptor). If more than one service with the same name
is found, then a compatible service is chosen depending on its advertised communication behav-
ior. If there is still an ambiguity, because several services are declared with the same session
descriptor, this means they all are able to safely interact with the caller (client) by playing a com-
pliant role in the conversation. In this case it does not matter which one will be selected, since
the client is guaranteed that the service is able to handle its request and to reply in the expected
way, no matter which local computation the service is going to perform.

So, even if the concept of session overloading is technically related to the one of method
overloading, in this work we interpreted it in a more service-oriented way and we believe that
the ambiguity that has been addressed as a problem w.r.t to method overloading, is not such
in this context. Therefore we choose the selection of the proper session body among the ones
with the same name and comparable behaviors to remain non-deterministic. (See semantic rule
SESSREQ-R in Figure 7.4.)

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 7.1 we informally present the calculus with
an example; in Section 7.2 we define the syntax and in Section 7.3 the auxiliary functions; in
Section 7.4 we present operational semantics; in Section 7.5 we define the type system, that we
prove to ensures type safety in Section 7.6.

7.1 Example

In this section we introduce the main features ofF SAM⊆ presenting a modification of the ex-
ample in Section 5.1, in which a seller and a buyer negotiateda purchase. Suppose that we have
a seller than after the deal with the buyer, and after having checked with bank, find out that the
buyer does not have enough money to complete the transaction. Then, instead of aborting the
negotiation, it propose to the buyer some possible solutions, for instance to pay by installments,
or to purchase a cheaper item. The classSeller1, which contains the code of this seller, is a
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subclass of the classSeller of Figure 5.3. It contains a sessionsell that is a refined version of
the session with the same name in the superclass, and it is declared as in Figure 7.1, where the
dots indicate the same code as in the superclassSeller.

1 String∨Item Sell1 ST sell
2 { ...
3 receiveW( x ){
4 OK ⇒ { sendC( bank•check{ } )
5 {OK ⇒ ...8
6 NoMoney ⇒ receiveC( y )
7 {Installments ⇒ PaymentPlan := receive 8
8 CheaperItem ⇒ send(itemList) 8
9 NoDeal ⇒ new String("failed bank trans.")}

} } 8
10 NoDeal ⇒ ... 8
11 MakeAnOffer ⇒ ...} }

Figure 7.1: The methodsell in the classSeller1.

The session descriptorSell1 ST is

session Sell1 ST = ?Item.!Money.Sell2 ST,

where the definition ofSell2 ST is as follows:

session Sell2 ST = ?OK.?AccntNr.?Money.(!OK.!Date⊕ !NoMoney.ε) +
?NoDeal.?NoMoney.(?Installments.?PaymentPlan +

?CheaperItem.!ItemList+
?NoDeal.ε})+

?MakeAnOffer.!Money.Sell2 ST⊕?NoDeal.ε)

The code of the buyer must be modified accordingly, in order tohave a behavior specified
by a session descriptor dual of the one above.

7.2 Syntax

In this section we present the syntax of the calculusF SAM⊆, by only remarking the differences
with respect to the syntax ofF SAM∨.

The syntax ofF SAM⊆ constructs is given in Figure 7.2. We use notations from Chapters 5
and 3. The metavariablesC andD range over class names,f ranges over fields names,s ranges
over session names, ande ranges over expressions, as in Chapter 5. Instead we borrow from
Chapter 3 the definitions of basic types, ranged over byt, and session descriptors (that are a
subset of those defined in Chapter 3, for the definition see Section 7.5), ranged over byη.

Class and session declarations, and threads are as inF SAM∨. The expressions are the same
except for the session request and delegation, in which session descriptors (and sieves) are ex-
plicitly written, in order to deal with session overloading. In a session requeste.s{e′ : η} the
session descriptorη describes the communications offered by the expressione′. In a session
delegationexpression,e • s{k : χ}, the sieveχ represents the communication requirements in
the choice of the session body.

As inF SAM∨, since we do not have public channels in the language, we do not have session
types (in the sense of Chapter 3), but only session descriptors (and sieves) associated to the
private channels.
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(class) L ::= class C extends C { t f; S }
(session) S ::= tηs{ e }
(expression) e ::= x | this | o | e; e | e.f:= e | e.f | new C(e)

| e.s{e : η} | e• s{ k : χ}
| k. sendC(e){t⇒ e8 t⇒ e}
| k. receiveC(x){t⇒ e8 t⇒ e}

(threads) P ::= e | P|P

Figure 7.2: Syntax (syntax occurring only at runtime isshaded ).

7.3 Auxiliary functions

As in FJ, a class tableCT is a mapping from class names to class declarations. We assume a fixed
CT that satisfies some usual sanity conditions as in FJ [59] but,contrary toF SAM∨, we allow
the same session name to be declared with different session descriptors in a class hierarchy, thus
enablingsession overloading.

The definitions of static and dynamic semantics rely on some auxiliary functions. The lookup
functionfields, which returns the sequence of fields of a class, is defined as in FJ. The two lookup
functionsfTyper andfTypew, for reading and writing field types, are extended with respect to their
definitions inF SAM∨, in order to deal with intersection and negation types. The lookupfTypew
of a field f and a negate type¬t returns the intersection type composed by the types off in all
the classes different from (or not subclasses of)t. In the case offTyper a union type is returned.

In F SAM∨ every session name in a class is associated with a unique session descriptor.
Since we enable session overloading, inF SAM⊆ every session name in a class is associated to
a set of session descriptors. This set is looked up by the function sType, whose parameters are
a type and a session name. Since this function can be applied not only to classes but to any
other type, then thesTypelookup function returns a set of sets of session descriptors: in case
it is invoked with a class name as argument, it returns a singleton containing a set of session
descriptors. In this way we take into account the overloading and the fact that, in general, the
type of the receiver is a boolean combination of classes. When applied to a session names and
a negate type¬t, the function returns the set of the types ofs in all the classes different from (or
not subclasses of)t.

ThesTypefunction is refined by therTypeand thesBodylookup functions, which take as a
further arguments a session descriptor: they look up the return type of a session and the body of
a session, respectively.

All these functions are defined in Figure 7.3.

7.4 Operational semantics

The operational semantics is defined by the reduction rules in Figure 7.4. We use the notions of
heap (h), evaluation context (E), redex, runtime channels (k andk̃), channel addition operation
(*...+) defined in Section 5.4.

Rule SESSREQ-R models the connection between the co-bodye of a session requesto.s{e :
η} and the bodye′ of the sessions, in the class of the objecto, in the same way asF SAM∨,
except that here we have to check thate and e′ have dual session descriptors, since, due to
overloading, there may be more than one sessions in the class of objecto. The typing system
ensures that there exists at least one sessions for which the duality condition, in the premise of
the rule, is satisfied.
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fields(Object) = • fields(D) = t′ f ′ class C extends D {t f S}
fields(C) = t f, t′ f ′

fields(C) = t f

fTypew(fi ,C) = fTyper(fi ,C) = ti

fTypew(f,¬t) =
∧

C6≤t fTypew(f,C) fTyper(f,¬t) =
∨

C 6≤t fTypew(f,C)

fTypew(f, ti)≤ fTypew(f, t j) i 6= j, i, j ∈ {1,2}
fTypew(f, t1∨ t2) = fTypew(f, ti)

fTyper(f, t1∨ t2) = fTyper(f, t1)∨ fTyper(f, t2)

ti ≤ t j i 6= j, i, j ∈ {1,2}
fTypew(f, t1∧ t2) = fTypew(f, ti) fTyper(f, t1∧ t2) = fTyper(f, ti)

class C extends D {t f S} t1 η1 s{e1}; . . . ;tn ηn s{en} ∈ S

sType(s,C) = {{η1, . . . ,ηn}∪sType(s,D)}

class C extends D {t f S} s 6∈ S

sType(s,C) = sType(s,D)

sType(s,¬t) =⋃
C 6≤t sType(s,C) sType(s, t1∨ t2) = sType(s, t1)∪sType(s, t2)

ti ≤ t j i 6= j, i, j ∈ {1,2}
sType(s, t1∧ t2) = sType(s, ti)

class C extends D {t f S} tηs{ e } ∈ S

rType(s,η,C) = t

class C extends D {t f S} tηs{ e } 6∈ S

rType(s,η,C) = rType(s,η,D)

rType(s,η,¬t) =∨
C6≤t rType(s,C) rType(s,η, t1∨ t2) = rType(s,η, t1)∨ rType(s,η, t2)

ti ≤ t j i 6= j, i, j ∈ {1,2}
rType(s,η, t1∧ t2) = rType(s,η, t1)

class C extends D {t f S} tηs{ e } ∈ S

sBody(s,η,C) = e

class C extends D {t f S} s 6∈ S

sBody(s,η,C) = sBody(s,η,D)

Figure 7.3: Lookup Functions.

Rule SESSDEL-R replaces the session delegationo• s{k : χ} by [o/this]e*k+, wheree is a
body of the sessions, in the class of the objecto, and it is such that the session descriptor ofe

is bigger or equal to the sieve required by the delegation constructor. As in the previous rule, we
need this dynamic check because in the same class there may bemore than one session with the
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PAR-R
e,h−→ P,h′

e |P1,h−→ P|P1,h
′

SEQ-R
E [o;e],h−→ E [e],h

FLD-R
h(o) = (C, f : o)

E [o.fi],h−→ E [oi ],h

NEWC-R
fields(C) = t f o 6∈ h

E [ new C(o)],h−→ E [o],h:: [o 7→ (C, f : o)]

FLDASS-R
E [o.f := o′],h−→ E [o′],h[o 7→ h(o)[f 7→ o′]]

SESSREQ-R
h(o) = (C, ) η ⋊⋉ η′ sBody(s,η′,C) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h

E [o.s{e : η}],h−→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+,h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]

SESSDEL-R
h(o) = (C, ) χ ≤ η sBody(s,η,C) = e

E [o • s{k : χ}],h−→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

SENDCASE-R
h(k̃) = o h(o) = (C, ) C≤ ti

E [k.sendC(o){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [ei ],h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

RECEIVECASE-R
h(k) = (o :: o) h(o) = (C, ) C≤ ti

E [k.receiveC(x){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [[o/x]ei ],h[k 7→ o]

Figure 7.4: Reduction Rules.

same name, but different communication behavior.
The communication rule forsendC, SENDCASE-R, puts the objecto in the queue associated

to the channel̃k. The computation then proceeds with the expressionei , if h(o) = (C, ) and
C≤ ti . Clearly ifC≤ t1 andC≤ t2, the choice betweene1 ande2 is non-deterministic, differently
from F SAM∨ where we choose a policy in order to have a deterministic choice. Dually the
receive communication rule takes an objecto from the queue associated to channelk and returns
the expression[o/x]ei , if h(o) = (C, ) andC≤ ti .

The remaining rules are as inF SAM∨.

7.5 Typing

In this section we present the type systems forF SAM⊆ using the definitions of typing judge-
ments and environments defined in Section 5.5.

The presence in our calculus of the sequencing operator and of other operators which implic-
itly put in sequence the evaluation of expressions makes useful the definition of a concatenation
operator (◦ ) between session descriptors and the addition of the neutral element with respect to
concatenation (ε). We do not need the explicit session terminatorend. Therefore, even if the
type system will use the whole theory of semantic types, userdefined code will have just the
communication behavior described by the descriptors arising from the following grammar:

η ::= ε | !t.η ⊕ !t.η | ?t.η + ?t.η
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AXIOM -T
Γ ⊢ z : Γ(z) # ε

SUB-T
Γ ⊢ e : t # η t≤ t′

Γ ⊢ e : t′ # η
NEWC-T
fields(C) = t f Γ ⊢ ei : ti # ε

Γ ⊢ new C(e) : C # ε

FLD-T
Γ ⊢ e : t # η

Γ ⊢ e.f : fTyper(f, t) # η
SEQ-T
Γ ⊢ e : t # η Γ ⊢ e′ : t′ # η′

Γ ⊢ e;e′ : t′ # η◦η′

FLDASS-T
Γ ⊢ e : t # η Γ ⊢ e′ : fTypew(f, t) # η′

Γ ⊢ e.f := e′ : fTypew(f, t) # η◦η′

SESSREQ-T
Γ ⊢ e : t # η Γ ⊢ e′ : t′ # η′ ∀{η} ∈ sType(s, t)∃η′′ ∈ η.η′

⋊⋉ η′′

Γ ⊢ e.s{e′ : η′} : t′ # η
SESSDEL-T

Γ ⊢ e : t # η η′ ≤ χ ∀{η} ∈ sType(s, t)∃η′′ ∈ η.χ ≤ η′′

({η} ∈ sType(s, t) andη′′ ∈ η andχ ≤ η′′) impliesrType(s,η′′, t) = t′

Γ ⊢ e• s{χ} : t′ # η◦η′

SENDC-T
Γ ⊢ e : t1∨ t2 # η Γ ⊢ ei : t # ηi

Γ ⊢ sendC(e){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2} : t # η◦ (!t1.η1 ⊕ !t2.η2)

RECEIVEC-T
Γ,x : ti ⊢ ei : t # ηi

Γ ⊢ receiveC(x){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2} : t # ?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2

Figure 7.5: Typing Rules for Channel Free Expressions.

and we define:

η◦η′ =





η′ if η = ε,
π1.(η1◦η′)+π2.(η2 ◦η′) if η = π1.η1+π2.η2

π1.(η1◦η′)⊕π2.(η2 ◦η′) if η = π1.η1⊕π2.η2

whereπ ∈ {!t,?t}. The descriptorε is dual of itself.
Notice that the concatenation operator◦ corresponds to the operator “.” of Section 5.5, but

here we choose to use a different symbol in order to distinguish the concatenation from the
prefixing.

We first define the typing ofchannel free expressions, in which communication channels are
implicit but with occurrences of object identifiers (see Section 5.5.1). Typing rules for channel
free expressions are in Figure 7.5.

The rule for session request SESSREQ-T prescribes that in all sets of session descriptors
which buildsType(s,t) there is a session descriptor which is dual of the session descriptor of the
co-bodye′. This assures that there is always a possible choice for the body of the sessions which
will communicate properly with the co-body. Notice that thesession descriptor of the session
request expression does not consider the communications inside the session body (i.e., it isη
instead ofη ◦η′). This is because, even if the thread is going to perform the communications
described byη′ after the ones inη, the session body refers to an enclosed session that will
be established with some other partner, whileη refers to the communications with the current
partner.
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SESS-WF
{this : C} ⊢ e : t # η
tηs{ e } ok in C

CLASS-WF
D ok S ok in C

class C extends D { t f; S } ok

Figure 7.6: Well-formed Class Tables.

AXIOM -RT
Γ ⊢r z : Γ(z) # /0

SUB-RT
Γ ⊢r e : t # Σ t≤ t′

Γ ⊢r e : t′ # Σ
NEWC-RT
fields(C) = t f Γ ⊢r ei : ti # /0

Γ ⊢r new C(e) : C # /0

FLD-RT
Γ ⊢r e : t # Σ

Γ ⊢r e.f : fTyper(f, t) # Σ
SEQ-RT
Γ ⊢r e : t # Σ Γ ⊢r e′ : t′ # Σ′

Γ ⊢r e;e′ : t′ # Σ◦Σ′

FLDASS-RT
Γ ⊢r e : t # Σ Γ ⊢r e′ : fTypew(f, t) # Σ′

Γ ⊢r e.f := e′ : fTypew(f, t) # Σ◦Σ′

SESSREQ-RT
Γ ⊢r e : t # Σ Γ ⊢ e′ : t′ # η ∀{η} ∈ sType(s, t)∃η′ ∈ η.η ⋊⋉ η′

Γ ⊢r e.s{e′ : η} : t′ # Σ
SESSDEL-RT

Γ ⊢r e : t # Σ η ≤ χ ∀{η} ∈ sType(s, t)∃η′ ∈ η.χ ≤ η′

({η} ∈ sType(s, t) andη′ ∈ η andχ ≤ η′) impliesrType(s,η′, t) = t′

Γ ⊢r e• s{k : χ} : t′ # Σ◦ {k : η}
SENDC-RT

Γ ⊢r e : t1∨ t2 # Σ Γ ⊢r ei : t # {k : ηi}
Γ ⊢rk.sendC(e){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2} : t # Σ◦ {k : !t1.η1 ⊕ !t2.η2}
RECEIVEC-RT

Γ,x : ti ⊢r ei : t # {k : ηi}
Γ ⊢rk.receiveC(x){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2} : t # {k : ?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2}

Figure 7.7: Typing Rules for Runtime Expressions.

In typing session delegation (rule SESSDEL-T) we take into account that the whole expres-
sion will be replaced by one of the session bodies defined in the class of the expression to which
the session is delegated (cf. the reduction rule SESSDEL-R, Figure 7.4). The condition

χ ≤ η′′ impliesrType(s,η′′,t) = t′

assures that all bodies ofs which can be chosen have the same return type. Sinceη′ ≤ χ and
χ ≤ η′′, thenη′ ≤ η′′ and this means that all the duals ofη′ are also dual ofη′′ (because of
the definition of subsieving in Chapter 3), then we can safelycomposeη with η′ to obtain the
descriptor for the delegation expression.

Figure 7.6 defines well-formed class tables.
Figure 7.7 gives the typing rules forruntime expressions, in which we have session envi-

ronments instead of a unique session descriptor. Theconcatenationcan be extended tosession
environmentsas inF SAM∨:

Σ◦Σ′(k) = Σ(k)◦Σ′(k).
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7.6 Properties
In this section we prove the properties ofF SAM⊆ following the same technique we used to
to prove the properties ofF SAM∨. We will use all the definitions given in Section 5.6, just
replacingT by t, so, for example, an initial executable expressione is such that/0 ⊢ e : t # ε for
somet.

We will only list the statements of the properties without any further comment and we add
the proofs where they differ from the ones of Chapter 5.

7.6.1 Subject Reduction
Proposition 7.6.1. Γ ⊢ t : η # e impliesΓ ⊢r e*k+ : t # {k : η}.

Lemma 7.6.2. In any derivation ofΓ ⊢r e : t # Σ there is a subderivation ofΓ ⊢r e : t′ # Σ, with
t<: t′, where the last applied rule is different fromSUB-RT.

Lemma 7.6.3(Weakening). LetΓ ⊢r e : t # Σ.

1. If x 6∈ dom(Γ) thenΓ,x : t′ ⊢r e : t # Σ.

2. If o 6∈ dom(Γ) thenΓ,o : C ⊢r e : t # Σ.

Lemma 7.6.4(Evaluation Context Substitution). If Γ ⊢rE [e] : t # Σ, then there existΣ1, Σ2, t′,
such that

1. Γ ⊢r e : t′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1 ◦Σ2,

2. Γ ⊢rE [e′] : t # Σ′
1 ◦Σ2, for anye′ such thatΓ ⊢r e′ : t′ # Σ′

1 with Σ1 ⊑ Σ′
1.

Lemma 7.6.5(Term Substitution). If Γ,z : C ⊢r e : t # Σ andΓ ⊢r o : C # /0, thenΓ ⊢r [o/z]e : t # Σ.

Lemma 7.6.6 (Typing of Session Bodies). If η ∈ sType(s,C), and rType(s,η,C) = t and
sBody(s,η,C) = e, then{this : C} ⊢ t : η # e.

Theorem 7.6.7(Subject Reduction). If wf(Γ;h) andΓ ⊢r e : t # Σ then

1. e,h−→ e′,h′ implies that there existΣ′, Γ′ such thatΓ ⊆ Γ′ and Σ ⊑ Σ′, and wf(Γ′;h′),
andΓ′ ⊢r e′ : t # Σ′.

2. e,h−→ e1 |e2,h′ implies that h′ = h[k, k̃ 7→ ()] for some freshk, and wf(Γ;h′), and that
there existt′,η,η′ such thatΓ ⊢r e1 : t # Σ,{k : η}, andΓ ⊢r e2 : t′ # {k̃ : η′}, andη ⋊⋉ η′.

PROOF. By induction on the definition of−→. We proceed by case analysis on the last applied
reduction rule.

By Lemma 7.6.2 we consider typing derivations ofΓ ⊢r e : t # Σ where the last applied rule is
different from the rule SUBRT.

Let the last applied rule be SESSREQ-R:

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,η′,C) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h η ⋊⋉ η′

E [o.s{e : η}],h−→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+,h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (C, ), we get that/0 ⊢r o : C # /0.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [o.s{e : η}] : t # Σ, by Lemma 7.6.4, we have thatΓ ⊢r o.s{e : η} :

t′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1◦Σ2. From rule SESSREQ-RT we have thatΣ1 = /0, Σ2 = Σ, Γ ⊢ t′ : η′ # e.
By Proposition 7.6.1,Γ ⊢r e*k+ : t′ # {k : η′}.
By Lemma 7.6.4, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [e*k+] : t # {k : η′}◦Σ.
Let rType(s,η′,C) = t0, thenthis : C ⊢ t0 : η # e′ by Lemma 7.6.6, andthis : C ⊢r e′*k̃+ :

t0 # {k̃ : η}, by Proposition 7.6.1.
Therefore, by Lemmas 7.6.3 and 7.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢r [o/this]e′*k̃+ : t0 # {k̃ : η}.
Notice that the new heaph[k, k̃ 7→ ()] still agrees withΓ since the only changes are about

channels.
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Let the last applied rule be SESSDEL-R:

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,η,C) = e χ ≤ η
E [o• s{k : χ}],h−→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (C, ), we get that/0 ⊢r o : C # /0.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [o • s{k : χ}] : t # Σ, by Lemma 7.6.4, we have thatΓ ⊢

r o • s{k : χ} : t′ # Σ1 and Σ = Σ1 ◦ Σ2. From rule SESSDEL-RT we have thatΣ1 = {k : η},
sType(s,C) = η andrType(s,η,C) = t′.

By Lemma 7.6.6,this : C ⊢ t′ : η # e, and this : C ⊢r e*k+ : t′ # {k : η}, by Proposi-
tion 7.6.1. Therefore, by Lemmas 7.6.3 and 7.6.5, we have that Γ ⊢r [o/this]e*k+ : t′ # {k : η}.
By Lemma 7.6.4, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [[o/this]e*k+] : t # Σ.

Let the last applied rule be SENDCASE-R:

h(k̃) = o h(o) = (C, ) C≤ ti

E [k.sendC(o){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [ei ],h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (C, ), we get that/0 ⊢r o : C # /0.
Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [k.sendC(o){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}] : t # Σ, by Lemma 7.6.4, we

have thatΓ ⊢r k.sendC(o){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2} : t′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1 ◦Σ2. From rule SENDC-RT
we have thatΣ1 = {k : !t1.η1 ⊕ !t2.η2}, Γ ⊢r ei : t′ # {k : ηi}.

By Lemma 7.6.4, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [ei ] : t # Σ′, whereΣ′ = {k : ηi}◦Σ2.
From Definition 5.6.1, we have thatΣ ⊑ Σ′.
Notice that the new heaph[k̃ 7→ o :: o] still agrees withΓ since the only changes are about

channels.
Let the last applied rule be RECEIVECASE-R:

h(k) = o :: o h(o) = (C, ) C≤ ti

E [k.receiveC(x){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [[o/x]ei ],h[k 7→ o]

By AXIOM -RT, and bywf(Γ;h) andh(o) = (C, ), we get that/0 ⊢r o : C # /0. Applying rule
SUB-RT, we get/0 ⊢r o : Ci # /0.

Since, by hypothesisΓ ⊢rE [k.receiveC(x){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}] : t # Σ, by Lemma 7.6.4, we
have thatΓ ⊢r k.receiveC(x){t1 ⇒ e18 t2 ⇒ e2} : t′ # Σ1 andΣ = Σ1◦Σ2. From ruleRECEIVEC-
RT we have thatΣ1 = {k : ?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2}, Γ,x : ti ⊢r ei : t′ # {k : ηi}.

By Lemma 7.6.5, we have thatΓ ⊢r [o/x]ei : t′ # {k : ηi}.
By Lemma 7.6.4, we have thatΓ ⊢rE [[o/x]ei ] : t # Σ′, whereΣ′ = {k : ηi}◦Σ2.
From Definition 5.6.1, we have thatΣ ⊑ Σ′.
Notice that the new heaph[k 7→ o] still agrees withΓ since the only changes are about

channels.
The remaining cases easily follow from the induction hypothesis. �

7.6.2 Type safety

Lemma 7.6.8(Progress). Lete be a well typed runtime expression, then:

1. if o.fi is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (C, f : o), for someC, wherefi ∈ f;

2. if o.s{e1 : η} is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (C, ) and sBody(s,η′,C) = e′, for some
C, e′, andη ⋊⋉ η′.

3. if o• s{k : χ} is a subexpression ofe, then h(o) = (C, ) and sBody(s,η,C) = e′, for some
C, e′, andχ ≤ η.

PROOF.
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2. By rule SESSREQ-RT, o is of typeC, for someC, and∀{η̄} ∈ sType(s,C) ∃η′ ∈ {η̄},
η′

⋊⋉ η. This impliesh(o) = (C,−) andsBody(s,η′,C) is defined.

3. By rule SESSDEL-RT, o is of typeC, for someC, and∀{η̄} ∈ sType(s,C) ∃η′ ∈ {η̄},
χ ≤ η′, andrType(s,η′,C) is defined. This impliesh(o) = (C,−) andsBody(s,η′,C) is
defined.

�

Definition 7.6.9. Let h be a heap,o be a queue of objects in h andη,η′ two session descriptors.
The relationη⋉

o
h η′ is defined by:

1. η⋉
()
h η′ if η ⋊⋉ η′,

2. ηi ◦η′
⋉
o::oi
h η′′ if (!t1.η1 ⊕ !t2.η2)◦η′

⋉
o
h η′′ and h(oi) = (C, ) and C≤ ti .

Lemma 7.6.10. Letη⋉
oi ::o
h (?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2)◦η′, and h(oi) = (C, ), andC≤ ti , thenη⋉

o
h ηi ◦

η′.

PROOF. By induction on the length ofo. The base caseo = () is straightforward from Defini-
tion 7.6.9.
For the induction case assumeo = o′ :: o+: thus the hypothesis becomesη ⋉

oi ::o′::o+

h
(?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2)◦η′. This relation can only have been obtained by case (2) of Definition 7.6.9.
So we haveη = η+

j ◦ η∗ for someη+
j (1 ≤ j ≤ 2) andη∗ andh(o+) = (C+, ) andC+ ≤ t+j

and(!t+1.η+
1 ⊕ !t+2.η+

2)◦η∗
⋉
oi ::o′
h (?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2)◦η′. By induction hypothesis we have

C ≤ ti and(!t+1.η+
1 ⊕ !t+2.η+

2) ◦η∗
⋉
o′
h ηi ◦η′. Applying again Definition 7.6.9(2) we get

the result. �

Definition 7.6.11. 1. The predicate wf(Σ;h) is defined by:

wf(Σ;h) if





k∈dom(Σ) ⇔ k∈dom(h),
∀k∈dom(Σ) : h(k) 6= () ⇒ h(k̃) = (),

∀k∈dom(Σ) : h(k) = () ⇒ Σ(k)⋉h(k̃)
h Σ(k̃).

2. wf(Γ;Σ;h) if wf(Γ;h) and wf(Σ;h).

Lemma 7.6.12. Let Γ ⊢rΣi : ei # Ci , (1≤ i ≤ n), and assume wf(Γ;Σ;h) whereΣ =
⋃

1≤i≤n Σi .
Then if

e1 | . . . |en,h −→ e′1 | . . . |e′n′ ,h
there areΓ′ andΣ′

i such thatΓ′ ⊢rΣ′
i : e

′
i # Ci (1≤ i ≤ n′), andΓ ⊆ Γ′, Σ ⊑ Σ′ and wf(Γ′;Σ′;h′),

whereΣ′ =
⋃

1≤i≤n′ Σ′
i .

PROOF. We have that, for somei (1≤ i ≤ n), eitherei ,h−→ e′i |e′′i ,h′ by an application of rule
SESSREQ-R or ei ,h−→ e′i ,h

′ by the application of any one of the other reduction rules. Inthe
former case the proof follows immediately by Theorem 7.6.7(2) and Definition 7.6.11.
So letei ,h−→ e′i ,h

′. If this reduction has not been obtained by a communication rule the proof
is trivial by Theorem 7.6.7(1). The interesting cases are when the reductionei ,h −→ e′i ,h

′ is
obtained by a communication rule.

Case RECEIVE CASE-R. Assumeei = E [k.receiveC(x){t}e′′]. We have that

E [k.receiveC(x){t}e′′], h −→ E [[o/x]e′′j ], h′,

whereh(k) = o :: o, andh(o) = (D, ), andh′ = h[k 7→ o] andD≤ t j .
SinceΓ ⊢rΣi : ei # t

′
i , by rule RECEIVEC-RT and Lemma 7.6.4 we must have for some

Σ′′
i , η1, η2, η′, t0, andy fresh inE :
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• Σi = Σ′′
i ,k : (?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2)◦η′,

• Γ ⊢r t0 : k.receiveC(x){t}e′′ # {k : ?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2},

• Γ,y : t0 ⊢rE [y] : ti # Σ′′
i ,k : η′.

By the assumptions and Definitions 7.6.11 we get thatΣ(k̃)⋉o::o
h (?t1.η1 + ?t2.η2)◦η′.

Then by Lemma 7.6.10 we have thatΣ(k̃)⋉o
h η j ◦η′.

By rule RECEIVEC-TR we can deriveΓ,x : t j ⊢r e′′j : t0 # k : η j . From wf(Γ;h) and
h(o) = (D, ) and D ≤ t j we get Γ ⊢ro : t j # /0 by applying AXIOM -RT and possi-
bly SUB-RT. Then from Lemma 7.6.5 we have thatΓ ⊢r [o/x]e′′j : t0 # k : η j , which im-
plies Γ ⊢rE [[o/x]e′′j ] : t

′
i # Σ′′

i ,k : η j ◦η′ by Lemma 7.6.4. Lastly we getΓ′ = Γ, and

Σ′
i = Σ′′

i ,k : η j ◦η′ andh′(k) = o′, which assureΣ ⊑ Σ′ andwf(Γ′;Σ′;h′).

Case SENDCASE-R. Assumeei = E [k.sendC(o){t}e′′]. We have that

E [k.sendC(o){t}e′′], h −→ E [e′′j ], h′

whereh(k̃) = o, andh(o) = (D, ), andh′ = h[k̃ 7→ o :: o], andD≤ t j .
SinceΓ ⊢rΣi : ei # t

′
i , by rule SENDC-RT (observing that an object is typed with the empty

session environment) and Lemma 7.6.4 we must have for someΣ′′
i , η1, η2, η′, t0, andy

fresh inE :

• Σi = Σ′′
i ,k : (!t1.η1 ⊕ !t2.η2)◦η′,

• Γ ⊢r k.sendC(o){t}e′′ : C0 # {k : !t1.η1 ⊕ !t2.η2},

• Γ,y :0⊢r t′i : E [y] # Σ′′
i
,k : η′.

By the assumptions and Definition 7.6.11 we have that(!t1.η1 ⊕ !t2.η2) ◦ η′
⋉
o
h Σ(k̃),

which impliesη j ◦η′
⋉
o::o
h Σ(k̃) by Definition 7.6.9. By rule SENDC-RT we can derive

Γ ⊢r e′′j : t0 # k : η j , which impliesΓ ⊢rE [e′′j ] : t
′
i # Σ′′

i ,k : η j ◦η′ by Lemma 7.6.4. Lastly

we get Γ′ = Γ, and Σ′
i = Σ′′

i ,k : η j ◦ η′ and h′(k̃) = o :: o, which assureΣ ⊑ Σ′ and
wf(Γ′;Σ′;h′).

�

Definition 7.6.13. Let e be an expression ande1, e2 be two subexpressions ofe. We say that
e2 follows e1 in e if, for some arbitrary contextR and evaluation contextE , we have that
E [e1] = R [e2] is a subexpression ofe.

Lemma 7.6.14. Let /0 ⊢ e : t # ε ande, [ ]−→∗ e1 | . . . |en,h. Then:

1. no expressionei can contain occurrences of bothk and k̃ for some channelk,

2. if e′, e′′ are communication subexpressions ofei ande′′ followse′, then the index ofe′ is
greater than or equal to the index ofe′′.

PROOF.

2. /0 ⊢ e : t # ε implies that no channel occurs ine and so the property trivially holds. We
now prove that the reduction preserves the property, namelyif all the channels in the
subexpressions of an expression are indexed in a not increasing order, starting from the
redex to all the following expressions, in the sense of Definition 7.6.13, then after one
step of reduction we get expressions that have the same property. The proof is by case
analysis on the definition of−→.

Case SESSREQ-R. We have that

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,η′,C) = e′ k, k̃ 6∈ h η ⋊⋉ η′

E [o.s{e : η}],h−→ E [e*k+] | [o/this]e′*k̃+,h[k, k̃ 7→ ()]
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Let E [o.s{e : η}] be an expression in which the desired property holds. After one
step of reduction, in the expressione*k+ the new channelk is the one with the
highest index and no other channel occurs in it. Moreover allcommunication ex-
pressions occurring ine*k+ precede all communication expressions inE . Lastly
note that by induction hypothesis the desired property holds for all communication
subexpressions occurring inE .

In parallel we have the expression[o/this]e′*k̃+, wheree′ is a session body, so the
only channel in this expression isk̃. Then this reduction rule preserves the property.

Case SESSDEL -R. We have that

h(o) = (C, ) sBody(s,η,C) = e χ ≤ η
E [o• s{k : χ}],h−→ E [[o/this]e*k+],h

Let E [o • s{k : χ}] be an expression in which the desired property holds. Since
o•s{k : χ} is the redex, thenk is the channel with the highest index. After one step
of reduction,[o/this]e*k+ is the first expression to be reduced next, andk is still
the only channel which occurs in it.

Case SENDCASE-R. We have that

h(k̃) = o h(o) = (C, ) C≤ ti

E [k.sendC(o){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}],h−→ E [ei ],h[k̃ 7→ o :: o]

If the expressionE [k.sendC(o){t1 ⇒ e1 8 t2 ⇒ e2}] is an expression in which the
desired property holds, thenk is the channel with the highest index. The channelk

is the only channel which occurs in the expressionse1,e2. Then, after one step of
reduction the expressionei can contain only the channelk, that is the one with the
highest index, or it can contain no channel, but the context is unchanged, then the
property still holds.

�

Theorem 7.6.15(Type safety). If /0 ⊢ e0 : t0 # ε and e0, [ ] −→∗ e1 | . . . |en,h, then for eachei
(1≤ i ≤ n) one of the following conditions holds:

• ei ,h−→ P,h′ for some P,h′,

• ei = o for someo.

PROOF. Toward a contradiction we assume thate −→∗ e1 |...| en,h which is irreducible and is
not a parallel composition of objects. By Lemma 7.6.12 we have that there areΓ, Σ1, ...,Σn and
t1, ...,tn such thatwf(Γ;Σ;h), whereΣ =

⋃
1≤i≤n Σi andΓ ⊢rΣi : ei # ti for all 1≤ i ≤ n. We can

assume without loss of generality that, for 1≤ m≤ n, the expressionse1, ...,em are not objects.
By Lemma 7.6.12 we getwf(Σ;h). Then the evaluation of the expressionse1, ...,em can only be
stopped by a receiving expression waiting for data in the associated channel. So for all 1≤ l ≤ m
we must haveel = E[e′l ], wheree′l is a case receiving communication expression.
Let j be the highest among the indexes of the channels occurring ine1 |...| en. If both kj andk̃j
occur ine1 |...| en, then by Lemma 7.6.14(1) they occur in two different expressions, let them
be ep andeq with 1≤ p 6= q≤ m. By Lemma 7.6.14(2) the subjects of the two expressionse′p
ande′q are the channelskj and k̃j . Moreover we must have thatΣp(kj), Σq(k̃j) are of the forms
(?t′1.η1 + ?t′2.η2) ◦ η, (?t′′1.η′

1 + ?t′′2.η′
2) ◦ η′, sincee′p and e′q are case receiving expres-

sions.
If h(kj) is not empty, then leth(kj) = o :: o′, and by Lemma 7.6.10h(o) = (C,−) andC ≤ t′i is
defined, soe′p can perform a RECEIVECASE-R step against the hypothesis. Similarly ifh(k̃j) is
not empty.
Otherwise, if bothh(kj) and h(k̃j) are empty, then by Lemma 7.6.12 we getwf(Σ;h), which
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implies Σq(k̃j) ⋊⋉ Σp(kj). But this is impossible sinceΣp(kj) and Σq(k̃j) are of the forms
(?t′1.η1 + ?t′2.η2)◦η, (?t′′1.η′

1 + ?t′′2.η′
2)◦η′.

If only kj occurs ine1 |...| en, then we must haveΣ(k̃j) = ε and fromwf(Σ;h) get thath(kj) is
not empty, and so we can argue as before. �
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Part IV

Conclusions and Future Work
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we studied session types both from a foundational perspective and from a linguistic
one.

We first defined a semantics for session types. Since session types are intended to describe
the communication behavior of a process, it seemed natural for them to be defined not syntac-
tically, following the syntax of the process they describe,but semantically, capturing the ob-
servable behavior of processes in term of the input and output actions they perform. We have
done this exploiting well-known theories, like set theory and process algebrae. We interpreted
types and descriptors as sets, and defined subtyping as the standard set inclusion relation. From
process algebrae we borrowed the concepts of internal and external choices, and we defined a
reduction semantics for descriptors using standard LTS. With our semantic framework session
types have the shape of CCS processes, that is sequences of inputs and outputs composed by
choices operator.

On the other side, from a linguistic perspective, we studiedthe design of object-oriented
calculi with sessions, which is the first step to the embedding of session types in real languages.
We show how to enrich the session types for object-oriented languages with useful features like
bounded polymorphism, unions, and parametric polymorphism.

The calculusF SAM⊆ (Chapter 7) represents the synthesis of the two studies, thefounda-
tional and the linguistic one, since with it we show how to usethe semantic framework to define
the typing of an object-oriented language with sessions. Wecould have decided to use the subtyp-
ing of [46], but in that case we could not have just taken it as it is defined, instead we should have
adapted it to the ad-hoc session descriptors of STOOP, while the adoption of semantic subtyping
allows STOOP to have session overloading in a very natural way, without any need to conform
the definition of subtyping or duality borrowed from Chapter3 to our particular language .

The natural continuation of the work in this thesis is to extend the semantic framework we
propose to the features that we cannot account for yet, in order to extend the adoption of our types
to all the session languages in the literature. Specifically, we aim at studying polymorphism
(to model session descriptors of [45] and type the languagesof Chapters 4 and 6), exploring
communication models other than output irrevocability, and extending our types to multi-party
sessions.

On the technical side, we would like to improve some aspects of our theory, for example we
aim at relaxing the contractivity conditions to be able to encode all the existing session types for
dyadic interactions (see Section 3.1.1).

Another restriction of the presented theory is that received public channels can only be used
for performing request operations, whereas accept operations can only be performed on stati-
cally known, public channels. This restriction could be relaxed by designing two distinct session
types, saybegin?.η andbegin! .η, classifying those public channels on which accept (respec-
tively, request) operations can be performed. Then, their intersection would classify those public
channels admitting both operations. Unfortunately, extending the framework with these two
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types causes a significant complication of the subtyping relation, and we were unable to produce
a corresponding decision algorithm. Whether and how these two types can effectively co-exist
is currently being investigated.

As regards the design of the calculi in the thesis, we would like to further investigate the
expressive power of what it is called delegation in STOOPdialects. In fact, differently from most
of the session languages in literature, STOOPsessions are not first class, though in spite of this
we are using the concept of delegation. This significantly simplifies the system, although it re-
stricts its expressive power. We also want to explore how to slightly extend the expressiveness
of delegation, so that it supports an initial and a final dialogue before and after the delegation. In
terms of the example from Section 6.1, the card producer might have an initial dialogue with the
shipper before delegating (e.g. giving precise instructions on how to pack the cards) and might
have a final dialogue after the delivery date has been sent (e.g. receiving more detailed infor-
mation about the accounting/traceability of card shipping). We believe that such an extension,
allowing initial and final dialogues, will increase the expressive power sufficiently so as to allow
us to express all delegation examples in the literature.

The amalgamation proposed can be further on extended in various directions. In particu-
lar we plan to integrate this approach with multi-party session communication [56], multi-role
interactions [50], and with safe failure recovery [10].

Moreover, we would like to to go beyond the abstraction of thesession calculi and study
the design and implementation of real languages. For instance, so far we have not concerned
ourselves with whether we are dealing with a concurrent or a distributed setting. From the point
of view of types, and assuming that in the distributed setting all threads would share a class table,
the issue is irrelevant. This is why our core languages are concurrent, thus making the semantics
much simpler. However, when we go to a full language, for a concurrent setting we will need
features to ensure synchronization, which we have left to further work. On the other hand, in a
distributed setting we might need to consider issues to do with data marshaling, ownership, and
heap partitioning, which we have also left to further work.

Besides, the amalgamation of methods and sessions and the fact that session requests cause
the spawning of a new thread, brings a proliferation of unnecessary threads. This proliferation
is acceptable in core languages, like ours; it would need to,and could easily, be avoided in a
practical language.

Furthermore, in our calculi, each object has the capacity toexecute, at any point in time, an
unlimited number of threads. Thus, for example, an ATM wouldhave the capability to serve any
number of customers, even if its cash dispenser were empty. This is clearly an oversimplification,
and it would be useful to add “readiness”-fields so that an object can only execute a certain
number of each of its sessions at each point in time, depending also on its internal state. Such
schemes can be adapted from those in [40], [31], and [74]. Also a mechanism to control multiple
access to object state variables could be introduced.
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